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EDITORIAL

The Scottish Naturalist is now entering upon its fifth stage.

It was published originally by the Perthshire Society of Natural

Science in 1871, and under the editorship of Dr F. Buchanan
White it completed six two-yearly volumes before it passed

out of the Society’s hands in 1882. This publication was
succeeded by a New Series of four similar volumes from 1883

to 1890, edited by Professor J. W. H. Trail, who for forty-three

years was Professor of Botany at Aberdeen, and was eminent

besides as a zoologist. His connection with the editorial board

lasted twenty-eight years
;

nevertheless it was exceeded by

that of William Eagle Clarke, who edited the final volume

of this series (1891), and remained continuously thereafter on

the board until 1920.

In 1892 the old Scottish Naturalist was incorporated in

the new Annals of Scottish Natural History
,
founded and

owned by J. A. Harvie-Brown, and edited by himself, Trail,

and Eagle Clarke. Aided by Harvie-Brown ’s public-spirited

generosity, they succeeded in producing during their long

and remarkably talented partnership a series of twenty annual

volumes which have not been surpassed by any equivalent

periodical in Britain. These were published in Edinburgh,

and issued at first in three and later in four parts a year. This

series came to an end in 1911, when it was felt that increasing

specialisation made it impossible to combine zoology and

botany in a single magazine any longer. A proposal to divide

the magazine into two series was not actually carried out

:

instead Messrs Oliver & Boyd agreed to take it over. In 1912

they assumed publication without a break, under the original

name of The Scottish Naturalist .
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Dr Eagle Clarke remained as editor until, upon his retire-

ment from the Royal Scottish Museum, he was succeeded in

both offices by Dr (now Professor) James Ritchie in 1921 :

William Evans and Percy H. Grimshaw were colleagues to

them both on the editorial board. The magazine was devoted

to zoology alone, appearing monthly until the end of 1918,,

and thereafter six times annually. The familiar and attractive

cover, drawn by Professor Ritchie, was adopted in 1924,
“ not,” as he says, “ because we have anything but deep

regard for the simplicity and directness of the old title-page,

but because we believe its austerity may have belied in some
degree the character of the themes with which the magazine

deals.”

When Professor Ritchie moved to Aberdeen in 1930, Mr
Grimshaw became chief editor, and he was succeeded in 1935

by Dr A. C. Stephen. The magazine was thus carried on for

twenty-eight years by the unsparing service of the Natural

History Department of the Royal Scottish Museum, until in

1939 its light flickered and went out in the gathering storm.

The present welcome revival is due to the initiative of the

Scottish Ornithologists’ Club, who undertook, in co-operation

with the publishers, to find the necessary subscribers, authors,,

and editors. Messrs Oliver & Boyd for their part have offered

to devote all profits, should there be any, to the betterment of

the magazine. A prospectus drawn up and circulated in April

1947 met with a response which quickly exceeded their expecta-

tions, and made it possible to undertake three large issues a

year, at what is in these days a very moderate subscription,

in spite of the fact that production costs have doubled since

1939 . *******
“ In the matter of contributions,” wrote Dr Buchanan

White in the first preface in 1871,
‘

‘ suggestions have been

made that more papers of a ‘ popular ’ nature should be

introduced.” The same suggestions have probably been made
to every subsequent editor, as they have also to us. Looking
back through the volumes of past years one recognises that it

is the original contributions containing first-hand information

which give the magazine its solid and lasting worth : they
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also establish its scientific reputation. The breadth of their

interest, which naturally varies greatly, is really the most

acceptable standard of popularity. We include in this number
an introductory article on the construction of a bird nest-box,

and one on the use and value of colour-ringing
;

others on

kindred practical subjects will follow. From time to time we
shall present reviews of investigations and discoveries published

elsewhere
;

but we are on safe ground in assuming that The

Scottish Naturalist should continue to concentrate on recording

original observations and ideas, rather than on “ popular

science ” in the usually accepted sense.

It will disappoint some readers to find this number so largely

devoted to birds. This is partly a matter of chance. The
editors had to decide whether to hold up publication until

they had collected a balanced assortment of material, or to

proceed with what most readily came to hand. In the prospectus

subscribers were asked to specify their particular interests,

and it was no surprise to find that 80 per cent, of them gave

ornithology as their first or only preference, and another

5 per cent, included it as a secondary choice. The balance

will be to some extent restored in future issues, if we receive

promised contributions in botany, entomology, and on

mammals, to mention some of the subjects already canvassed.

The editors would welcome contributions upon any subject

relating to natural history in Scotland, and readers are asked

to take notice of this intimation.

In 1911 the magazine abandoned the attempt to cover both

botany and zoology, as we have already recounted, because of

increasing specialisation. We have reverted to the original

wider scope because in these days of active correlation between

different compartments of science, and, in particular, of

emphasis on ecology, it seems best to be free of restrictions.

If the magazine can do anything to encourage a biological

rather than a specialist outlook it will serve a useful purpose.

We look back with admiration at the versatile talents of many
of our Victorian predecessors, who were able to extend their

attention and knowledge to the most diverse fields of natural

history. Ornithology now so dominates the scene, partly

because birds are attractive and conspicuous and readily

observed, and partly because the subject provides incomparably
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the fullest and most accessible reference literature
;

it is

therefore the easiest subject upon which to make a start.

Lepidoptera and the higher plants probably come next in

popularity, for similar reasons
;

and apprenticeship to other,

groups is relatively more difficult, though to some people,

possibly for this reason, more rewarding. It is mostly a

question of time and opportunity that keeps us from becoming

masters of more than one trade, though undoubtedly each

new subsidiary interest adds to our enjoyment and gives

greater opportunities for making useful observations.

This is the appropriate point at which to call attention to

the publication in 1942 of a Bibliography of Key Works for

the Identification of the British Fauna and Flora by the

Association for the Study of Systematics, and obtainable from

Adlard & Son Ltd., at Dorking, Surrey, price 7s. 6d. It is

an admirable guide-book for anyone fond of venturing into

unfamiliar fields of knowledge.

There is one matter of editorial policy upon which we desire

to forestall criticism. This is our decision to abandon (except

in titles) the use of initial capitals for English proper names of

animals and plants. Not one of our sister periodicals which we
have been able to consult is entirely consistent on this point,

and it must give their editors perpetual trouble. According to

current usage in ornithological journals, where the difficulty

is most acutely felt, names appear with small letters when they

are used collectively for a group of species or forms, e.g.
y

buntings, warblers, geese, and terns, but are “ capitalised
”

when a particular species is designated, e.g., Willow Warbler,

Roseate Tern. Thus when one writes about “ Wheatears,”

meaning the form breeding in Britain, it must have a capital,,

though it is equally proper to write “ wheatears,” when one

means the whole group of birds in the genus CEnanthe .

Elimination of capitals may lead in rare instances to

ambiguity, especially with unfamiliar names, and it makes it

somewhat less easy to spot references to individual species on

the printed page. However, the added simplicity, and con-

formity with ordinary non-technical English as well as with

the best modern practice in scientific literature, greatly out-
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weigh these considerations. In reading recent books, for

example James Fisher’s Watching Birds
,

Julian Huxley’s

Evolution
,
or David Lack’s Life of the Robin, few of us are

confused or even notice the fact that capitals are suppressed.

Once a policy has been established it is difficult to change it,

and we have no doubt that were we to adhere to former custom

we should later regret the lost opportunity. One can become

as habituated to “ willow warbler ” and “ roseate tern,” and

even to “ red admiral ” and “ meadow brown,” as one is to

hare, fox, cod, haddock, buttercup, and daisy.

Miss Baxter’s paper in this number, on “A Century’s

Changes in Scottish Ornithology,” was presented at the

Ornithological Conference at Edinburgh in June 1947. Miss

Baxter and Miss Rintoul have, of course, been pillars of

The Scottish Naturalist for unnumbered years, and their

annual reports on Scottish ornithology have long been a feature

of the magazine. During the 1914-18 war they took over the

editorship for a time, and they have been joint presidents

of the Scottish Ornithologists’ Club since its inception.

The Edinburgh Conference was organised jointly by the

British Ornithologists’ Union and the Scottish Ornithologists’

Club. It lasted from 20th to 23rd June, and was attended not

only by many distinguished visitors from south of the border,

but also by representatives from thirteen foreign countries.

The meeting was supremely successful : the papers, excursions,

weather, hospitality, and dinner were all equally enjoyable,

and ties of friendship with the foreign guests have led already

to tangible results in international co-operation.

Our subject is essentially an international one, and we
intend that the magazine shall keep in close touch with natural

history abroad, especially in the Scandinavian countries, which
have so much in common with Scotland. If there are any

volunteers among our readers who would undertake to read

and abstract the relevant material from foreign-language

periodicals, a number of which are received in exchange for

The Scottish Naturalist

,

we would be particularly pleased to

hear of them. We hope also to invite direct contributions from
time to time from some of our colleagues in other lands.
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THE RED-FLANKED BLUETAIL IN SHETLAND:
THE FIRST BRITISH RECORD

Samuel Bruce

On 7th October 1947 I observed a small bird near Skaw
on Whalsay which, by its mode of feeding, I took to be a red-

breast. On getting my glass on the bird I was somewhat

startled to find that it had a blue rump and that the orange

markings were confined solely to its flanks. It was busy

catching insects around the pools of water on the barren hills

and frequently perched on high tussocks to dart down after

them. It was rather shy and kept flitting about quickly from

pool to pool around which its food was most plentiful, never

rising very high but keeping low to the ground. It carried

the wings rather under the tail. I did not hear it make any

sound. In order to establish its identity I procured it. The
specimen was eventually identified as Tarsiger cyanurus (Pall.)

—the identification being confirmed by Mr N. B. Kinnear at

the British Museum. This would appear to be the first time

this species has been recorded in the British Isles.

Mr Bruce is to be congratulated on finding both the collared fly-

catcher (see p. 51) and also the even more remarkable bluetail in a

single season.

The bluetail will henceforward appear on the British list, and will

receive a definitive English name. We ourselves prefer “ red-flanked

bluetail,” adopted by several authors on European birds (e.g., Dresser,

A History of the Birds of Europe), to the alternative “ Japanese

bush-robin,” standardised in Stuart Baker’s Birds of British India.
“ Bluestart ” has also been used (Stejneger, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus .,

No. 29, 1885, p. 309) by obvious analogy with u
redstart ”; and

both this and “ bluetail ” are, of course, English renderings of

Pallas’s cya?iurus. All of these refer to the bird’s most characteristic

feature, and are at once more descriptive and distinctive than “ bush-

robin ”
: “ Japanese ” is also misleading.

The bluetail is related to the redstarts, bluethroats, robins, and

chats. The Shetland specimen (wing 75 mm., tail 58 mm.) was not



Red-flanked Bluetail \Tarsiger cyanurus cyanurus (Pallas)]

Three views of the first British specimen, obtained by Mr Samuel Bruce on Whalsay,

Shetland, 7th October 1947. The plate is reproduced from Kodachrome photographs

of the prepared museum-skin, and shows the bird natural size. The blue appearing

in the orbit is coloured cotton-wool.

Plate i
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sexed, and is a first autumn male or a female. (In the adult male the

blue colour extends more or less over the whole upper surface from

head to tail including the wings, differing considerably in brightness

in the different subspecies.) It has been compared with the series

in the British Museum (Natural History) and undoubtedly belongs

to the typical race Tarsiger cyanurus cyanurus (Pallas 1773—Yenesei

River, Siberia). This form is depicted in Keulemans’ coloured plate

in Dresser, vol. 2, p. 355. Buturlin and Dementiev (Systerna Avium
Rossicarum, 1935, vol. 1, p. 255) give the distribution as follows:

“ West slope of the Urals in the former Perm Government and the

middle course of the Petchora, where the northern limit reaches

about 62° N. The bird has been found in the neighbourhood of the

village of Parog, through western and central Siberia to Lake Baikal.

It has been observed up to 62° 30' N. in the lower Ob region, at

Tobolsk, Tara, Omsk, Semipalatinsk, Tomsk. The details of its

geographical distribution are little known. In winter, as far as

Indo-China.”

Further east in Siberia, extending to the Amur, Sea of Okhotsk,

Kamtschatka, and the Commander Islands, it is represented by the

somewhat doubtful and indistinct race ussuriensis Stegmann (Amu
Mus . Zoologique, 29, 1929 (1928), p. 200—Ussuri River). This

form (presumably) breeds also in north China, and the northern

Japanese islands (Kuriles, Sakhalin, Hokkaido, and Honshu). In

winter and on migration these northern races extend southward to

India, Burma, north Siam, south China, Formosa, and the Bonin

Islands in the Pacific.

Two southern and more richly coloured races occur, namely,

rufilatus (Hodgson) from Tibet, India, and Siam, and practicus

(Bangs), from south China (Yunnan) and adjacent Indo-China.

Tarsiger cyanurus cyanurus has once previously been recorded

from western Europe, namely, at Pisa, Italy, in November 1879

(Arrigoni degli Oddi, Ornithologia Italiana, 1929, p. 292), when a

single specimen was obtained.

V. C. W.-E.
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BIRD TERRITORY AS A “ FIXED ADDRESS ”

The Rev. J. M. McWilliam

For the last forty years the question of territory amongst birds

has been very much to the front in ornithological literature.

Many of our best naturalists have given their minds to this

matter, and we now know a great deal about what actually

happens. I do not propose to add anything in these notes to

the great mass of facts that have been collected. My purpose

is to call attention to one possible factor in the evolution of

territory that has not been given the prominence that it appears

to deserve. The prevailing view is that the main function of

territory is to secure the greatest possible quantity of food for

nesting birds within the closest possible range. Many facts

have been brought forward in support of this view. But it is

well known that against these there are things that certainly

require explanation. While birds will drive away from their

territories others of the same species they seem to show no

hostility to birds of other species that to some extent at least

would be competitors for food. There is no doubt, also, that

in the height of the nesting season there is a certain amount
of “ poaching ” in the territories of rivals which does not

appear to be resented. For these and other reasons the food

theory comes in for criticism. But in the main the matter is

debated on these lines, whatever view a person holds.

A different explanation has sometimes been suggested, or

is at least implied, but has not been sufficiently considered
;

which is that one function of territory is to assist in pair forma-

tion, and to hold together mated pairs. For the sake of clearness

I will say at once that to my mind this is really the fundamental

thing, though I do not suggest that there may not be also an

advantage from the point of view of securing food.

Suppose a pair of birds are mated in the autumn or in early

spring, how are they to keep in touch with one another till

nesting begins ? It is clear that there are only two choices.

They may go about continually together, or they may have

some fixed meeting place to which they return. Bullfinches,

mallard, and jackdaws habitually fly about in pairs, probably
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never losing sight of one another. The alternative is to have

some settled abode. To take the obvious analogy. I am the

occupier of a house and garden. Along with other advantages

this gives me a permanent address. Members of the family

can go away as they wish, and find one another on their return.

The importance of this fixed address is shown by the current

problem of “ displaced persons ” who cannot find their rela-

tives. I suggest that mated birds are in a similar situation

to our own. The territory may provide food but may be

important also as a meeting place to hold the pair together.

Birds have an extraordinary power of finding their way to

a fixed point. This is shown in migration and equally when
birds are transported for experimental purposes, and it is

hard to see how this could have been developed unless it was
of fundamental importance in their lives. From this point

of view the territory of a robin may be substantially the same
thing as the square yard of cliff to which a guillemot returns

year by year. It gives a fixed address.

The nesting of the black redstart
(
Phcenicurus ochrurus

gibraltariensis
)
in England appears to support this point of view.

It is a species that has recently invaded England and cannot

have had time as yet to organise a proper system. The number
of solitary singing males that are discovered each spring is

striking. This may, of course, come from an inequality in

the numbers of the sexes, but it may equally well be due to

the difficulty of male and female finding one another in a new
area. In course of time order may take the place of chaos. I

suggest that it rather looks as if these black redstarts are in

the early stage of the development of a territorial system.

A pair of moustached warblers (Lusciniola melanopogori)

•are reported to have nested in Cambridgeshire in 1946, extreme

•care having been taken with the identification. This was
rightly described in British Birds

(40 ,
p. 104) as “ an event so

extraordinary as to seem at first sight scarcely credible,” as

the nearest point of the normal range of the species is the south

of France. Presumably this pair of birds must have flown

together for a distance of five or six hundred miles, a journey

Avhich might take eighteen hours. If they had travelled

separately the odds against their finding one another would
fiave been incalculably great.

2
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We have a number of records of the lesser whitethroat

(Sylvia curruca curruca
) nesting in Scotland, at a distance

from its normal breeding grounds, and, perhaps, even from its

normal flight lines. If these records are sound the birds must
in such cases have flown together for a considerable distance,

though apparently the normal practice is for the two sexes to

travel separately. Otherwise, how did they find one another ?

Outside the normal range it would be more natural to find a

solitary singing male than a pair, and I suspect that in some
cases where breeding has been reported this may be the real

explanation of rather doubtful records.

However, I merely give these cases by way of illustration.

My only concern is to point out the importance of territory

as a fixed meeting place, without pretending to examine all

the implications of this point of view.
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A CENTURY’S CHANGES IN SCOTTISH
ORNITHOLOGY

Evelyn V. Baxter

In writing of a century’s changes in Scottish ornithology it is

sometimes difficult to know where to draw the line. Changes

are so many and so widespread that I have had to choose only

the more important, to leave out short-term changes caused,

for example, by hard winters like the one from which we
suffered a year ago. The virtual extinction of the British

stonechat (Saxicola torquata hibernans) may well prove to be

a long-term decrease and of a serious nature.

Changes in the features of a country naturally induce

changes in its bird inhabitants. The last century has shown
much change in Scotland, a well-wooded country in the

old days, but rendered largely treeless by the destruction of

the forests; many eighteenth-century writers mention this.

About the middle of the eighteenth century tree-planting

began to be practised here and there, and by the 1840’s there

were plantations in many parts of Scotland, some of quite

respectable size. In the New Statistical Account of Scotland
,

written a century ago, the advent of many species of woodland
birds is mentioned from various parishes. Chaffinches

(Fringilla ccelebs gengleri) and greenfinches {Chloris chloris

chloris) arrived and became common, the bullfinch
(
Pyrrhula

pyrrhula nesa) appeared in the plantings, the goldcrest

(Regulus regulus anglorum) is recorded as colonising the

woods, the mistle-thrush ( Turdus viscivorus viscivorus
)

is

mentioned as a newcomer, the redstart {Phcenicurus phcenicurus

phoenicurus
)

occupied suitable nesting sites, and no doubt

other species not specifically mentioned penetrated to their

new surroundings. As plantings increased and became more
common, so did the birds of the plantings till now the species

mentioned are well distributed in Scotland.

This increase continues : of late years the lesser redpoll

(Carduelis flammea cabaret) has become amazingly common
in many places. It was first noted as breeding in Sutherland

in 1928 and in Caithness in 1931, and is now plentiful in many
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of the woods, right up to the extreme north of the mainland.

The tits, too, have spread quite recently into Caithness; the

blue tit
(
Parus cccruleus obscurus) and the coal-tit (Parus ater

britannicus
)
were first recorded as breeding in 1907, and they

and the great tit (Parus major newtoni
)
are not now uncommon

in the county. Tentative and so far not very strong colonisa-

tions are those of the hawfinch
(
Coccothraustes coccothraustes

coccothraustes
)
which since the first record of breeding in 1903

has become established in southern Scotland and has bred as

far north as Aberdeen, and the pied flycatcher (Muscicapa

hypoleuca hypoleuca') which now nests in some of our southern

counties and up to Inverness. The turtle dove
(
Streptopelia

turtur turtur) was found breeding for the first time in southern

Scotland in 1946, and it will be interesting to see how far it

colonises. Northern species which have been found nesting

occasionally, or in isolated instances, are the brambling

(

'Fringilla montifringilla')
,
redwing (

Turdus musicus subsp ?),

and scaup (Aythya marila 7narila).

An exceptional case is that of the woods at Stornoway

Castle in the Outer Hebrides, remote from other woodland.

Since they were planted they have been colonised by a good

many woodland species. There is a rookery which was estab-

lished following the advent of a great host of rooks (Corvus

frugilegus frugilegus )
which arrived in mid-November 1893 :

about 4,000 are said to have wintered at Stornoway Castle and

200 stayed on in 1894 but did not breed. In 1895, however,

they began to nest
;

by 1902 there were over 100 nests and the

1945 count showed 170 nests. Here we saw rooks and fulmars

soaring together over the rookery. These woods have also

been colonised by other species such as greenfinches, chaffinches,

goldcrests, willow warblers (Phylloscopus trochihis trochilus),

whitethroats (Sylvia communis communis), mistle-thrushes,

song thrushes ( Turdus ericetorum ericetorum ), blackbirds

( Turdus merula merula), and robins (Erithacus rubecula

melophihis) K A family party of long-tailed tits (.ALgithalos

caudatus rosaceus) has been seen, and I once saw a tawny owl

(Strix aluco sylvatica
)
but could not establish breeding.

We have had some spectacular colonisations, for example,

that of the starling
(
Sturnus vulgaris vulgaris). At the begin-

ning of last century the only areas that held starlings were the
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extreme north of Scotland and the islands, though there is

just a hint of an earlier occupation of the mainland. A hundred

years ago the starling was beginning to colonise southern

Scotland, and the northward advance continued till now the

bird is common in all parts except on the high moors and

forests

.

As the trees grew and made nesting possible the great

spotted woodpecker (JDryobates major anglorum ) recolonised

the country. They inhabited the old Caledonian forest, as is

evident from the old records and from the nesting holes found

in some of the veteran trees which had survived the felling
;

but by the middle of the nineteenth century the birds had died

out or almost so. In 1887 the first breeding was recorded at

Duns in Berwickshire, and the species spread from the south

till it reached right up to Caithness.

The stock-dove
(
Columba Genas') is another most successful

colonist
;

I well remember my excitement when first I saw one

among some wood-pigeons shot by my father in winter. Here

the first recorded nesting was about 1877 and the spread rapid
;

the colonisation was again from the south, and the species

now extends as far north as Sutherland on the east and Argyll

on the west. (They were first seen in Ireland in 1875 and

bred in 1877.)

Another potent influence in the changes in bird life was the

development of agriculture
;

one way in which this affected

our small birds was in increasing the supply of insect food.

Its effects were, however, not wholly beneficial : the drainage

and reclamation of moors and mosses circumscribed the

breeding places of some species, while the development of

sheep farming led to persecution of the raven (Corvus corax

corax
) and the eagles. The growth of game preservation was

adverse to the raptores, and some blame accrues to collectors of

eggs and skins. Gone are the days when we could have watched

the sea eagles
(
Halioeetus albicilla

)
at their eyries

;
the last

hundred years have seen their numbers decrease steadily till

now none is left. Gone is the kite
(

’Milvns milvus milvus)
}

once so plentiful that the guid wife had to look to the small

articles of her laundry when put out to dry
;

the second half

of last century witnessed the rapid disappearance of this bird.

Gone is the osprey (Pandion halicetus halicetus) from our
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lochs
;

the most we can hope for is to see one passing on its

way. All but gone is the hen-harrier (Circus cyaneus cyaneus ),

though there were always a few pairs left, and just lately it

has been trying to re-establish itself in long-deserted haunts
;

were it left in peace, it might still succeed.

Excepting in the neighbourhood of large towns the magpie
{Pica pica pica) is now seldom seen

;
in my young days they

were quite common, breeding largely in the high untidy thorn

hedges. The corncrake
(
Crex crex) has deserted large tracts

of the country, and one may go for years without hearing its

rasping note.

Within the last century we lost and regained the whooper

(Cygnus cygnus
) ;

as far as is known it ceased breeding in the

latter half of the eighteenth century, but in 1919 it was found

to have returned, and though few pairs now nest it may increase.

The greylag goose (Anser anser anser) has become much
scarcer as a breeding species owing to the increase of foxes and

hoodies and the taking of eggs by crofters and others, but within

the last hundred years we have gained no fewer than seven

species of duck and three of grebes. The gadwall (Anas strepera)

was first recorded as breeding in Peeblesshire in 1906, but these

may have been the progeny of pinioned birds. In 1909 it was
nesting on Loch Leven, and this loch has become a centre of

dispersal to the surrounding district. It has bred in ten

counties, but nowhere in any numbers and usually sporadically,

and certainly has not yet fully colonised Scotland. So far the

garganey
(
Anas querquedula

)
is rare as a breeding bird in our

country. The first recorded nesting was in 1928 in the Forth

area, and Dr Berry says it has probably bred in Tay. It is

becoming commoner and may be extending its breeding range.

Though the first nest of the wigeon (Anas penelope) to be

found in Scotland was in 1834 in Sutherland, its great increase

and spread fall within the last hundred years. It advanced

from north to south down the centre of the country with sub-

sidiary streams reaching out to east and west, till now, with the

exception of Dee, the country is fairly well covered.

That beautiful duck the pintail (Anas acuta acuta) was first

known to nest in Inverness-shire in 1869, in Skye in 1889, and

Loch Leven in 1898. In the last-mentioned loch it became

established, and spread to neighbouring lochs : here and in
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Orkney and Shetland are its most stable breeding places.

Elsewhere it is largely sporadic and very local.

The shoveler (
Spatula clypeata ) was first noted as breeding

just over a century ago and continued its peaceful penetration

in a general south-to-north direction. Its chief increase took

place between 1900 and 1920, and it is a common breeding

bird locally on the east coast south of the Moray Firth and on

Tiree
;

less plentiful elsewhere.

It was not till 1871 that the nesting of the pochard {Aythya

ferina) was satisfactorily established; from 1879 onwards

records of nesting come from various parts. It is now fairly

widely spread though there are apparently suitable lochs not

yet colonised.

The colonisation of Scotland by the tufted duck (Aytkya

fuligula) has taken place within the last eighty years. Long
known as a winter visitor, it began to breed about 1872 when
the first nest was found at Dupplin Castle, Perthshire

;
it

eventually colonised the country. By 1895 there were a good

many breeding records from Fife and the Lothians
;

by the

end of the century south-east Scotland was pretty fully colonised

and the birds were reaching out to other parts. Now only the

north-west Highlands, Shetland, and parts of Argyll remain

to be populated, and we have had records of breeding in new
localities in Argyll within the last few years.

The eider (.Somateria mollissima mollissima) was known
to breed in the islands before 1600 (Sulisgeir), but, excepting

for an isolated record in 1807, it is just a hundred years since

the mainland began to be colonised. The numbers rose rapidly

as far as one can see by increase and spread from old centres

in the country, though just possibly overseas immigration played

its part. Thanks to protection it is now a plentiful duck in

most seaboard localities, though still scarce along the shores

of the Moray Firth and in Caithness.

The immigration of the goosander (.Mergus merganser

merganser) which took place in the early seventies, culminating

in the great immigration of 1875-76, was a prelude to a rapid

colonisation. Known before 1870 only as a rather scarce

winter visitor to Scotland, the first recorded breeding was in

1871 on Loch Ericht and Loch Awe; from the end of that

decade the spread was rapid. In 1892 Harvie-Brown called it
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‘‘one of the most rapidly advancing amongst breeding species of

anatidae in Scotland.” The headwaters of rivers were first

colonised with subsequent dispersal downstream. It now breeds

to the southernmost part of Scotland, and in spite of persecution

still seems to be increasing. The causes of this immigration

obviously lie outside Scotland in some European habitat.

Unlike the goosander, which advanced from the headwaters

towards the coast
,
the red-breasted merganser

(
Mergus serrator)

colonised from the coast up the rivers. A century ago it was

breeding throughout our north-western seaboard. About 1885

a great and sudden increase began, and the bird spread to

eastern Scotland and to parts of the south.

A century ago only one of our four species of breeding grebes

nested in Scotland, viz., the little grebe
(
Podiceps ruficollis

ruficollis). About 1877 the great crested grebe
(
Podiceps

cristatus cristatus) was found nesting at the Loch of the Lowes
in Perthshire

;
it increased rapidly and colonised central and

southern Scotland, especially Tay, Forth, and Clyde. The
numbers are now decreasing again. Last winter I saw what

I have never seen before and hope never to see again, namely,

badly oiled birds in Largo Bay, where they had been wintering.

I did not know before how fast they could run : one heavily

oiled bird which I startled on the shore ran rapidly in an

upright posture down to the sea.

A most interesting occurrence was the breeding of the

Slavonian grebe
(
Podiceps auritus) in the Highlands, first

reported in 1908 in Inverness-shire. Here the spread has been

slow and small
;
Sutherland was reached in 1929 and Caithness

in 1932. The species has not yet been recorded as breeding

south of Inverness-shire. The black-necked grebe (Podiceps

nigricollis nigricollis
) was first found breeding in Midlothian

in 1930, and has, so far, only colonised some lochs in the

Lothians, Fife, and Angus.

The gannet (Sula bassana) has of late years been extending

its range in the country and has colonised the Shetlands. In

1914 one pair bred on Noss
;
they increased so rapidly that in

1938, 1,830 pairs were counted. Since then other colonies have

been established in northern Shetland, while at the extreme

other end of Scotland a colony was found on the Scaur Rocks

in 1939, where in 1943 there were forty to fifty nests.
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One of our most spectacular spreads is that of the fulmar

(.Fuhnarus glacialis glacialis), long known as an inhabitant

of St Kilda. Beginning in 1878 it spread round our coasts,

across north Scotland and the Isles, and down the east coast to

and beyond the Border, with a separate line of advance to the

Inner Hebrides, not settling on Skye till 1930. Now it is very

common, even breeding in towns as in St Andrews. In Shetland

one may see them everywhere sitting in flocks on the sea, on

ruined castles and churches, banks, faille dykes, etc. In

1939, 43,000 birds were counted in Shetland.

The redshank ( Tringa totanus britannica) has of late years

been increasing and spreading as a breeding bird, but it

received a bad setback last winter. In little more than a century

the woodcock
(
Scolopax rusticola

) has colonised almost every

part of Scotland : the increase of suitable nesting places and

the cessation of shooting in March and April have rendered this

possible.

Roseate terns
(
Sterna dougallii dougallii) disappeared, but

have since returned. Gulls have increased enormously: in

1907 only one pair of herring gulls
(
Larus argentatus argentatus)

bred on the Isle of May
;

in 1946 there were 776 nests there.

The great skua
(
Stercorarius skua skua

)
which, owing to

j

persecution had nearly died out, was protected and now nests

commonly in Shetland and sparingly in Orkney.

The capercailzie
(
Tetrao urogallus urogallus

)
became

extinct in Scotland about 1760, was reintroduced in Perthshire

in 1837, and in other places subsequently, and has spread

widely.

Against these increases there are a good many decreases

to be recorded—I have already mentioned some of these.

Another is the decrease of the chough (Coracia pyrrhocorax

pyrrhocorax), of which most had gone by 1870 and few are

now left. The jackdaw
(
Corvus monedula spermologus

) has

been blamed for driving them out of their breeding quarters,

but in many of the formerly occupied cliffs no jackdaws breed.

Shooting, egg-taking, and perhaps increase of peregrines seem
more likely causes. It is difficult to assign any reason for the

decrease of the ring-ouzel
(
Turdus torquatus torquatus') which

has declined seriously in south and south-west Scotland and

in the Highlands since 1910 ;
or for that of the redstart which

3
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has become much scarcer of late years, as has the twite

(Carduelis flavirostris pipilans), while the tree sparrow
(
Passer

montanus ynontanus
)
has disappeared from many of its former

haunts. Coots (
'Fulica atra atra) and moorhens

(
Gallinula

chloropus chloropus) have been decreasing for some time, and

now their numbers are at a low ebb.

The red-necked phalarope
(

'Phalaropus lobatus
) decreased

seriously in the twentieth century owing to egging and cattle

treading on nests, while the dotterel (Eudromias morinellus),

which used to appear in spring in flocks of hundreds on the

uplands of southern Scotland as far north as Aberdeenshire

and was slaughtered in numbers at that season, now is rare.

The rock-dove
(
Columba lima) has forsaken many of the

sea-caves where it bred, owing it is thought to these being

occupied by starlings, and black game
(
Lyrurus tetrix

britannicus
)
show a serious decrease. Quail (Coturnix coturnix

coturnix) have changed their status : formerly they used to

be a common and resident species in Galloway, by 1862 they

were becoming rare, and about 1873 a sudden and practically

complete disappearance is recorded in Wigtownshire and

Dumfriesshire and also in Aberdeenshire. Now their status

is that of a scarce summer visitor.

Winter changes are more difficult to estimate owing to lack

of data. One that comes within our own observation is the

absence of hooded crows
(
Corvus cornix cornix

)
as wdnter

visitors. We used to see them commonly, but since about

1917 have hardly seen one. About 1870 there was a change in

the habits of the geese—the bean
(
Anser arvensis arvensis

)
was

replaced at this time in eastern Scotland by the pinkfoot

(Anser arvensis brachyrhynchus)

,

which is now common, and
the greylag. This last increased rapidly from 1900 to 1930.

Snow geese (Anser hyperboreus
)
are becoming commoner.

There has been some diminution in the number of wintering

duck, especially mallard (A?ias platyrhynchos platyrhynchos)

and wigeon
;

this has been going on for some time, but two
winters ago (1945) a sudden enormous increase took place in

our wintering mallard, and it will be interesting to see if it

persists. In some species such as the goldeneye (Bucephala

clangula clangula) and the long-tailed duck (Clangula hyemails)

there is a larger percentage of adult drakes than was formerly
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the case. Smews
(
Mergus albellus) are becoming definitely

commoner.

From being a rare visitor, the black-tailed godwit
(
Limosa

limosa limosa) became commoner and finally wintered with us

before it bred in 1946. The little gull (JLarus minutus) is

becoming commoner in winter, and the glaucous and Iceland

gulls
(
JLarus hyperboreus and glaucoides) are increasing in

numbers

.

The general picture we get, then, is of a land developing

|

its afforestation and its agriculture with consequent reper-

cussions on its avifauna
;
developing its fishings and shootings

to the detriment of its raptores and other birds
;
becoming

interested in its birds, at first by way of shooting and egg-

stealing, but gradually emerging from that stage into a fuller

realisation of its duties towards its birds and endeavouring to

protect them and give them a fair chance. We trust this will

develop more and more, and we may yet see the return of species

we have lost. Our experience with the whoopers and the roseate

terns gives us hope for the future. But while this is so, the

reasons for many of the changes, especially for some of the

increases, must be sought outside Scotland
;
and here I would

plead for much closer ornithological co-operation among
European nations, as only so can the answers to some of our

problems be found.
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THE ROOK ROOSTS OF THE LOTH IANS,

WINTER 1946-47

J. H. B. Munro, for the Midlothian Ornithological Club

Introduction

DURING the winter months, usually between September and

March, rooks (Corvus frugilegus frugilegus) do not spend the

night at their rookeries, but gather to roost socially, often in

large numbers. Each of these roosts may drain an extensive

area.

This habit is well known, but there appears to be no recent

published record of the positions of the winter roosts in the

Lothians.

In 1921 the late Mr W. Evans made an investigation into

the roosting habits of the Edinburgh breeding rooks. He
recorded (Scottish Naturalist

, 1922, p. 12) that “ Our
Edinburgh rooks spend the winter nights far from the city,

those belonging to the southern and eastern districts, including

Morningside and Comiston, going to the great winter roost

known locally as the crow wood, at Hurley Cove in Penicuik

House policies, while those of the western districts, Colinton

to Cramond, go to the famous Newliston roost.’

’

In 1945 and 1946 a census of rookeries was made for the

Agricultural Research Council. This census covered a great

part of Scotland, and with the position of the rookeries for the

Lothians and Berwickshire available, it was found possible

(during the winter of 1946-47) to conduct a rook roost inquiry

in the Lothians and adjacent portions of the surrounding

counties.

Scope of Inquiry

The inquiry was confined to obtaining information on the

following points :

—

I . Were the famous winter roosts at Newliston and Penicuik

House, mentioned by Evans, still in use ?
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2. Did the rooks from the southern and eastern districts of

Edinburgh still gather at one roost, and those from the

western districts gather at another ?

3. How much information could be gathered during the

winter of 1946-47 as to the boundaries of the Lothian

roost “ parishes.” A parish in this connection is the

area covered by a complex of rookeries and the roost

to which they are attached.

Technique Employed

In November 1946 a start was made by finding the roosts.

This was a comparatively simple matter once it was realised

that in midwinter the birds often start moving back to the roost,

by easy stages from outlying feeding grounds, as early as

10 A.M. Consequently by the afternoon they had already'

collected into flocks* and it was possible to traverse large areas

of good rook country without seeing a single rook. Once a

flock had been found in the afternoon, however, all that was
necessary was to wait until it moved off on its next stage, which

might not be the final one, and follow the birds, preferably by

car. Where few suitable roads existed, the birds were sometimes

lost to view, but as one neared the roost many flocks were

available for following.

Five roosts were discovered in the Lothians by this method,

and the answer to our first problem obtained, namely, that

neither Newliston nor Penicuik House roosts were still in

general use.

A i-inch Ordnance Survey map of the Lothians was then

pinned to a board and covered with transparent paper. Map
pins were used to mark the position of the roosts discovered;

and the locations of the rookeries in the area, obtained from

the Agricultural Research Council census, were also recorded.

Flight lines of flocks were drawn on the transparent paper,

giving a rough indication of parish boundaries.

As it was manifestly impracticable to check the roosting

flight lines from every rookery in the Lothians, an endeavour

was made to obtain a rough idea of the position of the “ key ”

or boundary rookeries of each roost. Sometimes this boundary
was suggested by the presence of considerable gaps between
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areas containing rookeries. These gaps were in most cases

where hilly or almost treeless areas existed.

When natural or arbitrary dividing lines had been fixed,

each roost was allocated to one or more members of the Mid-
lothian ^Ornithological Club, who then observed the afternoon

flight lines of any flocks near these dividing lines. Our
experience while doing this agreed closely with that of Mr
W. B. Alexander when working on the rook population of the

Upper Thames Region
(_
Journal of Animal Ecology

, 2, p. 32).

He writes: “We have obtained considerable evidence that

flocks from different roosts may feed together, and separate

towards evening to fly to roost in opposite directions. Birds

belonging to one roost may even range into the neighbourhood

of another. In other words, the communities appear to have

no definite feeding territories.”

Bearing these points in mind, it was nevertheless found

possible to obtain a very good idea of the position of key

rookeries by observing the afternoon flight lines of feeding

flocks.

Mr Alexander also writes (p. 33) : “As the breeding season

approaches, the birds gradually spend more and more time at

their rookeries, and especially in February they usually remain

at them until dusk and then fly straight to the roost. It thus

becomes possible to determine which rookeries contribute to

each roost, and thus to outline the breeding territory of each

roost community or tribe of rooks.”

Observers visited the key rookeries shortly before dusk during

February and March, and noted the direction of the birds’

flight line when they left the rookery to go to roost. It was
unfortunate that this period coincided with a spell of arctic

weather which has been generally agreed to have been the worst

within living memory. The bad weather made this part of the

inquiry more arduous than it would normally have been, but

did not seem to disturb unduly the rooks’ daily routine.

It was found possible to check flight lines from all the

rookeries lying within the greater Edinburgh boundary.

Some Roosting Habits

Many interesting habits were noticed during the inquiry.

For example, at several rookeries on the boundaries of the
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parishes, some rooks appeared to go to one roost and others to

another. In more than one case most of the birds flew in one

direction, and a minority left in the directly opposite one.

Sometimes, too, the hackneyed phrase, “ As the crow flies,”

was not found to mean a direct line between two points, and

the rooks flying to roost had to be followed part of the way to

establish which roost they were using. The rooks from the

Greenbank area of Edinburgh followed the line of the road to

Fairmilehead to the west of the Braid Hills, and then took the

direct line to their roost near Arniston. On the other hand,

birds from the Woodburn district flew to the west of the Black-

ford Hill, and then crossed the eastern end of the Braid Hills

to go to the same roost. The Newliston rooks held the line

of the Glasgow road for some distance before turning north

to their roost at Lochcote House near Linlithgow. The most

interesting example of this habit was seen at Duddingston,

where the rooks first flew off east to the Esk, and then turned

south and followed the river valley to the roost near Arniston.

In the early spring when the rooks fly from their rookeries

to the roost about dusk, the conflict, as the light began to fail,

between the urge to remain at their nests and the winter habit of

roosting elsewhere, was most noticeable. The birds rose several

times in a body with excited clamour before pitching once

more into the trees. At intervals pairs would slip off quietly,

flying steadily, or a small flock would detach itself and dis-

appear, until finally the whole remainder would rise and make
haste to reach the roost, often flying considerably faster than

the earlier birds.

The height of the roosting flight varied considerably. In

winter the rooks often rose to a considerable height, and in-

dulged in the displays of aerobatics sometimes known as

“ crows’ weddings,” while in the spring their flight was much
more direct and purposeful.

The rooks usually collected on the ground in a compact

body near the roost before finally flying into this when darkness

fell. These final concentrations or “ stonks,” which were

placed at distances varying from 200 yards to a mile from the

roost, were impressive sights, for some thousands of rooks and

jackdaws were present, packed closely together on quite a small

area. The final occupation of the roost was made in a most
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orderly manner. At one stonk birds at one end of the black

mass on the ground rose first, and the others followed on in

strict order.

The impression given was of a great black ribbon rising from

the ground and trailing across to the roost. For some minutes

a living band connected roost and stonk as more and more

birds made the journey, until finally the last birds rose and

the end of the ribbon disappeared into the trees of the roost.

Results

i . The famous winter roosts at Newliston and Penicuik

House were found to be no longer in use.

2. The rooks from the southern and eastern districts of

Edinburgh still gather at one roost (Halkerston Farm near

Arniston), and those from the western districts gather at

another (Westfield House near Midcalder).

It is interesting to note that Alexander found that Oxford

was the meeting point of four territories {Journal of Animal
Ecology

, 2, p. 33), while Stewart recorded that Glasgow was

also served by several roosts (Scottish Naturalist
, 1924, p. 69).

3. If one imagines the Lothians as represented by a narrow

oval saucer cut along its longer axis, with Edinburgh at its

centre, the five Lothian roosts found were positioned roughly

along the raised rim. This rim is formed by the Lammermuir,
Moorfoot, Pentland, and Bathgate hills.

4. Apart from the two East Lothian roosts which were about

300 feet and 150 feet above sea level, the others were above

500 feet, and not far from the highest point in the parish.

5 . In the case of the three roosts the complete parish of which

was mapped, the maximum distances of rookeries from their

parent roosts were found to be nine, ten, and fourteen and a

half miles.

6. No attempt was made to estimate or count the population

of the roosts which also housed many jackdaws.

7. Our results only apply to 1945 rookeries. Perimeter

rookeries listed in this report may have altered since the 1945

count.
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8. Alexander writes: “ Though Lanarkshire is one of the

most natural counties in Britain, coinciding almost exactly

with the basin of the Clyde, only two of the tribes have terri-

tories confined to the county, four other roosts in adjacent

counties having territories extending into Lanarkshire. It is

clear, therefore, that ridges of hills are not always boundaries

between adjacent territories.”

This distribution was not found to have a parallel in the

Lothians. Here the parishes were either self-contained within

the area, or drew birds from other counties across low water-

sheds. Exceptions to this were at Penicuik, where the

Midlothian breeding birds crossed a low watershed, and flew

south down the Eddleston Water to roost, and at Stow where

the birds appear to roost in Berwickshire or Roxburghshire,

crossing the 1 ,000 feet contour to do so.

Our results here support Alexander’s view that “ Ridges of

hills are not always boundaries between adjacent roosts.”

9. During the first part of this inquiry, several roosts were

discovered in counties adjacent to the Lothians. As a know-

ledge of their positions may be useful, these are recorded later

in this paper.

Lothian Roosts

1. Dean Burn, Dunglass —This old-established roost on

the East Lothian-Berwickshire border is sited in tall firs and

hardwoods, and was known to Muirhead when, in 1877, he

collected information for his book, The Birds of Berwickshire .

It lies about 1 50 feet above sea level, and is still the site of a

large rookery. The parish extends westwards as far as the

Stenton district. Perimeter rookeries are (1) Skateraw,

(2) Halls, and (3) Pitcox. The Berwickshire part of the parish

was not investigated.

2. Stevenson House.—Situated near Haddington, this

large roost appears to have been in use for about the last three

years. It is placed in tall deciduous trees at a height of about

300 feet above sea level. It seems probable that it takes the

place of a very old roost at Tyningham, about which Mr George

Buchan-Hepburn wrote in 1794 (General View of the Agri-

culture of East Lothian
) :

“ Prodigious numbers of crows are

4
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to be seen in Tyningham woods from the end of autumn until

the end of February.” The parish is roughly diamond-shaped,

with the roost offset to the east of the centre.

Perimeter rookeries are (i) North Berwick, (2) East Linton,

(3) Gifford, (4) Newton Hall, and (5) Cockenzie. Cockenzie,

the most distant rookery, is nine miles from the roost.

3. Halkerston Farm.—This is the site of another new
roost, placed in a small deciduous wood about two miles south

of Gorebridge, at a height of 800 feet above sea level. It seems

almost certain that it has taken the place of the famous roost

at Hurley Cove in the Penicuik House policies, as the Edin-

burgh rookeries using it are those which formerly used Hurley

Cove, as described by Evans.

We are informed by Mr W. J. Ross, factor to the Penicuik

Estates, that the Hurley Cove roost was probably discontinued

shortly after 1922, as considerable tree-felling took place about

that year.

Inhabitants of Fushiebridge tell us that the Halkerston

roost has only been in use for a year or two, and that before

that the roost was at Harvieston House, on the west side of the

Galashiels road, for at least sixteen years, until tree-felling

caused the birds to move.

Halkerston roost serves the portion of Midlothian lying to

the east of the Pentland Hills (except for the rookeries in the

Penicuik and Stow districts) and also the western district of

East Lothian, being used by the Pencaitland rooks.

West House Hospital, the most distant rookery, is ten

miles from the roost. Perimeter rookeries are : (1) St Mark’s

Church, Portobello
; (2) Pinkie House, Musselburgh

; (3)

Pencaitland; (4) Makimrish Wood, Gilston (probably);

(5) Moorfoot, Gladhouse Reservoir
; (6) Mount Lothian,

Penicuik; (7) Valleyfield, Penicuik; (8) Hunter’s Tryst;

(9) Greenbank
; (10) West House Hospital, Morningside

;

and (11) Duddingston.

4. Westfield House.—This roost is situated in deciduous

trees about 600 feet above sea level, some two miles east of West
Calder. As its parish includes all the town rookeries that

formerly used the famous Newliston roost, it is probable that

Westfield now takes the place of Newliston.
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Mr Robert Watson of Bellsquarry tells us that Westfield

has been used for at least fifteen years, and as Mr Petrie of

Dalkeith informs us that to his knowledge the Newliston roost

was still in use about 1931, it appears that the change of roosts

was made in the early i93o’s.

Major Hog of Newliston has very kindly given us a most

interesting print of correspondence between one of his ancestors

and various people interested in the Newliston rooks. In this,

which bears the date March 1844, reference is made to the

Newliston roost being in existence then. The older trees at

Newliston were planted rather before 1745, so it seems possible

that the roost was in use for many years prior to 1844.

The Westfield roost serves the area lying to the north and

west of the Pentland Hills, and east of the main Edinburgh

to Glasgow road.

Perimeter rookeries are: (1) Wardie Crescent, Edinburgh;

(2) Colinton
; (3) Malleny Mills, Balerno

; (4) Harburn
Station; (5) Addiewell

; (6) Boghall (at the junction of the

Glasgow and Bathgate roads)
; (7) Pumpherston

; (8)

Newliston
; (9) Carlowrie

;
and (10) Cramond.

Wardie Crescent, the most distant rookery, is fourteen and

a half miles from the roost.

5. Lochcote House.—Mr Tennant of Bathgate informs

us that this roost, which lies about two and a half miles south-

west of Linlithgow, has been in existence for at least fifty years

to his personal knowledge. It is placed in deciduous trees at

a height of nearly 700 feet above sea level.

It serves the remainder of West Lothian not covered by the

Westfield roost, and also a portion of East Stirlingshire. The
western limit in Stirlingshire was not discovered, but the rooks

from Avonbridge and Polmont are known to use Lochcote roost.

Perimeter rookeries so far as known are: (1) Port Edgar,

South Queensferry
; (2) Winchburgh

; (3) Uphall
; (4)

Boghall (split rookery ?)
; (5) Stoneyburn House

; (6)

Polkemmet
; (7) Treesbanks, Whitburn (split rookery ?)

;

and (8) Bo’ness.
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Notes on Occupied Roosts Adjacent to
the Lothians

1. Dunmore Park, Falkirk.—Mrs Jones of Dunmore
Park, near Airth, informs us that there is a winter roost in the

grounds. Rooks from the Grangemouth area fly in this direction

in the evening, and probably use this roost.

2. Bar Hill, Kilsyth.—Mr L. G. Hodgkinson informs us

that this roost is still in use. It was known to Stewart in 1921

(,Scottish Naturalist
, 1924, p. 74).

3. Hamilton Palace.—-Mr Clyde Bain of Glasgow

University tells us that as far as he knows this roost, also known
to Stewart, is still in use. From the direction of evening flight

lines from rookeries at Treesbanks (split rookery ?), and

Forrestburn in East Lanarkshire, it seems likely that the birds

use this roost.

4. Flemington Farm, Peeblesshire.—This roost is used

by birds from the West Linton area. Mr J. S. Dickson, who
lived at Flemington for many years, tells us that the roost was

in use in 1905.

5. Burnhead Farm, Peeblesshire.—The rooks from

Penicuik, Mount Lothian (split rookery ?), and Moorfoot,

Gladhouse Reservoir (split rookery ?), use this roost, which is

in a small coniferous wood at a height of 1,000 feet above

sea level.

6. Stow and Lauder.—It seems likely that there is a

large roost among the hills in this area and that it serves the

Stow and Lauder rookeries.

Owing to the hill roads being blocked by snow for some
weeks, it was not possible to find its precise position.

7. Additional Roosts.—We are informed that roosts are

in use at Mellerstain, Gordon, Berwickshire
;

The Peelies*

Duns, Berwickshire; and Sunderland Hall, near Selkirk.
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THE MAGPIE IN NORTH-EAST SCOTLAND

Adam Watson

There is no doubt that the magpie (Pica pica pica
) has

increased considerably in north-east Scotland since Mr A. B.

Duncan wrote his paper, “ The Magpie in Scotland ” (Scottish

Naturalist
, 1938, p. 65). It is probable that the increase is

due in no small measure to the respite enjoyed by all vermin
during the late war, when so many gamekeepers were called

up
;

but this is certainly not the only reason, as on estates

keepered as strictly as before the war the magpie continued to

increase in spite of severe persecution.

In my opinion one of the chief reasons for this increase lies

in the enormous plantations of dense conifers, planted on the
” block ” system by the Forestry Commission, which are now
springing up all over north-east Scotland and which afford

ideal sanctuary for nesting magpies. In these plantations they

breed in considerable numbers—usually quite uncontrollable

—

and it is probable that there is a constant overflow from these

centres and also from a safe area in the outskirts of the city

of Aberdeen, to surrounding rural areas. This accounts for

the mysterious increase of the magpie on estates where the birds

are mercilessly persecuted.

Kincardineshire.—Mr Duncan’s 1938 report states:

"‘Apart from an overflow on the Aberdeenshire boundary, the

bird is apparently extinct in the county,” and a record of one

seen near Laurencekirk on nth November 1930 is given. I

have no personal experience of the magpie in this county, but

a friend who knows the bird well saw one near St Cyrus on

17th November 1945, and later a pair within a mile of Inver-

bervie on 23rd January 1946.

Aberdeenshire.—The magpie is still “ relatively numerous

in Deeside and Lower Donside ” and is till “ very numerous

at Countesswells in the outskirts of the city of Aberdeen,”

as recorded in the report, but it is certainly no longer “ scarce
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in Buchan,” 1 but is, instead, becoming a scourge over all

suitable parts of the county.

The centre of dispersal for Buchan has undoubtedly been

the White Cow Wood, Strichen, a vast conifer plantation-

mainly dense, unthinned Sitka spruce—run by the Forestry

Commission. Here the magpie breeds in large numbers in

perfect safety, and almost certainly “ overflows ” to other

areas. All over Buchan, odd pairs of magpies now breed at a

large number of farms, and the bird penetrates to the very tip

of Buchan in willow scrub at the Loch of Strathbeg. In

Buchan they show a very strong liking for the vicinity of

human habitations, and this is carried to extremes when a

pair may sometimes nest in a solitary little tree at a farm or

croft, especially in rather treeless areas.

Around Ellon, the Ythan estuary, the Arnage-New Deer

area, and right up the Ythan valley, the magpie breeds

numerously, being particularly common at Fyvie and around

Methlick. It is well distributed over a wide area around

Turriff, and it is probably from here that it has infiltrated into

Banffshire. In Buchan a few pairs penetrate to moorland

districts such as Byth House, and though around Huntly

and the upper Deveron and Bogie valleys the magpie is

scarcer, it is quite numerous in the Insch-Rothienorman area,

while a few pairs breed in the district between Fyvie and
New Machar.

The magpie is common all along the Dee and Don valleys,

and penetrates as far as Braemar and Bellabeg, both at altitudes

of 1 ,100 feet. As the 1938 report mentions, it is “ very numerous
at Countesswells in the outskirts of the city of Aberdeen ”

;

in the Hazelhead area it is not at all unusual to see flocks of

up to twenty magpies at the present time, and this part probably

affords a safe retreat.

Banffshire.—The 1938 report gives the following informa-

tion :
“ I have no data about its present distribution in the

county, but one might expect it to cross the Aberdeenshire

boundary in some places.” The magpie now breeds in fair

numbers at Forglen House, and smaller numbers in the parishes

1 Buchan is the district extending for forty miles from the Ythan to the

Deveron in north-east Aberdeenshire.—

E

ds.
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of Alvah and Marnoch, on the estates of Mountblairy, Carnousie

House, and Netherdale. It probably penetrates further into

the county than this, however, and it is occasionally seen at

Glenbary, near Keith.

ELGIN.—According to the 1938 report the magpie appeared

to be extinct. On 8th September 1947 I saw a magpie
at Monaughty Wood, a large Forestry Commission plantation

of spruce and fir, near Elgin.

INVERNESS-SHIRE.—In the report it is mentioned that the

bird “ is extinct or practically so in Inverness-shire except for

a few in the Spey valley around Kingussie.” A pair bred

successfully in a fir wood at Coylum Bridge, Rothiemurchus

Forest, in 1947, and on 27th June I saw the adults with their

three fledged young.

In the 1938 report (p. 75) Mr A. B. Duncan pointed out that the

magpie had increased “ for the past few years ” in most parts of Dee.

He continues :
“ There is little doubt that the recovery in numbers

during the war (1914-18) has not yet been reduced and that the magpie

is probably an increasing species in Aberdeenshire.” That this

conclusion was correct is well borne out by Mr Watson’s account.

In a note on the “ Status of the Magpie in Inverness-shire ”
(Scottish

Naturalist, 1938, p. 115) Dr Winifred M. Ross considers that the

report very considerably underestimates the number of magpies in

the county.—Eds.
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A SIMPLE NEST BOX

J. M. D. Mackenzie

The nest box described here is the type used by the Nature

Reserve Committee of the Scottish National Trust to help

birds on Trust properties. It has been well tenanted in the

last two years.

Take a plain board, not tongued and grooved, and preferably

rough, not planed, 40 inches long or a little more, 5 to 6 inches

10
' 8* 10" 8“ 4-

SIDE PIECE

/

^SIDE PIECE BAC K FRONT BOTTOM

0
"

IO" 10
" 8" 4’

FIG. I.

Figs. 1-4.—Lay-out and Construction of Nest Boxes.

wide, and from \ to 1 inch in thickness (f inch is about the

best). Square the end and mark off points on one side, 10, 8,

10, and 8 inches, and a length equal to the width of the board

minus twice the thickness, e.g., with a board 5 J inches wide
and f inch thick this is 4J inches. Mark off the other side at

8, 10, 10, 8 inches, and the same length as above. This makes
the first cut sloping and produces two side^ pieces with the tops

5
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sloped, a io-inch back, an 8-inch front and a bottom. Fig. I

illustrates the laying out of a board 6 inches wide and I inch

thick. Cut a hole in the front I J inches in diameter with the

top of the hole about ij inches (not less) from the top of the

front. The bit for this is the size used for Yale locks. Cut a

roof from a wider piece of wood so that it gives an overlap all

round
;

8 inches square or 8 by 7 inches are useful sizes, but

see below for metal roofs.

To assemble take one side piece and nail the back to the long

edge, putting the back inside the side (see Fig. 2). Take a

strap, any bit of wood about 18 inches long, up to 2 inches wide,

and about 1 inch thick and nail this to the outside of the side

at an angle of about 5°, so that when the strap is upright the

top of the box is tipped slightly forward
;

turn the nails if

they come through. Nail the bottom to the side and back,

so that it lies inside them. Nail the other side to the back and

bottom, two nails for each side and back join, and one each

for the bottom. Nail the front into place with two nails opposite

each other, about 2 \ inches from the top, which allows the

front to open. See that the tops of the front and back are true

to the sides (cut if necessary), then nail the roof on, putting it

tight up against the strap (it can be recessed slightly to let the

strap in a little and give some overhang). Nail to the back

and sides ONLY, not to the front. Bore two holes for nails at

the top and bottom of the strap.

Before putting on the roof, a good dodge is to shave with a

chisel along the top outer edge of the side just behind the strap,

to take off a triangular strip, about J inch wide. If the strap,

side, and roof all join each other at right angles, water running

down the strap seeks its way into the box between the roof and

side. If the top of the side is shaved as above to make a

triangular groove extending about half an inch either side of

the strap, water from the strap runs down outside. Finally,

the floor should have four or five holes (£ inch) drilled in it

for drainage. Nails used are 2 or 2f inch wire nails. The
completed box is shown in Fig. 3.

A strap for hanging the box to the tree is described above,

but a method at least as good is to use a bit of 17-gauge tying

wire as follows : omit all reference to the strap, getting a

plain box only. For erection, hold the box against the tree.
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Drive a 3 or 4 inch nail into the tree just under the edge of the

roof and an inch or two from the box. Drive in another nail

at about the same level an inch or two behind the box. Both

these nails are only partly driven in, enough to hold. Take

a bit of tying wire and twist it round one nail, pass it outside

the box and twist it round the other as tightly as you can.

Make sure the top of the box is tilted slightly forward, and

then tighten the wire by tapping the nails alternately. Make
it firm only. The wire must pass just under the roof so as not

to interfere with the entrance hole, and to allow the front to

open. It makes a very firm job.

A wide board has been given for the roof above—it is

conventional. But Mr D. Morgan, a forester in Wales, used

any bit of scrap tin for his roofs, with success, and I have since

found that this works well, and is easier to get than a wide

board. A bit of tin, or sheet metal, 8 or 9 inches square, is

placed on top and roughly shaped to run the water off and to

provide a porch or shelter for the entrance hole. If the box

is hung out of the direct rays of the sun, this is all that is

wanted, but if the sun strikes the box, a bit of wood to cover

the hollow and act as insulation can be put under the tin. It

need not fit exactly so long as it does not fall down inside, and

this metal roof should do quite well on all types of boxes and

save wood
;

I have obtained most of my roofs from scrap-heaps.

Nails or screws driven into trees can damage saws seriously

later on, and experiments are being tried with £-inch dowelling.

The rods are cut into lengths of 5 to 6 inches, and slightly

sharpened at one end. For fastening with tying wire, the

other end is nicked to hold the wire firmly. Then a hole either

2 or T
7
^ inch is bored into the tree, deep enough to hold the

dowel firmly; the latter is then used as a nail. Results seem

promising, but the method has not been in use long enough for

us to be sure of it yet.

The box may be creosoted or otherwise treated, provided it

is left six months in an airy place to lose the smell.

The front may be fastened to the bottom by a brass screw

;

an alternative method is to drill a hole through one side into

the side of the front, and put a nail into it. At a pinch it can

be jammed shut with a twig.

This box is the simplest I have yet found, and seems to be
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freely tenanted. The essentials are that it is reasonably weather-

proof, with a minimum cross-section inside of 3J inches,

preferably 4 inches in any direction, and a height of 7 inches.

The entrance hole is given above as i| inches, which admits

great, blue, coal, marsh and crested tits (Parus major
,

P. coeruleus
,
P. ater

,
P. palustris

,
and P. cristatus), redstarts

(Phcenicurus phoenicurus) nuthatches (Sitta europcea ), pied

flycatchers (
Muscicapa hypoleuca), wrynecks (fynx torquilla ),

and lesser spotted woodpeckers (
Dryobates minor)

;
wrens

( Troglodytes troglodytes), tree creepers (Certhia familiaris)
y

and robins (
Erithacus rubecula ) are also said to use them

occasionally, the wren making a complete domed nest inside

the box. Sparrows sometimes get in, especially if the hole is

any larger than ij inches. If the diameter is reduced to ij

inches, blue, coal, and marsh tits and pied flycatchers can use

them. As a quick check, a florin is just
1 J inches in diameter,

a half-crown
1 J inches, and a penny comes in between.

The weight of the box without the strap, which can be found

anywhere, is about 3 lb., according to the thickness of the

wood, and four or five can be sent by post in a sandbag.

As regards size, I prefer the smallest box a bird can use

comfortably, that is, from 4 in. square to about 4J by

5 or 6 inches, at most, for tits. I have found that the bigger

boxes lead to nests being deeper and more massive, and means

time wasted in collecting material which may be in short

supply. Folke Bromee 1 found that the bigger the next box,

the bigger the population of nest parasites. To the bird there

does not seem to be any special attraction in a big box, and I

have not found any increase in either addled eggs or dead

nestlings in the smaller boxes.

Erection.—The box should be hung with the top tilted

slightly forward, 5
0
or a little more, so that any water falling

into the entrance hole runs out again and not down into the

nest. I have always found that woodpeckers’ entrance holes go

slightly upwards into the tree. The top must NOT be tilted

backwards. It is better, but not essential, to hang the box with

the side next to the tree, as this gives some shelter from wind.

Boxes should be in place by the end of January, although in

1947, a very late year, some of those I put up in April were used.
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ORIENTATION.—I have not found that orientation makes any

appreciable difference to occupation, provided the situation is

sheltered, especially from the prevailing rainy wind. Perhaps

it is best to hang the box on the north-east side of the tree

with the entrance hole facing south-east, which may have some
connection with the morning sun. If the box is exposed

on a building, the north side is best. It is more important to

choose a sheltered position, and this may have something to

do with difficulties in landing at the hole in a windy site.

SITUATION.—Height is mainly governed by convenience.

Probably 5 to 6 feet is preferred by the birds, but it is certainly

also preferred by boys and girls. Fourteen to 16 feet is out of

normal reach, and I have tits and pied flycatchers nesting at

23 feet. There should be an open flightway for 8 to 10 feet in

front of the box, clear of obstructions. Branches, even small

twigs, near the entrance hole must be cut back, and with, for

example, oaks, coppice shoots must be watched, as they grow
considerably in the spring. The box must be fastened firmly

to the tree.

The box given above is really an adaptation of that used

by the Forestry Commission, itself a modification of the West-

phalian type, of which Taylor 2 gives a good specification and

description. It is made of oak slabbing, and has internal

dimensions of 5 -4 by 5 by 8 *5 inches high. Its main drawback

is that it is very heavy. The slope of the roof is about 1 in 6.

A box used by robins, redstarts, and spotted flycatchers

(Muscicapa striata) is made in the same way as the above,

but with the front replaced by a bit of wood, 2 to 3 inches

high, to form a roofed shelf (Fig. 4). It should be hung
fairly low and is probably best behind a screen of branches,

weeds, etc., with the clear flightway beyond them.
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THE VALUE OF INDIVIDUAL MARKING
OF BIRDS

Robert Carrick

There is hardly a single species of British bird, however

common, which would not yield a rich reward from a fact-

finding inquiry into its life-history and habits. Do the same
individuals inhabit the same locality season by season, year

after year ? What is the range of their daily movements at

each season ? To what extent do they follow the same daily

routine ? Is there constancy of mates between broods, and

seasons ? Is there polygamy or polyandry ? Do individuals

always nest in a similar site and manner ? Do they produce

more eggs or raise more broods at certain ages ? How many
successful broods does each bird raise in a season ? Which
individuals are non-breeding and why ? Does the song remain

the same ? How do feeding habits vary with time of day,

season, weather ? These and a host of similar questions remain

to be answered, or checked, and the resultant information is the

raw material with which problems of evolution, breeding

biology, population control, migration, and economic status

can be investigated.

There seem to be two deterrents to the bird observer who
has the time and inclination to study a common species. One
is choice of species, for books of reference might appear to leave

little unanswered. These should be read between the lines in

order to realise their sins of omission, usually from lack of

facts
;
and more accurate observation is continually bringing to

light their sins of commission, since, among other reasons,

relatively little study of individually marked birds has been

done. Conclusions based upon observations which involve

even the most probable assumption of identity can never be

guaranteed, and the study of individually marked birds

emphasises this. It is a quarter of a century since Burkitt 1

first used coloured rings to identify individual robins (Erithacus

rubecula melophilus), and it is more than a decade since Nice 2

and Lack 3 used the same method in their classic life-history



Plate 2.—Colour-ringed Hen Starling at Nest.
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studies. In view of the unexpected yet convincing1 findings of

these and other workers, and the ease of the method, it is

surprising that more amateur ornithologists in Britain have

not followed suit. At present, choice of species hardly matters

,

and the observer can follow his fancy and opportunity, with

the obvious proviso that some species present fewer difficulties

of trapping, marking, and observation than do others. It is

not without significance that Lack was able to add so much to

the knowledge of the only British species which had already

been studied by means of colour-ringing
;

those which, even

now, have been studied by individual marking are very much
the exception.

The second difficulty is that of technique. The attributes

which make a species more suitable for study are abundance,

and ease of observation, trapping, marking, and nest-finding.

Each species presents some difficulty, but the extent to which

obstacles deter is merely a measure of the patience and ingenuity

of the observer. Nice’s song sparrow (
'Melospiza melodia)

nests on the ground and in undergrowth, yet adults were

trapped at the nest. The original trapping and marking of

a bird usually represents a small proportion of the time and

effort later spent in watching it. Hole-nesting birds offer some
obvious advantages, and it is by having such birds under a

measure of natural control, as in a nest box, and by being able

to follow the fortunes of known individuals, as by colour-

ringing, that the amateur bird-watcher can readily hope to

obtain new and reliable information. The study of unmarked
birds tends to lead only to reasonable conclusions, and the

more surprising discoveries which have resulted from indi-

vidual marking are such as to engender a healthy distrust of

assumptions and guesses, however probable and intelligent.

It is the purpose of this article to stress the necessity for

individual marking and to indicate the technique, using recent

experiences with the starling (Sturnus vulgaris vulgaris
)
by

way of illustration.

The chief advantages of individual marking are that

repeated observations of the same individuals can be made
without retrapping them—even if this is possible, it is often

undesirable—and that the sex and identity of participants in

display, etc., are known. A male starling, colour-ringed in
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winter, was found to roost and nest in the same hole and use

the same song-perches and feeding-ground throughout a year.

A female starling, first ringed as ah adult in January 1940, is

still (November 1947) being seen in the same place, and it

is now at least 9J years old
;

it nested in one hole in 1940 (no

records during 1941-45), and in another hole in 1946 and 1947.

A first-summer, /.<?., 12 months old, male starling occupied a

nest box and displayed strenuously throughout a breeding

season, but failed to obtain a mate
;

several females, already

mated nearby, were enticed to inspect the box, and intercourse

with at least two of them took place.

Confusion of individuals, and the false conclusions to which
this leads, is prevented by distinctive marking. When a later

brood follows on the heels of a first one, in the same hole, the

casual observer would call it a second brood by the same adults.

The writer’s suspicions were first aroused by the brief interval,

often only a day or two, between departure of the first brood

and appearance of the first egg of the later clutch. In no case

has it been established that the same pair of starlings has

reared a second brood in the same season, in the same or a

different hole. At three nests where later broods immediately

followed the first one, both adults proved to be different indi-

viduals
;

at one nest the cock was the same bird but the hen

(see Plate 2) was not. No doubt, proof will be forth-

coming that some pairs of starlings have true second broods,

but the extent to which this is true certainly calls for more
convincing evidence before the statement that the starling

not uncommonly raises two broods per season can be

accepted.

A colour-ringing scheme which involves marking the

individuals of a local population has to be planned in advance,

and the following hints can be modified to suit different species.

Choose colours by trial under field conditions. Variations

of the human eye, optical equipment, and the situations in

which different species are normally seen make some colours

much less suitable. In the opinion of the writer (who is red-

blind!) the plain colours—yellow, white, pink, and blue in

that order—are best, and red and green are less distinct.

Black and yellow is the best striped ring
;

either black and

white or blue and white (which are easily confused) are good
;
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pink and white and pink and yellow are average
;
and black

and pink, and red, white ,
and blue are poor.

Unless very few individuals are to be ringed, prepare a

list of colour combinations in advance and mark off as used.

Ring both legs with the same combination, or else many
records will be lost because only one leg is seen. This also

insures against confusion due to loss of a ring. The number
of available combinations is much reduced, but increased

observations and time saved in the field more than compensate.

When cock and hen can be recognised in the hand, but less

easily in the field, it is invaluable to ring all hens with the

B.T.O. numbered ring on one leg and all cocks with it on the

other. The writer does this with the starling, and the metal

ring is placed below the coloured ones and not included in the

combination. In certain lights the metal ring can be confused

with a white one. The tarsus of a starling can carry one metal

and three coloured rings.

It pays to keep the clearest combinations for local residents,

trapped during the breeding season or in roost-holes. These

are double self-colours or combinations of two self-colours.

One, two, or three rings of the same colour can be confused at

a distance.

Mates and neighbours, likely to be seen together, should

receive contrasting combinations. The same colours in reverse

order are not always quickly distinguishable.

Where a resident population is increased by seasonal

immigrants, it is doubtful whether it is worth marking the

latter individually. The writer keeps all the combinations of

plain colours for adult resident British starlings
;

winter

visitors are given striped rings, the same colour for all

individuals in one locality and year.

It is uneconomical to colour-ring nestlings, even using only

one combination each season. Mortality and movement during

the first year cause too great a wastage.

The whole purpose of individual marking is defeated if

more than one bird is marked in the same way. If the effect

of this article is greater than anticipated, a measure of liaison

between neighbouring ringers may be necessary

!

Coloured rings are likely to last, with little fading, as

long as the bird lives. They have not been known to break or

6
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detach, and on the one occasion when this appeared to have
happened, it transpired that a bird with a metal ring only

(ringed by someone else) had taken over the nest-hole of a

bird with one metal and one coloured ring. There are occasions

when rings are not obvious enough, as when the movements
of a flock in open country or in woods have to be followed,

or when nesting individuals have to be quickly recognised at

their feeding-grounds in long grass or shady foliage. An
easy and quite reliable method is to fix a small feather of

contrasting colour to the plumage
;

a hen’s white contour

feather, up to 2 inches long, can be cemented with Durofix,

or similar quick-drying waterproof fixative, to the base of the

tail quills (see Plate 3), and it causes neither discomfort

nor unusual behaviour. The shaft of the added feather should

be thin, and at least half an inch of the vanes of the two feathers

should be rubbed together with fixative. It has been shown
by this method that at least some of the same individual starlings

return daily to the same feeding-ground from their winter roost,

and marking feathers have remained in position for two months.

Several bright colours can be obtained by dyeing white feathers

with Uno waterproof inks, and pointed or square-cut tips can

be distinguished in the field.

(Coloured rings are supplied by Stuart Boardman, The
Greenrigg Works, Woodford Green, Essex.)
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Witherby.

Nest Boxes

The small wooden boxes which are frequently advertised at

cheap rate as surplus war stores can often be easily converted

into nest boxes. Plate 4 is self-explanatory; a piece of



Plate 4.—Nest Box made from War Stores Box.

(A nestling Starling is at the entrance.)
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rough bark below the hole on the inside helps the nestlings

to reach the entrance if the box is deep.

The box in the photograph was fixed over a ventilator in

April, after a pair of starlings had begun to build there. The
birds transferred to the box at once.

Nesting data for this species from all parts of the British

Isles are wanted during 1948. Readers who have starlings

nesting in a box or an accessible hole are asked to communicate
with Dr R. Carrick, Department of Natural History,

Marischal College, University of Aberdeen.
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A NOTE ON VESPULA AUSTRIACA (PANZER)

Arthur B. Duncan

Vespula austriaca is the least common of the six species of

social wasps of this genus that occur in Scotland, but it is by
no means a rare insect in the south-west, and it is comparatively

common in the immediate vicinity of my home at Tynron,

Dumfriesshire. It differs from other members of the genus

in that, instead of making a nest for itself, it appears to be

inquiline on the other species and particularly the closely

related V. rufa (L.), 1 although some authorities hold that it

is merely an archaic type of that insect giving rise to workers

of rufa type and queens and drones of both types. 2

In general behaviour there are some noticeable similarities

to the bumble bees of the inquiline genus Psithyrus Lepeletier.

The wasp, like those bees, has a peculiarly low hum, a rather

slow flight, a habit of sitting about on flowers and shrubs appar-

ently idling, a very late emergence date from hibernation, and a

particularly deliberate way of hunting for a nest to victimise.

On 1st August 1944 I was showing my friend E. S. Brown
the methods which I use to take a wasp’s nest without injury

either to myself or the inhabitants of the nest, and for this

purpose had chosen a rather weak colony of V. rufa in the

grounds of my home. The nest was a perfectly normally

situated one down the hole made by some small mammal,
some 18 inches from the hole’s mouth and 3 inches from the

surface of the ground. As the angry wasps began to emerge

into the receptacles placed for their capture our excitement

was intense, as we saw several drones and queens of austriaca.

The total population of the nest along with the subsequent

hatch appears on page 45.

Four days later, on 5th August, again in company with

E. S. Brown, I was collecting in Glen Trool in the Stewartry

of Kirkcudbright. It was about 10 o’clock and we were on

the south side of Loch Trool when we first noticed the wasps.

It would be hard to exaggerate their numbers. Every patch

of bracken, every clump of bog myrtle was covered with a

mass of wasps. The area covered by these swarms was a full

mile long and at least a quarter of a mile wide. Every wasp
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we examined, and we caught several hundreds, including every

individual that we suspected might be something different, was

an austriaca drone. No other wasp was seen and we found

TABLE OF EMERGENCES

Date.

V. rufa. V. austriaca.

Males. Queens. Workers. Males. Queens.

1 .8 5 4 68 3 1 17

2.8 I 7 12

3.8 2 23 7

4.8 4 12 3
10.8 1 1 12 68

13.8 18 i 7

Total 6
1

4 75 203 124

no queens. It was an unforgettable sight and quite outside

the experience of either of us. It seems most likely that there

must have been very many nests parasitised, and, judging by the

type of ground, certainly nests of V. rufa, and that the drones

were awaiting the emergence of the virgin queens from the nests.

Although the second of the two experiences related above

is as inexplicable as it was remarkable, the first throws some
light on the austriaca problem.

A glance at the table of emergences shows that after 1st

August only one drone and seven workers of rufa emerged,

and it may be that the single drone had been overlooked for

some while before being noticed on the 10th. On the other

hand, the bulk of the austriaca emerged after 1st August.

It is quite clear that up to about the end of July the wasps

emerging were rufa and thereafter nearly all were austriaca.

It seems fair to presume that an austriaca queen slew the reign-

ing rufa queen after the nest had started to rear drone and

queen brood and that therefore nearly all the drone and queen

brood was austriaca. The alternative explanation would be

that the austriaca queen having given rise to rufa queens and
drones suddenly began to breed austriaca queens and drones

—

an explanation to which I am quite unable to subscribe.

Laidlaw 3 has recorded how he found an austriaca queen

collecting nesting material, and this raises the question as to
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whether austriaca is always inquiline. The date of Laidlaw’s

observation (4th August 1933) seems significant, as even for a

northern locality (Lairg, Sutherland) it is a very late date for

a wasp to be nest building. It seems possible that in this

particular wasp, having failed to find a rufa nest, the obsolete

nest-building instinct revived and it endeavoured to nest. It

is even possible that an austriaca queen might succeed in

building a nest and working through to fruition without a

worker caste. As a parallel there is the bumble bee Bombus
distinguendus Morawitz. This bee, a large, handsome, and

robust insect found most numerously in the Orkneys and the

Western Isles, though occurring elsewhere, produces very few

workers, and the major part of the work of raising the young
brood is done by virgin queens.

The inquiline habit among social bees and wasps in Britain

seems to vary in the perfection of its development. At the top

of the scale is the genus Psithyrus whose members are wholly

inquiline on various species of Bombus. At the other end are

five species of Vespula and all the genus Bombus. They, as a

rule, build nests for themselves, but it is a common thing for

an individual queen to enter a strange nest and kill the reigning

queen and take over her job. In the tunnel of a nest of Bombus
smithianus White examined near Lochboisdale, South Uist,

were found the corpses of four smithianus queens and two

queens of Bombus lucorum (L.). It is, of course, impossible

to say whether these bodies were merely intruders or whether

one or more of them had once been in possession.

It seems therefore reasonable to conclude that V. austriaca

forms an intermediate link and is an insect almost wholly

inquiline which may vevert to ancestral behaviour when more

modern methods fail.

.
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BOTANICAL NOTES

Sibthorpia europcea L. in Scotland.—A remarkable extension in

the known range of this western European plant resulted from its

discovery by J. A. Crabbe (det. A. J. Wilmott) in the Castle Park,

Stornoway, Isle of Lewis (V.-C. no), in July 1946. It has not

previously been recorded further north than South Wales, and forms

an interesting addition to the flora of Scotland. See also Stornoway

Gazette
,
8th November 1946, p. 2—May S. Campbell, Aberfeldy,

Perthshire.

ZOOLOGICAL NOTES

Rare Crabs at Canna, Inner Hebrides.—In 1939 I found two

crabs here of which there seem to be few records in Scottish waters.

The first is Xantho incisus Leach, which is not uncommon under

the stones at low water in Corrigan Bay. The second is Corystes

cassivelaunus (Pennant), which was taken last summer (1946) in a

flounder net. This specimen has been preserved.

—

John L. Campbell,
Isle of Canna.

Mayfly in Aberdeenshire.—The mayfly, Ephemera danica

(Mull.), appeared on the lower River Don during the latter part of

June 1947. It was first seen, in fair quantity, on several occasions

between 16th to 20th June in the Inverurie-Kemnay area
;

and
subsequently as far down as Fintray. Prior to the war Ephemera
was unknown in Aberdeenshire. Rannoch and the neighbourhood of

Inverness seem to have been the nearest known habitats. Inquiries

have shown that deliberate introduction is unlikely.—R. M. Neill,
Department of Natural History, Aberdeen University.

Immigrant Lepidoptera in the Hebrides.—The clouded

yellow
(Colias croceus) has been seen a number of times on the Isle of

Canna from 19th August to 1st September 1947. Reports have also

reached me of specimens seen on the Islands of Eigg and Eriskay.

Two specimens of Vanessa atatanta ab. merryfieldi, a very rare

aberration of the red admiral, have been taken by myself on the Isle

of Canna at the same spot on succeeding days, 26th and 27th August.
A third specimen of atalanta taken on the 27th lacks the black spots

in the red band on the hind wings. Vanessa atalanta and Vanessa

cardui
,
the painted lady, have been more abundant this summer than

ever before in my experience—also the peacock ( Vanessa to), now a

well-established resident in the Isles.
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A humming-bird hawk-moth (Macroglossa stellatarum ) was seen

on the Isle of Canna about midsummer 1947 by Dr E. B. Ford, and

a second specimen seen by myself two weeks later.

—

John L.

Campbell, Isle of Canna.

Brimstone, Red admiral, and Painted Lady Butterflies
in Fife.—A beautiful brimstone butterfly (Gonepieryx rhamni) spent

the 19th August 1947 with us, chiefly on the flowers of the Buddleia .

There appears to be no previous record of this butterfly in Scotland.

Red admirals ( Vanessa atalanta) have been very plentiful, and we
have seen more painted ladies ( Vanessa cardui) than usual.

—

Evelyn
V. Baxter, Leonora Jeffrey Rintoul, Largo, Fife.

Convolvulus Hawk-moth in Outer Hebrides.—On 18th

September 1947 Mr Donald MacDonald, Upper Shader, Isle of Lewis,

sent me the following description of a large moth which he had found

in his garden about a fortnight previously : Wings grey, 2 inches in

length
;
body | inch wide, 2 J inches in length, marked with alternate

stripes of white, red, and black.

In reply to my inquiry whether the moth had been preserved,

Mr MacDonald forwarded the specimen which proved to be a female

convolvulus hawk-moth (Sphinx convolvuli) .—James W. Campbell,
Strathtay, Perthshire.

The occurrence of a large Dipterous Fly of the species

Echinomyia grossa L. in Elgin.—Sporadic appearances ofEchinomyia

grossa L, the largest tachinid fly in Europe, occur at long intervals

in Britain. Specimens acquired by the Royal Scottish Museum
are not numerous, and records show that the species has turned up

singly or a few specimens taken at one time in less than a dozen

instances during the last fifty years. Entomologists, therefore, will

be interested to note that a specimen was taken in a house in Elgin

on the 1 2th August 1947, the first in Scotland since those recorded by

W. B. R. Laidlaw of specimens seen by him on a hilltop near Ullapool

in 1932 (Scottish Naturalist
, 1933, p. 58). It will be recalled that

there is no certainty of its natural host or hosts in the field, as in nature

its complete life-history has not been worked out in Britain. Experi-

mentally, however, in the laboratory members of the Lasiocampidae

have been used as hosts on which to feed the grubs of the fly. All the

museum specimens acquired in Scotland have been captured during

the months of July and August, and it may be that a prolonged spell

of settled continental conditions, particularly an absence of wind,

such as has prevailed in Scotland this abnormally warm summer, has

permitted migration of this fly from the continent of Europe. Any
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further information of the occurrence of this species will be welcomed

and placed on record here.—M. I. Platt, Royal Scottish Museum,
Edinburgh.

Some Scottish Siphonaptera.—It may be of interest to record

the following fleas from Pitlochry, Perth, whence I obtained them on

small rodents sent me by Mr F. Nisbet of Pitlochry : Ctenophthalmus

agyrtes nobilis Roths., two females from the long-tailed field-mouse

(Apodemus s. sylvaticus L.). Rhadinopsylla penthacanthus (Roths.),

one male from short-tailed vole (.Microtus a. hirtus (Bell)), and

Hystrichopsylla talpce (Curt.), one damaged female from Apodemus.

Two of the above species are common, but the Rhadinopsylla is

rather local.

—

Eugene O’Mahony, National Museum of Ireland,

Dublin.

These records were received in December 1939.

—

Eds.

Migration of Tweed Sea-Trout.

—

Recaptures of marked sea-

trout have shown that those fish belonging to the Tweed disperse

over a much wider area in the sea than do those of any other district

in Scotland. Normally the sea-trout in Scottish waters does not appear

to range far from its river of origin in search of food, but, in this

respect, the Tweed is a definite exception. Instances of sea-trout

marked in the Tweed and recaptured at such distant points as the

coast of Norfolk, the vicinity of the Frisian Islands, and near the

Danish coast have been recorded.

A further example of wide travel by a Tweed sea-trout has been

brought to our notice. The fish in question was marked at Great-

haugh, a commercial netting station on the Tweed, on 14th January

1938, when it was a female kelt weighing 2*5 lbs. and 52-5 cm. in

length. The recapture was made on 23rd July 1939 by a Dutch
steam trawler operating in the North Sea at a point 55° 30' N. to

6° 10
f
E., approximately midway between the Dogger Bank and the

nearest point on the coast of Denmark
;

the weight was given as

2,000 gm. (4-4 lbs.) and the length 60 cm.—P. R. C. Macfarlane,
Fisheries Division, Scottish Home Department.

A Very Old Eel.

—

What is probably the oldest common eel

(Anquilla vulgaris) is owned by Miss Ross, Queen Street, Tain.

This eel was caught by the late Dr Ross during his early school days,

and as the doctor would now be in his mid-sixties if he were alive

this would place the eel ’s age at 50 + . An old acquaintance of the

family has placed it more accurately at 57, in that he remembers the

eel when visiting the house during his student days.

The eel was brought home from the local burn in a 2 -lb. jam jar,

which remained its home for one or two years, when it graduated to

7
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a 7-lb. jar
;
thence to a large goldfish bowl, and now, io to n inches

long and 3 to 4 ounces in weight, it lives in a rectangular glass tank

12 by 8 by 18 inches deep, half-full of tap water and having some
small sea-shells on the bottom. The water is changed once a week,

and apart from what it gets in this water, the only food given to it

is small worms. Drought and frost hence cut off this extra food

supply.

During cold spells this eel is inclined to be torpid, but it reacts

to weather changes, such as imminent rain or thaw, by rattling the

shells on the bottom of its tank. As this demonstration takes place

before the alteration in the weather, presumably the eel is sensitive to

barometric changes.

It has survived quite a number of accidents and adventures, in-

cluding the freezing-over of its tank, a night on the floor of a green-

house after an escape from its tank, and a slight cut from a chipped

edge of the tank received during another escape bid.

—

John D.

Mackenzie, Tain, Ross-shire.

Ravens in Edinburgh.—On the morning of 15th February 1947,

while in Holyrood Park, I saw two ravens (Corvus corax corax) flying

in an easterly direction over the rocks on the north side of Duddingston

Loch. Both were calling loudly, and they flew in line ahead at a

height of about 100 feet. The weather was bitterly cold, with snow
on the ground.—D. R. Anderson, Edinburgh.

It is interesting to know that ravens have been seen recently at

Edinburgh, where up to the end of the sixteenth century they frequented

the streets of the city.

—

Eds.

Hawfinch in Perthshire.—As the hawfinch (Coccothraustes

coccothraustes coccothraustes) is at present known only as an occasional

visitor to North Perth, it may be of interest to record that on 10th

June 1947 an adult, giving its characteristic flight note, flew close

past me in the garden at Ardrennich, Strathtay. I am well acquainted

with this species in south-east England, but this is the first observed

by me in this district.

Mr F. Nisbet informs me that he has the skin of a fledgling,

obviously bred in the district, which was picked up dead at Pitlochry,

Perthshire, in July 1944, and brought to him for identification.—

James W. Campbell, Strathtay, Perthshire.

Occurrence of Yellow-breasted Bunting (Emberiza aureola)

in Fair Isle.—An immature yellow-breasted bunting was observed

by us on Fair Isle on 12th and 13th September 1946. It was fairly

tame and allowed us to observe it at close range for considerable

periods each day.
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It showed a preference for feeding on stubble and stooks at the

edge of standing oats. When disturbed it took refuge in the standing

corn, or sometimes even in turnips, but regularly returned to the same

area of stubble.

The following features were observed in the field : A small bunting

with relatively short tail which it often fanned rapidly, showing white

on the outer tail feathers. Prominent pale eyestripe. Unstreaked

pale-yellow underparts; dark fringe to ear coverts. Back brown
and heavily streaked, with an incomplete pale “ V ” mark somewhat

similar to the back of a little stint. Whitish tips to greater coverts.

In flight no white wing-bar was visible. The only note heard was a

soft robin-like “ tic.” Upper mandible dark horn, lower mandible

fleshy horn. Legs brownish flesh. Eye dark.

A comparison of skins in the Royal Scottish Museum with our

notes taken in the field and with paintings of the bird done at the

time by A. D. W. (who also saw and sketched the yellow-breasted

bunting on the Isle of May in September 1936) placed the identification

beyond doubt.

This is the fifth occasion on which this species has been recorded

in Scotland and the third recorded occurrence in Fair Isle.—A. G. S.

Bryson, B. A. Stenhouse, George Waterston, A. D. Watson,
Edinburgh.

The Collared Flycatcher in Shetland : the First

Scottish Record.

—

On nth May 1947, after a week of strong

southerly winds, I observed a small black and white flycatcher

hawking insects in the shelter of a seacliff at Skaw on Whalsay.

It had a pronounced white “ collar ” and, being familiar with the

pied flycatcher, I realised at once that this bird was a stranger to

me. I procured the specimen and preserved the skin. The authorities

at the Royal Scottish Museum confirmed my identification that it

was an adult male collared flycatcher (Muscicapa albicollis Temm.)
in full breeding plumage. The testes were strongly developed.

The specimen was exhibited at the recent Summer Conference of the

British Ornithologists’ Union and the Scottish Ornithologists’ Club
in Edinburgh.

This is the first occasion on which this species has been recorded

in Scotland
;

there are five records from England—all in Sussex.—

Samuel Bruce, Lerwick.

Willow Warbler nesting in Stone Wall.—On 29th June 1947
I watched for a considerable time a pair of willow warblers

(.Phylloscopus trochilus trochilus) obviously feeding young inside a

dry stone retaining wall at the side of a small ditch here. I could not
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see the nest, and it was unsafe to take out any stones. The only book

that I have seen which records a willow warbler’s nest in a wall is

Yarrell’s British Birds
,
where it is stated that “ Mr Alston mentions

having seen a nest in a hole in a wall nearly 7 feet from the ground.”

—James Bartholomew, Torrance, near Glasgow.

Although there is no mention of similar nest sites in many books

on British birds, including the most modern, Howard Saunders, in

An Illustrated Manual of British Birds
,
Second Edition, 1899, p. 70,

states “ exceptionally up to 4 feet from the ground, or even in a hole

in a wall.” Richard Kearton (.British Birds ’ Nests, Second Edition,

1907, P* 474) mentions that he was shown two nests in Westmorland
during June 1894 in holes in walls.

—

Eds.

Evening Flight of Young Cuckoo.—Here in Coigach, the

extreme north-west corner of Ross, this season (1947) seems to have

been specially favourable for cuckoos (Cuculus c. canorus). This

impression may have been partly due to the uniquely hot, rainless and

windless summer which persuaded me to the more contemplative and

less active forms of bird-watching. In any case, I have spent as much
time watching young cuckoos this season as in the rest of my life

put together.

In particular a series, probably three, have frequented the small

garden here. Their favourite perch was the top of a post supporting

high netting over the raspberry canes. On this they squatted to be

fed by meadow pipits (Anthus pratensis). The last of the series was

a lighter bird than the others and had a differently placed white head-

patch, so that it was easily recognisable. I wanted to find out whether

this one roosted in the garden : most of them hereabouts must roost

in the heather on the open, treeless moor. On 7th August, having

left an upper window open, I went up after dinner to watch, keeping

well back from the window. There was the young cuckoo, squatted

on its favourite perch, alone and apparently half-asleep.

At about 9 p.m. G.M.T., quite suddenly and without perceptible

previous movement, the bird swept from its perch. It dived down-

wards close over the low hedge at the bottom of the garden, nearly

to the ground, and then shot steeply upwards in a sweeping curve.

I thought it was off to Africa. But it kept within 100 yards of its

original perch. It was a wild, mad flight, but perfectly controlled.

The motion was most like that of a swift, except that the wing-beats

were perfectly regular with never a pause in flight nor check in the

quick rhythm of the wings. It weaved and wheeled in circles and

ellipses through every plane, but remained the whole time close to

the garden. The bird seemed as if it was beside itself with excite-

ment
;

as if it had only that moment discovered the joys of flight. I
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never watched so delightful an exhibition of flying. It lasted about

five minutes. At its conclusion the bird apparently came to rest in

the leafy top of an old ash tree at the side of the house, just out of

my sight, but I failed to mark it in the twilight. In the morning it

was gone.

Has anyone of your correspondents witnessed a similar evening

display ? Or was it some sudden onset of the migratory impulse

which induced this excited flight ?

—

Tom G. Longstaff, Achiltibuie,

Ross-shire.

Turtle Dove in Sutherland.—On 8th August 1946 I saw a

turtle dove (Streptopelia turtur turtur) at Balnakeil, Durness,

Sutherland. The bird allowed a close approach on several occasions

while perched on a roadside dyke.—E. J. Ferguson, Pitlochry

,

Perthshire.

The turtle dove is an occasional visitor to Sutherland.

—

Eds.

The Status of the Common Eider in the Moray Firth.

—

As recent authoritative works show that the common eider (Somateria

mollissima mollissima) is merely an occasional visitor in winter to

the whole of the Moray Firth, and that there is no proof of breeding

in this area, it seems desirable to record that on 6th August 1947

,

at Brora, East Sutherland, I found several broods of eiders on the

coast. On that date a flock of forty was seen; several were adult

drakes in “ eclipse
” plumage, the rest being adult females or

immatures. One duck had a brood of three large, feathered young,

perhaps able to fly; another duck had two ducklings unable to fly,

probably a few weeks old, while a third had a very small downy
young one not more than ten days old.

As an autumn to spring resident, the eider is now regularly seen

in small numbers on the coast westwards from Fraserburgh at least

as far as Spey Bay, and, even in summer, small numbers remain off

the high cliffs at Troup Head in Banffshire and Pennan Head in

Aberdeenshire, though it is unlikely that they may breed there.

—

Adam Watson, Turriff, Aberdeenshire.

Glaucous Gull in East Lothian.—On 24th November 1946 I

saw an adult glaucous gull (Larus hyperboreus) on the Tyne estuary,

East Lothian. Adult birds have been uncommon on the Nor-

thumbrian coast this winter (1946-47), my only record being one at

Alnmouth on 19th December. There have been odd immature birds

about on occasions.—H. Tully, Alnmouth.
This gull is a winter visitor to Forth, and on occasions has occurred

in some numbers, but adults are much rarer than immatures.

—

Eds.
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Black-headed Gulls feeding on Caterpillars.

—

During
May and June 1947 there was a remarkable infestation of oak trees

by caterpillars in the Upper Tay Valley, Perthshire. The plague

was widespread, and in many areas between Aberfeldy and Dunkeld
was so intense that large stretches of oak woodland were almost

completely denuded of leaves. Many species of birds, especially

rook (Corvus frugilegus fragilegus)
,

jackdaw (Corvus monedula

monedula), starling (Sturnus vulgaris vulgaris), chaffinch (Fringilla

ccelebs ccelebs), and house sparrow (.Passer domesticus domesticus) were

seen feeding in large numbers on the caterpillars. The most inter-

esting feature, however, was the great numbers of black-headed

gulls (Larus ridibundus ridibundus) which were attracted into a

habitat which even in their inland breeding haunts is an unusual one.

The gulls penetrated right into the woods, collecting the caterpillars

from below the trees. Favourite feeding grounds were the roads

through oak woods, and for a while black-headed gulls were the

commonest roadside birds. On 19th June I motored from Grandtully

to Perth, and between the first-named and Bankfoot, a distance of

twenty miles, gulls feeding on the roads were disturbed almost every

hundred yards. On 24th June, over the same stretch of road, only

one gull was seen feeding
;
examination of the oaks showed that the

caterpillars were no longer on the trees.

On 10th June about two hundred black-headed gulls were feeding

around oak trees opposite my house at Strathtay. Some of them were

searching below the trees, but the majority were flying excitedly

round them. Through field-glasses it was seen that the birds were

hawking very close to the branches, at times brushing against them,

and it appeared that they were taking caterpillars which were hanging

by threads from the trees. There was great excitement amongst this

party, and I was surprised to see that many of the gulls were actually

perching on the trees
;

it seemed that they were taking caterpillars

from the leaves. At one time ten gulls were counted on the top of

one oak. I have once or twice before seen black-headed gulls perch

on the top of tall trees, but on these occasions there was no suggestion

that they were feeding there.

It was impossible to determine what species of caterpillars were

being taken, but specimens collected in Strathtay from oak trees at

the time have been kindly identified by Dr A. E. Cameron as being

mainly those of the winter moth (1Cheimatobia brumata) and the

mottled umber moth {Hybernia defoliaria). There were also a few

caterpillars of the small quaker moth (Toeniocampa pulverulenta) in

the samples collected. The same three species were also present on

hazel and gean.

In the early summer of 1946 a small number of black-headed
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gulls was seen haunting the roads through the oak woods in the

Dunkeld district, and it was presumed that they were feeding on

caterpillars fallen from the trees, but I have never until this year

(1947) seen such a widespread invasion of oak woodland by these

birds.

—

James W. Campbell, Strathtay, Perthshire.

The Northern Razorbill in Scotland : the First Scottish

Record.—Following the very severe weather during February, a

dead northern razorbill (Alea torda torda) was found by the writer,

on the shore above high-tide mark, between Brora and Clynemilton,

Sutherlandshire, on 12th March 1947. Judging by its condition it

had been dead some two or three weeks. It was not possible to preserve

the entire bird, but the head and one of the wings was sent to Misses

E. V. Baxter and L. J. Rintoul, who identified it. The head and wing
were eventually taken to the Royal Scottish Museum, where Dr
Stephen, Keeper of the Natural History Department, also verified

the identification and had the parts preserved and included in the

bird collection there.

It is the first Scottish record of this species and probably the second

British record. Witherby’s Handbook of British Birds (1941) records

one from Dungeness in Kent, 1937. This species is not distinguishable

in the field from the British razorbill (Alca torda britannica) . The
difference lies in the northern subspecies having a thicker bill and
larger wing. Dr Stephen states : “I have checked the measurements

and they agree with those of the northern razorbill.” The wing
measured 212 mm.

—

William A. Tod, Brora, Sutherlandshire.
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CURRENT LITERATURE

The titles and purport of papers, notes, and letters relating to Scottish

natural history which have appeared during the quarter August-

October 1947 in the Field and Country Life.

Zoology

1. Field

The Greylag Goose, by G. E. Yeates, 16th August 1947, pp.

178-179.—An illustrated account of an attempt to photograph this

bird at the nest in Sutherland.

In Glasgow’s New Zoo, by S. H. Benson, 20th September 1947,

p. 330.—Letter, with photograph
;

pair of hen harriers found in nest

in Perthshire, and now in the Zoo.

A Bird-watcher in Shetland, by G. K. Yeates, 27th September

1947, pp. 346-347.—Illustrated article on the bird life.

The Friendly Phalarope, by G. K. Yeates, nth October 1947,

p. 406.—Illustrated account of breeding habits and haunts in Shetland.

Ringed Wild Geese, by C. T. Dalgety, 25th October 1947,

p. 461.—White-fronted geese, ringed in Greenland, recovered in

Ireland, Wales, and Canada; refers to migration through Outer

Hebrides.

Wanted : Ringed Wild Geese, by C. T. Dalgety, 25th

October 1947, p. 470.—Letter asking for ringed wild geese shot in

Great Britain and Ireland to be sent to the writer
;

required for

scientific purposes.

2. Country Life

Eynhallow: Island of Delight, by Frances Pitt, 12th

September 1947, pp. 520-522.—Illustrated account of the breeding

birds of an island in Orkney.

Horned Game of Great Britain, by G. Kenneth Whitehead,
19th September 1947, pp. 576-577.—Illustrated account of deer and

wild goat; many references to Scotland.

Butterfly Travels, by T. Dannreuther, 19th September 1947,

p. 587.—Letter; clouded yellow butterfly seen in Caithness on

1 st September.
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Display of the Slavonian Grebe, by H. Marcus Stone, 26th

September 1947, p. 623.—Illustrated account at a breeding haunt in

the Highlands.

The Blackcocks’ Reel, by Francis Pitt, 17th October 1947,

pp. 782-783.—Illustrated account of blackcock at the lek in Scotland.

Butterfly Invasion of Scotland, by J. F. Moore, 17th October

1947, p. 787.—Letter; red admiral, large and small white butterflies

abundant in Kirkcudbright in September.

Wild Goats of Britain, by M. E. Joicey, 24th October 1947,

p. 834.—Letter, with photograph of wild goats on island off Kintyre.

8
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BOOK REVIEWS
British Sea Birds. By C. A. Gibson-Hill. Pp. 144.

London: H. F. and G. Witherby, 1947. i&r.

Sea birds are excellent subjects for photography. They are sufficiently

large and easily approachable, usually patterned with white and black,

and often standing out boldly against the background. The author obtained

a fine series of miniature camera shots in the course of the summer of 1946,

including most of the British sea birds
;

his flight pictures are exceptionally

good, and all have been beautifully reproduced.

There are also original line drawings in the text and a number of maps

;

and the whole book has been well produced and presents a most attractive

appearance.

The text, however, contains virtually nothing new, and seems to have

been gathered in haste from random sources such as those listed in the

bibliography on page 143. Sometimes references are given, or at least the

responsible author is named, but more often they are not. On his own
experiences and observations he writes interestingly, but much of the material

included is standard scientific reference information, which the reader

might be excused for assuming to be accurate.

This is not invariably the case. For example, one is referred on page 10

to the contents of Murphy’s Oceanic Birds of South America ;
in this work

the author could have found that the Manx shearwater is common in winter

off the coasts of Brazil and Argentina, and he would not then have stated

that “ it is possible that they move farther afield during the coldest months ”

than the Bay of Biscay and northern Spain (page 43). On page 57 he states

that the fulmar has three colour phases, whereas it is well known to show
continuous variation between the light and dark extremes

;
and he applies

the name “blue fulmar” not to the dark phase, but to the “third form

[which] is distinctly paler.” There are other similar slips, besides careless

mistakes in spelling and construction, as when we are given to understand

that corvus marinus means “ sea cow ” (page 32), or told that “ collecting

[black-headed gulls’ eggs] has continued in this century, the eggs usually

appearing on the table as plovers’ eggs, but on more careful lines”

(page 89).

The distribution maps for various species in the British Isles have been
“ drawn to give a general impression of the range, rather than precise

data for individual localities.”

Works on natural history usually attain a very high standard of accuracy

nowadays
;

they face a well-informed and critical public. Were this not

so, such errors might be considered trifling; and, indeed, they do not

detract from one’s enjoyment of the photographs. V. C. W.-E.

The Island Farmers. By R. M. LOCKLEY. Pp. 174.

London : H. F. and G. Witherby, 1947. ioj. 6d.

An account of a war-time experiment in co-operative agriculture, which

showed that small-scale farming is best organised on the basis of private
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family enterprise. Only a few passing references are made to natural

history. R. C.

Natural History in the Highlands and Islands. By F. Fraser Darling.

Pp. xv4* 303. London: Collins, 1947. i6.f.

Dr Darling’s book is by this time well known to readers of The Scottish

Naturalist ,
who have snapped it up and eagerly devoured it His subject

very nearly coincides with our own, namely, natural history in Scotland,

except that he has restricted his area to the country north and west of the

Highland line, which he knows so well. Like its predecessors in Collins’

New Naturalist series, the book is well printed and illustrated, and the

author’s forthright and often colourful style makes delightfully easy reading.

These books are for the general reader, who naturally accepts their

authority unquestioned. On the fly-leaf the editors assume a paternal, if

empty, responsibility for “maintaining a high standard of accuracy,”

repeating after their preface (page xiv) that “ every care has been taken

... to ensure the scientific accuracy of factual statements.” They must

therefore share the blame for the surprising number of half-truths and

errors in the book, some of which at least are apparent to every discerning

reader. The author has not been deterred by them either from embracing

topics with which he has had no opportunity of becoming fully conversant.

Plant ecology is one of these. One might surely expect something more
than a flourish of scientific names and uncritical lists. On page 152, for

example, the author gives an idyllic description of the “ short nutritious

grass,” beloved of deer, which is the most noteworthy vegetational feature

of the Grampian plateaux, rolling literally for miles on the high Cairngorms
;

but he cannot tell us that it is largely (in many places entirely) composed
of the relatively worthless sedge, Carex rigida. Immense areas of rough

pasture in the deer forests are dominated byJuncus squarrosus, unfortunately

one of the most abundant Highland plants, but it is not even mentioned.

Neither is the conspicuous and familiar hard fern, Blechnum boreale

(? “ spleenwort,” with bracken, on page 137). Among “ the fairly common
and most beautiful flowers of the tops ” he includes one of the rarest British

plants, Saxifraga cernua
,
which very rarely produces petals. On the next

page the berries of the cloudberry are red, we are told : so are blackberries

before they ripen. (Cloudberries turn yellow.) More “ spleenworts ” grow
on trees in birch woods (page 89) and on the trunks of Highland oaks

(page 138), as if they were common polypodies. On page 47 “ high

precipitation ” is stated to be one of the two prime requirements for peat

formation
; notwithstanding the fact that on the northern tundra there are

interminable tracts of peat, where the annual precipitation may be as low
as 10 inches and the ground is permanently frozen. The familiar recurrence

of alpine plants in seaside habitats is attributed to “ a physiological drought

brought about by a high salinity ” (page 145) ;
though the same

phenomenon may be observed on the shores and cliffs of great fresh-water

lakes in other northern regions, and is possibly correlated with exposure
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and with the effect of proximity to a large expanse of water in preventing

such high summer temperatures as normally occur a few miles inland.

Marine and fresh-water biology are no less unfortunate. The yarn handed
out (page 80, and again on page 174) about the migration of the herring

was the latest thing in the days of Thomas Pennant’s British Zoology

(1761-66) ;
it has long been regarded as an illusion, which is due to a more

or less regular sequence of spawning periods from north to south along the

North Sea coast
;
the shoals of herring participating are believed to be quite

independent, each performing its own inshore spawning movement. The
section on salmon contains a crop of dubious generalisations : on page 241,

for example, we read “ smolts marked in one river are never taken as grilse

or salmon in any other river but their own.” Dr Darling should know that

present evidence proves only that a very small proportion of marked smolts

do indeed return to the river of their birth : no one can yet be certain whether

or not this is merely fortuitous. (There is annually a run of salmon in the

fiords of south-west Greenland, in which discharging glaciers prevent the

fish from entering fresh water at all, so that they cannot be returning to

“ their own ” river: salmon are not known to spawn in Greenland.) On
page 242 we are given to understand that grilse return “ in a year or two,”

stay a short time in fresh water, “ return fairly soon [to the sea], and go

away to their feeding ground for a further period of growth before coming
back again as fully mature salmon.” The ascertainable facts seem to be

that grilse are fish with only one year’s sea life
;

that when they enter fresh

water at that stage they normally spawn the same year, and that generally

less than 5 per cent, (almost entirely females) actually return a second time

from the sea. (At a maximum, in small West Highland rivers, the proportion

of previously spawned fish may reach 34 per cent.) On the same page

reference is made to the occasional spawning of parr, almost as if it were a

new thing discovered by the author. No reference is made in this chapter

to the salmon or fresh-water biology of the Spey and Dee, though on page 27

the Linn of Dee is said to be “ the uppermost limit of salmon in the river ”
;

in fact, many reach the Chest of Dee and Geldie Burn.

In this same chapter twelve the little bivalve Pisidium masquerades as a
“ snail ” (pages 236, 243, and index). The char is cited (page 243) as a

relic of the last glacial age “ and is the only animal of this kind.” Does

this mean fireglacial relic, and if so, are we still expected to believe that

it survived glaciation in the ice-choked valleys of the Highlands and Lake

District ? If not, how does it differ from other boreal types now restricted

in distribution in Britain, such as the powan and vendace, or the arctic

insects and birds mentioned elsewhere ?

There is no attempt to throw light on conditions in Scotland by com-

paring them with those elsewhere, even in the rest of the British Isles, let

alone Scandinavia. Among the few comparisons with animals of other

lands is a reference to “the American mouse, Peromyscus ” (page 209),

which is said to have “ a well-marked cline between east and west in coat

colour.” P. maniculatus occurs across the entire continent, but California,

for example, contains both light and dark races, and at least three of its

subspecies show two colour phases in the same locality. On page 247 we
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read “ the osprey is a social bird in North America, breeding in colonies.”

Though its breeding distribution is continent-wide and it is a familiar

bird over enormous areas, social nesting is confined to a score or so of excep-

tional seaside colonies where there are extensive bays and lagoons of warm
and shallow salt water. Everywhere else it is a solitary breeder. Something

of the same kind applies to herring gulls, with which solitary nesting and

strict territory are the rule in the interior of the continent, except on the

larger lakes—a fact difficult to tie in with the concept of
44 a threshold of

numbers below which breeding does not take place ” (page 207). In both

cases the social habit seems to be regulated by food supply.

Among the curiosities of the book are the passages referring to scent and

the olfactory sense. On page 95 Fraser Darling states that
44 as far as we

know, birds have no sense of smell, so we can hardly expect the bird to

exercise control over an emanation from herself bearing on a sense of which

she has no experience.” Birds do have some sense of smell, albeit much
reduced compared with that of most mammals or fishes

; they may perhaps

retain it only for tasting what they eat, but I do not know that it is ever

obsolete (as in Cetacea). Even when the external nostrils are closed, as in

adult gannets and cormorants, the internal openings are perfectly normal.

But supposing our grouse could and did suspect herself of unwelcome
emanations, what could she do about it ? Creep away and take a dust-bath ?

The other passage (pages 126-128) deals at some length with conditions

affecting the olfactory sense of red deer. I cannot follow the supposed

relation between irritability and humidity, even with the help of the

surrealist graph, in which these two variables rise together on the same axis.

Deer are fairly tame on page 126 with a low relative humidity of 20 to 40
per cent., and even more approachable on page 128 with the hygrograph

at 95 per cent, (or even supersaturated, bottom of page 126); if it is in

between that the deer become irritable and shy, the graph seems more obscure

than ever.

It would do no good to carry this uncharitable dissection further. Clearly

a book like this is exceptionally difficult to write, and most of us would not

have the courage to attempt it. Fraser Darling’s views on conservation I

most heartily endorse
;
his passionate love of his chosen land, and ability

to inspire it in others, I admire and respect. All human authors err (and I

hope in this respect that reviewers are as inhuman as they seem) ; we might

well have been worse off with the opposite extreme, a prosy compendium of

incredible dullness, richly documented with footnotes. At least this book

has warmth and personality and an infectious appreciation of the good things

of life. Indeed, I feel merciless only towards those who dared to say that
44

every care has been taken. ...”
V. C. W.-E.

Sportmg Pageant. By Terence Horsley. Pp. 206.

London: H. F. and G. Witherby, 1947. 12s. bd.

A book with the title
4 4 Sporting Pageant ” might escape the attention

of those interested in Scottish wild life as naturalists, rather than as
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sportsmen. This would be a pity, for Terence Horsley’s latest book, written

by one who is both an observant field-naturalist and also an experienced

aeronaut, has original contributions to make to Scottish natural history.

The illustrations, 26 of which are aerial photographs, are themselves

unusual, and add to the clarity of the author’s narrative.

Whether it be night-vision tests, or fighter practice at ten thousand feet

in an advanced combat school, Mr Horsley applies his service experience

to the practical problems of wildfowling in a manner both informative and

stimulating. Some of his observations on bird flight—for example, the

“ stepping down ” of geese when flying in “ vie formation ”—could only

be made from an aircraft ranging alongside the skeins. His notes on the

reactions of birds to silent gliders and noisy aeroplanes also depend upon
“

. . . the opportunity, which does not often come to the average wild-

fowler . . .
” of watching his quarry from the air. But the eye of the

trained airman is equally apparent in the comments from ground level—

as on the differing flight-psychology of wood- and rock-pigeons.

If an infection of the author’s own enthusiasm leads to a yet greater

increase in the army of shooters who now seek the lives of Scotland’s wild

creatures, one can but wish that all who shoot may likewise be infected by

his obvious good sportsmanship. In Mr Horsley’s own words: “ Unless

a man has the honest intention of . . . promoting the well-being of the

game, his moral rights to enjoy sport must be in question.” The status

of many species would be less precarious if holders of shooting rights could

share Terence Horsley’s philosophy that they have “
. . . not so much

bought up the rights to kill, as the rights to nourish and multiply.”

J. B.
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OLIVER HILTON WILD
1886 - 1947

“ Characters,” from their very nature, are always rare. Oliver

Hilton Wild, whose death on 7th August 1947 all who knew
him lament, was one of these rarities. An Englishman by birth,

domicile, and outlook, his long sojourn at the University of

Edinburgh gave him a great love for Scotland and a wide

acquaintance with Scottish natural history.

To Wild, natural history was the passion of his youth, the

occupation of his manhood, and the solace of his last years. In

an age of increasing specialisation his interests were wide ; his

first love was birds, but he had a profound knowledge of many
groups of insects, particularly the social Hymenoptera—he had

kept every British species of social bee and wasp in observation

hives—Lepidoptera, Diptera, dragonflies, and grasshoppers, and

also of mammals. In the course of the years he amassed good

collections of all these groups and a vast store of first-hand know-
ledge of them, most of which unfortunately dies with him. For

Wild was a reluctant writer
;

the lamentably few papers that he

did write are, however, full of “ meat,” and mostly published

in The Scottish Naturalist.

It was a combination of this profound knowledge with an almost

child-like devotion to his subject that made an expedition with

Wild such an exhilarating education, whether it was pottering

round the garden where every herb and shrub was an old friend,

hunting butterflies on the Cotswolds or marsh warblers in the

Severn withy beds, pursuing bargains in the natural history

section of a second-hand bookshop, or waiting for the flight of

wigeon by the shores of a Hebridean loch—to all the various

activities of a field-naturalist he brought a knowledge that was
ever increasing and an enthusiasm that never diminished.

Dr Wild is survived by his wife, who fully shared his interests

and enthusiasm, and to whom we extend our warmest sympathy.

A. B. D.
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SCOTTISH WILD LIFE CONSERVATION COMMITTEE

The Scottish Wild Life Conservation Committee was appointed in February

1946 “ to consider and to advise the Scottish National Parks Committee

as to the steps which it is desirable and practicable to take to conserve

wild life in Scotland.” Professor James Ritchie is Chairman of the

Committee, and the members are Professor J. R. Matthews (Vice-Chairman),

Dr John Berry, Dr F. Fraser Darling, Dr Murray Macgregor, and Sir J.

Douglas Ramsay.

Regional Committees based on the University centres have been set up,

and an appeal to the public for information which would help the Com-
mittee to prepare a comprehensive report on nature conservation in

Scotland has been made through the press.

The Committee’s remit is a particularly wide one embracing every

aspect of nature conservation in Scotland, including the preservation of

geological monuments. We are glad to report that the Committee have

made good progress in their work. Any information concerning the con-

servation of nature in Scotland, particularly that on areas which for scientific

reasons should be set aside as nature reserves, should be sent to Dr James
W. Campbell, who is Secretary of the Committee, at the Department of

Health for Scotland, St Andrew’s House, Edinburgh, 1.

A Report by the Committee has now been published. This forms

Part II of the Report entitled, “ National Parks and the Conservation of

Nature in Scotland,” H.M. Stationery Office, Edinburgh. Briefly, the

Committee make the following main recommendations :

—

1 . The formation of a biological or wild-life service in Scotland

2. The establishment of nature reserves

3. The encouragement by educational means of an active interest in

wild life

4. The provision of legislation, with effective machinery for its enforce-

ment, to enable the conservation of wild life in Scotland to be

adequately carried out

It is also stated that the Committee hope to submit a further Report

concerning areas to be recommended as nature reserves in Scotland. We
intend to refer more fully to this valuable Report in the next number of

The Scottish Naturalist .

—

Eds.
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The Scottish Naturalist

The men who in the past have done the most valuable work
in recording the species of dragonflies to be found in Scotland

are W. J. Lucas, William Evans, and K. J. Morton. In

addition to making personal collections, they also received

the records of others and published the results from time to

i
time. Besides all the records contained in Lucas’ book The

British Dragonflies (1900), the principal articles published

were: “Scottish Dragonfly Records since 1900” (Lucas,

Ann . Scot. Nat. Hist. 19, 1910, p. 162); “ Scottish Dragon-

flies ” (Evans, Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist. 20, 1911, p. 14), a first

complete list with vice-county numbers
;

and several articles

:
on county distributions in the E.M.M. of 1930, ’32, ’33, ’35,

and ’36 from Morton.

One foreigner of scientific renown, the Baron E. de Selys-

Longchamps, spent a summer in Great Britain in 1845,

examining collections of British species, including a number
made in Scotland, afterwards publishing the results (Ann.

and Mag. Nat. Hist. 18, 1846, p. 217) as “ A Revision of the

British Libellulidae (Dragonflies sens. lat.\ 1846.” This is

an expert’s opinion on the nomenclature, but as de Selys says

himself, he was dependent on the collectors themselves for the

evidence of the British status. These collectors were Dr
Greville and Mr Wilson of Edinburgh and Drs Balfour and

Colquhoun and Mr J. Blyth of Glasgow. Mr J. F. Stephens
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of London also had some Scottish specimens in his collection,

which de Selys saw, and which are now in the British Museum,
but very few have any data on them, and for the localities

,

where they were captured we mostly have to rely on what
Stephens published in III. Brit. Ent.

;
Mandibulata

, 1835,

and his two previous works, and to W. Harcourt Bath’s

references in his Handbook of 1890.

Mr J. J. F. X. King made collections of dragonflies, now in

the Museum of Glasgow University, and was the author of the

section on Odonata in the Handbook Nat. Hist, of Glasgow

and the West of Scotland (1900) compiled for the British

Association. Short notes on the Scottish dragonflies have

been published by K. J. Morton, and in more recent years

by A. R. Waterston {Scot. Nat., 239, 1939, p. 129) for species

from the South Ebudes
;

by J. W. Heslop Harrison
(Ento-

mologist
, 1940 onwards) for the Outer and Inner Hebrides;

and several other entomologists who have contributed records

from time to time, to the present day.

The outcome of all the data obtainable shows that with

the exception of the neighbourhood of a few towns and of

certain islands and lochs, very little is known of the species

of dragonflies to be found in Scotland, nor of their abundance,

breeding status, or life cycle. One can be reasonably sure

that the number of resident species is less than for the south of

England, but more will no doubt be eventually found than

was formerly thought likely. It is also reasonable to suppose

that, for those species suited to a boreal climate and peaty

soil, the conditions in large areas of the Highlands should

produce large numbers in a season. But we do not know what is

the average length of larval life and whether this is appreciably

longer than for regions farther south. It is not suggested that

a colder winter climate would affect the nymphs, as it is

unlikely that any growth worth mentioning takes place during

the winter in the Northern Hemisphere, but the amount and

duration of sunshine from May to October must have a marked
effect. Dragonfly nymphs do not occupy deep waters, some-

where between 3 and 15 feet being the average. It has been

suggested by the breeding experiments of one American

worker that the growth of dragonfly nymphs was slower in

peat bogs than in marshes, and further research would be of
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interest. In fact, there are a number of local ecological studies

still open to a Scottish student of the order.

Scotland is the breeding area for three boreo-alpine species,

two of which are restricted in range, in the British Isles, to

the Highlands. These are Coenagrion hastulatum (Charp.)

and Aeshna caerulea (Strom). The third species, Somatochlora

arctica (Zett.), also breeds in the Highlands, but has one

other known British breeding locality, at the Lakes of Killarney.

A fourth boreo-alpine species, Somatochlora alpestris (Selys),

may yet be found as a Highland resident, or else the only

specimen known, from Inverness-shire and dated 7th July

1926, might have simply been a stray immigrant. The
authenticity of this record rests on the acknowledged carefulness

of the late Mr Morton, who was not known to have ever mixed
his specimens in their envelopes, but this particular male was

sent by Morton to Col. F. C. Fraser as a specimen of arctica
,

a curious mistake for Morton to have made, as the male

appendages are quite distinct.

The most plentiful species in the whole of Scotland must

be the common blue damsel-fly, Enallagma cyathigerum

(Charp.), a little blue insect that seems to prefer the deeper,

more open waters, but also is to be found by streams and

canals. It also breeds in brackish-water marshes and dykes,

has colonised all the islands and is the only dragonfly, so far,

to be found in the Shetlands.

The next commonest species are probably Pyrrhosoma

nymphula (Sulzer) and Ischnura elegans (Van den Lind.),

but in both cases the records are hopelessly out of date. As so

often happens with our most abundant and widespread species,

one is left guessing at the status, owing to lack of published

data.

The black Sympetrum danae (Sulz.) (or scoticum Donovan,
should you refuse to recognise Sulzer ’s illustration as being

of that species) swarms over every suitable moor, and the

nearly related red-brown 5 . striolatum (Charp.) is as abundant,

or perhaps even more so. This species has a black-legged

and more boldly marked, darker race (or sub-species), S'.

striolatum nigrifemur (Selys) occurring in the western counties.

In the rest of Scotland an intermediate form is found, with

blacker legs and darker markings, than in the typical S. s,
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striolatum (Charp.) of England. S'. j. nigrifemur and the

intermediate forms also occur in Ireland and it may be that

Prof. Heslop Harrison’s theory is the correct one, of a portion

of the species taking refuge from the advancing Ice Age, in

the outer Atlantic islands, and subsequently rejoining the

advancing typical race from the continent of Europe, on the

retreat of the ice.

Libellula quadrimaculata L. is another very abundant

species, probably often reinforced by large-scale immigrations

from eastwards. This dragonfly is known to migrate in vast

swarms for long distances, and a crossing of the North Sea

would be easy. Observations made on the east coasts of Scotland

would be of great interest, and a watch should be kept from the

beginning of May to the end of August.

The big blue-spotted Aeshna juncea (L.) is common all

over Scotland, and is the largest dragonfly to be found there,

with the exception of the black and yellow-ringed Cordulegaster

boltonii (Don.), which is fairly common locally, but still needs

recording in the south-eastern counties and in some of the

islands. The blue aeshna (A. caerulea), mentioned previously,

is from two- to three-tenths of an inch smaller than juncea
,

which makes a very large difference in their sizes. It is only

known from the counties and vice-counties of Mid-Perth,

Argyll (mainland), Inverness, East Ross, and Sutherland.

Two other species of Aeshna have been recorded for Scotland.

One of these is of very ancient history now, A. grandis (L.).

In 1845 de Selys saw it in the collection of Dr Greville in

Edinburgh, taken at Colvend, Kirkcudbright, but how many
specimens is not stated. Dr Buchanan White, reputed to have

wide knowledge, listed the species, after two season’s work,

as occurring in this same locality, and a male, taken in 1870,

is in the Perth Museum. It would almost seem that the species

was, for many years, established at Colvend
;

on the other

hand, these two records may have been of single specimens

only. The dragonfly has not been taken in Scotland since, so

is probably best described as a rare vagrant.

The second species has a different history and this refers to

the southern Aeshna (A. cyanea (Mull.)). De Selys listed

it for Scotland from one specimen seen by him in 1845 in the

collection of Mr Wilson in Edinburgh. No one since that
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date seems to have considered this to be an authentic record,

and so the matter remained, until the years 1939 and 1940,

when Prof. Harrison recorded the capture in V.C. 104 of

one specimen in 1933 in South Rona and a single specimen

on Raasay in each of the years 1936 and 1937. Owing to the

great migratory tendency shown by the genus Aeshna
,
any of

these species might be seen again.

Another of the genera with a well-marked migratory urge

is Sympetrum
,
of which the two species common in Scotland

have previously been mentioned. Of the other British species

only two have, with certainty, reached so far to the north,

and these are A. fonscolombii (Selys) and S', flaveolum (L.).

The first species breeds (with many intervening localities) in

India and South Africa, yet in 191 1 was taken in more than one

county in the Forth area and in the Isle of Arran. S . flaveolum

had one male taken in a quarry near the sea, at Keiss, Wick,

in 1945. Doubt was thrown by Evans on one record of S.

sanguineum (Mull.) from the Clyde area, as the specimen was

never seen by any authority and the species could so easily

be wrongly identified. No one has met with this species again,

but it could have been an authentic record, as this dragonfly

is one of the migrants. Anyone living near the coast should

keep a watch for members of this genus between the middle of

July and the middle of September.

Of the two British species of Orthetrum, only the smaller

O. coerulescens (Fab.) occurs in Scotland, and it appears to be

very local . It may often be confused with immature Sympetrum
danae, and so passed over. On the other hand, it could be

wrongly identified for the same reason. As no specimen was

preserved in the case of a former record for Mid- Perth, there

might have been an error here, but the Kirkcudbright records

stand on the identification of de Selys in 1845 and of Dr
Buchanan White in 1870. K. J. Morton knew of two or three

localities in the Arisaig district of West Inverness where it

was well established in 1930, and one was taken in Rhum in

1941 (J. W. H. H.).

One other species found locally in the Highlands may be

mistaken for S. danae, and this is Leucorrhinia dubia (Lind.).

Several of the records are old, but the species might easily

be far more common and widespread than is known, as its
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restless, flitting habits make it hard to approach, and given

only a distant view the inexperienced would take it for danae.

In addition to the two species of Cordulines mentioned

previously, Somatochlora metallica (Lind.) was first recorded

as a British species from specimens taken in 1869 by Dr
Buchanan White at lochs in Strathglass, and this area is still

its principal stronghold. It is known from several localities

in East Inverness and again from main Argyll, but no one has

yet identified it from West Inverness in between. It is rather

hard to catch, and without handling could not be told from

S'. arctica
,
but the latter species has been found to be far more

widespread in Scotland. On the other hand, metallica is well

established in the extreme south of England, which tempts

one to suppose that there were two separate methods of original

colonisation in the British Isles.

A somewhat parallel case is possibly to be found in Cordulia

aenea (L.). This species is plentiful in the south and east

of England, very uncommon in the west and only known,

north of the Humber-Mersey line, from V.C. 69 in the N.W.
I am inclined to think that it is increasing in numbers and

slowly spreading out into fresh colonies, but it is a startling

jump from Westmorland to Stirlingshire and from there to

East Inverness. Yet in 1946 “ a freshly emerged female
”

was taken at a lochan near Loch Lomond (J. A. Downes, 1947

Ent. Mon. Mag. 83, p. 219) and in 1947, on 15th July, I saw

four adult males (capturing two, now in the British Museum)
at Loch Pollain Bhuide, a little lily-covered pool near Loch

Affric, being then unaware of the previous record. I do not

consider that this dragonfly could be mistaken for any other

of our known British species, as it is an obvious Corduline,

but looks far too “ black ” to be a Somatochlora.

Turning now to the Damsel-flies, the lovely deep metallic

blue Agrion virgo (L.) seems to be common locally in many
Highland and Lowland counties, but the status is still extremely

uncertain. Owing to the fact that virgo in Scotland, more

often than not, has completely hyaline bases and tips to the

wings, in the male sex, it is easy to confuse with the banded

Agrion (A. splendens (Harris)), and therefore sight records

are not safe. As for splendens
,
this species was reported in

1900 as being abundant at Fyvie, Aberdeenshire, by Prof.
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Traill, who kept no specimens. It was rejected as a record

in 1911 by Evans, because of the above-mentioned peculiarity

of Scottish virgo . However, no one seems to have noticed

j

or commented on the fact that de Selys saw specimens of

splendens in Mr Wilson’s collection in Edinburgh, said by the

latter to be Scottish, and de Selys is scarcely likely to have

mistaken the species. It would seem possible that the species

may get wafted across the North Sea, every now and then, but

is not a resident.

Of the tiny metallic green Lestes species, L. sponsa (Hans.)

is fairly common and widespread in Highlands and Lowlands,

and is to be found on many of the nearer Western Isles.

Prof. Harrison questions Dale’s record for North Uist, which

he says that I repeated in my book, but my record for the

Outer Hebrides was taken from a list sent me by K. J. Morton,

who stated that the data came from captures made by Mr
A. R. Waterston of the Royal Scottish Museum. Owing to

Prof. Harrison being so certain that it does not occur in the

Outer Isles, I have deleted the record from the second edition of

my book (still in the hands of the printers). The rare L. dryas

Kirby, reported in 1900 to have been taken at Colvend, proved

in 1911 to have only been sponsa.

The little blue Coenagriidae seem strangely scarce in Scotland

to those visitors from the south, used to seeing them in swarms.

Conditions in many parts of the Highlands would seem to

differ little from the New Forest, to give but one instance.

With the exception that Enallagma cyathigerum usually

frequents larger sheets of water than any Coenagrion species,

in most of England they are found in the same type of country.

However, in Scotland, E. cyathigerum swarms in the birch

woods and on the moorlands, whereas the Coenagriidae are

absent from large areas of both Highlands and Lowlands.

C. hastulatum
,
confined in the British Isles to Scotland, is to

be found in a few places in Inverness-shire, one in Argyll,

and somewhere in East Sutherlandshire. It will quite possibly

be found to inhabit a few other areas, and should be looked

for amongst the hordes of cyathigerum in sheltered corners.

A sight record is not enough, as many isolated little colonies

of cyathigerum produce a high percentage of melanistic

varieties, closely resembling hastulatum in colouring and
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markings. The former species always has two blue spots on

the prothorax and only one black line laterally through the

thorax, whereas hastulatum
,
like all the Coenagrions, has two

lines and there are no blue spots on the prothorax. The anal

appendages of the male are exceedingly short in the latter

species.

Coenagrion puella (L.) is only to be found in a few Highland
and Lowland counties and in Raasay, but the localities are

so scattered that it will surely be found, in the end, to have a

more uniform distribution. C. pulchellum (Lind.) is even

rarer or possibly extinct. De Selys saw it in the collection

of Mr Blyth of Glasgow, where it was said to have been taken

in Renfrew. Evans also definitely records it as having been

taken in Moray, but is very doubtful that the mainland Argyll

record is authentic.

There are still three more species to be mentioned, for

although the records were not acknowledged by later authors,

the specimens were seen by de Selys in 1845 in the local Scots

collections. Dr Greville had a Libellula depressa L. and a

Brachytron pratense (Mull.); and Aeshna mixta Latreille is

listed by de Selys as: “Scotland. In the south.” As
depressa and mixta are both migrants and pratense

,
being an

Aeshnine, may well be so at times, and as all three species

inhabit Scandinavia, especially Denmark, it is possibly wrong
to discard these records as unsound. L. depressa has been

taken north of Berwick-on-Tweed within the Northumberland

border, and so should be looked for along the coastal regions

of the Forth estuary. With possible exceptions mentioned

above, A. mixta has not yet been taken north of Lincolnshire,

nor B. pratense north of Durham.
This makes a list of proved species, past or present, of

24 (England 43), with 4 others less certain or of only one

specimen.

Agrion virgo (L.)

Lestes sponsa (Hans.)

Pyrrhosoma nymphula (Sulz.)

Ischnura elegans (Lind.)

Enallagma cyathigerum (Charp.)

Coenagrion puella (L.)

,,
pulchellum (Lind.)

Coenagrion hastulatum (Charp.)

Cordulegaster boltonii (Don.)

Aeshna cyanea (Miill.)

,,
juncea (L.)

,, gra?idis (L.)

„ caerulea (Strom.)
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j

Cordulia aenea (L.)

Somatochlora metallica (Lind.)

„ arctica (Zett.)

,, alpestris (Selys)

Orthetrum coerulescens (Fab.)

Libellula quadrimaculata L.

Less

Agrion splendens (Harris)

Brachytron pratense (Mull.)

Sympetrum striolatum (Charp.)

ssp. nigrifemur (Selys)

Sympetrum fonscolombii (Selys)

,, jlaveolum (L.)

,, danae (Sulz.)

Leucorrhinia dubia (Lind.)

Certain

Aeshna mixta Latreille

Libellula depressa L.

10
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INSECT IMMIGRATION: SCOTLAND AN
END POINT

Capt. T. Dannreuther, R.N.

Hastings, Sussex

In 1930, when Dr C. B. Williams, Sc.D., P.R.E.S., was the

Steven Lecturer in Agricultural and Forest Zoology in the

University of Edinburgh, he produced his book, The Migration

of Butterflies . The evidence he collected of insect migrations

in all parts of the world showed that much further data were

required and, although lepidopterists have since provided

much further information, the subject has only been studied

systematically in Great Britain so far, and even here too much
of the data is collected casually except in the south of England.

In Scotland and Ireland observers are scarce, and in many
counties there are none. In 1947 regular schedules of daily

observations were kept by ninety observers in the British

Isles, but of these only six came from Scotland and only two

from Ireland. It is hoped that the interest now being taken

in the scheme, initiated in 1931 by the South-Eastern Union
of Scientific Societies, will allow of at least one schedule being

kept in each of the 150 vice-counties of the British Isles by

individual lepidopterists, natural history societies, or by

teams in school societies and field clubs. For this purpose

all the main facts now known about the immigration of

butterflies and moths in the British Isles have been summarized

by Dr Williams in a booklet just published, in the Daily

Mail “Young Britain” series at is., entitled Butterfly

Migration
,
with photographic illustrations of the species to

be observed. In 20 pages it gives in plain language the

conclusions derived from the mass of evidence Dr Williams

produced in his 1930 treatise, brought up to 1947.

It is not merely a shift of population periodically nor

merely a question of climatic conditions in all cases : migra-

tion properly understood is purposive and unidirectional,

whether in mass formation or by independent individuals, and
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whether a seasonal flight to and from the original habitat is

regular or partial. By the ringing system the migration of

birds has been found to be much more complex than was

imagined and, although no system of marking butterflies has

produced satisfactory results, mainly due to their life-histories

being shorter than the seasons, there is no reason to anticipate

better results. Yet, as butterflies are able to fly without tuition

immediately their wings have dried on emergence from the

pupa stage and have no nidification or parental cares other

than the selection of an appropriate food-plant, we see that

in insects we have the least common denominators with which

to investigate the main problem of what migration is and how
it works. Observation of the facts is the first requisite!

Why is observation of importance in Scotland ? All the

regular seasonal immigrant insects watched daily by schedule

keepers in the British Isles start from the south in the spring.

They may be emigrants from North Africa. If so they would

be transmigrants in France, across the English Channel and

across England, and somewhere on the route there must be an

end to their migration as individuals or of their progeny.

The range to the north varies in species and in different years,

yet is known to exceed that given in textbooks. As many
breed in France or England it is uncertain whether those

specimens recorded in Scotland have travelled the whole

range, though the fact that occasionally a specimen is seen

in the north before being recorded by more numerous observers

in the south shows that the earlier may have travelled long

distances.

In the years since 1938, it has been proved that the painted

lady ( Vanessa cardui
)
reached Unst in the north of Shetland

every season
;
and this is the most typical of all the immigrants.

The red admiral ( Vanessa atalanta) probably did the same,

though in 1938 it was only recorded up to Fair Isle, and in

1941 to Keiss in Caithness. Sometimes its range was better

recorded in the west, e.g ., in 1939 it got to the Isle of Canna
and in 1942 to Vallay in North Uist as early as 2nd May.
The clouded yellow (Colias croceus) varies considerably and
only reaches Scotland exceptionally. In 1938 the range was
limited to Norfolk; in 1939 and 1940 to the Isle of Man;
in 1941 about thirty were recorded in Scotland up to Keiss *
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in 1942 and 1943 to Co. Durham; in 1944 only to Somerset;

in 1945 to Dornoch in Sutherland
;

in 1946 to the Isle of

Coll, Argyllshire; but in 1947 the summer brood spread up
to Keiss, in Caithness, in August, and no less than 261 were

recorded in 18 Scottish counties and some may have bred

there, as the last was reported in Argyllshire as late as 25th

October, more than a week after emigration had been witnessed

in the English Channel. The pale clouded yellow (Colzas

hyale) has never been taken in Scotland, and the only known
records of appearance are of one being seen at Powfoot in

Dumfriesshire on 14th August 1933 (H. C. S. Halton), and

one seen near Loch Cliad in the Isle of Coll on 30th June 1947

(Prof. J. W. Heslop Harrison, F.R.S., Entom ., 81, p. 1),

though it had already appeared on 1st and 12th June between

Marske and Redcar in Yorkshire.

Though not recorded by so many, the migrant moths must

also be mentioned. The commonest is the silver Y (Plusia

gamma), which was recorded each season in Unst, Shetland,

from 1942 to 1947. In 1939 it was reported in the Isle of Canna
at the end of May, but that year one was taken in Iceland on

26th July. Even the little Pyraustid rush veneer (Nomophila

noctuella) was found in the Hebrides in 1943 and 1947. For

the last three years the humming-bird hawk-moth (Macro-

glossum stellatarum) has reached Shetland, but there were no

Scottish records in 1940 to 1942 or 1944, though one was found

on Rhum in 1943 and one in the Firth of Forth in 1939. The
large death’s-head hawk-moth (Acherontia atropos) was

reported at Dunbar, with larvae in Musselburgh, in 1939;

in 1940 in North Uist, Inverness (in a beehive), and at Gretna.

In 1941 and 1942 it only reached Durham and Northumberland
;

in 1943 Aberdeen; in 1944 Orkney; in 1945 Lerwick, where

a specimen emerged on 2nd May and another was found at

Scalloway. In 1946 none was recorded north of Essex. In

1947 it reached Trondra Island, Shetland, and one was bred

at Keiss, Caithness. Usually the last of the regular immigrants

to appear in the late spring is the convolvulus hawk-moth

(Herse convolvuli)
,
and it was recorded singly in the Shetlands

every year from 1942 to 1947 ;
but before that (in the period

under review) Scotland only had one at Falkirk in 1939. In

1940 the only moth of this species recorded in the British Isles
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was at Ryton in Co. Durham and in 1941 one, of only seven

recorded, got to Dublin.

The details given for recent years shows that Scotland is

not always an end point of migrations from North Africa or

the Mediterranean area. In some years some species may not

even cross the Channel, but in others a few specimens may reach

the Arctic. Since 1930 Reykjavik museum has received

specimens captured in Iceland, where there are no resident

butterflies, of the painted lady, red admiral, small tortoiseshell

and convolvulus hawk-moth and silver Y moth (.Entom ., 68
,

p. 94). From the west, possibly ship-borne, a monarch or milk-

weed butterfly (JDanaus plexippus
)
was taken at Sandsting,

West Shetland, on 14th September 1941 and sent to the Royal

Scottish Museum, Edinburgh. It must have come from the

United States of America. From the east, the longest overland

migration to Scotland is of the migratory locust coming from

the Black Sea area and generally from the Danube delta.

In September 1939 specimens were taken in Orkney and

Shetland
;

but in 1946 and 1947 migratory locusts of the

small race indigenous in the Landes area of S.W. France

did not get beyond Folkestone and Cornwall, though one

in the latter county was of the Danube race in 1947. An
example nearer home is the Camberwell beauty butterfly

(Nymphalis antiopa), which may come flying westwards from

Scandinavia or farther south. It was last recorded for Scotland

at Innerwick in March 1948, amongst the two dozen reported

this year. In 1945 the British records were 35 and 40 in

1947. None of the latter reached Scotland ; but one was
seen for the first time in the Isle of Man at Greeba Curragh

on 20th September (G. Clementson), and one got as far west

as Bannow in Co. Wexford on 24th August 1947 (
Irish Nat. Jl.,

9: 4. P- 99)-

Together with the resident species used as controls, Aglais

urticae and Nymphalis io
y
the species quoted in detail above

are all recorded daily by those who keep regular schedules,

and the ranges show that with more observers we might have

had records from any place south of these extremes to determine

more accurately the end points of migrations and so help to

solve that part of the main problem of migration which can

be studied at the end point and watch for the start of a return
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in the autumn by noting the direction of flight of all specimens
j

seen. At present this can only be indicated on graphs for

degrees of latitude showing that the dates of disappearance
j

range later as we go south, and casual records en route occasion-

ally mention the flight direction to support the view that there

is a definite southerly movement most marked in the silver Y
moth and definite with the red admiral. Last season, on

14th October 1947, an emigration of at least 3000 clouded

yellows lasting 5^ hours was recorded flying S.S.W. towards

Ushant, as seen from H.M.S. Belfast in mid-Channel (Lieut.

-

Comdr. J. Blake, R.N.), yet some lingered in Devon until

7th December.

With the schedules and records now in hand it is possible

to give a general idea of the 1947 season, which will probably

be known to lepidopterists as the “ Great Clouded Yellow

Year,” though actually more of other species were reported

in unprecedented abundance in 1945 ;
in both these years a

severe drought is suggested as the probable cause. In The

Times of 3rd April 1946 it was stated that the Basses Pyrenees

had experienced “ the greatest drought for 150 years and that

it extended from France through Spain to North Africa
”

(.Entom ., 79, p. 97). In The Times of nth February 1948

it was reported that last year Germany in particular had

experienced the severest drought since 1808. If the shift of

emphasis thus indicated is correct, it may also account for the

change in abundances recorded, notably in the usually rare

species in Southern England : in the vestal moth
(
Rhodometra

sacraria
)

from 9 in 1945 to about 1200, and in the gem
(Nycterosea obstipata) from the abnormal 67 in 1945 to 239 in

1947 ;
and in both cases largely due to successful breeding of

several broods in an exceptionally long summer here. On
the other hand the case of the striped hawk-moth

(
Celerio

lineata livornica), which in 1943 was recorded at 631, in

1946 the figure was only 21 for the British Isles though unprece-

dented thousands migrated N.E. through Spain and France

to Germany and even Sweden. In 1947 the number recorded

was 17 plus 3 bred from larvae, yet 1 was taken in Kirkcud-

brightshire about 10th June 1947 (
Ent . Mon. Mag ., 83,

p. 214), and this was the only scarce vagrant from the south

recorded in Scotland in the season.
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Of the more regular immigrant species watched daily it is

of course impracticable to give population figures
;

but, if

allowance is made for increasing interest since hostilities

ceased, the approximate estimates of numbers recorded by

observers certainly bears interpretation as to relative abund-

ances from a normal season (shown in brackets for 1946)

with the extraordinary abundance in some species in 1947.

Here are such figures: V. cardui 12,000 in 1947 (2450);

V. atalanta 13,000 (4640); C. croceus 36,000 (784); C. hyale

870 (31); A. atropos 28 (6); H. convolvuli 276 (34); M.
stellatarum 4,200 (953); P

.
gamma 90,000 (350,000); N.

noctuella 4,000 (848).

It will be noted that in the British Isles as a whole observers

reported many more clouded yellows in 1947 than painted

ladies and red admirals put together and much more than the

resident controls, Aglais urticae and Nymphalis io, also. The
clouded yellow and the humming-bird hawk-moth broke all

previous records for abundance in 1947, but the silver Y moth
was scarcer than in 1946 and did no appreciable damage. In

south-east England damage by the larvse of the large and small

whites, Pieris brassicae and P. rapae
)
from spring immigrants

and their descendants in summer, was severe
;
but in the north

only in Shetland was it reported severe to cabbages—in Bressay

and Walls children captured 40,000 large whites.

The best records are those reporting direct observation of

swarms seen coming in from sea, but none was sent in from

Scotland in 1947, or even seen crossing the border. For

Scottish records we have to rely upon schedules kept by

individuals or collectively by school field clubs. It is a pity

that no one associated with the Universities at Edinburgh,

Glasgow, St Andrews, or Aberdeen kept schedules in 1947,

as apart from helping with the Insect Immigration Committee’s

scheme, the figures might be used for random sampling methods.

To exhibit relative abundance the following table shows the

highest day counts on some complete schedules in Scotland,

giving the number of dates on which immigrants were seen
;

with, for comparison, similar figures from south Ireland and

south England as an extract from a summary of “ Migration

Records, 1947,” prepared, as in previous years, for printing in

The Entomologist :—

•
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Highest Day Counts shown in 1947 Schedules

Species.
!

Locality.

1

a
8

Q

3

8
a
8
a

1
a
8
§

a
Observer.

Q £
vy <0 §0 8

c c G si G

Unst, Shetland . I I I Mrs M. C. Sutherland

(9 dates)

Scalloway, Shetland . 2 6 1 I W. J. Williamson
(22 dates)

Keiss, Caithness 23 47 20 4 13 Sinclair Swanson
(56 dates)

Edrom, Berwickshire I 35 I 2 3 Col. W. M. Logan Home

Barrowden, Rutland . 5 15 80 4 20
(65 dates)

J. K. Bates (63 dates)

Timoleague, Co. Cork 250 191 49 13 350 18 Mrs G. E. Lucas
(127 dates)

Plymouth, Devon 200 150 307 47 88 17 F. W. Jeffery (118 dates)

Bradwell, Essex 16 17 4 i 9 16 14 A. J. Dewick (142 dates)

Pett, near Hastings . 3000 5000 1048 50 710 2000 A. Denby Wilkinson

(133 dates)

The high figures given for Pett in the table are due to

estimates of the numbers in the swarms actually seen coming

in from sea taking the hours during which the immigration

lasted into account. Apart from this it will be noted that there

appears to have been greater abundance in the west country.

For example, the Gorran Haven schedule showed 500 clouded

yellows in one day in Cornwall, and at St Mawes, near Falmouth,

200 humming-bird hawk-moths. A Brighton schedule showed

a maximum of 800 clouded yellows to 200 painted ladies and

100 red admirals, compared with the “ control ” 400 small

tortoiseshells.

No doubt most of the Scottish records are of insects bred

in England from spring immigrants, and most of these latter

arrived after 28th May, yet in 1947 Edrom saw the first red

admiral on 9th May; painted lady 9th June; humming-bird

hawk-moth 28th May
;

and these reached Shetland early in

June and were probably direct from the Continent. On
the other hand as the clouded yellow first arrived at Brighton
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on 1 6th April, and the first in Scotland appeared at Port

Logan, Mull of Galloway, on 1st August, the latter was

probably from one of the local broods, the dates of which

emergences were recorded at Wells in Somerset as 14th June,

loth August, 30th September, and 13th November (A.

Valentine), and might have continued if the temperature had

remained above the 50° F. necessary for continuous brooding,

which it is accustomed to. Unfortunately, like other migrants,

its real habitat has not yet been defined, except for the know-

ledge that it can cross the Mediterranean like the others.

Unfortunately our studies in insect migration at its European

end point in Great Britain lack a corresponding study at the

starting-points or areas to give a complete picture of the facts,

and without these little progress can be expected in solving

one of nature’s mysteries.

ii
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FURTHER BOTANISING IN UIG

A. J. WlLMOTT

British Museum (Natural History)

AFTER seven years it was possible to resume work on the

Outer Hebrides in furtherance of the Flora planned by Miss

Campbell, and a small expedition was arranged by her to

Lewis, on which Dr E. F. Warburg, J. A. Crabbe, and myself

were invited to take part. On 15th July these three arrived

in Stornoway, and next day, after a visit to Stornoway Park,

took the bus for Uig and the hospitality of the Post Office at

Miavaig. Our object was to complete the work which was

broken off in 1939, and to replace the collection of mosses

made by Marquand, which could not be found after his tragic

death—a task undertaken by Warburg—before returning on

the 25th to Stornoway where Miss Campbell was joining us

for a brief survey of North-West Lewis.

Unfortunately the continued petrol restrictions made it

impossible to reach the south-western parts of Uig, south of

the mountains, as had been intended, and our explorations

were limited to districts which could be reached by bicycle,

bus, or on foot. Fortunately the weather, though sometimes

showery, did not hold us up. On the 17th we set out on foot

for the Berie Sands, through Uigean to the southern end of

Loch na Berie, crossing the sandy expanse and returning

through Valtos village and Cliv. One change was noted by

those who were there in 1939, that large areas formerly open

had been divided up by wire fencing, which had near Uigean

resulted in a field of long grass appearing where in 1939 marsh

orchids rose conspicuous from short turf. On the 18th we
were transported to Ardroil by Mr Robert Atkinson, who
wished to photograph Orchis hebridensis

,
and after examining

the margin of the loch there, Warburg and I regained the

road back to Miavaig after exploring the dunes fringing the

Uig Sands, and Crabbe made his way back separately after

dredging in the loch for Potamogetons and Characeae, work
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which was specially undertaken by him throughout the visit.

On the 19th Warburg and Crabbe went by way of Valtos Glen

to Gallan Head, returning by the coast, while I examined

the marshes at Clib and Cliv Bay. On the 20th we examined

Valtos Glen again, and the Rethall saltings on the north side

of Uig Bay. On the 21st Warburg went to Mealista for a

special study of the Euphrasias, particularly of E . Campbellae

and its associates, while Crabbe and I dragged Loch Sgailler

and made a further examination of Cliv Bay. On the 22nd

we all took the bus to the south end of Little Loch Roag and

worked as far west as we could along the road before the bus

returned to take us home. On the 23rd Warburg explored

Suinaval, returning over the moors, while Crabbe and I went

to Uig Lodge and examined the saltings below it. These

saltings provide excellent pasturage for sheep, and are nibbled

down as flat as a billiard table. On the 24th Warburg and

Crabbe ascended the Raonasgail Valley to the col between

the mountains, Crabbe dragging Loch a Chama and Warburg
ascending Tamanasval, while I returned to Valtos village

and the northern end of the Berie Sands. On the 25th a few

plants were collected in Valtos Glen before returning to

Stornoway.

Nearly 1,000 specimens of phanerogams were collected,

and about 400 cryptogams (about 350 mosses collected by

Warburg). Large numbers of Euphrasias were collected, and

special attention was given to Rhinanthus without any means
being found of making satisfactory sub-divisions in the latter

genus. Orchis hebridensis was ubiquitous and in fine flower,

some peculiar variations being met with. Mr Atkinson later

sent me a collection of orchids from near Cape Wrath, which

indicate that the form of the species originally described is a

dune form, and that on the mainland it is associated with a

taller form which has the same deep colour and is otherwise

identical with O. hebridensis and different from the more
southern O. Fuchsii.

One remarkable observation was that made by Warburg
under the cairn on the summit of Suinaval, where tiny Salix

herbacea was growing in and through a mat of Hymenophyllum
peltatum

;
most unusual bedfellows these must be. The

peculiarity of the Outer Hebridean flora mentioned in The
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Flora of Uig (p. 43), viz., the real rarity of some species usually

common in Britain, was agreed to by Warburg
;
Brachypodium

silvaticum and some other species were met with in a single

small area.

One error in The Flora of Uig needs correction : the

commonestfuncus is notf . conglomerate

,

but the conglomerate

form of f. effusus ,
although f. conglomeratus is common

enough. As /. effusus in its typical form is uncommon, I

would suggest that these plants need critical examination to

see whether there may not be three distinct plants of equal

systematic status, rather than two species as hitherto thought.

Examination of the forms of Luzula indicated that the stamen

character given by Husnot (and Coste) to separate L. campestris

from Z. multiflora breaks down, unless some of the plants

examined may be hybrids, which might well be the case in

this wind-pollinated genus : further examination is needed in

areas where the species occur separately.

In the following list of the more interesting plants collected

the species not listed in The Flora of Uig are indicated by

a f:—
* 2. Thalictrum. Both T. montanum and T. arenarium occur

on the Berie Sands, the latter being recognisable from T. montanum
var. glandulosum by the coarseness of its glands. One plant of

T. montanum specially noted on Berie Sands certainly did not have

drooping flowers, and its filaments also were not all drooping.

6/3. Ranunculus acer L. This species is commonest on coastal

sand and machair. There it is nearest to the West Sutherland plant

referred by Drabble (1932 : B.E.C. 1930 Rep ., 276) to var. Friesianus

f. villosus Drabble, but the leaf-segments are not always broad and

the villosity, though great, is not so extreme. It is, on the sands, a

low-growing plant, with moderate to very large flowers, but on

adjoining rock-slopes it grows taller, retaining the same kind of leaf

and flower. Small plants nearer to Marshall’s Sutherland plants

were collected on the exposed Gallan Head [Wa.].

| 6/5. Ranunculus bulbosus L. On sand at Ardroil and Berie

—small plants 3-5 inches high.

7. Caltha. The crenation of the leaf varies: some leaves are

* The numbers correspond with those used by G. C. Druce in British Plant
List

,

Second Edition, 1928, and corrections in subsequent Botanical Exchange
Club Reports.
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remarkably crenate and triangular dentate on the lower margin, but

some plants with almost entire leaves have the growth of C . palustris L.

and not that of C. radicans Forst., as in Valtos Village. The group

needs critical study : it is not yet understood.

20. Nymphaea. Both small- and large-flowered plants grew

together in Loch na Cliv, but sections of the flower did not show

any obvious differences in the relations of stamens to stigmas or in

the size of the free zone between them, such as are supposed to dis-

tinguish N. occidentalis (Ostenf.) Moss from N. alba L.

| 21 1^. Papaver dubium L. Cultivated area at the north end of

Berie Sands. The sap stained the drying paper a pale lemon chrome.

| 32/10. Fumaria officinalis L. Cultivated area at the north

end of Berie Sands, with 32/9 F. Bastardii Bor., the latter also at

Miavaig.

35/1. Nasturtium officinale R. Br. In a ditch in front of Uig
School House, and at Cliv, possibly introduced. Not N. uniseriatum

Howard & Manton.

39/4. Cardamine flexuosa With. Rocks in Valtos Glen.

Nothing that could be identified as C. hirsuta L. was seen.

80/1 b. Raphanus Raphanistrum var. aureus Wilmott, forma.

One plant with unveined pale yellow flowers was seen among normal

plants at Miavaig.

96/8. Silene acaulis L. On the sea cliffs at Gallan Head,

some galled. [Wa. & C.]

100/9. Cerastium tetrandrum Curt. A mass of plants near

Miavaig with all flowers 5-partite, with one 4-5-partite and one

4-partite plant.

103/2. Sagina subulata (L.) Presl. Roadside near Miavaig;

on road near Ardroil
;

and on road on the Gallan Peninsula [all

Wa.].

1 12 Igb . Hypericum pulchrum var. procumbens Rostr. Small

and quite prostrate on top of a rock near Uigean (near sea-level).

125/3. Linum catharticum L. The small, broad-leaved tufted

form with many branches from the base was collected on coast rocks

on the east side of Cliv Bay.

| 127/10. Geranium molle L. Large plants near the war-time

wireless station at Mealista, perhaps introduced [Wa.]

| 136/1. Ilex aquifolium L. One plant on rocks on the west

side of Suinaval [Wa.].
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155/1. Trifolium medium (L.) Huds. Scarce on hillside machair

north-east of Cliv.

178/25. Lathyrus montanus Bernh. Hill north-east of Cliv;

rock slope south of Loch na Berie.

| 211/6. Sedum acre L. Abundant on Berie Sands (accidentally

omitted from the list in The Flora of Uig.)

| 217/5. Callitriche intermedia G. F. Hoffm. Loch Sgailler,

near Cliv.

247/5. Apium inundatum (L.) Rchb. f. In ditch north of Loch
na Berie.

365/1^. Achillea millefolium L. var. conspicua Druce.

Sand dune at Ardroil.

t 393/3- Arctium minus (Hill) Bernh. By burn on Berie Sands :

not in flower, but recognisable by its ovate acute leaves i| times as

long as broad, heavily felted beneath. The petiole had a very small

hollow centre.

419. Hieracium. Not yet named, but collected where possible.

422/2. Leontodon autumnale L. Plants near the road north-

west of Caultrashall Beg had flowers peculiarly clear bright yellow

owing to the absence of the dark streak on the back of the ligules

(slightly developed in drying).

438/2. Vaccinium Myrtillus L. With very small leaves on

summit of Suinaval [Wa.] (6-7 x 4-6 mm.) and on dry peat by

Suirstavat (12-13x8-9 mm.).

446/1. Erica cinerea L. With white flowers on Suinaval [Wa.].

| 469/1. Samolus Valerandi L. By salt marsh east of Ardroil

[Wa.].

501/1. Lycopsis arvensis L. Occasional specimens with pink

flowers : one at Miavaig and one near Valtos Village.

506/10. Myosotis versicolor Sm. All specimens seen were the

var. duhia Arr., with flowers opening white and turning blue.

546/5^. Odontites verna Bell. Often abundant : the absence of

O. serotina Rchb. indicates that the two are distinct species.

547/2. Pedicularis sylvatica L. With white flowers by Loch a

Chama [C.].

548. Rhinanthus. This genus was specially studied without

any conclusions being reached concerning how the forms met with

could be separated. Most of the gatherings are referable to R.

stenophyllus in the sense in which that name has been used for the
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plant common in Scotland. When branched, the plant normally

has one to two pairs of intercalary leaves, but frequently there are

none without any other differences being observable, and the plants

are often small and simple-stemmed. The flowers are sometimes

dark with chocolate tips, and sometimes quite yellow : the stems

and calyces are often with moderate and sometimes with dark

anthocyan suffusion, but often without : sometimes the stem leaves

are recurved and broad-based, stiff and brittle, but others near by

are not so : sometimes on the Berie Sands some groups of plants had

the branches congested near the base of the stem as in R. spadiceus
,

but other groups not far away were normal. More or less similar

plants commonly occur close together in groups or over small areas,

but there seems to be no way of correlating the variable characters.

This was my opinion before this visit, and I was glad to have this

impression confirmed by Dr Warburg. [Wi.]

| 552/2. Utricularia neglecta Lehm. Probably this, but

without flower, in Loch a Chama [C. ]

.

t 552/3. Utricularia intermedia Hayne. Gallan Peninsula

between Uig and Loch-na-Cloich.

f 558/4. Mentha spicata Huds. What appears to be this (with-

out flower), running wild in the garden at Miavaig.

t 572/2. Scutellaria minor L. (Not yet in flower.) By L.

Sgailler (Miavaig) : marshes in Valtos Glen : in small marsh by

burn east of Suirstavat.

t 581/4. Lamium hybridum Vill. Cultivated area, Traigh

Valtos.

586/1 Teucrium Scorodonia L. One large clump on rock ledge

east of Suinaval : also seen on scree between Miavaig and Cliv.

t 615/2. Polygonum Convolvulus L. Valtos village [Wa.].

615/4. Polygonum viviparum L. A small colony on machair at

Ardroil.

t 628/7. Euphorbia Helioscopia L. Miavaig [Wi.] : Valtos

village [C.].

1650/9x11. xSalix ambigua Ehrh. {aurita x repens) . By
waterfall north side of Valtos Glen.

1650/18. Salix herbacea L. Growing through Hymenophyllum
near the cairn on the summit of Suinaval [Wa.].

663/1. Listera ovata (L.) R. Br. Locally plentiful on hillside

machair at Ardroil : also in dune marsh north of Loch na Berie.

669/9. Orchis purpurella T. & T. A. Steph. One large plant
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in marshy ground north of Loch na Berie had numerous dark dots

on the leaves as in var. maculosa Steph., but it was a singleton among
normal plants and the variety does not seem worthy of distinction.

One plant was seen (and photographed) growing in Psammetum
halfway up the bare sand slope of a high (? over 30 feet) dune east of

Ardroil. The hybrid with O. hebridensis was collected at Cliv.

669/10x11(2). Ordinary hybrids between Orchis ericetorum

and O. hebridensis were collected at Ardroil where the two species

met. Peculiar plants on the Berie Sands were much larger and

stouter, with light mauve flowers and whitish mauve buds : their

leaf markings suggested this parentage.

674(3)/i. Coeloglossum viride (L.) Hartm. A specimen with

large bracts was found on a sanded knoll by Cliv Bay, growing with

normal plants : the variety does not seem worth distinguishing, and

it is neither the plant to which the epithet Vaillantii was given nor the

plant of Eastern Asia which was named Habenaria bracteata.

718. Juncus. The commonest rush seems to be Juncus effusus

var. compactus Lej. & Court., and not J. conglomeratus
: J. con-

glomeratus L. is, however, widespread. Typical J. effusus L. is

uncommon, but was seen near the south end of Little Loch Roag.

The distribution of these three plants suggests to me [Wi.] that there

may be three species and not two, as has always been thought.

722/5. Sparganium minimum Fr. Stream in marsh north of Cliv :

ditch north of Loch na Berie : Loch a Chama [C.] : Loch na Cloiche

(Gallan Peninsula) [Wa. & C.]. The forma longissimum was

collected in Loch Sgailler (Miavaig) [C.].

719/6. Luzula campestris (L.) DC. Plants which can only

be identified as this were collected in various places, though not

commonly, especially in the Agrostis-Festuca association, but they

had the filaments as long as the anthers, and this criterion seems to

be worthless (cf. FI. Uig, p. 51).

t 737 /9 - Potamogeton gramineus L. Ardroil Loch and L.

Sgailler (Miavaig).

t 737/17. Potamogeton crispus L. L. Sgailler (Miavaig).

746/7. Scirpus caespitosus L. This was seen forming Scirpetum

caespitosi (cf. FI. Uig
,
p. 27) on a gentle slope running down to the

west side of Suistavat : a list of the species in the association was made.

746/11. Scirpus setaceus L. Roadside runnel east of the south

end of Little Loch Roag.

746/15. Scirpus rufus (Huds.) Schrad. Streamside through

small salt marsh east of Ardroil [Wa.] : Rethall saltings.
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748/2. Rhynchospora alba (L.) Vahl. By south end of Little

Loch Roag :
plentiful on boggy ground west of Suirstavat.

t 753/8. Carex filiformis L. In two places in L. Suirstavat

area [Wa.].

753/ I 9- Carex Hostiana DC. Always scarce, but collected near

the Rethall Saltings: slope near Uig Lodge: dune marsh near

Loch na Berie : Tamanasval [Wa.] : near the Uasaig River north of

Suinaval [Wa.].

753/20(2). Carex tumidicarpa Anderss. Although this is

probably the commonest form of the Flava group in Lewis, it is

difficult to separate the various forms met with. Plants which by the

long stalk to the male spike and fruit size would be referable to

C. lepidocarpa Tsch. seem inseparable from others which have a

sessile male spike, unless by their generally less tufted growth, rather

narrower leaves and taller culms, but some of the shorter more tufted

plants have the male spikes stalked.

753/22. Carex serotina Merat. In its low-growing form this

occurred on the cliffs of Gallan Head, and also inland in a gorge on

the Gallan Peninsula : a taller more slender form occured in dune

marsh near Loch na Berie.

753/3 2 - Carex pilulifera L. Occurs as a rock plant. Again

collected with the bract to the lowest female spike scarcely longer than

the spike and quite inconspicuous.

t 753/38- Carex limosa L. In bog north of Cliv : north-west of

Caultrashal Beg [Wa.] : north of Suinaval [Wa.].

t 753/7 2 - Carex pauciflora Lightf. Scattered over the area

near the road east of Little Loch Roag, growing on Sphagnum : also

on Sphagnum north of Suinaval [Wa.].

f 791/3. Deschampsia setacea (Huds.) Richt. Boggy pool

between the church and school, Uig : edge of lochan east of Suir-

stavat : also seen scattered at edges of lochans near the road from

thence over the flat boggy ground almost to Garrynahine.

791/4. Deschampsia flexuosa (L.) Trin. Well distributed in

Uig rather than “ common ”—mostly on rocks (perhaps owing to

the better drainage of such situations).

f 826/9. Festuca ovina L. A few specimens in a small patch

of Agrostis-Festuca association east of Uigean.

1826/17. Festuca bromoides L. Roadside at top of Valtos Glen.

| 828/1. Brachypodium sylvaticum (Huds.) R. & S. Rock
slope south of Loch na Berie.

12
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851/1. Asplenium marinum L. Low rock ledges on the west

side of Suinaval and on rocks by the road near Suinaval—several

hundred yards from the sea [Wa.].

851/2. Asplenium Trichomanes L. Valtos Glen, near Miavaig.

| 856/7. Dryopteris Oreopteris (Ehrh.) Maxon. Overhanging

a burn by the road, north-west of Caultrashal Beg.

863/2. Hymenophyllum peltatum Desv. Occurs to the summit
of Suinaval just under the cairn, with Salix herbacea growing through

it [Wa.].
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SPHYRION LUMPI (KROYER), COPEPODA PARA-

SITICA, FROM SCOTTISH AND ADJACENT
WATERS

J. H. Fraser

Marine Laboratory, Aberdeen

DURING the past year specimens of Sebastes marinus (Norway
haddock, red barsch, or redfish) have been sent to this laboratory

on several occasions by various members of the fishing com-

munity, for the determination of their large and unusual-

looking parasites. These parasites proved to be females of

A-—Sebastes marinus with Sphyrion lumpi attached. B—Sphyrion lumpi $.

C—

S

(after Wilson)

.

Sphyrion lumpi (Kroyer). They are one of the most striking

of all parasitic copepods both in size and appearance, and they

are extremely obvious as they are attached to the body of the

fish often in clumps (see Fig. 1 A), and not hidden underneath

the operculum like the allied Lernaea spp. In life they are

typically 40-60 mm. in length excluding the egg sacs, and
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are yellow with bright red or pink patches, though the young
stages are white.

The large cephalothorax (Fig. i B) is embedded in the

muscles of the fish and makes a very firm anchor, so much so

that any attempt to pull the parasite out breaks the neck.

The enlarged genital segment carries a pair of structures

composed of a large number of vesicles, rather like bunches

of grapes. Such vesicles are unusual in parasitic copepods

and their function is not known for certain, but is possibly

branchial (Stebbing, 1900). The egg sacs are in the form

of a pair of fairly long straight strings, typical of many species

of these parasites.

The males are much rarer than the females, and none of

the Sebastes sent to the laboratory had attached males. Males

have been described by Wilson (1932) and are about 2 mm. in

length (Fig. 1 C).

The specimens of Sebastes sent to the laboratory were caught

off the Norwegian coast, but Sphyrion lumpi has also been

recorded from Scottish waters from a lumpsucker (Cyclopterus

lumpus') caught in the Bay of Nigg, Aberdeen, and from

cat fish (Anarrhichas lupus') caught in the North Sea (Scott,

1913). Its geographical distribution includes the coasts of

Britain, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Iceland, Greenland, and

the Atlantic coasts of North America.
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SOME RECOLLECTIONS OF J. A. HARVIE-BROWN
AND W. EAGLE CLARKE

William Berry

Newport, Fife

I HAVE been asked by the Editors to record my recollections

of leading ornithologists whom I had the privilege of

knowing in terms of intimacy in my younger days
;
ornitho-

logists, many of whose writings are still in the hands of all

lovers of the study of birds to this day, but whose charm and

personalities are hardly known to a younger generation. And
yet I find the subject a very elusive one. It would be a

simple matter to consult the obituary notices of these men in

the pages of The Ibis or elsewhere, to write down the dates

of their births and bibliography of their writings, but what I

should like to aim at is a picture of the men as I knew them,

and not mere dates and statistics.

Before I knew him, Harvie-Brown must have been a man of

active life. In the summer of 1875 he visited the valley of the

Petchora with Mr Henry Seebohm, who in the introduction

to his subsequent book on the valley of the Yenisei refers

with regret to his being without the companionship of “an
ornithologist as enthusiastic as I am myself.” Some twelve

years later when I came to know Harvie-Brown, he was already

very much overgrown, and a constant sufferer from asthma.

He was a very heavy man, and indeed he told me with much
amusement how on one occasion when sitting in the waiting-

room of a small wayside station on his way home after an

evening’s duck flighting on the banks of the Forth, one of a

party of navvies came over to him and solemnly poked his legs

with a finger, apologising at the same time and explaining

that he and his mates had had a small bet as to whether limbs

of such unusual size were actual flesh or were artificially

padded.

He was a very charming and genial host, and a fine shot.

I shot with him many times, both on his own estate of Dunipace
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and at Glenbervie near Larbert, which he rented, and also on

Tentsmuir, of which I was shooting tenant. On account of

his asthma, he shot with a little pair of 28-bore guns, and
with them I have seen him killing grouse passing across the

front of his butt that I personally should not have considered

within range. At the same time the charge of his very light

guns was not always powerful enough to bring down the birds,

however accurate the aim, and I have myself marked, and

picked up dead, birds which showed no signs of having been hit

when he fired at them.

Harvie-Brown’s works speak for themselves, particularly

the District Fauna Series which he wrote in conjunction with

other collaborators. Latterly he was not always accurate in

his quotations, possibly due to the failing of a previously

faultless memory. Some of his records, therefore, require to

be verified with the authority from which they are said to be

taken before they can be accepted as authentic. I was a sufferer

from this failing myself, for in his work on the fauna of the

Tay basin he quotes from a casual letter I wrote him, telling

him of my having tried to decoy pink-footed geese with the

tin profile decoys such as are described in Mr Leffingwell’s

book on American wildfowl shooting as very effective in the

case of Canada geese. I had told him of my intention to try

them. These decoys may succeed with Canada geese; they

might conceivably succeed with the less astute grey lags

;

but with the pink-foots they merely spread panic, and not a

bird would settle in the same field with them. I wrote this

letter with some amusement, and without the slightest anticipa-

tion of publicity, but a garbled version of it appears in the

note on the grey lag-goose in a shape that caused me con-

siderable annoyance at the time. Afterwards I came to realise

that the nonsense attributed to me approached so nearly to

unintelligibility that it was unlikely to mislead, and could

therefore be disregarded.

There was a little coterie, H.-B. himself, Mr John James
Dalgleish, the owner of Ardnamurchan, and my relative,

Mr A. Burn Murdoch, W.S., who were all very keen ornitholo-

gists, and who had been close friends from boyhood. They
were continually practising little quiet jokes on one another.

Mr Dalgleish owned an estate, Brankstone Grange, in the
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extreme west of Fife, at which he resided. It consisted largely

of pine woods in which he had occasional roe and caper drives,

with usually a little lever de rideau in the shape of a drive of a

small wood for pheasants. The pheasants were not plentiful

in that part of the estate, and were expected to last through

the season. Shortly before one of these shoots, Mr Harvie-

Brown saw in John Dickson the gunmaker’s shop a weird

and wonderful gun with three barrels, the usual two and one

on the mid rib between them. He borrowed this gun and

took it with him to the shoot, the idea being to surprise the

laird by shooting three pheasants at the rise instead of the

two he was expected to deal with. Great care was taken to

conceal the weapon, but the joke did not mature, for in place

of the anticipated bunch of pheasants at the rise, the wood
only contained one bird, and that of the class that the handbooks

would describe as “ immature ” or, in fact, as “ juv.” It

made for Harvie-Brown, but with that ponderous and ill-

balanced weapon he missed it completely. To have killed it

with the second barrel would have been to miss the point,

and it was accordingly fired into space. But the third barrel

missed like the first. The laugh remained with the “ juv,”

which lived for another day, and the gun was laid aside.

On another occasion we guns had a fairly long trudge to

our next stand while the beaters went in the opposite direction.

Just then a very large cock got off a tree and was brought

down by one of the party. It was heavy—very heavy—and

the bearer introduced the topic of the weight of a full-sized

caper cock, suggesting for this bird a weight considerably

above probability. One of the others expressing doubt took

the bird from him in order to judge its weight, whereon the

interest of the original bearer in the problem immediately

disappeared, and the doubter was left to carry the bird to the

next stand.

These are perhaps trivial episodes, but I feel that they are

required to show the picture of the man as he was—of laborious

life and full of learning, but a very genial and attractive

friend, not only to the men of his own circle, but equally to

young newcomers like myself.

I first met Dr Eagle Clarke in the summer of 1889, shortly

after his appointment as curator under Dr Traquair of the
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natural history collections in the Royal Scottish Museum. It

happened that I drove over one day with a friend to play

tennis at Gogar House, and in the shrubberies by the avenue

to the house we were amazed to see a pair of turtle doves which
had every appearance of being at home there, and were possibly

even nesting. This would not have called for remark in Surrey

or Hampshire, but in West Lothian was sufficiently startling.

The date was 17th June. A few days later I chanced to meet a

Mr Bainbridge, who was at that time working in the museum
under Dr Clarke, and I told him of the birds. He wrote me
next day saying that the only specimen in the museum was
“ a shabby old beast from Jardine’s collection,” and asking

if I could procure the birds, or give such information that

Dr Clarke or Mr William Evans might try for them. This

was a misunderstanding
;
Dr Clarke did not want at all to

disturb the birds or transfer them to the interior of a cabinet

;

but he did want to know the full particulars of the occurrence,

and if possible to establish the nesting record. On this subject

we met, and thereon was built close friendship which lasted

till his death.

Dr Eagle Clarke had been destined to a business career,

but the call of ornithology had proved too strong. He was a

fine field naturalist as well as an ornithologist of great erudition.

The birds mounted in the show cases in the museum were at

that time a sorry lot

;

Dr Traquair was chiefly interested in

geology and in the fossils of the sedimentary rocks, and the

sum placed at Dr Clarke’s disposal for the modernisation of

his department was a meagre one. However, he began by

degrees to replace by fresh specimens the rather faded and

moth-eaten mummies of the show cases, and enlisted my
help in procuring many even of the commonest birds in their

various phases of plumage. Many of the exhibits were not

only shabby but were stuffed out to a size that they never

could have approached to in life. One thing that Dr Traquair

enjoined was that the soft parts in the case specimens were

on no account to be tinted as in life. It is possible to sympathise

with this regulation, but at the same time the colour of bill

and legs is sometimes a very important diagnostic feature

;

and if these parts are allowed to fade, as they speedily do

to a uniform drab, the student who desires to identify a
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bird he has seen in life may be without guidance, or even be

misled.

On Dr Traquair’s retirement, Dr Eagle Clarke became the

curator of the natural history collections, and he was then not

only in a position to carry out the replacements of the specimens

in the show cases but to begin1 the series of nesting cases which
are now such an attractive feature in the galleries, and in

which the colouring of the soft parts as in life was a welcome
innovation. I continued to collect for him1

,
and was sometimes

able to send ! him specimens of considerable rarity which, unless’

one had been equipped with a1 commission of the kind, wouid
have passed unrecorded and unidentified in the Scottish fauna.

Dr Clarke’s devotion to the study of bird migration, the

results of which are now available to the student in his two

well-known volumes, resulted in a temporary breakdown in

health which involved his absence from the museum for nearly

a year. Instead of seeking rest and relaxation during his

annual month’s holiday, he often spent the whole of it in such

scenes as the Fair Isle, to and from which he was conveyed

by the Duchess of Bedford in her yacht. One vacation was

spent on the Kentish Knock Lightship, and the last was a

severe strain, for during fogs, which were frequent, the foghorn

was sounded immediately over his head at three-minute

intervals continuously day and night, rendering sleep entirely

impossible. He returned from such “ holidays ” rather more
jaded and worn than he was when he began them

;
but the

iniormation he brought home to be classified and arranged

during the following months was that whereon his decisions

were based. With wonderful patience he worked out the

complex movements of such birds as the song thrush, whose

migrating flocks pass and repass each other along the southern

shores of England, some making for the Irish Channel while

others are passing back along the same coast en route via the

Eddystone for the African shores.

Dr Clarke was always ready to accept new information,

even if a preconceived theory was thereby upset. He did not

believe that the arctic tern bred as far south as the county of

Fife, but one memorable day he and Dr E. A. Wilson and I

visited Tentsmuir together. I took the gamekeeper, Carstairs,

with me with his gun, and as the terns in their myriads were
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wheeling over our heads, pointed out to him from time to time

one whose underparts were distinctively dove-coloured, which

I asked him to shoot. These Clarke carried with him to

Edinburgh for careful comparison with the cabinet skins in

the museum, with the result that he pronounced them to be

arctic terns beyond a doubt. Dr Wilson describes this day in

his diary as “ a red letter day in my ornithological education ”
;

the entry is transcribed in full in Mr Seaver’s recent book,

Edward Wilson, Nature Lover
,
but he had left for the south

before hearing the result of Dr Clarke’s examination of the

skins, and the identification is therefore queried in his notes.

Dr Clarke’s appointment to the curatorship of the collections

in the Royal Scottish Museum was extended more than once

during the years of the first war, but in the end his health

necessitated his retirement. His daughter being now married,

he and Mrs Clarke found a house in the west end of Edinburgh

where I frequently went to see my old friend. His last years

were spent in carrying out a revision of Howard Saunder’s

Manual of British Birds
,
but he was unable to complete it,

and in May 1932 ended his most interesting and valuable life.
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GROWTH AND DECLINE OF AN ARTIFICIAL

GROUSE MOOR *

T. Leslie Smith

Broughty Ferry, Angus

Efforts have been made from time to time to introduce grouse

into districts from which they have been absent
;

but, although

in many cases conditions have appeared to be favourable,

failures seem to have been more numerous than successes.

The following account is of an undoubted success, which

unfortunately, through no fault of those responsible for it, has

ended in failure.

Tentsmuir, some five thousand acres forming the extreme

north-east corner of Fife, from the Firth of Tay on the north

to the estuary of the Eden on the south, was until recently an

exposed tract of moorland. Its level is only a few feet above

that of the sea, which bounds it on one side, but some protection

is afforded from the prevailing winds by lines of sand-hills

running for the most part from east to west, and rising to a

height of thirty or forty feet
;
other sand-hills form a continuous

rampart along most of the sea-shore. Almost the whole area

is composed of blown sand, and, even where this is covered

with vegetation, the latter forms only a thin skin upon the

surface. Within the last twenty years a complete change has

taken place in the character of this region, as most of the

level plain has been planted under a Government afforestation

scheme, and now is to a large extent covered by conifers.

Mr William Berry of Tayfield (Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist.,

1894, pp. 197-203) has given a detailed account of Tentsmuir

as it was in those days, and of the introduction of grouse to

the moor, and much of this was quoted by Mr J. A. Harvie-

Brown in A Fauna of the Tay Basin and Strathmore (1906).

The moor was then, as it is now, shared among three estates :

* This article contains certain material, previously published in Country

Life (9th February 1945), which is here reproduced by permission of the

Editor of Country Life ,
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Scotscraig on the north, Kinshaldy in the middle, and Earlshall

on the south. On all three sections there was a certain amount

of heather, but the northern, or Scotscraig, part was by far the

richest in this respect. Amongst the true heather there were

also patches of bell-heather and a dwarf or creeping willow,

while the other sections contained extensive areas of coarse

grass and bog-land.

Although several small streams intersected the moor, these

were inclined to dry up in hot summers
;

but water could be

obtained at any season of the year and at almost any part of

the moor by digging a few feet into the sand.

In many respects the moor appeared to be eminently suitable

for grouse, yet no grouse were to be found on it or even within

many miles. One bird is reported to have been seen in a

turnip field on the outskirts of the moor in September 1872,

and possibly other strays may have wandered on to it from

time to time from the Angus moors across the Tay, but they had

not established themselves.

Certainly there were disadvantages as well as advantages in

the situation. Access could be obtained from any part of the

foreshore, and this laid the moor open to regular visits by

egg-gatherers from the centres of population in the neighbour-

hood, who looked upon the colonies of terns and eider ducks

as their happy hunting-grounds. Vermin were also a serious

consideration. Little game-preserving was undertaken on any

part of the moor at that date, and carrion crows were plentiful.

Large pine woods stood not far off and afforded permanent

sanctuary for these and other winged vermin.

In spite of these difficulties Mr John Fowlis, head game-

keeper at Scotscraig, received the permission of Admiral
Maitland Dougall, the proprietor, to try to introduce grouse

to the northern portion of Tentsmuir, an area of about one

thousand acres, where conditions appeared to be most favour-

able. On 2nd July 1876 he succeeded in netting a pair of

well-grown young grouse on the moor of Outh near Dunfermline,

which were brought to Tentsmuir and set free. A year later,

on 8th August 1877, eight more young birds were brought from

the same moor and released. Enormous trouble was taken to

ensure their welfare
;

water-holes were dug in many of the

drier parts of the moor, and a number of men were employed
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in cutting turfs of good heather which were carted to other

areas where the growth was scanty. There they were relaid

and have since spread to form continuous tracts of larger

extent.

In the following season it was seen that the experiment was

likely to be a success, for several pairs of birds bred and

brought their young to maturity. The bag on 26th August

1878 was five grouse, the first-fruits of Tentsmuir. From this

successful start the grouse steadily increased in numbers. It

is doubtful if any were shot in 1879, but in the following seven

years from 1880 to 1886 inclusive an average bag of twenty

brace was obtained, the best year being 1883, when twenty-eight

brace were killed.

It was found that the grouse bred early on this moor,

probably because, being at sea-level, it was not subject to the

extremes of temperature which usually occur in mountainous

districts, and they were often packed and unapproachable

quite early in the season with the result that the majority of

the birds shot by walking-up were young, and an undue
proportion of old birds escaped. It was feared that in time

this would lead to a deterioration in the breeding stock and,

in fact, the next year, 1887, saw a much smaller number of

birds on the moor, when only six and a half brace were killed.

This may have been partly due to the very hot summer during

which the water-holes ought to have been deepened to counteract

the drought.

Everything pointed to the necessity for introducing fresh

blood, and at the end of November nine hen birds were brought

from Kirkcudbrightshire and released on Tentsmuir. Mr
Berry has described how, when taken to the moor, the basket

and its custodian were surrounded by lustily crowing cocks,

even before the captives were set at liberty. The following

summer was cold and wet, and for a time it was doubtful if the

introduction of the new blood had had the desired effect, but

by 1889 the bag of nineteen and a half brace showed that all was
well and the average of former years was almost reached.

In 1890, on the death of Admiral Maitland Dougall, the

shootings of Scotscraig were let to Mr William Berry of

Tayfield, who immediately instituted a regular system of

driving on the moor. At first there were no butts, the guns
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concealing themselves as best they could among the sand-hills,

but the success of this method became immediately evident,

and the next year’s bag rose to fifty brace, many of them old

cocks which had previously appeared to live charmed lives.

The experience gained that year led to the effective placing of

permanent butts in the following spring, and a carefully thought

out scheme of drives was organised. At the same time more
active measures were taken against the crows and other vermin,

and the appointment of efficient watchers kept the egg-gatherers

in check. These precautions led to larger bags, that of 1892

being seventy-three and a half brace, although large totals were

never aimed at, and care was always taken to leave a good

breeding stock at the end of each season.

In December 1895 nine hen birds were brought from

Cumberland and were released on the moor. It is doubtful,

however, if this importation of adult birds met with any

practical success
;
they were not ringed, and could not therefore

be traced, but single hen grouse were shot at various places

in the county during the following autumn, ten or fifteen miles

from this or any moor.

During the next twenty-eight years the annual total fell only

three times below twenty brace, and the average was just under

fifty brace. From the year 1901 the number of water-holes was

greatly added to and deepened when necessary, and the results

were quickly apparent, for that season the bag rose to eighty-

seven brace. On one occasion in September 1909 the record

bag of sixty-four brace was obtained in one day. There seems

to be some difference of opinion nowadays whether young

grouse require a supply of drinking water or not
;
on Tentsmuir

it was an undoubted fact that a dry season always resulted in

serious mortality among the chicks, and it was noted that

wherever there was a properly kept water-hole there was usually

a covey of grouse near at hand.

Throughout this time the water-holes were carefully attended

to, and heather-burning was regularly undertaken, which may
have partly accounted for the remarkable fact that there has

never been an outbreak of “ Grouse Disease ” on the moor.

This was commented on in the Report of the Committee of

Inquiry on Grouse Disease, and the interesting theory was

advanced that the complete absence of the Strongylus worm
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in birds examined from Tentsmuir may have been due to the

fact “ that the salt from the sea spray has so impregnated the

ground as to make it impossible for the worm to exist, for

it has been proved by experiment that even a mild solution of

salt is fatal to the Strongyle in the larval stage ” (see The

Grouse in Health and Disease, 1911, 2, p. 139).

Partly owing to the uncertainty attaching to the turning

down of adult birds on moorland which might differ in many
ways from that of their native hills, it was resolved to attempt

rearing grouse in captivity so that they could be released

while still immature. With this object in view, some ground

was enclosed in the year 1913 on the small estate of Fetters,

which adjoins the moor, and a small stock of pinioned birds

was procured. One or two of these were accidentally killed,

and on examination they were found to show the infestation

with the Strongylus worm, which has been shown to be normal

in grouse of all ages and from all parts of the country, but

which infestation is not inconsistent with general health and

vigour. Owing to the outbreak of the war in the following year

the experiment was not carried on. As it happened, the sur-

viving birds were shortly afterwards killed by a dog, and on

examination they were found to be entirely free of strongylosis.

The ground in question is fully a mile from the salt water,

and was, moreover, then sheltered behind some large pine

woods, but the immunity of the whole area from the pathogenic

source of “ Grouse Disease ” was thus confirmed.

During the 1914-1918 war much of the old pine woods

bordering the moor was cut down, and the crows were thus

deprived of a sanctuary from which they had been accustomed

to sally out on marauding expeditions. A few isolated pines

remained dotted about the moor, and these continued to be

favourite look-out points, and occasionally nesting-places, for

these pests. In the early days of spring the vicinity of these

trees was a deadly place for the setting of traps, and it was
found that a few weeks’ intensive trapping in March and

early April so thinned out their numbers and scared off the

survivors that the grouse were left to nest in peace.

In 1919 the shootings again changed hands, when the

estate was purchased by the Town Council of Dundee, and
were let first to Mr F. S. Stephen, and, five years later, to Mr
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J. Gordon Simpson of Tayport. From this date the birds

were usually walked-up early in the season and only occasional

improvised drives were undertaken. The total killed was
somewhat smaller on this account, and probably a larger stock

was left at the end of each season than previously.

There is reason to believe that at times grouse migrated

between Tentsmuir and the moors north of the Tay. In 1918

there were very few birds on Tentsmuir until the very end of

the season, when a large number appeared and remained for

some time
;

those birds had certainly not been bred on the

moor. In 1921 a pack of about fifty grouse frequented the moor
during most of the shooting season and were quite unapproach-

able. Late in the year Mr Stephen introduced eight or nine

adult birds from an Angus moor, and soon afterwards the pack

disappeared. Though no proof was obtainable, it was suspected

that the birds which had been introduced had returned to their

home moor and had taken the others with them.

In 1924 the greater part of the moor was bought by the

Government for afforestation purposes, and the death knell of

Tentsmuir as a grouse moor was sounded. The first indication

of a change was an extensive plan of drainage and fencing in

preparation for planting, and an energetic campaign of trapping

and blocking up burrows was undertaken, which before long

exterminated all the rabbits in the area. One result of this

was not anticipated, but it was not long before it became

evident. Foxes had always paid occasional visits to the moor,

but, with a plentiful supply of rabbits at their disposal, little

or no damage was done to the grouse. By 1928, however, they

had increased enormously and found the new plantations

excellent sanctuary. During that year ten to twelve sitting

grouse were killed on their eggs, and this trouble has continued,

until at the present time the fox population has become a serious

menace to all the ground-nesting birds on the moor and for

some miles around.

In spite of this and the growth of the trees, the number of

grouse remained fairly steady for the next ten years, with

annual bags of from twenty to thirty brace. The birds did not

seem to object to nesting amongst the young trees when they

were small, and during the shooting season were often flushed

•from these plantations. It was a curious experience, which I
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have often enjoyed, to walk-up grouse amongst these trees, or to

line a belt over which they were driven as if they were pheasants.

Shooting conditions on Tentsmuir have always been unlike

those on any other grouse moor in the country
;

it was interesting

to walk across this level expanse treading patches of pure sand

between the clumps of heather, or to climb over sand-hills

which were clothed with only a sparse covering of grass, while

one heard in the distance the boom of breaking waves from the

open sea at the mouth of the Tay.

Another peculiarity was the habit which some of the birds

had of resorting to the shore, presumably in search of grit.

At low tide on certain parts of the estuary the water receded

for more than half a mile, and far out on this stretch of damp
sand at times a grouse, or occasionally a complete covey, could

be seen several hundred yards from any vegetation. On
examination, the gizzards of grouse shot on Tentsmuir were

usually found to be packed with a solid, moist mass of minute

particles of sand. Later in the history of the moor, a supply

of larger grit was provided in the rides which had been cleared

of vegetation by the Forestry Commission, and this was eagerly

taken advantage of.

From year to year the trees grew taller, and more and more
of the area was planted, encroaching steadily on the heather-

clad parts of the moor. At first, as already indicated, the

presence of the trees was not a disadvantage, but as they grew
in size the birds ceased to settle amongst them, and matters

were made worse by the thick growth of coarse grass which

surrounded them. Previously this had been kept in check

by the rabbits and by a flock of sheep which grazed the moor
for part of each year. These, of course, were now absent on
account of the trees, and heather-burning was discontinued for

the same reason. Gradually the vegetation of the moor changed

its character and no longer suited the requirements of the

grouse, and the supply of surface water, except during unusually

wet seasons, entirely disappeared
;
thorough drainage and the

presence of the trees had accounted for that.

The end of Tentsmuir as a grouse moor came with startling

suddenness. From 1931 to 1935 the bags were above the

average, the latter year bringing in eighty-three brace, but from
that date the decline was steady until in the last season before

14
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the war (1939) the total dwindled to ten and a half brace. The
total bag for the last seven seasons is sorry reading: 1941,

four and a half brace; 1942, one brace; 1943, one brace;

1944, 1945, 1946, 1947, blank.

Possibly war conditions hastened the final collapse, but the

end was inevitable, and, although it may be that a few birds

still survive on the southernmost, or Earlshall, portion of the

moor, which has not been planted, this was never a favourite

haunt of the grouse, and they are unlikely to hold on for long.

So ends an experiment which from the first was a great success,

due partly to favourable conditions, but also to the hard work
and care of the originators of the scheme and their successors,

but which could not survive a change of policy and the some-

what short-sighted outlook of those who gained control of the

estate.

I am indebted to Mr William Berry and to the late Mr J.

Gordon Simpson, who between them had an intimate knowledge

of the moor for the last sixty years, for their assistance in

collecting information for this account of the experiment and

its sequel, and for their courtesy in allowing me to peruse their

game-books.
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NOTES ON BEHAVIOUR AND NESTING OF
SOME FINCHES

Henry Boase

Invergowrie, by Dundee

The following notes on the behaviour and nesting of some

finches are a summary of casual notes made over a period of

some thirty years. Some of these notes are included as they

either differ from, or supplement, the statements in the Hand-
book of British Birds (1938) ;

others again concern less definite

features of behaviour than display, nesting, etc. They are,

one and all, based on notes made at the time and give a plain

statement of what was seen and heard.

GREENFINCH . Chloris chloris (L.)

PLUMAGE. There are variations in the colour of the back,

which seem independent of the season; normally a greenish

brown washed with grey, some males have the back a decided

tawny brown.

The form described from the name harrisoni in “ Additions

and Corrections,” Handbook
,
Vol. 5, 1941, p. 257, has occurred

in south-east Perthshire fairly frequently. In 1918 it was

noted as having, in the male, the breast deep sage green instead

of the yellow olive-green of the usual form
;

in addition the

back is definitely brown instead of greyish green. The first

notes referring to it were made in 1913, and the records have

covered the period October (30th, 1921) to March (21st, 1915),

with only one summer record—one male at Kingoodie, 17th

June 1943. In the note in the Handbook this form is stated to

occur in Perthshire as well as in the west of Scotland, but the

writer has not found it in the area of North Perth except as a

winter visitor, with the one exception given.

VOICE. Apart from the usual calls, “ chichichi - - ” and
“ tway,” variation in the latter are “ t’sree,” “ dweer,”
“ dewey ”

;
rapid “ dik-dik-dik - - ” recalls linnet

;

“ glits
”

and “ lits ” recalls goldfinch; a shrill “ t’ye - - - ” trill
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(as high) recalls the trill of linnet—once this trill with a falling

cadence, giving a sound like the call of common sandpiper.

Song accompanied by posturing with wings raised from

sides, tail flicked, and head back, turning from side to side—

-

repetition of “ chuckle ” and “ dweer ” “ dewey ” and similar

calls
;

this quite distinct from the “ toi ” notes used in song-

flight : once a formula repetition “ chee-chee-chee-chevay
”

in form recalling chaffinch—rapid delivery—26th June 1927.

Display. Song-flight : The usual “butterfly” flight is

remarkably constant in form
;
once a male glided with spread

motionless wings in a curved path to a neighbouring tree

—

no special note used (10th June 1945).

Period of Flights : Only noted twice in March in south-east

Perth— 1 6th, 1924, and 25th, 1945 ;
otherwise from 4th April

;

rarely after third week of July, but twice August (3rd and

22nd).

Courtship : On 7th March 1943 a female sat on a twig of

an ash tree
;
two males darted in close to the female, keeping

rather below her level, pausing with wings raised from side

and neck extended
;

the female drove each away in turn at

least twice, returning each time to her approximate position
;

finally she departed, pursued by the two males. A chase of a

female by two males on 28th May 1944 seemed a late date for

so active courtship.

A male, perched, with wings raised and part spread, and

tail spread, leant forward towards a second bird (sex ?), with

wide-open bill, possibly merely menace : the Scottish crossbill

behaves similarly when disputing possession of a cone.

A male was sitting on a thick branch near a female perched

on a twig. The male stood with wings slightly spread and

raised from sides, drooping a little, tail raised and spread

somewhat, head held up and back, with wide-open bill, hopping

with a quick turning movement to the one hand or the other,

in a strange mechanical manner (all-in-one-piece as it were).

The female showed no interest, nor did the movements of the

male appear to be addressed to her (22nd June 1947).

Courtship feeding : The female uses an attitude, and utters

a whimpering call, recalling those of the fledged young

clamouring for food. In one instance the male, after a period
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of indifference, bent over and met the female bill to bill, inter-

locking at right angles : there seemed to be no handing over

of food. The act had an air of deft formality. In another

instance there was actual feeding, the male recovering his

normal attitude for a second or two, and making “ chewing ”

movements of the mandibles before engaging bill to bill with

the female once again.

NESTING. In point of date, the earliest nest found—then

incomplete—was on 5th April : a male carrying feathers

was seen on 24th March and a pair were examining ivy and

certain bushes for a site on 25th March. 20th April is an average

date for first eggs in south-east Perthshire.

Material : Threads shaken from a fragment of weathered

canvas were taken repeatedly by a female.

Delay in use (one instance) : A nest, apparently complete

in the end of April, did not contain a full clutch of eggs until

22nd May.
Eggs : Rather markedly of two types—a smaller, less

elongated form, often greenish blue ground with a zone of

brown spots at the larger end
;

a larger, longer egg, grey blue

ground with scattered spots—this perhaps the commoner type.

The sixth egg often pale and some failed to hatch. Eggs laid

one per day.

Hatching : Four sets of records gave a period of thirteen days

from the last egg.

Fledging (two records) : Each for ten to eleven days, which

seems unduly short. Latest date of short tailed fledged young
just from nest, nth September 1943.

Eggs IN Lining OF Nest. Several instances of one or more
eggs of greenfinch found embedded in the nest lining have

been noted, mostly in May. It suggests some accident or

interruption of the normal course of the breeding cycle.

The following note may have some bearing on the matter.

Several nests with eggs, not necessarily with full clutches,

when visited a second time were found with the lining teased

up in a loose mass within which one or more eggs might be

concealed. This has occurred up to a fairly advanced state of

incubation. There was little likelihood of human interference.

In any case an attempt to produce the result found by means
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of the fingers failed completely. Once at least the damage
occurred within a short period (an hour or so), and twice birds

were flushed from the nest or its immediate vicinity.

No destroyed nest was known definitely to have been

renovated and used later, but the finding of nests with very

thick lining containing embedded eggs (these show a portion

of their surface) does suggest that this is done.

FEEDING : Once or twice individual greenfinches have

discovered the suet hung up for tits and have fed quite heavily

on it. Once the unripe and unexpanded seedheads of goatsbeard

( Tragopogon pratensis') were sought in the long grass and the

base of the head torn open. Only the seeds from rose hips are

eaten; the pulp and skin, and also the shells of the seeds, are

rejected.

Bathing : Adults bathe freely at all times
;

a bird of the

year watched a male bathe, but did not do likewise (28th June

1942).

GOLDFINCH. Carduelis carduelis (L.)

Plumage : There appears to be delay in moulting in some
instances. Adults showing no obvious renewal of plumage
were noted on 22nd September 1940, 29th September 1935, and

8th October 1944. An adult in moult on 2nd October 1939 was

feeding a juvenile, the lower mandible of which was so bent

down as to make impossible the picking up of seed, etc., yet it

seemed fully active and in good plumage. Juveniles of the

year were in moult from 2nd September 1944; four showed

no obvious change on 30th September 1945 5
one was still

imperfect about the head on 23rd October 1944.

VOICE: Calls: Variations of the common “ giltz ” note

are “ t’sik,” “ t’say,” and “ t’seek ”
;

soft notes “ s’glut,”

“ gloot,” somewhat similar “ pleek ” and “ plo-eek ”
;

“ twait ” used in possible display.

Song : A continuous warble recalls in some phrases linnet

and skylark :
“ t’lek-t’lek-t’lek - - ” and “ chik-chik-chik

trills have a wren-like quality. Once a short “ formula ” song

with a mid-trill recalling the “ dreel ” of lesser redpoll Was

repeated several times.
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Period : The earliest song heard in south-east Perth, 2nd

March 1935 ;
until mid-July; snatches in late September and

early October; once 7th November 1946.

DISPLAY: On 16th April 1944 a male was heard singing:

when located in a small bush he had ceased to sing, but was

calling steadily a soft “ twait ” note; and while doing so

turned abruptly from side to side, swinging on the legs, and

spreading the tail while turning. No second bird was seen or

heard

.

NESTING : An individual appeared to be collecting material

(threads) on 22nd April 1945, but no fledged young were seen

in the vicinity until 27th June.

SISKIN. Carduelis spinus (L.)

VOICE: Calls: In addition to the usual shrill “ t’see
”

and “ t’see-ah ” notes, sometimes “ chuk ” or “ chuka ’ ’

like lesser redpoll; dull “ dzay,” drawling; also a double

note “ doo-leet,” “ dour-leet,” or “ dour-lek.”

Song : Heard in Strathardle on 10th July 1941.

LESSER REDPOLL. Carduelis flammea cabaret

(P. L. S. Mull.)

PLUMAGE: An individual seen on nth April 1915 showed

no trace of the crimson cap.

Voice: Calls: “ Duk ” or “ duk-a-duk,” sometimes
“ chuk ” and “ chuk-a-chuk,” “ dwee,” and “ dway ”

—

greenfinch-like; “ see-see ”
;

anxiety calls at nest “ drew ”

and “ dew ” (“ dew ” from female).

Song: “ Dreel ” trill seems seasonal—commonly used in

flight; other trills
—“t’ynk—t’ynk - - ” (very rapid;

“ klee—klee - - ” and “ klink—klink - - ” (“ t ” sometimes

in place of “ k ”) used in association with modified flight.

Song Period :
“ Dreel ” trill from mid-March to first week

of August, twice in poor attempts on 1 8th and 27th February;

once in autumn on 27th October 1946.

Display. Flighting in various forms, generally accom-

panied by trill in various forms. Trill may be given in normal
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flight by single birds, or one of a pair, or may be given by
individuals in parties common during the nesting period.

Trill occasionally given from perch.

Other forms : Once, gliding on widely expanded rigid

wings, in curved path from tree-top to tree-top
—

“ dreel ” trill,

23rd April 1943. Once, after flight with slow flapping flight

(similar but not so wavering as greenfinch), short flight with

very rapid wing-beats, trill form not noted, 3rd May 1943.

Once, flighting and gliding on motionless wings, followed by

fluttering flight, trill form not noted, nth May 1943. Once,

flight with slow flapping flight, short flight with exceptionally

rapid wing-beat, with “ clee-clee - - ” trill, 4th June 1943.

Once, three birds together in gliding flight with wide-open

rigid wings, trill not noted, nth May 1943. Once, rapid

fluttering flight, “ dreel ” trill, 18th July 1941.

Nesting. On 5th May 1942 a lesser redpoll was noticed

to land on a whin bush in a thicket of wild-rose and hawthorn.

There appeared to be a nest in an upstanding dense head of

the whin, and on this being examined a redpoll rose from

it. The nest appeared to be finished, the lining consisting of

pale feathers. The first egg was in the nest by the evening

of the 8th, and four eggs had been laid, and the female was

sitting on the evening of 13th May. The eggs were intact

on the 2 1 st, and had hatched by the evening of the 22nd.

The female was very tame, and when shaken off the nest (the

whin head had to be shaken before the bird would leave) she

retreated to a nearby bush, and sat there calling “ dew ” note.

When the nest was allowed to swing back and the observer

withdrew about six feet, the male came in at once and fed the

young, clearing a faecal sac (something white was seen

momentarily) and departing
;
in fifteen seconds or so the female

was back covering the young. By the 24th, the young had

grown a covering of black down. The nest was watched for

about half an hour in the evening of 30th May. During this

time the female fed the young birds twice, and visited the nest

on a third occasion without feeding. The male made one

visit and fed the young. The female removed a faecal sac on

her first visit.

The watch began at 18.56 B.S.T., when the female fed the
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young; second visit—female, 19.00; third visit—female,

19.20 ;
fourth visit—male, 19.23. One bird (which ?) remained

near the nest and called the anxiety note for a minute or two at

19.10. The young were showing the wing-quill sheaths at

this stage. A further visit on 2nd June showed only two young
birds in the nest, and these appeared to be sitting up on the

rim of the nest at times. An adult came in and fed them,

and removed a faecal sac. The young were still in the nest on

4th June, but had left by the evening of 5th June.

Apparently two of the young birds had died in the nest

when about half grown, perhaps through chilling in heavy

rain about that period. The remains were trampled to the

bottom of the nest, giving an appearance of the surviving young
sitting on the rim of the nest. The abandoned nest had one

sector of the rim heavily fouled with droppings.

The records give an incubation period of ten to eleven days

from the last egg
;

fledging period thirteen days.

LINNET. Carduelis cannabina (L.)

VOICE. Calls: Common call “ chuk,” “ chuk-a-chuk,”

or “ chuka.” Other forms—“ t’chew-ee ” (perhaps the

“ tsooeet ” of the Handbook') with a drawling greenfinch-like

quality; “ t’sreek,” “pew,” “ kitty-jewey.”

Song: Mainly a repetition of calls in groups. A shrill,

high-pitched trill “ clee-clee-clee - - ” or “ yeek-yeek-yeek - -
”

used in fluttering display flight, and during flighting.

Period : Individual song end February to third week of

August
;

occasionally song in mid-September to mid-

November
;

flock song in winter.

Display. Chase of female among branches : No obvious

posturing. Hovering flight over or near female, uttering high-

pitched trill.

Flight display : In a party of five birds, four were flying

normally and one was keeping station with them, although

flying with slow flapping wing-beats (rather slower than the

butterfly flight of greenfinch)
;

call or trill uncertain, 4th April

1945.

Two birds in flight together—one merely gliding in front

with fully extended wings, the other a few yards behind with

15
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the wings depressed, giving a shallow inverted V-form, and

trilling the “ clee-clee-clee - ” trill, 3rd April 1947.

One bird, in flight with slow flapping wings, giving the

“ clee-clee ” trill, 29th May 1942.

Song from perch, male with tail spread, turning from side

to side, 1st May 1943.

Nesting. A nest examined on 13th June seemed finished
;

first egg 1 6th June, and one egg added each day to five eggs on

20th. The first three eggs were laid between 08.30 and 13.00

;

the other two, before 08.30; eggs not hatched on 30th June;

apparently one day old, 2nd July ;
were still in the nest on 17th

July. These records give incubation eleven days from last egg
;

fledging fifteen to sixteen days.

ROOSTING. Some have roosted in a bed of giant reed

(Phragmites communis
)

in August and September.

BULLFINCH. Pyrrhula pyrrhula (L.)

Voice. Song : A male of the northern race (P-p- pyrrhula )

,

identified by its large size and bright colouring, was heard

singing at Kingoodie, south-east Perth, on 27th November 1938.

DISPLAY. Two birds were heard calling persistently and

were presently located some 40 yards away in a straggling

elm growing on a quarry face beside a thick growth of ivy.

The pair were moving about, and calling, and the female

went repeatedly to a dead branch where she sat and called,

turning the head about, twitching the tail from side to side,

and flicking the wings, exposing momentarily the white rump.

The male also called, and went from perch to perch, keeping

some three to four feet from the female, sometimes above and

sometimes below her. He also twitched the tail and flicked

the wings. Once or twice the female approached the male, but

the latter merely called and retreated.

The calling stopped and the female had departed, and the

male was now on the dead branch. Presently the female

emerged from the ivy nearby and the male went in for 15-20

seconds
;
then both birds departed among the nearby trees.

A repeated later watch gave no evidence of nesting
;

the

birds were not seen again.
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While the behaviour could be accounted for as mere
anxiety, it seems unlikely that at the range of 40 yards the

birds were conscious of the observer, the more so, as in another

instance, a pair went to the nest and fed young birds with the

observer within 9 feet of the nest. This nest was comparatively

late, containing advanced young on 20th August, which left

the nest on the 24th.

CHAFFINCH. Fringilla coelebs (L.)

PLUMAGE. Some years ago a dead male, freshly moulted,

was found, which showed very marked red-brown fringes on

the plumage of head, neck, and upper breast, so much so

that the grey-blue area of the head was masked, and the fore-

neck and upper breast were rust-red in tone instead of greyish

pink. Since then, only two other examples of this fringing

have been noticed.

VOICE. Calls :
“ Spink-spink ” and “ weet,” the common

calls of male. A steady repeat of “ tweet ” (loud) was answered

by female with “ chee-eet ”
;
“twee” and “ see-wee ” also

used between pair. Male when excited in spring may use
“ t’yrrp ”

;
commonly uses “ t’sss ” in courtship chases and

in attacking rival males. Female: “ Shree ” and “ t’yrrl ”
;

once seen and heard calling “ spink.” Juvenile: “ Chree.”

Female used “ twee-twee ” before mating. During moult, notes

become dull and harsh.

Song : Formula song with a good deal of variation in

detail. Repetition up to forty complete songs in five minutes

heard at Dunkeld in mid-June. Song has been noted only once

from a flying bird.

On five occasions, individuals not adult males have been

heard giving shrill jangling versions of song—one of these by

a bird showing pink at sides of breast and presumably a young
male of the year—-all between 24th July and 1st August.

Song-period : Song in south-east Perth is mainly from

third week of February until the last week of June
;

attempts

have been heard from second week of January (nth earliest

date). Song normally starts widespread and abruptly, not as

casual songs here and there. Song dies down from mid-June

in south-east Perth
;

some song may continue up to the
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end of the second week of July; after that it is broken and

shrill.

There is occasionally song in August: there are seven

reports for the second week, two reports for the third week,

and three for the fourth week. These songs occur during

periods of active drift of tits, flycatcher, warblers, and redstart,

with which there is some indication that chaffinch is associated.

Further, song has been heard only four times in the first

fortnight of September, but six times each in the third and

fourth weeks and in the first week of October. There are no

records for the mid-fortnight, but four reports for the last week
of October. Again these minor song periods agree with periods

of drift and migration of chaffinch in its movement from the

more exposed areas to winter.

These records are dealt with in some detail to show the

possible connection between these casual songs and migration

in autumn. The general behaviour of the birds supports the

view, but is difficult to describe convincingly. There is an

appearance of similar connection between song and arrival

in spring—the abrupt widespread onset of song suggests

something of the kind, apart from the evidence of numbers,

and the absence of females in the nesting-places to which the

ardent males have resorted.

DISPLAY. General display on the part of the male chaffinch

in early spring is calling loudly “ spink-spink ” from perches

high in trees, with head feathers raised
;

a little later, loud and

persistent song.

At first males only, or only very few females, are present in

the woodland nesting-places
;

chases between males, with

occasional scuffles, are common. In one instance, two males

sat at different levels about three feet apart. The lower male

was turned towards the other, and sang with little volume a

continuous repetition of the normal song with little pause

between each song group. Both birds sat motionless in a fixed

attitude, and the plumage compressed, giving a slender

appearance. The display ended in a sudden sparring in

mid-air and a wild chase
;
which was the aggressor could not

be determined.

Later, when the females have come in, these seem to
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“ potter ” in the lower levels of the trees. The males sing

in the upper levels, and one may dive down on a passing

female, calling a “ t’sss ” note and a wild chase through the

I

branches follows, after which the male may return to his

original perch.

On 23rd April 1944 a display where the female took the

leading part was watched. Two males and a female were

together in a small hawthorn, none of them showing any

special excitement. The two males dropped on to the grass

below. The female came down to a bunch of small twigs

about a foot from the ground and there postured—breast thrust

forward with head thrown back, bill uptilted to 6o° or so,

tail almost vertical and spread, wings drooping and slightly

raised from sides—holding so for some fifteen seconds. No call

was uttered. She then dropped to the grass beside the males

and repeated the display, again without a call, without pro-

ducing any response from the males
;

these seemed little

interested. The three then rose and flew away.

On 28th June 1942 a form of display by a paired male was

seen. The circumstances were unusual as they had just found

the young dead in the nest. It appeared that during the

forenoon, they had taken oatmeal to the young birds. This

meal had been put out for a pair of blackbirds which were

also feeding young in the nest. The chaffinches were watched

at the nest for a little time in the afternoon and their behaviour

seemed strange. The male came to the nest and looked in,

called, and departed. The female came and sat on the rim,

and prodded repeatedly the young birds, which did not respond.

The pair went back to the oatmeal and appeared to pick amongst
the scattered grains. It was then the male gave a display-

head held low and neck extended, tail fanned somewhat, and

trailing, wings raised from sides—and crept slowly about near

the female. The female paid no attention. It was then that

the nest was examined, and the dead young found, by that time

stiff and probably dead an hour or two.

BREEDING. In south-east Perth and south-west Angus most
of the nests have been found in the last days of April and in

May. The earliest nest known was on 8th April 1921
;

other

dates; building 16th April, and various dates for clutches
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2 7-28th April
;

a brood showing quills in sheath on 28th

April 1945 (a very bright early spring) is equivalent to a nest

date of 5-6th. There are a number of records of nesting in

June
;

in one instance it seemed probably that some mishap
had caused the earlier nest to be abandoned.

Building : By female in most instances
;

once both birds

were noted as taking part, but no detailed note of the work
of the male was made. Building may be slow : a nest found

on 27th April was still incomplete on 6th May, and the first

egg was not laid until 9th May. In another instance, the

female was building in a crab-apple tree on 1st May, was
collecting spider web and pappus on 2nd May, had re-lined

nest by the 5th, and did not lay the first egg until 9th May.
This bird may have taken material from another nest (probably

unfinished) in a lilac tree nearby; this nest was torn to pieces

during the building in the crab-tree site
;

the bird was not

actually seen to take material from the abandoned nest, but

certainly came from the lilac carrying material to the apple tree.

The female has been seen sitting in the nest before any eggs

were laid, as, for instance, on 7th June
;

the first egg was laid

in this nest by 08.00 on the 9th.

Laying : One egg per day.

Incubation : The female may sit before the clutch is

complete. The female mentioned above as sitting in the nest

days before the first egg was laid, was sitting on one egg at

21.15 on 9th June
;
she sat all evening on the 10th

;
was sitting

on three eggs at 13.00 and during the evening of the nth, and

continued thereafter. On the other hand, the female of the

crab-tree nest was not seen to sit for more than a few minutes

on the first eggs
;

she sat from 12th May, at which date there

were presumed to be four eggs (there were three on the 1 ith).

Period of Incubation : For the June nest mentioned above,

where the female sat for periods from the first egg, one egg

had hatched by 20.15 on 22nd June, and three eggs by 18.45

on the 23rd—a period of thirteen days from the first egg, and

twelve days from the third egg. In the crab-tree nest, the whole

clutch had hatched on 23rd May, a period of eleven days from

the last egg.

Fledging : Of a clutch of five eggs, four had hatched on

5th June, and these left the nest on 1 8th June. Juveniles
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hatched on 23rd May were in good down on the 24th, were

calling when fed on 4th June, and left the nest on 6th June

—

only two young surviving from four eggs. These give a fledging

period of thirteen days.

As mentioned above, only two young flew from the nest

in the crab-tree. The first to leave was seen on the ground near

the base of the tree at 17.00. It was behaving strangely,

picking at the ground and turning from side to side like a

mechanical toy, and continued to do so without ceasing for

considerable periods—say 10-15 minutes at a time. The small

patch of ground over which it worked became tramped down
smooth. The adults came and fed this juvenile, sometimes

giving it food into its mouth, sometimes apparently setting it on

the ground before it.

By 20.30 the weather was getting dull and cold. The
female flew down to the chick and alighted before it. She

then flew to a nearby trellis. This was repeated time after time

—four times in 3 minutes and at other intervals, and the

young bird made little flights and jumps of a foot or two.

The adults had left by dusk, and the chick on the ground

continued to pick mechanically. An attempt was made to

replace the young bird in the nest beside the other. This

resulted finally in both juveniles leaving the nest, the one to

resume its steady picking at the ground, the other going

immediately to the shelter of a nearby hawthorn hedge.

A small bird, apparently one of the adult chaffinches, came
to the nesting tree in the deep dusk, but did not remain. Next
day a pair of chaffinches were feeding one juvenile in a nearby

group of trees
;

there was no trace of the other young bird.

Feeding of young in nest : During a watch of 70 minutes,

from 16.13 to 1 7 - 23 on 30th May, the adults were watched

feeding the young in the nest on the crab-apple tree. The
female was in and out six times, leaving the brood for 6, 2,

9, and 4 minutes, and presumably brought food each time.

She was difficult to watch as she came and went from the far

side. The male came in and fed the brood nine times at

intervals of 4, 3, 8, 4, 5, 4, 22, and 9 minutes; appeared to

feed the female twice, and twice removed faecal sacs. The
long interval in the male’s time was occupied in attacking the

male blackbird owning a nearby nest.
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Food. Individuals have made raids on fat for tits by
hovering and pecking. Feeding on oatmeal has been mentioned
already.

TERRITORY. It happened that a pair of blackbirds had a

nest in the hawthorn hedge adjoining the crab-tree (about

9 feet distant) where the chaffinches were nesting, and both

pairs had young in the nest at the same time. The male black-

bird came to the apple tree when carrying food to the nest

in the hedge, and sometimes paused to sing for a minute or less.

As the chaffinch brood progressed, the male chaffinch became
more and more intolerant of this intrusion and raged with

loud “ spink ” and “ tweet ” calls. He showed no interest

in the movements of the female blackbird
;

in any case she

generally came and went from the far side of the hedge.

On 30th May the young chaffinches were then seven days old,

the male chaffinch was very aggressive. Whenever the male

blackbird tried to enter the hedge, the male chaffinch flew over

and buffeted him. He chased and bullied the blackbird when-

ever he showed up within 30 feet or so of the crab-apple tree.

Four times the blackbird dropped the food he was carrying

in the excitement, and each time alighted to pick it up. If

the blackbird got into the hedge, the chaffinch hovered over

the opening and swooped whenever the blackbird appeared.

Once the blackbird attacked and drove the chaffinch flat on the

grass, where it remained with open wings for a second or two,

and when it rose the blackbird attacked again. Yet soon after,

the male blackbird was chased away from the vicinity of its

nest once more and did not venture to return until 16

minutes later, apparently still carrying the food which it had

brought before.
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THE PRE-COITION POSTURE AND BREEDING
OF THE RINGED PLOVER

L. S. V. Venables

Scousburgh, Shetland

Throughout the spring and summer of 1946 and 1947 we
were living on the east shore of Weisdale Voe, Shetland,

immediately below a slope upon which a pair of ringed plover

(Charadrius hiaticula )
nested. During this period the birds

made four unsuccessful and two successful attempts to breed,

the results of which are given below together with some notes

on their behaviour. It is hoped to extend these observations

to other pairs in the future.

Pre-coition Posture.— The Handbook of British Birds

(Vol. 4, p. 349) says :
“ Coition is unrelated to display, usually

initiated by male, but invitatory behaviour of female once seen.”

We twice observed pre-coition posture as follows :

—

19th April 1946. The male strutted towards the female,

who was sideways-on to him, with his head and neck stretched

upwards and his chest stuck out like a pouter pigeon’s. He
circled round behind her and, when she had flattened her

body, he mounted. Coition took about 20 seconds, after

which he fluttered off and held his wings erect for a moment.
16th June 1947. Male ran towards female with body rather

flattened until he got close behind her, when he straightened

up into the pouter pigeon attitude. He remained there for

some 15 seconds, marking-time with his feet all the while,

during which the female stood with flattened body. He then

mounted and coition took 25-30 seconds. There was no

wing-raising afterwards. This marking-time with the feet

may have been overlooked in the 19th April record.

Edwards, Hosking, and Smith (1947) describe this posture,

but attribute it to aggressive behaviour. It may, of course,

also be used in aggression, but in their study they were making
use of a stuffed bird and—But not simultaneously—a mirror.

In our limited experience with the use of stuffed birds in the

16
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field we have found the interpretation of the resulting postures

on the part of the live bird extremely difficult, because the

stuffed bird does not react in the appropriate way but merely

stands motionless. Inappropriate reactions would probably

also be the case when using a mirror.

In both cases of pre-coition posturing recorded above it

should be noted that the male stood behind the female and

was invisible to her. This was also so when the stuffed bird

{supra) was used, but not, of course, with the mirror, when
it would be impossible for the real bird to get behind the

image and still be able to see it. Apparently, therefore, this

male pre-coition posture is self-stimulating.

Breeding, 1946.—On 28th March the “ wak-wak-wak ”

was heard up on the slope for the first time, and it turned out

to be one of the pair chasing a third bird out of the territory.

It ran towards the intruder with head held low, body rather

flattened, and the spread tail held upwards at some 30° to 40°.

Another aggressive display—against a golden plover on 20th

April—was running towards the intruder with whole body

from beak to tail-tip completely flat and parallel to the ground.

The variations on aggressive display have recently been fully

described by Mason (1947) and Edwards, Hosking, and Smith

{loc. cit.).

On 19th April coition was seen (see above), and on 22nd

April the nest was found with three eggs 18 yards away from

the scrape on which coition had taken place. Incubation had

already started, and the fourth egg was there the next morning.

As is usual with this species, both sexes shared the incubation

with frequent changes, and on the afternoon of 16th May
three of the four eggs were chipping. The next afternoon the

nest contained one chick and three eggs, and 24 hours later

all four chicks were out. With the fourth egg laid on 22nd or

23rd April and the fourth egg hatching on 17th or 18th May,
this gives an incubation period of minimum 25 days and

maximum 27 days. The Handbook gives 23 to 26 days.

On 5th June, 18 to 19 days after the last egg of the first

clutch hatched, the first egg of the second clutch was laid in

a new scrape 15 yards from the old one. Four eggs were laid

on alternate days. The first-brood young stayed in the
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territory until about the end of June and were accepted by the

adults, though the latter drove away every other bird, including

pipits, chick lapwings, and adult ringed plovers. A pleasant

greeting display was seen on 8th June between an adult and

the young in the feeding marsh—the parent bird drooping

half-spread wings and giving the liquid bubbling note.

Sometime between 24th and 30th June the eggs were taken

from the nest, probably by a gull, raven, or hooded crow.

These birds work the hillsides all spring and summer seeking

eggs and young and causing a heavy mortality. On 9th July,

however, the first-brood scrape was found to contain two eggs,

and incubation started with the third egg on the following day.

A few hours afterwards a sheep trod on the nest, breaking all

the eggs, after which the territory was deserted for the year.

1947.—-The winter of 1946-47 was an abnormally severe

one with a long frost and an extended period of deep snow.

Many waders failed to return to their breeding grounds in this

district when the spring came, but a pair of ringed plovers

returned to exactly the same territory as that of 1946 and,

on the same date as for the previous year (19th April), coition

was seen on an empty scrape two to three feet away from last

year’s second-brood nest. This return to the identical locality

certainly points to at least one of the birds being of the 1946

pair. There was a long hiatus between coition and egg-laying,

and it was 7th May (18 days) before the first egg. The nest,

rather unexpectedly, was about 100 yards away from the

1946 nests. Again the eggs were laid on alternate days, and

incubation started with the third egg (nth May). The next

day the eggs had gone, but on 13th May we discovered that

she had laid her fourth egg in the scrape, 100 yards away,

on which coition had been noted. It is not known upon which

day she laid this egg, and after this date the female completely

disappeared.

After the loss of his mate the male spent most of his time

sitting on a commanding point over the territory 10 feet away
from the egg in the coition-scrape. He would also feed in the

marshy area below and indulge in the trilling butterfly-flight

round and round the territory.

On the morning of 20th May these display flights were

covering a considerably larger area than usual, and during
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the afternoon we discovered that he had obtained a new mate.

(The sexes were definitely checked by coition seen on 16th June.)

The newcomer was a noticeably dull-coloured bird especially

on the face markings and gorget, which were brown rather

than black, and on the normally orange area on the bill, which
was practically yellow. Her dull coloration

;
the fact that

she was unmated so late in the season and the abnormally

long, thin eggs she laid, indicate the possibility of her being

a first-year bird.

For the next eight days the pair would feed in the usual

feeding marsh below the old nesting territory and then wander.

On 25th May, for example, they were 250 yards northwards :

the female occasionally squatting down and wriggling as

though feeling for a suitable place to start a scrape. The

Handbook describes a male doing a more elaborate version of

this, but with vertical wings and with feet scratching out

stones behind. Whenever they were approached they would

run in front of us, anxiously piping, just like birds with an

occupied nest. On the afternoon of 28th May they were finally

back in the old territory : the female hard at work on a scrape

some 40 yards from the two 1946 scrapes and the 1947 copulating

scrape, which still contained the missing female’s fourth egg.

At about 2.30 P.M. on the next day the first egg was laid.

Thereafter the eggs were laid on alternate days, and incubation

started with the penultimate (third) egg as usual. As stated

above, all four eggs were abnormally long and thin and

quite distinct from the usual rounder egg 41 yards away.

Two or three days after the fourth egg was laid the whole

clutch disappeared but the single egg, laid by the old female,

lasted a few more days before that, too, went. The fact that

there were no other ringed plovers nesting in the immediate

vicinity may have been a contributory factor towards the heavy

nest-mortality. Mason
(
loc . cit.) describing an area where

ringed plovers nest intensively, notes that several of the birds

band together to mob intruders.

On 8th June they were still interested in the territory : the

female feeding below the nest-scrapes and the male doing his

trilling butterfly-flights round and round the whole area and

also coming down to posture at, and chase, a lapwing and

another ringed plover that were feeding in the marsh. We
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saw them there on 10th June, too, when they were not very

anxious at our presence and only piped occasionally. On
the intervening day (9th June) we could not find them at all,

and after 10th June we did not see them in this territory again.

One-third of a mile to the north is a suitable stony slope

which was occupied in 1946, but not in 1947. It was here

that our pair settled for their final attempt at breeding. Coition

was seen here on 16th June, and four of the long, thin eggs

were laid in a scrape 40 yards away. It is not known when
these eggs were laid, but the first one hatched 25 days after

coition had been observed. In spite of warm sunny weather

the full clutch took five days to hatch—the first egg chipping

on 7th July and the last chick emerging on nth July. After

all the chicks hatched we saw injury-feigning for the first

time that year, though it was done only by the male while the

female ran round piping in the usual way.

Summary

Pre-coition posturing is described for Charadrius hiaticula

hiaticula. It is done by the male only and is apparently

self-stimulating.

In 1946 a pair of this species laid three clutches, but hatched

out only the first.

In 1947 the first clutch was lost and the female disappeared.

When the male got a new mate two clutches were laid, the

second of which was hatched.

Nesting success, 33^ per cent.
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ZOOLOGICAL NOTES

The Brimstone Butterfly (Gonepteryx rhamni) in Scotland.

—

The interesting record of this butterfly seen at Largo, Fife, on 19th

August 1947 {Scot. Nat ., 60
, p. 48) is the third record for Scotland.

The original record was a male taken near Kilrie Lodge, by
Kirkcaldy, Fife, by J. Boswell Syme and Wm. J. A. Power, curiously

enough on the 19th August 1872 {Scot. Nat., 2
, 1873, P- 2°) some

twenty miles west of the present locality. The second was, ‘
‘ One flying

near side of Kennel Wood, Lonsemalzie, Wigtownshire,” recorded in

“ A List of the Macrolepidoptera of Wigtownshire,” by R. S. Gordon
{Trans. Dumfriesshire and Galloway Nat. Hist. Soc., Third Series, I,

1912-13, p. 163).—F. W. Smith, Boreland of Southwick, by Dumfries.

On the Spread of the Peacock Butterfly in the Highlands
and Islands.—My entomological records go back to 1920, during

which and in three subsequent years I collected in North and South

Knapdale, Argyllshire. During this time I never saw a specimen

of the peacock {Vanessa io). The first I ever saw in this district was

a specimen at Crinan in August 1935.

I lived on Barra from 1933-1938. During this time I collected

many species of Lepidoptera (see Scot. Nat., 1938, pp. 153-163), but

never saw a peacock. Larvae, however, were recorded in 1935 by the

Edinburgh University Biological Society, and a single imago in 1937

by Professor Heslop Harrison.

I have resided on Canna since 1938. Up till the summer of 1945
only two or three specimens were seen. That autumn a number of

specimens were taken and since then it has been well in evidence

here, being seen in both May and August. Last year it was quite

common here and I also saw it on Eigg and at Arisaig. I have a

report from my father, in South Knapdale, of a hibernated specimen

he saw in the spring of 1947 ;
the first he had ever seen there. People

in Barra have also latterly told me of this unfamiliar butterfly. There

seems no reason to doubt that a genuine extension of range has taken

place since (say) 1930. This spring the butterfly has been seen

frequently here.

—

John L. Campbell, Isle of Canna.

The occurrence of Larvaevora {Echinomya) grossa (L.)

(Diptera, Larvaevoridae) in Dumfriesshire.—I was interested to

read Miss Platt’s note {Scot. Nat., 60
, p. 48) on this fine Larvaevorid,

which prompts me to record its occurrence in Dumfriesshire a few
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years ago. The locality was an area of heath by Corncockle Quarry,

near Lochmaben, where, on 13th August 1944, three or four of the

flies were seen on the wing; two were captured. The resemblance

of this large black insect to a humble-bee when on the wing was most

striking
;

this resemblance is a general one rather than to any

particular species. Had I not been interested also in humble-bees,

and known that the only completely black species (Bombus ruderatus

(F.) var. harrisellus (Kirby)) was not likely to occur in the district,

I should probably not have paid any further attention to the flies,

but passed them over for their models.—E. S . Brown, Hertford Heath,

Hertford.

The Tunicate Clavelina lepadiformis (Mull.) in Aberdeen-
shire.—On 13th July 1947 I visited some unusually large tide-pools

situated near the place marked Twa Havens on the O.S. i-in. map,

about a mile north-east of Port Errol (Cruden Bay), and discovered

in several of them a prolific growth of Clavelina lepadiformis . The
pools are on an extensive rock erosion-platform above the level of

high water neaps, and consequently receive no change of water except

at spring tides
;

at the date mentioned they were estimated to be not

less than io° C. warmer at the surface than the neighbouring sea.

Many of the individuals were 30-40 mm. in length, and contained

eggs developing in the atrial cavity. They were beautifully clear

and transparent, colourless except for the red or brown abdominal

organs, and they covered the vertical sides of the pools over patches

often several square feet in extent, though always within a foot or so

of the surface. (Large individuals had 17-18 rows of stigmata in the

branchial sac.)

According to Dr Harold Thompson (“ The Tunicata of the Scottish

Area,” Pt. 4, Fish . Scot., Sci. Invest., 1934, No. 1, pp. 4-6) this

species has previously been recorded from Shetland, Orkney, St

Andrews, and locally from Berwick southward on the east coast,

but “ it is certainly absent from Scottish waters except very locally

and in very shallow depths, and must be accounted a rare species. ...”
—V. C. Wynne-Edwards, Aberdeen.

Oar-fish (Regalecus

)

Stranded in Banffshire.—The Press

and Journal, Aberdeen, of 22nd January 1948, contains an account,

with a photograph, of a specimen of the oar-fish which was found

washed-up on the sands at Boyndie, near Whitehills, Banff, on 21st

January 1948. The specimen is stated to have been sixteen feet in

length and “ is believed to be the biggest fish of its kind ever to

reach the east coast of Scotland. Small specimens have been found

in past years.”
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The stranding of an oar-fish or king of the herrings (Regalecus

glesne (Ascan.)=A\ banksi (C. & V.)), seventeen feet ten inches in

length at Westhaven, Angus, in April 1938, is recorded by Professor

A. D. Peacock in The Scottish Naturalist
, 1938, pp. 118-119. This

so far as size was concerned was stated to be “ just about a record
”

for the British Isles.

Other strandings of oar-fish on Scottish coasts, including one of

twelve feet at Corvie, near Macduff, March 1844, and one of seventeen

feet one inch at Buckie, April 1884, both on the Banffshire coast,

are referred to in a paper in The Annals of Scottish Natural History
,

1908, pp. 150-154.

—

Editors.

The Magpie in Morayshire.—In Mr A. Watson’s article “ The
Magpie in North-east Scotland ” (Scot. Nat., 60

, pp. 30-32) I read

with surprise that according to the 1938 Report on the Magpie in

Scotland, the bird appeared to be extinct in the county of Elgin or

Morayshire. I have not seen this report, but have the following records

of the magpie breeding in Morayshire :

—

1. Spynie 1935, 1936, 1938: one pair in each case, in a Scots

pine wood.

2. Gordonstown 1938, 1939, 1946, 1947: one pair in each case,

in a spruce plantation, except in 1947, when the nest was

well up in an old beech tree. Apart from these cases, where

the nest was actually found, I have seen a family party in

June 1947, at Pluscarden, and individual birds about every

year from 1935 to 1939, and from 1945 to 1948, from the Spey

to the Nairnshire border.—R. Richter, Gordonstown, Elgin.

Unusual Plumage Coloration of Yellow Bunting.—In

October 1946 I observed a yellow bunting (Emberiza citrinella) with

unusual plumage coloration. I have since seen this bird on a

number of occasions. The head and neck are yellow without any

markings, and the yellow extends to the mantle. The underparts

have a greater proportion of yellow than usual, but there are some

chestnut streaks on the sides which extend faintly across the breast,

shortening to almost spots in the centre. The wings are brown with

most striking pale-straw patches, which seem to cover the greater

and median wing coverts. This pale-straw patch is quite distinct

from the yellow of the other parts of the plumage. The tail is dark

brown with white on the outer tail feathers, and the rump chestnut.

This bird has the general shape, size, and posture of the yellow

bunting . It occupies a territory alongside a main road which borders

on the territories of other yellow buntings, and it chases others when
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they seem to transgress, and it is in turn chased by them. I

have heard it sing on more than one occasion, and it uses a common
type of song consisting of eight notes, seven regularly tuned notes

on the same key, coming down to the eighth which is of longer

value

.

The chance that this bird might be a mule between canary and

yellow bunting has been suggested to me, but I have been told by

local cage-bird fanciers that this has never been obtained to their

knowledge.

—

Hugh Halliday, West Calder, Midlothian.

Tree-sparrows in the Lothians.—During the war years the

tree-sparrow (.Passer montanus) appears to have increased in numbers

to a considerable extent. At Duddingston, Midlothian, they are

present in small numbers throughout the year, and on several occasions

I have seen young being fed on the oaks by the side of Duddingston

Loch, although I have never actually located the nest here. In Scots

Wood, however, a pair has bred in a hole in a beech tree, 15 feet

from the ground, every year since 1943, and on each occasion a brood

has been raised. In the winter months they occur in the hedges in

the adjoining fields, generally in the company of greenfinches, yellow

and reed buntings.

On 6th January 1948, while making a survey of the birds on the

River Tyne, East Lothian, along with Mr Robert Smith, we located

two colonies. The first, a flock of about forty was in a disused quarry

near Haddington. They also were consorting with greenfinches,

chaffinches, and a few linnets. On the banks of the river below

Hailes Castle another flock was seen which consisted of at least 100

birds. The steep rocky face, overgrown with ivy and studded with

bushes, was evidently being used as a roosting place and we counted

over sixty on one bush alone.—D. R. Anderson, Edinburgh.

There are undoubtedly a good many colonies of tree-sparrows in the

Lothians, and further details of them would be interesting.

—

Eds.

White Wagtail Paired with Pied Wagtail Breeding in

Wester Ross.—A female white wagtail (Molacilla alba alba ) paired

up with a male wagtail (.Motacilla alba yarrellii) successfully reared

a late brood in the timbers of Aultbea pier in 1947. The birds were

often under observation in excellent light and at very close range,

but only twice—when the female dropped her wings to preen—was it

possible to see clearly the pale grey of the rump. The young flew

on 15th August.

—

P. A. Rayfield, Aultbea, Ross-shire.

Individuals of the alba-pheno type have previously been recorded

breeding in several Scottish areas including Wester Ross.

—

Eds.

17
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Waxwing in Perthshire and Kincardineshire.—Mr F. Nisbet

informs us that a waxwing {Bombycilia garrulus) was seen on several

occasions at Pitlochry, Perthshire, during the last fortnight of

February 1948. One seen at Fetteresso, Stonehaven, Kincardineshire,

on 20th January 1948, was reported in the Scotsman of 24th

January 1948, but there appear to have been few occurrences last

winter.

—

Eds.

Colour of Legs of the Grasshopper Warbler.—When
examining a grasshopper warbler {Locustella naevia) trapped on the

Isle of May on 23rd April 1948 we noted that the colour of the legs

and feet was a delicate pink. This fact seems worthy of record, as

Wardlaw Ramsay (Birds of Europe and North Africa
, 1923) gives

“ pale brownish,” and the Handbook of British Birds
,
Vol. 2, appears

to be similarly in error with “ pale brownish-yellow.” This marks

the earliest appearance of this species, which has occurred on only

four occasions, on the Isle of May
;

and when looking up the log

reference to the previous earliest record (for 24th April 1938) we were

interested to see that the recorder, Mr Arthur B. Duncan, described

the legs as “ shrimp pink—the shade of that name used for finger-

nails.”

—

Kenneth Williamson, Edinburgh; James F. Anton,
Bridge of Cally, Perthshire.

Sedge Warbler Breeding at Aultbea, Wester Ross—

A

least five pairs of sedge warblers (.Acrocephalus schoenobaenus)

frequented overgrown ditches and rushy patches about the crofts

within the boundaries of Aultbea in the summer of 1947. Whilst

two pairs were successful in rearing double broods, the roadside

ditch site chosen by the other three pairs became untenable after

the first fledging because of the clouds of dust blown from the road

surface.—P. A. Rayfield, Aultbea, Ross-shire.

The sedge warbler is a rather rare and local breeding species in

the north-west Highlands.

—

Eds.

Tameness of Great Spotted Woodpecker.—It may be of

interest to record that on 26th October 1947, at 11.20 a.m. while

motoring on the main Berwick-Duns road, I passed close to a great

spotted woodpecker {Dryobates major) busily working at a small

heap of black, rotten wood which was actually lying on the tarmac.

My wheels passed within a yard of the bird, which did not take flight.

Presumably it was searching for insects in the heap, which the bird

itself had dislodged from the tree above. W. M. Logan Home,
Edrom, Berwickshire.
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Scops-owl in Orkney.—On 29th April 1948 a bird which I

considered to be a male scops-owl (Otus scops scops) was found dead in

a field at Brough, Orkney. I sent the bird to Mr George T. Arthur,

who confirmed the identification, and forwarded the specimen to the

Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh, for preservation. The bird was

found to be a male.—S. S. Thomson, Westray, Orkney.

Mr Thomson is to be congratulated on finding this bird. The
scops-owl has been recorded only once previously in Orkney, one

having been caught alive on 2nd June 1892 in an outhouse at the

lighthouse on North Ronaldshay. This bird died subsequently and

was preserved (Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist., 1893, p. 71).—Eds.

Feeding of Young Barn Owls.—In the course of photographing

a pair of barn owls (Tyto alba) at the nest, I frequently heard the

parent birds apparently preparing the food by crunching the bones

of the prey just before taking it to the nest. It is recorded that larger

rodents, such as rats, are decapitated, but in this case the food con-

sisted mainly of voles, mice, and shrews. The young owls were

three to five weeks old. The nest was inside a barn, and the crunching

always took place on a beam near the nest. The hide was on the

same beam, and the bird only three or four feet from me. All the

photographs taken at the window where the birds entered, and at

the first beam to which they next flew (plate 5) show dead prey

quite unchewed. Plate 6, in which the prey shows beak-marks as if

the skull has been crushed, was taken when the adult owl entered

the barn a second time, after having once reached the beam near the

nest, crunched the prey, and gone out in alarm without feeding the

young.

In the case of a predator which swallows its prey whole, the

advantage of decapitation or of fracture of skull and larger bones

would be to increase the available range of food items. This is likely

to be relatively more important in the case of younger nestlings.

—

Robert Carrick, Aberdeen.

Some Kestrel Incidents.—That the kestrel (Falco tinnunculus')

does vary its diet of small mammals, beetles, and various insects

with occasional less laudable captures is well established. Fledgings

are taken and occasionally adult small birds are surprised. Attacks

on birds in flight are less common, but samples enough occur to

suggest that the spirit of the kestrel is willing even if the execution

is inept. Once a kestrel dashed into the midst of a number of wheeling

swallows, struck at one and then another, and departed amidst a

startled outcry without having touched a feather. Another was

observed engaged in a determined and dashing pursuit of a linnet,
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which eventually made good its escape by diving into rank heather.

Both these kestrels were birds of the year, raising the suggestion

that raptorial limitations may be realised only by experiment. At
the height of last winter’s storm, when the whole countryside was
deeply mantled in snow, I noticed a single partridge speeding over

the fields at a pace and height which indicated that something was
violently amiss. A few seconds later a hawk overhauled it, bound
to it, and bore it to the ground. I hurried towards the scene, but

before I could reach the struggling pair the partridge had broken

free from its captor and flown strongly towards some bushes in which

it found asylum. I then discovered that the baulked aggressor was
not the expected sparrowhawk but a kestrel. The incident seems

to emphasise the comparative innocuousness of the kestrel where

game is concerned, in that this individual, even when driven by the

scarcity of its habitual prey to attack an illegitimate (from the human
viewpoint) quarry, was unable to overcome its victim.—G. F.

Raeburn, Ellon, Aberdeen.

Albino Grey Lag-goose in Aberdeenshire.—For several

seasons past a flock of 250-400 grey lags has wintered in the Meikle

Loch of Slains—Ythan estuary area of Aberdeenshire. The flock

arrived as usual in October 1947 and settled down in its accustomed

haunts. On 17th January 1948 a white goose was seen grazing with

them in a grass field near the Meikle Loch, and thereafter joined

them for the remainder of the winter. On 15th February I stalked

to within fifty yards of the grazing geese and was able to identify

the white bird with certainty as a grey lag (Anser anser). Its

large size, heavy head and bill, and the typical orange colour of the

latter were the main deciding factors. The absence of black wing
tips and the size precluded any possibility of confusion with the

snow geese. Discounting the magnifying effect of the light colour,

there was still no doubt that the albino was an uncommonly large

individual of the species. Local tradition already asserts that the

white bird always led the skein, but my experience was that it was
invariably to be found, whether flighting, grazing, or resting, in the

midst of its grey fellows, none of which at any time were seen by me
to show any unusual reactions towards it. There was nothing in

their behaviour to suggest that they treated it otherwise than as a

normally plumaged goose. The plumage was immaculate, no dark

feather being visible at 50 yards to mar the perfection. As it was

visible in the sky at a great distance, the white goose served as a

useful pointer to the local movements of the wintering grey lags, and
suggested that the latter were surprisingly sedentary and of fixed

daily habits except when unduly disturbed by gunners.



Plate 5.—Hen Barn Owl with, probably, Field Vole (Microtus agrestis)
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In the last days of March—the actual date has not been ascertain-

able—the albino disappeared, and in the absence of evidence to the

contrary (which would almost certainly have been supplied by any

assassin) may be assumed to have set off safely on its return journey

to its breeding grounds.—G. F. Raeburn, Ellon, Aberdeen.

Wild white geese are exceedingly rare. Only five instances of

albinism in the grey lag-goose were recorded by Sir Hugh Gladstone

in his exhaustive paper on the subject {Scot. Nat., 1926, pp. 37-46),

two of them being from Scotland. These were J. G. Millais’ “ Goose

Queen ” {Wildfowler in Scotland
, 1901, pp. 31-33), and a bird which

annually visited South Uist for many years.

—

Eds.

Gadwall in North Perth and Wester Ross.—On 27th June

1947 John P. Kyd and I found a female gadwall {Anas strepera) at a

lochan on the north slopes of Upper Strathtay, Perthshire. We had
good views of the bird through field glasses and telescope before going

down to the lochan, and readily made out the distinctive characteristics

of the speculum and bill. The duck, which was swimming, allowed

us to get within 30 yards before eventually taking wing
;

it was
very reluctant to leave. There was considerable cover with much
treacherous swamp round the shore which it was impossible to explore,

but the duck’s behaviour was certainly suggestive of there being young
in the vicinity.

The gadwall is recorded as an occasional winter visitor to North
Perth, but it does not seem to have been detected in summer.
Although both of us have had considerable experience of the bird life

of Strathtay over a period of many years, this is the first that we have

seen here.

—

James W. Campbell, Strathtay, Perthshire.

A pair of gadwall {Anas strepera) was seen on a hill loch in

Wester Ross on 2nd May 1947, but five days later only the drake was
in evidence.—P. A. Rayfield, Aultbea, Ross-shire.

These records are interesting as it is possible that the gadwall,

whose breeding in several areas hitherto has been largely sporadic,

may be attempting to extend its range. Further observations,

therefore, will be valuable. The record for Wester Ross appears to

be the first for the faunal area N.W. Highlands and Skye
;
no record,

at any season, was known when The Status and Distribution of Wild
Geese and Wild Duck in Scotland

,
by John Berry, was published in

1939.—Eds.

Tufted Duck in Scotland.—In the Act of the Scottish Parlia-

ment (May 1599) it was ordained that—since wyld foule etc., has

become so scarce, and since hawking is necessary to keep the lieges
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from becoming effeminate in times of peace—the sale of certain birds

should be prohibited.

Amongst the birds proclaimed are “ Mortynis ” or “ Mortyms.”
This word has long been a puzzle and is translated by Jamieson, in

his Etymological Dictionary of the Scottish Language
, 1880, as

:

“ Morton, Mortym : a species of wildfowl . . . supposed to be the

common Martin.”

Recently—when reading Salerne’s EHistoire Naturelle ... des

Oiseaux, 1767—I found, at page 419,
££ Le Canard crete

,
huppe ou

Morton
,
Anas cristataf and one of the ducks figured, in colour,

on plate 30, is entitled
££

(1) Canard crete
,
ou Morton ”

: this is clearly

a tufted duck (Aythya fuligula ).

Possibly the above note is of greater interest to the etymologist

than to the ornithologist, but it is, I think, worthy of record in our

Scottish Naturalist
,
the resuscitation of which gives such general

satisfaction.

—

Hugh Gladstone, Penpont, Dumfries.

Scaup-duck Breeding in Ross-shire.—The following details,

taken from my field-diary, of the finding of a nest of the scaup-

duck (Aythya marital) in the coastal area of Wester Ross on 8th

June 1946, seem worthy of record. I had found a nest of the wigeon

(Anas penelope) containing ten eggs, and had flushed the female

from the nest. I took one egg to the nearest pool, some 50 yards

away, to test for freshness, at the same time calling my brother’s

attention to the wigeon’s nest. He called to me that there were

only eight eggs, and not nine as there should have been. On my
return I found him standing over another nest with eight eggs, about

twenty yards from my wigeon’s nest, and in the same patch of heavy

grass (about 20 feet high). I cannot now be absolutely certain,

but believe he flushed the female from this second nest. I examined

it and found it to be a scaup’s.

I had previously, while landing on the island, noticed a drake

scaup swimming close to the shore where the nest was found, and

this drake was seen again next day in the same place. The eggs

were typical scaup eggs and could be confused only with common
pochard (Aythya ferina) or perhaps tufted duck (Aythya fuligula).

The down of all these three is also very similar, deep brown with the

pale centres inconspicuous. I do not think either pochard or tufted

ever breeds on sea islands, and certainly neither species were seen

near this island on 8th and 9th June.

I did not pay particular attention to the nest, nor did I disturb

the clutch any further than by replacing the egg I tested—they were

quite fresh. I had a specimen clutch of scaup (from Finland) and



Plate 6.—Cock Barn Owl with “ chewed” House Mouse (?) (Mus musculus

)
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did not realise it was a rarity in the United Kingdom. I had found

dozens of nests of the lesser scaup (A. affinis), in Alberta, so knew
eggs, down, and type of nesting-place well. (The lesser scaup is in

these respects almost identical with A. marila .) Only when I looked

up The Handbook did I become aware that there was no record of

scaup nesting in Ross-shire, and few in north Scotland.

The identification is not beyond all shadow of doubt because I

did not shoot the female off the nest. In my opinion this is a detestable

habit, certain to discourage colonisation by visitors. I base my
opinion upon the nest and eggs, the locality, and the continued presence

of an undoubted scaup drake nearby at the time.—J. E. Scott,

Inverness.

There are records of the scaup breeding in the Outer Hebrides

on a number of occasions between 1897 and 1913, in Sutherland in

1899, and in north Caithness in 1939. Other records of breeding

in Scotland, including one for Orkney, have never been fully sub-

stantiated .—Eds .

Iceland Redshank, Spotted Redshank, and Dotterel in

Wester Ross.—On 31st December 1947 I was fortunate in trapping

a wintering redshank at Aultbea, and found on examination that it

belonged to the Iceland race ( Tringa totanus robusta). The wing
measured 170 mm. and bill 43.5 mm. The following were the

colourings of the soft parts : bill—terminal-half and culmen black

(latter fading near base), the remainder dull red with upper mandible

dusky particularly around the nostrils
;

floor of mouth—bright flesh

pink or mauve
;

iris—brown
;

legs and feet—bright orange-red
;

claws—blackish. From its tail it was judged that the bird was an

adult. Prior to its capture the bird was wading in the shallows

following the ebb-tide, and paying particular attention to a spot

where land water from the crofts drained into the shore. In this

flow the trap was placed baited with mussels, and the bird had quite

a feed before being caught. On being ringed and released on the

following day it towered high, producing a lovely “ tu-hii-hii,”

followed by the single “ tuiiu ” as it dropped to settled on the shore.

Whilst in my possession it produced a pellet.

For many weeks not more than two redshanks frequented the shore

by the village, and I have no doubt that this was one of the two,

for birds on prolonged visits fall into regular habits from which it is

possible to recognise individuals.

On 19th September 1947 a spotted redshank (Tringa erythropus)

was seen to alight with two common redshank (Tringa totanus) on
the shore of Loch Ewe at Aultbea. When compared with its
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companions whilst feeding together, the rarer bird appeared darker

and taller. Later when the trio again took wing the characteristic

“ tchu-et ” call of the spotted was very distinct from the smaller

birds’ clamour, whilst the duskier wing of the former was a further

guide to definite identification.

The “ ting, ting ” contact note of the dotterel (Eudromias
morinellus) was heard from a trip at dusk on 9th August 1947 as they

flew low over Aultbea in a S.S.W. direction.—P. A. Rayfield,
Aultbea, Ross-shire.

Neither the Iceland redshank nor spotted redshank have previously

been detected in the faunal area North-west Highlands and Skye

;

the latter, apparently, has not been recorded before on the western

mainland of Scotland north of the Firth of Clyde. The dotterel

formerly bred in Wester Ross.

—

Eds.

Black Terns in Midlothian.—On 14th September 1946 I

observed two black terns (Chlidonias niger) at the mouth of the River

Esk, Musselburgh. They were obviously in winter plumage
;

the

upper wing surface was dark grey (much darker than in the common
tern), and all the under parts were white. The crown was black and

forehead white. A black shoulder mark was especially noticeable

in flight. The tail had no streamers. Their habits—constantly

flying up and down close to and above the same stretch of river,

and dipping to catch insects—agreed identically with those described

in the Handbook of British Birds. The birds were also entirely

silent.

A friend who is an ornithologist saw this species (possibly the same
birds) on nth September 1946 at the same spot.

—

Ian H. Drummond,
Edinburgh.

The black tern is an occasional visitor to Midlothian.

—

Eds.

Communal Nest-building Behaviour of the Kittiwake.—
Whilst observing birds on the Isle of May on 1st May 1948, following

a heavy shower of rain, we were interested to see numbers of kittiwakes

(Rissa tridactyla ) flying ashore to a point on the North Plateau in

order to gather wet grass for use as building material. The birds

passed to and from the land and their colony on the western cliffs

in a constant procession, each alighting for a few seconds in the

midst of a noisy throng to pluck the necessary grass. This pro-

cessional flight was astonishingly well regulated considering the

large numbers involved, the birds maintaining a “ one-way traffic
”

along roughly parallel routes, and the circuit being anti-clockwise.

We noticed that a similar procession, in which the birds again
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kept strictly to the “ one-way traffic ” principle in an anti-clockwise

movement, was taking place some 250 yards away through the gap

in the cliffs at the Mill-Door Loch. The kittiwakes in this case

were taking their grass from the steep slope above the loch on its south

side. The processions were again noted on subsequent days, and

although on these occasions no rainfall preceded the activity, we
were left with the impression that the heavy shower on the evening

of 1st May was the “ signal ” which evoked this communal behaviour

in the first place, as nest-building had been desultory up to that

time.

The marked social character of this activity and the general

pattern of the disciplined, anti-clockwise flight reminded one of us

of the immense bathing processions of kittiwakes to and from the

fresh-water lochs of the Faeroe Islands, where something of the

order of 10,000 birds may pass a given point every hour at the height

of the activity ( The Atlantic Islands
, 1948, pp. 262-263). References

to these processions in ornithological literature appear to be very

few, although one suspects that the habit is widespread in this species,

and an important biological factor in its colonial life. T. E. Buckley

and J. A. Harvie-Brown (A Vertebrate Fauna of the Orkneys
, 1891,

p. 235) quote an observation by a Mr Watt of Skail of birds “ in

constant flight ” to a fresh-water loch in quest of a water-weed for

nest-building material, and later in the season for feeding on Tipulid

flies, “ taking a track one way coming from the headlands and

another returning.” This communal nest-building, its mechanism
suddenly set in motion by a rainstorm, is doubtless significant as a

form of mutually stimulating behaviour of the kind that assists colonial

species in the attainment of breeding condition
;

whilst the repetition

of the pattern later in the season in such comparatively minor roles

as bathing and food-procuring further emphasises its advantageous

nature—Kenneth Williamson, Gerard L. Sandeman, Edinburgh.

J. A. Harvie-Brown also refers in A Vertebrate Fauna ofthe North-

West Highlands and Skye
, 1904, p. xlv, to a “ continuous flight

”

by kittiwakes between the cliff's and a shallow loch on Handa where

they were collecting nesting material.

—

Eds.

Stoats Attacking Man.—The occasional reckless ferocity of

hunting packs of stoats is a well-known theme, and some of the tales

of their belligerent behaviour towards man are almost fabulous.

The following is a brief account of an authentic and remarkable

attack as told to me by the man concerned—a reliable naturalist

—

within a few hours of its occurrence. He was cycling through rather

desolate pastoral country in the Buchan district of Aberdeenshire

18
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on: an August day when he noticed a party of seven or eight stoats

hunting a rat along the ditch bordering the road. Interested to

see how the chase might end, he dismounted and prepared to observe

developments. He soon found that he was cast for a role other than

that of ringside spectator. The hard-pressed rat was abandoned,

and the stoats immediately advanced upon him uttering excited

chattering cries. Being quite unarmed he remounted his bicycle as a

precautionary measure and began to pedal slowly away. The stoat

pack bounded after him, and, rapidly overhauling him, one after

another of the beasts leaped up snapping at his ankles. He was

forced to increase the speed of his pedalling in order to shake off

the menacing little creatures. Thenceforth, he confessed, his interest

in the reactions of hunted rabbits became sympathetic rather than

scientific. He was able to note that the pack consisted largely of young
stoats of the year, and accordingly assumed that it was a family

party. One may surmise that the probable perpetrators of the unpro-

voked assault at a season when natural prey was most abundant

and hunger could scarcely be a motive, were the immature stoats,

berserk with the new-found lust for blood, hot on the trail of a quarry

and inexperienced in the lethal capabilities of man. Adult stoats

generally temper their courage with discretion.

Lest it be thought that the narrator’s flight was unduly craven, it

should be added that he promptly equipped himself with a stick and

a stalwart companion and returned prepared to give battle, but could

find no trace of either stoats or rat.—G. F. Raeburn, Ellon,

Aberdeen.

CURRENT LITERATURE
The titles and purport of papers, notes, and letters relating to Scottish

natural history which have appeared during the period November

194 7-April 1948 inclusive in the Field and Country Life.

BOTANY
Field

Flora of the Cairngorms, by Richard Perry, 17th April 1948,

pp. 435-436.—Illustrated article on the vegetation of the high tops.

ZOOLOGY
1. Field

Humming-bird Hawk-moths, by D. Macdonald, 1st November

1947, p. 498.—Letter; humming-bird hawk-moth seen at Dornoch,

8th- 1 8th September 1947 ;
refers also to abundance in autumn of red

admiral, painted lady, and large white butterflies.
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Field-studies on Loch Lomond, by Professor C. M. Yonge,

5th November 1947, p. 520.—Illustrated article on the work being

carried out at two recently established field laboratories.

Hen Harriers in Scotland, by H. E. Pounds, 22nd November

1947, p. 581 .—Letter ;
male and female seen in Inverness-shire in May.

“ Operation Fledge, ”'by Richard Perry, 6th December 1947,

pp. 631-632.—Illustrated article on the departure of young guillemots

from nesting ledges in Shetland.

Game Cycles and Vermin, by Dugald Macintyre, 13th

December 1947, p. 658.—Illustrated article dealing with grouse and

their predators in the Highlands.

The Final Defeat, by H. Mortimer Batten, 3rd January

1948, p. 16.—An account of salmon fighting at the redds on River Lyon.

Grey Seals at Shetland, by Dugald Macintyre, 10th

January 1948, p. 48.—Letter, concerning status and migrations.

Wild Life on an Oban Loch, by H. Mortimer Batten, 14th

February 1948, p. 185.—Article dealing mainly with winter wildfowl

on a sea loch.

Scottish Partridges, by Dugald Macintyre, 28th February

1948, p. 239.—Illustrated article comparing present status with that

of a century ago
;
mainly Kintyre

.

Blackgame in Angus, by E. O. Hobden, 28th February 1948,

p. 244.—Letter stating that there has been an increase.

Woodcock in Scotland, by H. A. Oates, 28th February 1948,

p. 246.—Letter reporting almost complete absence of migratory wood-

cock in Argyll during past season.

Coloration of Woodcock, by C. S. Guise, 13th March 1948,

p. 302.—Letter
;

partial albino shot in Perthshire in September 1946.

White Oyster-catcher, by R. Steuart-Menzies, 3rd April

1948, p. 386.—Letter; albino seen in Speyside.

Bird of the High Tops, by Seton Gordon, 24th April 1948,

pp. 461-462.—Illustrated article on haunts and habits of ptarmigan

in Highlands.

Future of Red Deer, by Frank Wallace, 24th April 1948,

p. 464.—Illustrated article on the economic status and conservation

of red deer.

Encouraging the Breeding of Rare Birds, by R. Preston
Donaldson, 24th April 1948, p. 468.—Letter, announcing rewards

by R.S.P.B. for successful breeding of certain rare species.
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2. Country Life

Nesting of the Black-throated Diver, by Eric Hosking
and Cyril Newberry, 14th November 1947, pp. 982-983.—Illustrated

account of the photographing of this species in Inverness-shire.

Courtship-feeding of the Crossbill, by Eric Hosking and

D. Nethersole-Thomson, 21st November 1947, pp. 1030-1031.

—

Illustrated article on courtship in Strathspey.

Wild Goats in the Highlands, by Winifred M. Ross, 19th

December 1947, p. 1268.—Letter, stating that there are large herds

in Monadhliath district of Inverness-shire.

Wild Goats on Ben Lomond, by Alan F. Airey, 9th January

1948, p. 88.—Letter; herd seen in August 1947.

Display of the Black-throated Diver, by W. Cowen, 16th

January 1948, p. 134.—Letter, with photographs, on display after

hatching at a loch in Caithness.

Wild Goats on Bute, by Samson Smith, 30th January 1948,

p. 239.—Letter; herd present about 25 years ago, and probably

still there.

Nesting Haunts of the Greenshank, by Eric Hosking and

D. Nethersole-Thomson, 13th February 1948, pp. 330-331.—

Illustrated article on breeding in Strathspey.

Display of the Arctic Skua, by Richard Perry, 20th February

1948, p. 375.—Illustrated article on behaviour at breeding grounds in

Shetland.

Black Guillemots Nesting in a Harbour, by Lyn Colam,
19th March 1948, p. 586.—Letter; nesting in holes in inner harbour

wall at Portpatrick, Wigtownshire.

The Friendly Hind, by Kenneth Whitehead, 26th March
1948.—Illustrated account of a pet red deer in Ross-shire.

Nesting Habits of the Snow-bunting, by Richard Perry,

26th March 1948, p. 640.—Illustrated article on breeding in

Cairngorms.

Birds of the Orkneys, by Frances Pitt, 23rd April 1948,

pp. 820-822.—Illustrated article on bird life in breeding season.

A White Robin, by W. L. Smellie, 30th April 1948, p. 887 -
Letter

;
progressive albinism in a robin in Dunbartonshire.
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BOOK REVIEWS
The Atlantic Islands. By KENNETH WILLIAMSON. Pp. 360.

London: Collins, 1948. 165“.

In his foreword Eric Linklater calls this a book of “charming and

uncommon distinction.” Its author is a talented writer, an ornithologist

of high ability, and a keen and sympathetic observer of people
;
and we are

indeed fortunate that he has come now to Fair Isle as the first director

of the bird observatory there.

The subject of the book is of course the Faeroes, a group of islands closely

comparable in extent with Shetland or Orkney, and sharing a common
early history. The Faeroes suffer a mild but unusually stormy climate,

which has isolated the Viking inhabitants and evoked in them a self-

sufficiency and resourcefulness for which one can have nothing but

admiration. We must feel the same regard also for the natural dignity and

simplicity of their national society.

The people farm small-holdings of arable and dairy land, graze

sheep on the rugged hills, and for the rest exploit the resources of the

sea, including the millions of nesting seafowl. Two outstanding chapters

of the book are those dealing the whale-hunt, a national institution, and
with the traditional art of bird-fowling.

The author gives two appendices with notes and complete lists of Faeroe

mammals and birds, a bibliography, a glossary of 500 Faeroese words,

and two excellent indices. Picking one item for comment more or less

out of the hat, we discover that there are no native land mammals, but

that rats, house mice, and blue hares have been introduced, the latter from

south Norway as recently as 1854 or 1855. Before the turn of the century

they had abandoned their ancestral seasonal colour-change, and now turn

blue-grey instead of white in winter. This adaptation to their mostly

snowless environment has occurred without the pressure of natural selection

by predators, “ for in the absence of foxes and the great scarcity of large

birds of prey the Faeroe hare has no other enemy but man.” This is a
matter full of biological interest, and significant to compare with the

similar state of affairs in Ireland and in some other mild regions of the

northern hemisphere where variable hares occur but never turn white.

The book is illustrated with photographs and drawings, the latter

revealing yet another of the author’s talents. Indeed, the whole work is

one of sterling quality, which will long continue to earn its readers’ praise.

V. C. W.-E.

Bird Recognition. Volume One. Sea-birds and Waders. By James
Fisher. Pp. 190. Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin Books,

1947. 2s. 6d.

This is the first of three Pelican volumes, which together will compress
a wealth of useful fact into a minimum of space. Extreme rarities (recorded

in Britain less than 100 times) are listed only, but otherwise each British
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species is treated under a separate head, according to a uniform pattern.

The text occupies the left-hand page with sections on recognition, breeding

(if this occurs in the British Isles), distribution, movements, and references

for further reading. The opposite page contains a drawing of the bird,

a map showing its general distribution in the British Isles and breeding

areas, and a novel “ clock ” called a “ year-cycle chart.”

Although the author tells us of his continual debt to The Handbook of
British Birds, the sections on recognition and breeding appear in fact

to be to a notable extent an original production. So does the “ clock,” a

circular annual calendar giving at a glance an index for Britain of what
one may expect birds of any particular species to be engaged in at any

particular date.

The distribution maps are an original contribution of great value.

They have been compiled by Mr W. B. Alexander, for the most part from

published records, to show both general occurrence and breeding dis-

tribution on a vice-comital basis, or by individual colonies and stations

in the case of species of limited distribution. Extra maps are given in

special cases to reveal important changes in distribution in modern times.

The illustrations by Fish-hawk are not all of equally high quality, the

waders having generally a more pleasing and life-like appearance than

the sea birds. In several cases the parts are not quite in proportion to the

whole, for example in the case of the stilt, to the length of whose incredible

legs justice is actually about half done, and in the gulls, whose wings are

disproportionately short. The pictures of the auks, too, seem to a varying

extent unreal in form and character, particularly the black guillemot,

little auk, and puffin. It may be too late now to offer a suggestion for the

later volumes that there would be an advantage in having convenient

groups of related birds, e.g., auks, terns or gulls, drawn to the same scale,

as has been done in the flight-pictures at the end of the book.

Field keys, and also tabular keys of “ habitat when not at breeding-

place,” are given at the beginning. As value for money the book makes

a new departure especially welcome at present, and it can be recommended
to everyone interested in British birds.

The Bulletin ofAnimal Behaviour, No. 5. Special Number: The Dances

of the Honey Bee. By Karl von Frisch. Pp. 32. London: Institute

for the Study of Animal Behaviour, Dec. 1947. 'is. 6d.

The latest and most sensational discoveries of Prof, von Frisch on the

“ language of bees ” were first made known in this country by Dr W. H.

Thorpe at the Dundee Meeting of the British Association, just a year ago.

Prof, von Frisch, of the University of Graz, Austria, has been for thirty

years a distinguished leader in the study of animal behaviour
;
consequently

his claims must receive our most serious attention, no matter how
improbable they may at first appear. It will therefore be widely welcomed

by zoologists, both professional and amateur, that this important paper

has now been translated into English, and is available for everyone to
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read. We ought to pay tribute to Dr Thorpe and to Miss Grossfeld upon

the high quality of their work.

It is not easy to convey the whole story in brief space. Worker bees

returning to the hive with nectar or pollen, if their foraging has been

sufficiently successful, perform a sort of dance which excites other bees

to go out and forage likewise. During the dance the bee moves either in

a small circle, reversing its direction when it gets back to the starting

point (round dance), or else in a tight figure of 8 or a figure like a Greek 0

(waggle dance). The latter is so called because as it moves the bee waggles

its abdomen from side to side, a form of display sometimes accompanying

the round dance also.

Prof, von Frisch and his collaborators used artificial feeding places,

consisting of dishes containing sugar solutions, placed on filter-paper

sheets scented with fragrant extracts such as the oils of thyme, lavender

or Indian aniseed. They also used marked and numbered bees whose
activities both at the feeding place and the hive could be individually

observed.

As a result of many experiments, extending over two years, von Frisch

claims to have discovered that by means of the dance the returning bee is

able to communicate to its fellow workers (i) the nature of the food to be

sought (by the scent it retains), (ii) the distance and (iii) the direction

from the hive. There is nothing incredible about the first proposition,

but the second and third stretch credulity at least to the limit.

If the distance to the food-source is short, below about 100 metres from

the hive, we are told that the bee performs only the round dance, but if the

distance is greater than this it resorts to the waggle dance
;
and further-

more it makes its loops more and more slowly with increasing distance.

Thus (p. 14) to indicate a food-source 100 m. distant, the average number
of “ runs ” or loops in the bee’s dance is 10-9 in a period of 15 seconds;

for 500 m. it is 6-2, for 1000 m. it is 4-5 and for 1500 m. (about a mile)

it is 4*o. At the same time the size of the loops described becomes larger,

from 1-2 comb-cell diameters at 100-200 m., to 3-4 cell diameters at 1000 m.

;

and as the bee makes the “ straight run ” across the centre of the 6 there

is in consequence time for fewer or more waggling movements, varying

from 2-3 complete “ tail-wags ” at 100 m. to 10 or more at 700 m.
Insects have many incredible habits, and we might be prepared to

accept this at its face value, if it did not subsequently appear that the

rate of the dance is unaffected by temperature (p. 16). This arouses

feelings of scepticism, on account of the general dependence of insect

metabolism upon changes of temperature from hour to hour and day to day.

Such feelings are by no means allayed by the author’s deplorable disregard

for scientific method and for actual raw numerical data which might be
subjected to statistical tests.

It is, however, the supposed method of indicating the direction of the-

food-source that one is bound to reject for the moment, on account of the

subjective and entirely unconvincing description of the experiments on
which such unlikely conclusions are based. The bee normally performs the

waggle dance on the vertical wall of the comb. The author’s repeated
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observations led him to believe that it is the orientation of the dance and
the direction of the “ straight run,” linking the side loops, which give

the clue to the attendant workers. If the food is towards the sun, the figure

of the dance is orientated so that the straight run is vertically up
;

if away
from the sun, it is vertically down

;
if the time is 9 A.M. and the food is

to the south-west the angle from the sun’s direction (or azimuth) to the

food-source is 90° to the right : the straight run will therefore be made
horizontally from left to right

;
and so on with such precision as may be

required to direct a bee’s course to a feeding tray located as much as a

mile away. To indicate the same food source at different times of the day,

the direction of the “ straight run ” must be successively altered like the

hour-hand of a 24-hour clock running backwards. This also holds in

cloudy weather when the sun is wholly obscured and all radiant light and
heat waves are dispersed and uniformly scattered.

It may be inferred from the text that the bee may take as little as 0*5

sec. to make a “ straight run,” which is not much longer than its own
body-length. The observer must therefore decide in a split second the

precise orientation of the bee’s body, although it is waggling its abdomen
and may be performing continuous figures of 8, which makes it further

necessary to bisect or average the directions of alternate straight runs crossing

like an X in the middle. Moreover, it is apparetly possible to record

the chance return and completed dances of no less than 24 bees in 20

minutes (p. 24), so that the observer must identify the individual bee and
decide on the average direction on the basis of a very brief performance.

Some attempt should, I think, have been made to eliminate the enormous
personal factor, for example by photographic recording, or by actual

demonstration to independent scientific observers.

The story is not yet completed. There are times when the waggle

dance is performed not on a vertical but on a horizontal surface and
this can be contrived at will by the experimenters. In that case von

Frisch tells us that the sun’s azimuth is ignored by the bees, and the
“ straight run ” is made with the dancer’s body directed like a compass

needle towards the food-source. This postulates a second, totally different,

but equally elaborate indicator-system. An eminent animal-behaviourist

remarked to me recently that it would be interesting to observe von Frisch

observing the bee dancing on a 45
0
slope. It might be as confused as the

workers which were made to do their waggling on a horizontal surface

upside down, and be equally powerless to express its emotions.

I recommend everyone seriously interested, in what is unquestionably

one of the most fantastic zoological stories ever related, to obtain and read

this paper. It will be a classic in any case, whether its claims are sub-

stantiated by independent workers, and its author thereby vindicated, or

whether it turns out to have been somewhat too boldly conceived, as now
seems likely.

V. C. W.-E.
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EDITORIAL

Fair Isle Bird Observatory

As a focus of migratory birds Fair Isle has a reputation

second only to that of Heligoland, due to the pioneer Studies

in Bird Migration of the late Dr William Eagle Clarke (1912).

The new establishment of an observatory there has developed

from the original ideas of George Waterston, and its inter-

esting and sometimes curious history is related in the

illustrated booklet sent to subscribers with our last issue.

Fortune has smiled upon its growth. By coincidence

George Waterston and Ian Pitman were thrown together, with

almost unlimited leisure to discuss and scheme, while they

were both prisoners of war in Germany
;

by coincidence the

Fair Isle was up for sale in 1947, so that Mr Waterston was
able to buy it; and, almost by coincidence, there seemed to

be one man (and wife!) pre-eminently suited to fill the key

post of resident Director, namely Kenneth Williamson

(see p. 142), and he was immediately available and as keen as

could be on the project.

The observatory has been in operation during the latter

part of last summer. The dwelling house has been repaired

and furnished, traps for bird-ringing have been constructed

and used, and the first visitors received. Some considerable

capital expenditure has been necessary, and it cannot be

made too clear that everything so far has been accomplished

through the resources, enterprise, hard work, imagination,

and faith of a handful of private citizens. _

I0 MAR 28
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The more bird-stations there are, the greater becomes the

potentiality of each one. Fair Isle Bird Observatory is a

regular scientific establishment of a type new to Scottish

ornithology, and is potentially equal to anything of its kind

in the world. All the heavy work and responsibility has been

shouldered by the original backers, among whom Mr Arthur

Duncan’s name should be added to those of Mr Waterston

and Mr Pitman. They have moved mountains to assemble

the personnel, the facilities, and the equipment in the right

place. They have established the Fair Isle Trust to administer

the observatory under the best available guidance, and have

acquired the house at 17 India Street, Edinburgh, as a base

headquarters and as a laboratory and library for ornithological

research.

Having fulfilled the whole of their original plan, they

turn to generous and sympathetic people everywhere, including

every reader of The Scottish Naturalist
,
to provide the modest

income needed to maintain the Trust. Could we not each

manage to become a “ Friend of Fair Isle,” or join forces

with our friends, and make certain that the observatory

achieves its purpose and gives us cause to be proud of it as a

national institution ?

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS

The subscription price to Volume 60 (1948) is 10s. 6d. If not already

sent, this amount should be remitted now to the publishers—see form

on p. ii of advertisements.

After the first experimental year it is clear that the present subscription

rate cannot meet the cost of production. We believe you will approve the

consequent decision to raise the rate to 15s. for the coming year (1949),

rather than reduce the size and standard of production.

If at the same time we could increase the circulation it would give

additional security. The magazine depends not only on subscriptions,

but also on services freely given by contributors, editors, and publishers.

You will, we are sure, wish to share further in these services by
taking steps to make the magazine known to people everywhere who are

interested in Scottish natural history.
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NOTES ON THE CROSSBILL

Dr Winifred M. Ross

Dulnain Bridge, Inverness-shire

CROSSBILLS are incalculable birds and at all seasons of the

year may spring a surprise on the watcher. It is difficult to

know which month to choose as the beginning of their

life-history.

The Young.— 15/3/36: Young sitting on the nesting

branch being fed.

11/8/38: Young just able to fly a short distance after

parents; they had probably only left the nest that morning.

29/11/34: Five young still covered with fluff, fluttering

about in nesting tree and being fed by both parents. Between

these two dates I have seen young birds at all stages of

development. In February I have seldom seen young out of

the nest and I have never seen birds hatched in December or

January. The earliest hatch I have seen was 5th February.

In late summer and autumn, groups of ten to eleven birds

are often seen, but cannot be identified as a double brood.

Several times, however, I have noted that all are juveniles

except one adult male and female, which is suggestive, e.g .,

25/9/44: Adult cock and hen with nine young, five with

bills crossed
,
four with bills uncrossed. The latter were being

fed regularly by adults, but what I supposed were the first

family were only fed at intervals, after very persistent soliciting,

and even then only got one seed instead of five or six as

received by the younger ones.

FIGHTING.—There is always a lot of bickering among a

flock of crossbills. The young open their bills and make
dabs at each other even in the nest

;
when they are just able

to fly they have a nasty habit of pushing each other off branches.

This bumping off is also practised by adults. A bird sitting

at the end of a branch is a temptation to every other member
of the flock; males knock off males only, and females shove

pfif females, Both either fly up, or sidle along the branches to
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the other bird, and rather roughly bump the one at the end

into the air, but they do not follow up with further aggression.

There seems to be as much fighting between adult females as

between males. My observations tend to show that the cocks

fight most fiercely from September to December and the females

in January and February. The milder forms of combat consist

of pecks, and bill-snapping, with some feathers raised on the

crown. Birds often face each other motionless for nearly a

minute, bills open, and then clack their bills together several

times without attempting to touch their opponent. The sound

can be heard twenty to thirty yards away. At other times the

bill-snapping may end in one bird making a plunge at the

other, which may fly off to another tree and be followed up
;

or it may face up, and a real fight, breast to breast, ensues,

claws and beak used
;

up in the air, down to the branches,

even to the ground, and out into the open with a few feathers

flying. 14/1/43: A cock and hen which had been noted

together for a week, were feeding in a rain gutter, when a

second female flew down to feed at the other end
;

the first

female at once attacked with ferocity and both flew off fighting

into the trees while the cock remained on the gutter. This

fight lasted for three minutes. 30/8/33 : A prolonged fight

lasting ten minutes between two fine red cocks carried on from

one tree to another; while hens fed placidly in a larch tree.

Another fierce fight between two cocks was seen on 20/3/45 ;

there seemed no reason for it, as both birds were mated, the

nests were finished, the hens were laying and at the time of

the fight were feeding at some distance (about 10 yards) from

the cocks and from each other, and 100 yards from the nests.

SINGING.—It is difficult to name a bird with a richer variety

of notes, both in true song and in conversation. They may
be heard at any time of the year, as one would expect, and I

have notes of fine individual songs on 23/1/38, 24/7/38,

14/9/38, and 20/11/38, as well as the spring months. Notes

in every month of the year in 1933 ;
on 25th December a

cock sang for nearly an hour at midnight
;

the temperature

was 45
0
F. and it had been a mild sunny day without wind.

I noted particularly fine individual song in August 1936,

and August 1939, with varied trills interspersed by call-notes
;
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the cocks sitting in their typical attitude at the point of a larch

turning their heads from side to side looking for the mates’

arrival. In both cases when joined by a female they flew off

in company. The female has also a questing call-note, softer

and more musical than the male
;

she also turns her head

looking round till the male flies up to her. Travel-notes may
be either a double “ chuck

,
chuck ” or if flying rapidly a triple

note, with the last in a slightly higher key. It is interesting

to hear the slight alteration in tone as a feeding-ground is

sighted, and the single hard note called by a leader (?) as

the flock swings into a tree. This single call is used again

as a signal for the flock to leave. The calls of a rising flock

differ from that of one settling down. While feeding, the

flock may keep up a continuous “ chuck, chuck
,
chuck-a-chuck ”

like a henwife calling her hens
;

or they may feed in such

silence that the only indication of their presence is the plop

of falling cones.

The small family parties with young have also a different

tone as they fly. The call of the flock becomes more melodious

towards the end of the year until the real community-singing

which is one of the great events of the season. December,

January, and February are the months it may be heard. The
perfect conditions are a sunny, windless, slightly frosty day

when forty to fifty birds of both sexes gather in a tree and the

air is full of melody. There is a constant ripple, as of muted
violins, to accompany the outbursts of song from individual

cocks, several of whom may be singing at once as they circle

in the air, or land on the tip of a branch. Each individual

may sing seven to ten minutes, and the song has two to four

bars of full round mellow notes. Each bar is different in

time and accent. For example, I noted one song on 19th January

with four bars; the first, — (dactyl) with a rise on the

last note, was repeated eight times
;

the second bar altered

to uu- (anapest), repeated twelve times
;

the third, uu
(pyrrhic), but each of these short notes sounded almost double

with a “ grace note ” in front of each
;

this was repeated six

times
;

the fourth bar consisted of two upward lilting notes,

followed by a quick ripple of five to six notes
;

the bar repeated

three to four times. Another bird heard the same day in the

community-singing called one sweet single note several times,
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followed by a four-note bar of soft full notes, then the single

note recurred
;

the whole song lasted four minutes. It is

impossible to detail the variety of this exquisite performance.

When the pairs have broken off from the community the cock

continues to sing but the music is broken into by call-notes,

feeding notes, and warnings—all inclined to be harsh. Cocks

will begin to sing again strongly a day or two after a nest has

been robbed of eggs.

If one can get within 2 to 3 feet of a displaying cock, it

is possible to hear him making a low moaning, crooning

sound as he sways to and fro. Several times just before

two birds were about to mate I have heard a very sweet low

rippling in two different keys, but I have never been able

to satisfy myself if one or both birds were responsible. I

have also heard practically the same ripple as they fly off

together after mating. The cock has a throaty chuckle as

he feeds the hen on the nest, similar to, but softer than, the

feeding-note in the flock. The female has an even softer

gargle as the cock comes in, but can utter very peevish

querulous calls if she is not fed as expected, and usually calls

a high-pitched note if she is unfed and has to leave the nest

to forage for herself.

The peeping, plaintive cry of a female as a squirrel eats

her eggs is a pathetic sound in its hopelessness, and very

different from the growling note she utters as the squirrel

approaches up the tree and she is attempting to frighten

him off.

The cock utters a similar threatening double note in a

slightly higher pitch accompanied by fluttering wings as if

to distract attention from the nest. He also utters an occasional

high warning scream which makes the female crouch lower on

the nest. She does not usually begin aggressive action until

it is obvious that her own nest is the objective. Incidentally,

she will settle down on her eggs again after one has been taken,

but a second attack seems to make her desert even though

some eggs are left. When the hen is laying the cock bird

usually accompanies her to the nest, uttering a sharp double

note rather like a creaking great-tit. He has another prolonged

creaking note uttered while in the flock about the time of the

community-singing, but I am uncertain of its significance,
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Display and Mating.—The finest display is during the

time of the mass meetings with choral singing. For one to

one-and-a-half hours there may never be a moment without

at least one cock being in the air, with amazing varieties of

evolution.

The red-coloured cocks give the best and longest show. On
1st February I saw a male leaving the tree, circling round,

braking suddenly, and changing the tempo of the wing

movement, then giving two or three peculiar twists from side

to side, and, before landing, hovering like a butterfly, almost

perpendicular with outstretched claws. Another note on

14th February mentions a cock’s slow descent with outspread,

rapidly-fluttering wings, the head turning from side to side.

Another descent was seen with the head held back very stiffly,

and wings moving just enough for balancing. There are

numerous variations of the twist in the air either before landing,

or when the ascent is ended and the return journey to the flock

begins.

Though these flights usually end beside a female, she often

does not show any specialised interest, but may rise and flutter

up with him breast to breast.

It sometimes happens a pair fly off together, and this is

often the signal for breaking up the mass display. The whole

flock will rise at once, but may settle again in a few minutes

either in the same or in an adjoining tree. Bill catching and
head shaking is of very frequent occurrence

;
often, but by

no means always, preceding coition. On 14th December a

cock was seen hopping along a branch touching bills with a

female, and repeating this two to three times. A very green-

coloured cock with only a few reddish feathers on breast and
neck was seen at close quarters on 21st December. Cock and
hen faced each other, bills open

;
they moved their heads from

side to side, the wings of both held a little open. The hen

occasionally fluttered her wings and shivered her tail. Every

now and then, first cock and then hen caught hold of the

lower mandible and shook it gently, keeping up the low
moaning sound. This display continued for seven minutes

before coition.

21/1/34: Cock singing
;

hen sitting on the same branch

sidled along to him after about five minutes and stretched
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her neck
;

the cock opened his bill very widely for several

seconds, then caught hold of her lower mandible and the two
swayed backwards and forwards and from side to side for

three minutes. The cock then fluttered heavily to an adjacent

branch
;
the hen followed, and he again caught her bill, swayed

and fluttered off. The third time he caught her bill and they

remained quite motionless for two and a half minutes
;

they

disengaged suddenly and the hen sprang into the branch

above
;

the cock followed at once, mounted and mated, then

both flew off together calling. Both birds during bill-holding

had wings very slightly raised from the side, and tails hori-

zontal, or a little depressed.

On 23rd February a cock and hen were sitting in the same
tree, the cock singing loudly and calling for a mate, rising at

times about a foot from the branch and turning his head from

side to side. The female paid no attention to him, though

the display was obviously directed at her. A second cock

flew in from a distance, landed near her, and she at once flew

up and caught his bill, shook it, and crouched down on the

branch; he flew up over her and coition followed. The
preliminaries lasted less than a minute and no song, call, or

sound was heard.

On 23rd February, a hen was sitting on a rowan calling

rather low, for three to four minutes
;

a cock which had been

feeding hopped along the branch, caught the lower mandible,

shook it briefly then hopped away, sang a few bars and sprang

into the air to join the feeding flock in a tree 40 yards away
The female followed, calling, and the whole flock rose.

Another time, 24th January, a female was seen sitting alone

with no cock in the vicinity. She did not call but kept looking

round, wings a quarter spread, flicking both wings and tail,

which was raised and expanded. She continued this for five

to six minutes after I saw her, but no cock bird appeared.

On 27th January a cock was seen to fly down to a hen which

opened her beak widely, and he put his right down her throat

;

he did not appear to be feeding her but held the position for

half a minute, then both flew to an adjacent branch and sat

preening themselves. Preening, bill-wiping, and feeding

hens are, of course, of common occurrence. Among incidents

noted were cocks hanging head down to feed females below
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them
;

cocks offering food which was rejected
;

cocks carrying

cones from tree to tree, dropping them repeatedly and picking

others without offering them to females (25th February).

On more than one occasion a female has been seen offered,

and accepting, food from different cocks
;
and on 25th January

a female was seen regularly fed throughout the morning by

three cocks. Coition at the nesting site seems usual.

Female while busy building may suddenly leave the nest

and present herself to the male, moving her tail up and down.
They usually fly off to feed together and stop building for

an hour or more. Individual display by cocks with, and

without, coition following has been noted in every month of

the year. Though many cocks are faithful and attentive,

there is some evidence of polygamy. One cock I noted seldom

stayed long on guard at the nest, and on following him up I

discovered him feeding a second hen. On another occasion

three birds—a cock and two hens—always came to the nest

I was watching, and when hen number one was on the nest

he flew off with number two. The nest of number two was out

of sight of number one’s, about 300 yards away, but the cock-

bird’s favourite singing perch was about midway between

the two and in sight of both. It is possible there was a second

cock not noted.

Nesting.—No two crossbills conduct nesting operations

in exactly the same way. Sometimes a pair will haunt a

tree for days apparently testing the site, then begin building

nearby in a tree they seemed to have ignored. Sometimes a

cock may be seen sitting in a suitable spot, and the hen will

take up the stance after he leaves, then a week later the nest

may be built there. The cock usually assists in the rough

work of laying the foundation-twigs, breaks them off, and
either offers them to the hen or places them there himself.

It is noticeable that he has not the same certainty in placing

a twig that the hen has. She seems always to know exactly

where the stick brought in is to be placed, and she often rejects

the male’s twig, or alters its position. I have seen her take

a twig from her mate, drop it to the ground, and later perversely

fetch it herself. They always prefer to break off fresh twigs,

and not pick up fallen ones. When it comes to the lining and

20
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shaping of the cup, the female does everything. The male
usually accompanies her to the ground where she is gathering

grass, moss, or wool and stands close by while she is picking

lichen from trees, but he hardly ever picks any himself, or if

he does he drops it at once. A description of two nests will

show the daily routine :

—

7/3/33 : The female was working on the foundations of a

nest which had probably been begun the previous day. The
cock was singing on the point of the next tree, but stopped,

and accompanied her each time she left for new sticks. After

an hour he began to assist, both birds breaking off the larch

twigs in company and returning to the nest together. The
hen always did her share first, while he watched, and she often

gave the structure a kind of poke after he had placed his stick.

This procedure was continued on 8th, and on 9th hen began

lining with mossy grass, cranberry leaves, wool, and lichen.

For ten minutes she struggled to detach a piece of string which

caught her fancy, but she failed to get it. She must have

returned to the attack later, as I saw the string in the nest

and only a short end left on the fence. The cock sang every

time they returned to the nest, which appeared finished, and

ready for eggs on the 14th, but the first egg was not laid till

the 2 1st. A squirrel took one egg on 23rd, leaving the shell

on the edge of the nest. The crossbill removed the shell on

the 25th, but though two eggs were left she did not lay again.

She began a new nest on the 30th.

The cock was not seen to assist at all with this one. The

hen was laying on 1st April and sitting on the 8th. On 30th

March 1938 a female crossbill was seen to bring in a stick

and place it on a branch where she had been noticed sitting

for a day or two. She worked alone, always using exactly

the same route for entering along a branch and afterwards

flying off the nest uttering a low chirrup. The male was sitting

on the tip of the tree preening, and took no notice of her. After

a number of visits she uttered a single sharp note, and he at

once flew off with her. They did not return for half an hour,

when he also brought a twig, and continued to assist all next

day. On 3rd April when she was lining he sang about 30 yards

from the nest and escorted her everywhere. She was sitting

on the 9th and on 5th May the young were out on the branch
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being fed. A sitting hen, if she does not know she is being

watched, is very restless on the nest, and changes her position

frequently. Sometimes she jerks round with a movement as

if cup-shaping; sometimes she stands up and turns round,

lifting her wings a little and shaking herself. When sitting

she stretches her neck, pecks at the side of the nest and twig-

foundation, and at the living twigs of the tree
;
she often preens

her breast, and under the wings, and leaves the nest with a

sudden darting movement very different to the stealthy

departure and approach if she is aware of a watcher. Most

nests are more conspicuous during building than when finished

and rounded off, but several times I have seen a prominent

piece of white wool or green moss allowed to remain during

the whole incubation period. Cocks feed the hens on the

nest in many different ways. One used to come regularly

along the branch above and hang head down while she stretched

up her neck. Another always perched on a small branch, and

another on the edge of the nest. Others made a different

approach each time and came in the way the hen happened

to be facing. A cock seems able to call quite well though his

mouth is full. His method of feeding her is most interesting.

His beak is usually half open as if his mouth were too full.

The hen either takes the seed from the point of his beak or he

pokes it down her throat. He throws his head back between

mouthfuls, and there is a convulsive movement of throat

muscles and tongue to bring the seed forward to the point of

his bill each time.

Six to eight mouthfuls are usually given. Some hens

leave the nest several times daily to feed, others sit very closely

and would appear to leave for only very brief intervals (three

to five minutes) in order to drink—always an urgent need for

crossbills.

Food.—It always seems to me that larch cones are

more popular than pine. I have seen larches stripped

when adjacent Scots pines are untouched. Other cones

are not despised. It is an amusing sight to see these

heavy birds trying to get birch seeds off the light sprays

and a beautiful picture to see the sun on the fluttering red

cocks among the gold leaves and falling silver-winged seeds,
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They feed on larch buds and unopened rowan leaves, and

can often be noted digging their bills deep into the lichen

and extracting some form of nutriment. I have seen a whole

flock on an old rowan tree industriously searching under pieces

of raised bark on a rotten branch. A bed of wild raspberries

is often an attraction, the canes bent over to the ground by

the clinging birds. A popular feeding stance is a very old

dying larch thickly festooned with lichen.
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(i) The central range of hills with Rosie’s
Loch in the foreground, on which a

group of kittiwakes may be seen. From
left to right the three summits are:
Hamnafield, 1,126 ft.; The Sneug,
1,372 ft.; The Kame, 1,220 ft. Bark
Hill is in the middle distance below
the latter.

Plate 8.

—

The Isle of Foula.
Photos by Dr 7. D . Pennie.
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SUMMER BIRD NOTES FROM FOULA

Dr Ian D. Pennie

Tongue, Sutherland

The Isle of Foula, most westerly of the Shetland Isles,

possesses bird life of considerable interest and this summer,

1948, the writer was able to spend sixteen days on the island,

from 2 1 st June to 7th July. Owing to its inaccessibility and

uncertainty of transport and accommodation, little has been

done in the way of a systematic survey of the avifauna of Foula,

so it is felt that no apology is needed for the presentation of a

catalogue of the birds seen.

Foula measures roughly three and a half miles from north

to south and two and three-quarters from east to west. It is

entirely cliff-bound with the exception of a short stretch of

rocky shore on the north-east and two voes on the east where

landing is possible. The west side of the island forms a wall

of cliffs all over 500 feet in height and rising steeply to

1,220 feet at the Kame. Running east from the Kame is a

range of hills which cuts the island almost in half, the highest

point being the Sneug, 1,372 feet above sea level. Grass

predominates on these hills except on Hamnafield, where

heather is dominant. The Noup, 803 feet, forms a separate

hill at the south-east corner.

The cultivated land all lies on the east side in three separate

stretches : Hametoun at the South End, Ham in the middle,

and a less extensive area at the North End. The remainder

of the east side consists of large stretches of flat heather-clad

peat moss. A full description of the island is given by Evans
and Buckley (A Vertebrate Fauna of the Shetland Islands

,

Edinburgh, 1899, pp. 28-32).

Raven (Corvus corax).—Ravens were regularly seen in

parties on different parts of the coast, and there are probably

several breeding pairs.

Hooded Crow (Corvus cornix ).—Two or three pairs present,

being seen chiefly about the west cliffs. The resident birds are

said to be augmented in. winter by large numbers of migrants.
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Shetland Starling (Sturnus vulgaris zetlandicus') .

—

Plentiful throughout the island, particularly among the

boulders below the Noup. The nests in the croft area seem
to be built mainly in holes in the drystone dykes, though

presumably they also nest on the cliffs. At the time of

observation most of the young birds were on the wing and were

roosting in flocks in ruined houses and sheep shelters, but a

few nests were still occupied on the 6th of July.

Twite {Carduelis flavirostris) .—Fairly plentiful as a

breeding species, a few being seen every day both on the hills

and on the croft land.

CORN Bunting
(
Emberiza calandra).—A single corn

bunting was heard singing in Hametoun on 22nd June, but

it is uncertain whether it breeds on Foula. This species is

plentiful on Shetland as a whole, but David Lack, Journ.

Anim. Ecol . , 1942, pp. 9-36, records a recent decrease on

several of the Inner Hebrides and Fair Isle.

House Sparrow
(
Passer domesticus).—Plentiful through-

out the croft land. A nest containing young was found in the

wall of a thatched outbuilding at South Harrier on 22nd June,

and many juvenile sparrows were seen.

Skylark (Alauda arvensis) .—Plentiful breeding species.

Two nests were found, one on 22nd June containing three

newly-hatched chicks and another four days later containing

five eggs.

Meadow Pipit (Anthus pratensis)

.

—Abundant throughout

the island, both on the hills and the crofts. Nest of chicks

found on 3rd July.

ROCK Pipit
(
Anthus spinoletta petrosus).—Common along

the shores, both on the lower and more rocky portions and on

the cliffs. Breeds.

BLACKBIRD (Turdus merula).—'First recorded breeding in

1930 (
Scot . Nat., 1930, p. no) There are now several pairs.

A pair at South Harrier hatched out two young in 1947 and

three in 1948. Blackbirds were seen in places remote from
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the crofts, and it was noted that these birds were particularly

wild and difficult to approach.

WHEATEAR
(
Oenanthe oenanthe).—An abundant breeding

species, both on the high and low ground.

Black Redstart
(
Phoenicurus ochrurus).—On 31st May

1948 two black redstarts appeared at the South End. One of

these, a male, entered the house at Biggins, and died. It was

preserved in methylated spirit by Miss Henry, who recognised

it as a rarity, and who still has the specimen.

Shetland Wren ( Troglodytes troglodytes zetlandicus ') .

—

Seen and heard on different parts of the island, even at the top

of the 1 ,220-foot Kame, on the cliff face. Young birds seen

on 22nd June, and one nest (unlined) found built into the

thatch of a disused water mill.

Swallow (Hirundo rustled) .—A single swallow was seen

by Mr L. S. V. Venables on 1st July 1948.

House Martin
(
Delichon urbica).—Reported as having

nested on several occasions and as having been seen this year.

Swift
(
Apus apus).—-On 24th June 1948 a swift was seen

hawking flies over South Ness late in the evening, and another,

or possibly the same bird, the same night over the Noup.

Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus ).—Stated to nest

regularly on the Kame, although not observed personally. A
peregrine could easily pass unnoticed among the clouds of

puffins in this area.

Merlin
(
Falco columbarius aesalon).—Has nested on

Foula, but not 1948 so far as could be ascertained. Probably

nested in 1947 at Muckleberg.

MALLARD (Anas platyrhynchos) .—Two mallard drakes seen

on 23rd June and three on 1st July 1948. Believed to have

bred at South Harrier 1948.

Common Eider
(
Somateria mollissima).—Plentiful, nesting

both on the shore and inland, the inland breeding birds

having to run the gauntlet of the bonxies while conducting

their young to the sea. One was found on 24th June incubating
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two eggs right in the middle of the bonxie colony at Overfandal.

Seven other nests were found containing three or four eggs,

whereas the average clutch size for the Scottish mainland is five.

Shag
(Phalacrocorax aristotelis') .

—'Plentiful, particularly

on the south-west where there is a great deal of fallen rock

forming suitable nesting places. Among the nesting materials

noted on several occasions were the bones of sheep and the

wings and sterna of puffins.

GANNET
(
Sula bassana).—Plentiful fishing offshore,

especially during the stormy opening days of July. The
nearest nesting places are of course Noss and Muckle Flugga.

Storm-petrel (Hydrobates pelagicus ).—On 24th June

1948 a single bird was found in a hole, but with no egg, at

Helliberg’s Wick in the exact spot described by Harvie Brown
in 1887. Several others were seen flying. They are stated

to nest also on other parts of the coast and a few pairs among
the stones between Tounafield and the Sneug.

Manx Shearwater (Puffinus puffinus') .—There is a colony

on the east side of the Noup estimated by the islanders at

about fifty pairs, but it is said that many have been driven

from their holes by puffins and the numbers thereby much
decreased. There is one accessible nest at which there is a

flat stone over the burrow which could be removed and the

sitting bird caught and ringed.

Fulmar-petrel (Fulmarus glacialis).— It is well known
that 1878 saw the beginning of the fulmar colonisation of

Foula, the second place in Scotland. Of recent years they

have increased tremendously on the cliffs and are even nesting

on the hills and some on quite low ground.

Red-throated Diver (Colymbus stellatus).—On 30th

June a pair of red-throats was seen on Rosie’s Loch, and

several times subsequently, but no nest or young were found.

They are stated to have nested in previous years on the island

in this loch, and probably had attempted to nest this year.

Rock Dove
(
Columba livia).—A few pairs seen, mostly

on the lower cliffs of the north-east side of the island, but
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nowhere is it plentiful. Stated to have decreased considerably

since the severe winter of 1946-47.

COMMON Curlew
(
'Numenius arquata).—Curlews were

seen on various occasions around the coast, but it was not

definitely established whether breeding.

WHIMBREL (Numenius phaeopus').—Heard by Mr L. S. V.

Venables on 30th June 1948.

SNIPE (1Capella gallinago ).—Fairly plentiful
;

three or

four being heard drumming most evenings.

Ringed Plover (Charadrius hiaticula).—Several pairs seen

on the lower parts of the coast on the north-east side and

on the flat shingly area north of South Ness.

Lapwing ( Vanellus vanellus).—One breeding pair at the

South End. Up to a year or two ago there were about six pairs

annually, but these have now been reduced to one pair, due

probably to the depredations of skuas, or of the hedgehogs

which have unfortunately been introduced to the island.

Oyster-catcher (Haematopus ostralegus).—Plentiful on

the lower parts of the shore. Young birds found on the north-

east side and at South Ness.

Arctic Tern (Sterna macrura).—Two colonies of arctic

terns were located, one of about thirty-five pairs (27th June

1948) on an outcrop of red granite on the north-east shore,

and the other of two pairs at South Ness on the same date.

On 3rd July the larger colony was suddenly deserted, nothing

remaining but a few smashed egg-shells following a raid by

skuas or ravens. (On the same day three ravens were seen

not far away.) Simultaneously the colony at South Ness

suddenly increased to fourteen individuals, and by 6th July

to fifteen pairs. On 4th July one pair was present at the north-

east colony. Unfortunately further observation was not

possible, but later in July a visitor found “ a large number ”

of terns scolding over South Ness. Oliver L. Austin (Bird

Banding
, 1946, pp. 10-27) records a major disaster to an

extensive Cape Cod colony of common terns (S. hirundo )

being followed by re-nesting in another ternery in the vicinity.
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One adult in winter plumage was present at the larger

colony on 27th June, but it could not be established whether

this bird was breeding.

Common Gull (Larus canus).—Only one pair seen, the

nest being among the arctic terns on the north-east shore.

Herring Gull
(
Larus argentatus) .

—-Fairly numerous and

presumably breeds, although nests not actually seen.

Lesser Black-backed Gull {Larus fuscus).—A few seen

about the Muckleberg area, but not plentiful and no nests

found. Also a pair seen several times near Rosie’s Loch and

single birds here and there throughout the island.

Great Black-backed Gull
(
Larus marinus').—A fair

number seen, both adult and immature, commonest between

the Kame and Muckleberg, where it probably breeds, as

several pairs were seen there although nests not actually found.

KlTTIWAKE (Rissa tridactyla).—Plentiful, but stated to

have decreased markedly owing to persecution by the bonxie.

There is still a large colony at the Kittiwakes’ Ha, and another

below the Noup. Formerly the Mill Loch was the great

gathering place of the kittiwakes, where they assembled in

hundreds, a continuous stream flying between there and the

shore. Now they are completely ousted there by the bonxie,

although a few kittiwakes gather on Rosie’s Loch.

Great Skua
(
Stercorarius skua).—The bonxie is at

once the show-piece and the scourge of Foula. Formerly

restricted to a few pairs on the Sneug, this species has now so

increased in numbers as to be the dominating feature of the

whole island. About thirty years ago the colony on the Noup
became established, and there are now thirty-five pairs

there, while the estimate of the population of the island as a

whole is between four and five hundred pairs. They nest on

all the higher ground and are now spreading to the low

ground quite near the houses and constitute a menace to all

other forms of bird life and a nuisance to the crofters.

Food observed included adult kittiwakes, young arctic

skuas, and a young razorbill. Foraging parties were seen

regularly quartering the arctic skua territory in search of
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chicks. From the character of the casts it appears that adult

kittiwake forms a large part of the diet. Two bonxies were

seen to attack and kill an injured adult arctic skua, but they

did not eat it.

Arctic Skua (Stercorarius parasiticus').—The main nesting

ground of the arctic skua is the flat area on the north-east, but

they are diminishing in numbers owing to the ravages of the

bonxies
;

practically none of the young being allowed to

reach maturity. By 6th July 1948 no chicks were to be found

on the north-east flat, although a few remained near Ham
and on the southern part of the island. The adult population

is estimated at about two hundred and fifty individuals.

Razorbill (A lea torda).—Plentiful breeding species.

Black Guillemot ( Uria grylle).—Plentiful breeding

species on all suitable parts of the coast.

Common Guillemot
(
Uria aalge).—'There are vast guille-

mot colonies on Foula, particularly on the West Banks and

on the cliffs below the Noup, but only in very few places is it

possible to observe them closely.

PUFFIN
(
Fratercula arctica').—Foula is the main breeding

ground of the Shetland Isles for the puffin, and although

present in almost astronomical numbers, the islanders say

that they have decreased in recent years. The largest colony

is about half-way down the Kame, where the puffins issue

like smoke from the honeycomb of burrows on the cliff face.

Corncrake {Crex crex).—Formerly bred at the South End,

but has not done so for the past two years. One male arrived

during early July 1948, but it is not known whether it obtained

a mate.

MOORHEN (Gallinula chloropus).—Reported to have bred

on a small reedy loch at the North End, but not this year.

Quail
(
Coturnix coturnix).—A quail was heard calling

by Mr L. S. V. Venables at Burns on Foula, on the evening of

24th June 1948. A pair nested in Dunrossness, Shetland, in 1947.

In conclusion I wish to thank Mr L. S. V. Venables for

helpful criticism of this paper.
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ON THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE STONECHAT
IN SCOTLAND

Leonora Jeffrey Rintoul and Evelyn V. Baxter

Largo, Fife

In 1947 ornithologists in Scotland became aware of the serious

diminution and virtual disappearance of the stonechat from

large parts of the country. The Scottish Ornithologists’ Club,

therefore, decided to start an inquiry to ascertain the extent

of the disaster. Many notes were received from all over the

country, not enough to be able to go into great detail but

sufficient to allow of the emergence of a broad general picture.

We think it will add to the interest and value of this report

if we include some idea of the stonechat ’s numbers and status

in the past as well as its present position. In old days it was,

no doubt, much more widely distributed than it has been within

our memory. Before the development of agriculture there

was much more rough land, heather, and whins than is the

case to-day, and therefore the type of country in which the

stonechat prefers to breed was much more widely spread. Of
late it has been local in its distribution, avoiding the arable

and pasture land and nesting on a coastal strip on the sea-braes,

the links by the sea, and among whins. In the interior it

bred on the moors, being particularly fond of the edges where

heather and rough grass mingled and was an early colonist

in the plantings of the Forestry Commission in various parts of

Scotland. Though local, it was well distributed, and in the

type of country it affected was quite common in places. It is

a bird which varies considerably in numbers, serious diminu-

tions being often correlated with hard winters, although this

appears not to be the only factor. Our experience in our own
part bears this out: prior to 1917 stonechats were common
round the coast of east Fife, but after the winter of 1917 they

became very scarce, and it was a considerable time before they

regained their former numbers. On 13th December 1920 we
made the following note :

“ We never see stonechats in Largo
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Bay now
;

they used to be there always but we have not seen

one for years.” On 14th April 1923 we first note them again

in Largo Bay, a pair being seen there, and the following year

two pairs bred. By 1934 they were back to their former numbers

but the hard winter of 1939-40 again wiped them out.

On analysing the records sent we find that the stonechats

have been practically wiped out in east and central Scotland,

but in the west, although very much reduced in numbers, a

few still remain. Taking the range of the British stonechat

(Saxicola torquata hibernans') first we see that in Tweed it

used to be fairly common, was a partial migrant, and common
on the sea-shore in winter. In Berwickshire we are told that

before 1939 it used to nest at a number of localities on the

Lammermuirs and along the coast from St Abbs westwards

(Forth), while numerous pairs nested in a shallow glen near

the sea at Burnmouth previous to 1944. That year there was

only one nest and none since. In winter 1946-47 none is

recorded except four in December on the sea-braes at Ayton

and one pair at Longcroft in summer. From the other Tweed
counties the records are entirely negative, none having been

seen.

In Forth it was pretty widely spread, nesting from the

sea-shore to 1 ,000 feet above Kinlochard
;

it was seen

throughout the Lothians in small numbers, particularly in

higher lying country with whins, and all along the coast in

winter, and in 1941 was “nesting sparingly in all suitable

localities.” We have notes from a considerable number of

observers in the Lothians, and with the exception of one male
seen in Midlothian in summer 1947 not a single stonechat

is recorded. In Stirling they were not uncommon in suitable

localities. Bruce Campbell writes in 1935 °f the Loch Ard
Forest on the confines of Stirling and Perth: “Throughout
the winter the most regularly seen of all species, searching

the newly turned drains and perching on the rutting spade at

lunch time. By the planting time the birds were paired and
settling on their territory. ” In 1947 no stonechats were recorded

in Stirlingshire though a pair or two nested at Bridge of Allan
in 1946. The stonechat was a fairly common bird locally in

Perth, Kinross, and Fife; it nested all round the Fife coast,

and we used to see it on the hill above Loch Leven, and have
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records of it in many places in Perthshire right up to the summit
at Drumochter. Henry Boase and we covered a large part

of this area in the summer of 1947 without seeing a single

stonechat except a male on Drumochter in June, nor was any
seen during the previous winter.

Henry Boase’s records in Angus are very interesting and
show marked fluctuation. From 1914 to 1925 stonechats were

present in fair numbers. From that date till 1934 he has only i

casual notes of them :
“ Since 1934 and up to 1937 there were

a fair number of records over a wide area, 1938-39 showed a

marked reduction, and with only one report (2nd January) for

1940 there has been no record until a pair on 21st January

1945, and nothing since.”

Up to 1945 the species seems to have been locally plentiful

in Aberdeenshire, in which year they are said to have dis-

appeared, and very few remained after that date. In winter

1946-47 the only record is of about six at Braemar on 12th

January, while in summer 1947 all the records are in the

negative, excepting for one pair at Kintore, one pair on the

Cabrach, and a single bird above Auchentoul, Alford. We
have not many records from the counties south of the Moray
Firth (Banff, Morayshire, and Nairn) where it used to be

widely distributed and locally plentiful. Such recent reports

as we have state “ none seen.”

In Inverness-shire it seems always to have been more
common in the west than in the east, it was scarce and thinly

scattered in east Inverness, while in west Inverness it was

fairly numerous. We have no records of stonechats having

been seen recently in east Inverness except one pair in Upper
Strathnairn in October 1946 and one pair at Farr in 1947.

West Inverness was much more thickly populated and here,

though a decrease is noted, they are not by any means entirely

wiped out.

The stonechat was common locally in Argyll in old days.

Bruce Campbell, when sending us a map of its distribution in

Ardnamurchan, writes: “The map suggests ‘traditional’

localities at Glenfinnan (where Harvie-Brown found stonechats

in 1874), m plantations of Glen Hurich (not personally

visited since 1934), along the edge of the crofts and mosses

at the foot of Loch Sheil, on the western foothills of Ben
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Resipol, round Kilchoan, and at the summit of Glen Tarbert,

where they were still to be seen last year, while odd pairs

turned up from time to time elsewhere.” The decrease here

seems to have been very marked, though one or two males are

recorded as seen in summer 1947. Further south in Argyll

things seem to have been better, and in 1948 J. Crosthwaite

and J. Fraser found them plentiful between Arrochar and

Strachur, where they counted twenty pairs. Graham records

it as common in Mull and Iona, though here, as in most

other places, it tended to be local. None was seen between

Ardfenaig and Fionphort, in the Ross of Mull, on 3rd

July 1947, nor did Bruce Campbell see it on Iona between

24th June and 8th July of the same year. We saw one

pair on Mull during a week’s stay there in May 1948 but

none on Iona.

East Ross, with its strip of arable along the coast, did not

hold as many stonechats as west Ross, where they were plentiful

in many localities. The decrease here seems to have begun
about 1944 or 1945, and by winter 1946-47 they had very much
decreased in the Black Isle where they were still present, and

none was seen at Invergordon or Loch Luichart in winter

1946-47. Very few are noted on the north-west coast and
only single birds on two occasions at Poolewe, eight at Kyle
of Lochalsh (26/8/47), one at Loch Maree, and none in

Coigach. In summer 1947 there were “ quite a few ” at

Garve and on the north side of Loch Maree, but none at

Aultbea or Coigach.

In Sutherland it appears to have been well distributed and
locally abundant in favoured localities in the west and
sparingly in the east. Up-to-date information from several

recorders shows none seen in winter 1946-47 or the following

summer except a pair on an island in Loch Gorm near Scourie.

The stonechat was a resident in Caithness, but from this county

we have no up-to-date information. The old status in Orkney
was “ small numbers in a good many different localities.”

They would appear, however, either to have diminished or

died out, as Patrick Scott records colonisation of the island of

Hoy about 1923 and the Mainland about ten years later and
up to 1939 they were fairly well scattered over all the Orkney
islands. The severe winter of 1946-47 almost wiped them out,
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and he saw none in summer 1947 and only heard of two pairs

being seen.

Coming to the domain of the Hebridean stonechat (Saxicola

torquata tkeresae), A. B. Duncan, on comparing a series,

finds that this stonechat is the breeding bird in Dumfriesshire.

Here it was local and never common, but spread out in autumn.

From 1931 to 1938 there was a colony of from six to eight pairs

at Gilchristland, but they died out in 1938-39. In summer

1947 there were two pairs on the Lochar Moss. As the stonechat

of Dumfries and Ayr is the Hebridean, it seems more than

likely that it also inhabits Kirkcudbright and Wigtown
;

in

both these counties it was a local resident. In winter 1946-47

it is recorded in small numbers along the shores of Kirk-

cudbright. In summer 1947 a nest with five young was found

at Gatehouse-of-Fleet, and about six were seen round

Balmaclellan in May. In Wigtownshire only one was recorded

in winter 1946-47 near Stranraer, while in the Newton-Stewart

area, where about ten pairs used to breed, none was seen in

summer 1947 ;

part of the ground here had ceased to be

suitable, the trees having grown too big for stonechats.

Stonechats are described in Ayrshire as having been
“ resident subject to local migration; commonest along the

coasts
;

a few breed inland.” The only winter note received is

two males and three females on the foreshore at Gailes on

2nd January 1947. Commander Hughes Onslow tells us
“ there are still some pairs of stonechats to be seen south of

Girvan and about Dunure, so at least they are not extinct in

the county.” In the rest of the Clyde counties the stonechat

appears to have been not very numerous, and local in its

distribution. About Glasgow it is said to have been very

scarce, last seen 1937. From Clarkston we hear “ none seen

for many years,” while the up-to-date information from Lanark

says that none was seen at Summerston or Possil Marsh.

The stonechat is local on Bute and becomes scarcer in

winter. Half a dozen were seen on the island in the winter of

1946-47, and Lord David Stuart tells us that it still breeds

sparingly there. It bred fairly plentifully on Arran, but we
have no recent news from this island

;
and it is still present on

Great Cumbrae (1948).

The stonechat used to be a common bird in the Inner
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Hebrides. Unfortunately the up-to-date information we have

is very scanty and from many of the islands we have no notes

at all. In summer 1947 five or six pairs bred on Colonsay.

In Skye, where it was scarce, very few used to stay the winter

at Dunvegan, birds returning from the south towards the end

of February, while at Duntulm certain pairs were very

sedentary, but the intense frost and snow of January 1945

killed them off. In winter 1946-47 two pairs were seen at

Dunvegan, but none at Duntulm and Kilmuir.

When Harvie-Brown wrote his book on the Outer Hebrides

all he could say of the stonechat was, “ very occasional, only

one or two records of breeding.” In 1906 Kinnear said it

was not common but well spread, and in 1932 Gerard Sandeman
found it well distributed and breeding on South Uist and nesting

on Barra. Dr Campbell tells us it is still fairly abundant in

the Outer Hebrides. Other notes which we have received are

from Eric Hunter, who reports a good stock on the east side

and one on the west side of Barra in October 1947. A. B.

Duncan reports, “ The usual few at Rodel in the summer of

1947,” while C. H. Gimingham “ saw two pairs and heard

others ” near Tarbert-Harris in July 1947.

It will thus be seen that the decline in the number of

stonechats has been going on for some years. The hard winters

1 939-40, 1940-41, 1941-42 told heavily upon them, while the

great storm in the early part of 1947 practically wiped them

out in large areas of the country. This was specially the case

in east and central Scotland where the snowfall was abnormally

heavy and prolonged, thus covering their food supply. In

the west where, though the frost was intense, the snow was

not so severe, the havoc was less, possibly owing to their being

able to procure more food. It is interesting to note that in

England, although much reduced in number (as we are

informed by B. W. Tucker), there is nothing like the

devastation there is with us. It appears to us that the severe

weather was the major factor in wiping out the stonechats,

but contributory causes have been suggested. Bruce Campbell

correlates the disappearance of the stonechat in Ardnamurchan
with that of the blackgame, and more than one of our recorders

has suggested that a subsidiary reason may be some kind

of parasite. The Rev. John Lees, Avoch, writes: “We
22
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can have little doubt that in recent years many species have

declined considerably in numbers. In this district, over

the past nine years or so, the depopulation has been very

evident among grouse, ring ouzels (now extinct here),

lapwings (much reduced), corncrakes (only a few left),

nightjars (none in 1946). Reduction has also affected meadow
pipits, wheatears (some former areas completely deserted),

whinchats, and stonechats. So that what has affected stone-

chats has also affected almost all other ground nesters. In

looking for a probable source of trouble, we must look for

something that may destroy nestlings or parents, or both,

among birds that nest on the ground. We have a fairly wide

choice. There are egg-snatchers in the form of rodents and

corvines and other well-known enemies of bird life
;

but I

rather think that the culprit is possibly some kind of parasitic

pest (dipterous, coleopterine, or arachnid). I discussed the

question with a gamekeeper friend, who is also a bird-watcher,

and he was very definitely of the opinion that the grouse-tick

(or smaller tick) was affecting all these species, weakening

both parents and young, the latter to the extent of early

mortality. He was also in the belief that the trouble had

begun to wane in 1946 and anticipated an early revival of

the ground nesters.” These are interesting suggestions, and

it is quite obvious that much work remains to be done on

parasitic troubles among wild birds.
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MORTALITY OF BIRDS IN SCOTLAND IN THE COLD
WEATHER OF JANUARY-MARCH, 1947

Herbert Dacker
Edinburgh

Weather conditions in Scotland during the winter of 1946-47

were certainly not more severe than usual until the 17th of

January, when all districts came under the influence of a very

cold continental airstream, which caused severe frosts and

heavy snowstorms. February was a very cold month with

severe frosts and heavy snowstorms. The “ dryness
’ 5

of

large tracts of the west and north-west constituted a record

for February; there was, consequently, only a small snowfall

in these areas, but sunshine was abundant. The prolonged

cold spell was probably unequalled in any February for at

least a century. At Eskdalemuir and Edinburgh the frost was

unbroken for 17 and 18 days respectively. Heavy snow-

storms raged in the east and south-east of Scotland for the

first 10 days and the last week of February. March turned

out to be the coldest on record with heavy snowstorms in all

districts during the first fortnight. Warmer conditions reached

south Scotland on the 16th and northern districts on 21st

March. In England and Wales the weather conditions were

also very severe with the exception of the north-west. The
continuous cold spell over the whole country had lasted about

7 1 weeks.

In April 1947 members of the S.O.C. were invited to

send in counts of birds found dead, and as a result of their

replies it has been possible to form a general picture of the

plight of birds during the exceptionally long and cold winter.

It is not surprising that the waders should have been most

prominent on the lists of casualties : they were driven down
to the shores to find their food and, when at last the mud
flats and eventually in some places the sea froze, large numbers

See also “ Report on the Effect of the Severe Winter of 1946-47 on Bird Life,”
by N. F. Ticehurst and P. H. T. Hartley, Brit. Birds, 41, pp. 322-334, 1948,
and “Frost Effect on Birds,” by D. Evans, Irish Naturalists’ Journal

, 9,

pp. 161-164.
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of waders were found dead on the tide-mark or close .to the

shore. Apart from the 352 curlews definitely counted, large

numbers were reported dead and dying in all areas. Of
lapwings 140 were counted dead and great numbers, unspecified,

found dead in east Fife, Hebrides, East Lothian and Ross.

Ninety woodcock were reported dead with further heavy

mortality in Skye, Moray, and Easter Ross. Forty-two snipe

were found dead and many died in North Uist. Other
“ dead ” wader counts were: knot 15, dunlin 3, redshank 32,

bar-tailed godwit 3, golden plover 26, oyster-catcher 74,

turnstone 2.

Surface-feeding and diving ducks, divers and grebes

were found dead in large numbers chiefly on the east coast

;

e.g., mallard 54, wigeon 27, scaup 45, common scoter 9,

red-throated diver 16, great crested grebe 15, coot 17.

Gulls were found dead in large numbers round the coast

and on inland lochs
;
some observers took the trouble to make

counts and on these few stretches of coast the following were

found dead: common gull 333, herring gull 174, great black-

backed gull 23, black-headed gull 126, kittiwake 22. Others

counted dead were razorbill 51, guillemot 118, fulmar-petrel 9,

puffin 15, little auk 5, grey-lag goose 27, pink-footed goose 12.

Of the land birds “ dead ” counts were recorded as

follows : rook 34, starling 31, house sparrow 12, redwing 214,

blackbird 16, heron 24, mute swan 15.

On a 3j-mile stretch of the Ythan river-mouth a count of

dead birds was made after stormy weather in March 1946 and

again in March 1947. The latter count showed considerable

increase in both number of species and number of birds.

The snow and frost conditions- were not so severe in the

north-west of England and on the south-west coast of Scotland
;

on the Ayrshire coast the snow lasted only about 2 weeks.

There was no “ wreck ” of birds on the coast from the Solway

to the Clyde. This contrasts with the hundreds of dead birds

found on the east coast.

In Perthshire there were very heavy snowstorms, but during

the daytime there was much “ sun-thawing ” between the

storms, and as a consequence there was little “ icing ” of

trees. Reports from the Tay valley indicate that wintering

birds fared much better than in other parts of Scotland.
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At the beginning of the cold spell redwing and fieldfare

made local migrations from usual winter habitats towards the

coast, where they did find warmer quarters, at least for a few

days. But here also they succumbed and were found dead in

large numbers. The prolonged cold spell compelled many
birds to search for food in strange surroundings, e.g ., woodcock
were seen in the streets of St Andrews and Oban, kittiwake

catching and eating mice when a corn stack was being-

worked, etc.

A large influx of curlew was reported from Fearn on the

east coast of Ross at the beginning of March 1947, and a

similar report comes from Banff, where wintry conditions were

less severe.

At the end of May a further request was sent out for informa-

tion which might have a bearing on the severe winter just

experienced. It was obvious from the replies received that

many species had been greatly reduced in numbers, but further

interesting observations were made.

For instance, curlew arrived 13 and lapwing 25 days

later than usual at their breeding grounds in Midlothian

;

oyster-catchers were a month, late in coming up the river

valleys in Aberdeen, and bird song was also delayed there.

Generally, birds were later in nesting, and for Aberdeenshire

Mr Adam Watson gave the following figures: chaffinch

1 week later than usual in laying
;

greenfinch 14-20 days

;

heron 3-4 weeks
;

wood-pigeon 4 weeks
;

and rook 3 weeks
later than usual. The golden eagle and song thrush nested

at the normal dates.

All observers reported that no abnormal clutches had been

seen.

On 31st March and 1st April several hundred black-headed

gulls were observed at Aberlady Bay and Seafield in the

Firth of Forth : only 5 of all these birds had assumed the

black hood. The very next day several hundreds more were
observed on the Ayrshire and Wigtownshire coasts : all these

birds had black hoods. The severity of the weather was much
less on the west coast than on the east (Adam Watson).

In a rookery in Fife only one-third of the nests contained

young.

In Aberdeenshire chaffinch, mistle thrush, wren, and
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hedge sparrow were breeding in fewer numbers in the upland

areas, whereas in the lower country numbers were more normal.

At Stonehaven towards the end of April, two pairs of

greenfinches and one pair of hedge sparrows built nests in a

thick privet hedge which had suffered as a result of the long

frost and was almost denuded of leaves. All three pairs

abandoned their nests before any eggs were laid, and rebuilt

some three weeks later in shrubs and trees with more concealing

foliage (W. J. Hogg).

In Renfrew there were an unusually large number of

deserted nests, especially blackbird and song thrush.

Reports on changes in birds population have been difficult

to correlate for two main reasons. Firstly, the reporting by

observers on changes in numbers of birds varied greatly and,

secondly, the majority of reports sent in covered only small

areas of the countryside. Care has, however, been taken to

mention generally those species where the evidence was

produced from several sources. As far as possible purely local

changes have been ruled out, as these might conceivably be

due to changes in agricultural features, egg-collecting, shooting,

hedge-cutting, etc.

The species generally reported as being fewer in number
were: lesser redpoll, pied wagtail, great tit, coal tit, crested

tit, long-tailed tit (except Perthshire), goldcrest (except

Dumfries), mistle thrush, song thrush, robin, wren (except

Dumfries), dipper, heron, curlew, snipe, redshank, lapwing

golden plover, moorhen, coot, red grouse, common white-

throat, and ducks generally.

The species where reports indicate that birds were fewer,

at least locally, included : starling, goldfinch, linnet, chaffinch,

corn bunting, yellow bunting, and reed bunting, skylark,

meadow pipit, hedge sparrow, dunlin, partridge, and warblers.

Species where reports indicate no diminution in numbers

except locally: hooded and carrion crow, rook, jackdaw,

magpie, greenfinch, crossbill, house sparrow, tree-creeper,

blue tit, spotted flycatcher, blackbird, swallow, house martin,

sand martin, swift, golden eagle, Slavonian grebe, common
sandpiper, oyster-catcher (except Aberdeen), and pheasant.

There were fewer birds in autumn and winter 1947-48

of the following : starling, greenfinch, chaffinch, fieldfare,
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redwing, continental song thrush, heron, wigeon, pochard,

tufted duck, scaup, great crested grebe, little grebe, wood-

pigeon, stockdove, golden plover, lapwing, dunlin, curlew,

and woodcock.

The following local observations are of interest

Corn-bunting showed a local increase from 12 to 18 pairs

at Freuchie, Fife (J. Fenton).

Long-tailed tits in Strathtay weathered the storm success-

fully, although they faired badly in the 1917 severe winter

(J. W. Campbell).

Common redstarts increased in Angus, but were absent

from a favourite haunt in Perthshire.

Wrens were practically wiped out in some parts of Fife and

West Lothian after the 1940 snowstorms
;
they were recovering

slowly, but have been hit hard again.

Tawny owls were practically wiped out near West Calder

and were seen hunting by day (H. Halliday).

Woodcock were scarce during the summer in Fife, and

Dumfries, but usual numbers were reported from Angus,

Perth, and Aberdeen.

Snipe : Interesting figures were produced by Sir Arthur

Nicolson, Bt., of Fetlar, Shetland, who has been keeping

records of snipe shot since 1909. He reported that the average

September bag had been 199, whereas the number shot in

September 1947 was only 24. When the native birds returned

in February 1947 they found very deep snow, could not feed,

and either left Shetland or died. Those that did stay to breed

were handicapped by dried-up bogs, the result of the dry

summer of 1947, and consequently had a very poor breeding

season.

Lapwings had a most unfortunate 1947 : hundreds were

found dead as a result of the severe winter
;

they arrived late

at their breeding grounds (25 days in Midlothian)
;

they were

very scarce, down to about one-tenth, in almost every district

in Scotland
;

had a poor breeding season in Dumfries and
West Lothian, left early in Dumfries, and the autumn flocks

were well below normal size.

Golden plovers were the hardest hit of all waders in

Aberdeen. They were wiped out in most parts of the county
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and severely decreased in the remainder, certainly not one

pair returning where formerly there were 20 (A. Watson).

Corncrake were reported on the increase in Dumfries

(Sir Hugh Gladstone).

Coot had been reduced from 50 to 10 pairs in an area near

Edrom, Berwickshire (Col. Logan Home).
The number of breeding pairs of common sandpipers was

doubled in a district near Inverness (Mrs Knowles).

Except for snipe in Shetland and lapwing in Dumfries,

the summer of 1947 was a good breeding season as indicated

by the reports of several observers. Successful breeders

included: skylark, great tit, mistle thrush, blackbird, great

crested grebe, and curlew. The oyster-catcher had a particu-

larly good breeding season in Aberdeenshire, and a later report

in June 1948 states that they are generally more common
than they were in 1946.

A few reports on the recovery of some birds during the

spring of 1948 were sent in. In some areas breeding lapwings

had doubled the previous year’s figures, but they were still

only about one-quarter of normal figures. Near Grangemouth
mistle thrush, song thrush, and pied wagtail were still very

scarce. Near Glasgow redshanks were still scarce, whereas

thrushes and blackbirds were more plentiful and nested earlier

than the previous year. Curlews were also coming back.
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ISLE OF MAY BIRD OBSERVATORY

Report, Spring and Autumn 1946

H. F. D. Elder

For the Midlothian Ornithological Club

Spring 1946

The objects of this and subsequent papers on this subject are

to give a brief outline of the ornithological activities of the

Observatory and to put on record some of the more unusual

observations. It is considered that the desirability of publishing

here all the data recorded does not outweigh the practical

difficulties of doing so.

After being closed from 21st September 1938, the Observa-

tory was opened again on 13th April 1946. While it was a

pleasure to find the traps in relatively good condition and in

need of only minor repairs, it was disappointing to see that the

drive to the Low Trap had been spoiled by the construction,

during the War, of a colony of Service buildings. These

buildings interfere so seriously with the approach to this trap

that the desirability of building a new one in the Thistle Field

was at once apparent. The difficulties of obtaining materials

and labour prevented this work being put in hand at once.

The occupation by the Services was not entirely harmful,

as they had made the dwelling at the Low Light habitable,

23
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and with the approval of the Commissioners of Northern

Lighthouses the headquarters of the Observatory were moved
in the spring of 1946 from the signal station on the top of

the island to the Low Light. Although it is in need of re-

decorating, the house provides better quarters than those in

use before the War. The furnishings belonged to the Services

and were bought by the Club.

During the spring of 1946 no sequence of observers was

available to man the station, and work was confined to the

following periods : 13th to 15th and 24th to 28th April, nth
to 20th May and 4th to 10th June.

The more interesting records included :

—

Ortolan Bunting
(
Emberiza hortulana)'. 1 on 18th and

19th May.
Yellow Wagtail (Motacilla flava flavissima ) : 2 on 9th

and 1 on 10th June.

Red-backed Shrike
(
Lanius collurio) : 1 on 5th June.

Pied Flycatcher (.Muscicapa hypoleuca
) : 1 on 12th and

1 or 2 from 17th to 20th May.
Red-breasted Flycatcher (.Muscicapa parva) : 1 on 18th

May. This bird was not trapped, but was observed at

close quarters. The white at the bases of the outer tail

feathers was not as prominent as in some specimens

and was sometimes not visible when the bird was

at rest. The large dark robin-like eye was striking.

There was no trace of red on the throat or breast and

must, therefore, have been a female. The first spring

record for the island.

Garden Warbler {Sylvia borin') : 1 on 19th and 20th May.
Blackcap (

Sylvia atricapilla) : 1 or 2 from 18th to 20th

May.
Lesser Whitethroat

(
Sylvia c. curruca) : 2 on 18th and

19th May and 1 on 10th June.

Ring Ouzel
(
Turdus torquatus) : 1 on 12th, 14th, and

15th May.
Black Redstart

(
Phoenicurus ochrurus) : 1 on 19th May.

Stone Curlew (
Burhinus oedicnemus) : 1 on 18th May.

Little Auk (Alle alle)\ 1 on 18th May.

The previous report from the Isle of May was published in

The Scottish Naturalist
, 1939, page 84.
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Autumn 1946

The Observatory was manned continuously from 15th

August to 19th October with the exception of the 22nd, 23rd,

30th and 31st August, 1st to 3rd, 14th and 17th to 19th

September, and 5th to nth October.

The autumn was chiefly remarkable for the birds recorded

at the end of September and the beginning of October, a

period when south-east winds brought rain.

The more interesting records included :—

-

Siskin
(
Carduelis spinus) : 1 or 2 from 30th September to

3rd October.

Mealy Redpoll (Carduelis f. flammed) : from 4 to 10

between 12th and 19th October.

Ortolan Bunting
(

'Emberiza hortulana) : 1 on 30th

September and 1 on 1st October.

Lapland Bunting
(
Calcarius lapponicus) : 1 on 30th

September and 1st October. This bird, a male in

beautiful plumage, was trapped and examined in the

hand.

Great Grey Shrike
(
Lanius excubitor) : 1 on 30th

September and 1st October.

Red-backed Shrike
(
Lanius collurio) : 2 on 17th August,

1 on 28th and 29th August, and 1 on 5th and 6th

September.

Pied Flycatcher (.Muscicapa hypoleuca ) : from 1 to 10

between 28th August and 8th September, 3 on 12th,

1 on 13th, 1 on 27th, 1 on 30th September, and 1 on

2nd October.

Red-breasted Flycatcher
(
Muscicapa parvd) : 1 on 29th

September and 1 on 13th October. Both these birds

were females or birds of the year.

Chiffchaff
(
Phylloscopus collybita ) : 1 to 6 from 26th

September to 4th October.

Yellow-browed Warbler
(
Phylloscopus inornatus) : 1

from 29th September to 3rd October and 1 on 13th

October. Both these birds were trapped and examined
in the hand.

Garden Warbler
(
Sylvia borin) : 2 on 29th August, 2 on

1 2th, 1 on 28th, 6 on 30th September, 4 on 1st, 1 on

2nd, and 1 on 4th October.
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Blackcap {Sylvia atricapilla) : 2 on 5th and 6th Sep-

tember, and 1 on 3rd October.

Lesser Whitethroat
(
Sylvia c. curruca ) : 1 on 29th August,

1 on 5th to 7th September, and 1 on 2nd October.

Ring Ouzel
(
Turdus torquatus) : 1 on 29th September,

5 on 1st, 3 on 2nd, and 2 on 3rd October.

Wryneck {Jynx torquilla
) : 1 to 2 from 6th to 10th

September.

Little Stint (
Calidris minuted) : 1 on 28th August, 1 on

4th, 6 on 5th, 10 from 6th to 9th, 6 on nth, and 4 on

nth September, 2 on 2nd and 3rd October.

Water Rail
(
Rallus aquaticus

) : 1 on 1st October.

One of the Observatory’s ringing records was broken. On
30th September 80 birds were trapped and ringed—the previous

best being 60 on 7th April 1937. On 2nd October 50 birds

were caught in one drive of the Low Trap at dusk, when it was

found that birds had gone to roost in the bushes of the trap.

This catch consisted of 46 chaffinches, 2 bramblings, 1 robin,

and 1 chififchaff.

In the matter of nomenclature we have followed that of

The Handbook of British Birds
,
but have used trinomials

only in cases where the identification has been subspecifically

determined by examination in the hand or by observation in

the field. We would emphasise, however, that the races thus

indicated have been distinguished from the other races on the
“ British List ” only and not from races described from other

parts of the world. For this purpose we have treated the birds

accepted by the authors of The Handbook as comprising the
“ British List.”
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ISLE OF MAY BIRD OBSERVATORY AND
FIELD STATION

Bird Report, Spring and Autumn 1947

H. F. D. Elder

Recorder for Birds

Spring 1947

SINCE its inception in 1934 the Observatory has been run by

the Midlothian Ornithological Club. With the object of

putting the administration on a broader basis, the Club trans-

ferred the control of the Observatory to “ The Isle of May
Bird Observatory and Field Station Committee ” as from

23rd January 1947. This Committee is composed of one

representative from each of the four Scottish Universities, a

representative from the Commissioners of Northern Light-

houses, and four from the Midlothian Ornithological Club.

The original members of this Committee were : Professor

V. C. Wynne-Edwards (Aberdeen) (Chairman), Professor Sir

D’Arcy W. Thompson (St Andrews), Professor James Ritchie

(Edinburgh), Dr C. W. Parsons (Glasgow), J. Glencorse

Wakelin (Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses), A. G. S.

Bryson, H. F. D. Elder, J. H. B. Munro, and G. Waterston

(M.O.C.).

The study of all aspects of Natural History is encouraged

by this Committee. While it is hoped that reports will

be published in due course on the work done by students

of other branches, it is intended to continue publishing the

ornithological report separately.

In the spring of 1947 the station was manned daily from

5th April to 8th June except from 25th to 29th April and

from 30th May to 5th June.

A satisfactory amount of migration was observed during

the first half of May when winds were from the south-east and

rain occurred,
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The more interesting records included :—

{

Mealy Redpoll
(
Carduelis /. flammea ) : i from 6th to

ioth April.

Ortolan Bunting (Emberiza hortulana) : i to 3 from 4th

to 15th May.
Rustic Bunting {Emberiza rusticd) : 1 on ioth and nth
May. The first record for the island. This bird was
not trapped but was carefully observed by H. F. I.

Elliott and Hon. Mrs Leo Russell. The bird was very

shy, flying behind rocks whenever approached. They
summarised the field characters as follows : “a medium
or rather small-looking bunting with a dark head but

marked eye-stripe, rufous upper parts and especially

chestnut-red rump, white outer tail feathers, white

underparts streaked rufous, and absence of marked malar

stripe at side of throat.” After a careful study of the

skins at the British Museum they have no doubt that it

was a male bird of this species not yet in full breeding

plumage. The call note was recorded as a “ resonant

bleat, ‘ zrp,’ ” which would appear to be a different note

to the “ tic tic ” recorded in The Handbook of British

Birds .

Tree Sparrow {Passer montanus) : up to 6 daily from

7th to 2 1 st May.

Yellow Wagtail {Motacilla flava flavissima) :
1 or 2 from

5th to 15th May.

Red-backed Shrike {Lanins collurio) : 1 on 24th to 26th May.

Pied Flycatcher {Muscicapa hypoleuca)
: 3 on 5th, 2 on

6th, 1 on 14th and 15th, 2 on 25th and 26th, and 1 on

28th May.

Wood Warbler {Phylloscopus sibilatrix) : 1 on 6th and

1 from ioth to 14th May.

Garden Warbler {Sylvia borin') : 1 or 2 on most days from

9th to 23rd May.

Blackcap {Sylvia atricapilla) : 1 on 5th, ioth, and 12th May.
Lesser Whitethroat {Sylvia c. curruca) : 1 to 5 daily from

4th to 1 6th May.

Ring Ouzel {Turdus torquatus
)

: 1 or 2 on 6 days between

6th April and 5th May.
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Black Redstart (
Phoenicurus ochrurus

)
: 1 or 2 on 1

1

days between 11th April and 18th May.

Red-spotted Bluethroat
(
Luscinia s. svecica) : 1 on 23rd

May.

Nightjar (
Caprimulgus eu /ropaeus')\ 1 on 15th May.

Turtle Dove (Streptopelia turtur
)

: 1 on 12th, 13th, 23rd,

and 26th May.

Green Sandpiper
(
Tringa ochropus

)
: 1 on 4th and 5th May.

Corncrake
(
Crex crex

)
: 1 from 3rd to 6th and from 10th

to 1 2th, 26th and 27th May, and 1 on 7th June.

Quail
(
Coturnix coturnix') : 1 on 7th and 23rd May.

Autumn 1947

The station was manned daily from 9th July to 28th October

except for the following periods :
30th July to 8th August,

16th to 19th August, 10th and 18th to 22nd September, and

13th to 1 6th October.

On the whole the autumn was disappointing from the point

of view of the volume of migration observed until late in

October when the numbers of goldcrests recorded were around

200 from the 25th to 27th, robins were around 500 from 24th

to 26th, blackbirds around 500 on 24th and 25th, and fieldfares,

song-thrushes, and redwings were around 100 each on the

same dates.

The more interesting records included :
—

Cirl Bunting (Emberiza cirlus) : 3 on 27th October.

These birds were observed by Miss M. Henderson, who
noted that they looked fat little birds compared with

yellow buntings. All three birds were noted as having
“ black throats, dark crowns, yellow on side of neck or

throat, chestnut shoulders and some chestnut brown on

mantle and wing, white in tail, streaked yellow under-

parts.” They were evidently three male birds.

Little Bunting
(Emberiza pusilla ) : 4 on 9th and 10th,

2 on nth and 12th, and 2 on 25th October.

Pied Flycatcher (.Muscicapa hypoleuca ) : 1 to 3 from

22nd to 31st August and 1 or 2 on 1st, 2nd, and 16th

September.
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Wood Warbler {Phylloscopus sibilatrix) : 1 or 2 from
22nd to 26th August.

Garden Warbler
(
Sylvia borin') : up to 5 from 22nd to

26th
;

2 on 30th August, and 1 on 23rd October.

Blackcap
(
Sylvia atricopilla) : 1 on 10th and nth, 3 on

22nd, 4 on 23rd, and 1 on 25th October.

Lesser Whitethroat
(
Sylvia c. curruca ) : 1 on 27th August.

Siberian Lesser Whitethroat
(
Sylvia curruca blythi) : 1

from 7th to 20th October. This bird was trapped on

several occasions and examined in the hand by a number
of different ornithologists. The 2nd primary was
markedly shorter than the 6th and appeared to be shorter

than the 7th.

Ring Ouzel ( Turdus torquatus
)

: 1 on 8th October.

Black Redstart (Phoenicurus ochrurus): 1 on 21st, 5 on
23rd, and 2 on 28th October.

Long-tailed Skua
(
Stercorarius longicaudus

) : 1 on 9th

October. This bird was observed byW. B.A.,F.A.B.,
C. and P. H.; it perched on a rock preening, and

allowed them to approach to within 10 yards. Only the

faintest tinge of cream was visible on its cheeks, but

otherwise it appeared to be in full summer plumage.

When it preened its tail, it could be seen that the central

feathers were wedge-shaped with long narrow streamers,

not gradually tapered as in the diagram in The
Handbook of British Birds . It several times made a

rather feeble call, ‘ kwufe.’

Ringing

When the Observatory was established in 1934, it was not

known whether the numbers of birds trapped would repay the

cost in time and materials of erecting the “ Heligoland ” trap.

In the first year, however, the results exceeded our hopes. A
second trap was erected in 1938 and we expect that a third

will be ready in 1949.

The following table will be of interest to show the numbers

of birds (including nestlings) ringed in the years 1946 and

1947, the total numbers ringed from 1934 to the end of 1947,

and the numbers recovered away from the island up to

October 1948 :—

-
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Nu

1946.

mbers Ring

1947.

ed.

1934 to

1947.

Numbers
Recovered.

Starling..... 2 2 15 1

Greenfinch .... 40
Siskin ..... 1 9
Redpoll, Mealy 3 4

Do. Greenland . 1

Do. Lesser 6

Linnet ..... 7

Grosbeak, Scarlet 1

Chaffinch .... 123 15 159 1

Brambling .... 7 8 46
Bunting, Corn 1 1

Do. Yellow 3 8

Do. Yellow-breasted i

Do. Cirl .... 2

Do. Ortolan i 1 3
Do. Little 1

Do. Reed 2 5
Do. Lapland 1 ! 1

Sparrow, House 8 10 110

Do. Tree 2 2

Skylark ..... 4
Pipit, Tree .... 1 18

Do. Meadow 6 59 1

Do. Rock .... 10 17 159 2

Wagtail, Pied.... 2 2 34 1

Do. White 1

Tit, Coal .... 1

Goldcrest .... 34 9 131

Shrike, Red-backed . 1 8

Flycatcher, Spotted . 1 5 24 1

Do. Pied 6 3 50
Do. Red-breasted . 1 3

Chiffchaff .... 11 2 16
' Warbler, Willow 53 76 592 2

Do. Wood 1 5

Do. Yellow-browed . 2 4
Do. Grasshopper
Do. Reed 3
Do. Sedge 1 8 103
Do. Barred 14
Do. Garden 10 10 67

Blackcap .... 4 3 27
Whitethroat .... 13 25 203

Do. Lesser . 5 6 29
Thrush, Song .... 5 5 n 7 1

Redwing . . 1

1

1

Ring Ouzel .... 6 1

Blackbird .... 23 75 379 7
Wheatear .... 25
Whinchat .... 4 1 20

Carry Forward . 334 301 2557 19

24
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Nu

1946.

mbers Ring

1947 -

ed.

1934 to

1947 -

Numbers
Recovered.

Brought Forward 334 301 2557 19

Stonechat .... 8

Redstart .... 18 6 81

Do. Black 3 6
Bluethroat, Red-spotted 6
Robin ..... 82 128 380 2

Hedge Sparrow 6 9 42
Wren ..... 1 44
Swallow..... 1

Swift ..... 1 1

Woodpecker, Great Spotted 1

Wryneck .... 1 2

Cuckoo ..... 1

Owl, Long-eared 1

Falcon, Peregrine 1 1

Sheld Duck .... 1

Eider ..... 2

Shag ..... 1 1

Gannet ..... 1 3 1

Petrel, Fulmar 12 12

Dove, Turtle .... 1

Turnstone .... 1

Tern, Sandwich 100 86 255 2

Do. Common 13 165
Do. Arctic.... 4 4 11

Gull, Herring.... 10 250 5

Do. Lesser Black-backed 23 23 1

Kittiwake .... 2 10 148
Razorbill .... 2 15

Guillemot .... 1 134 9
Corncrake .... 3

Totals . 551 608 4U 7 40

Of the 40 birds recovered away from the island, 20 of

them have been recovered outside the British Isles. All ringing

recoveries have been or will be fully reported in British Birds.

Observers

The following observers visited the island : W. B.

Alexander, J. Bain, F. A. Bak, P. de Brant, A. G. S. Bryson,

H. O. Bunce, E. M. Cawkell, M. D. Cobham, Miss Carter,

E. Cohen, C. Cohen, W. M. Condry, B. W. H. Coulson,
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H. Dacker, R. F. Dickens, H. F. D. Elder, H. F. I. Elliott,

Mr and Mrs Gibson Hill, K. S. C. Gilchrist, A. M. Gwynn,
M. G. B. Hankey, P. Harris, J. G. Haworth, Miss M.
Henderson, Mrs Hillier, C. W. Holt, Mrs Holt, F. R. Irvine,

Miss E. M. C. Johnson, W. M. Kerr, M. S. Lewis, C. R.

Levick, M. F. M. Meiklejohn, C. A. Milner, J. D. Mills,

J. F. Monk, H. J. Moore, R. E. Moreau, W. R. Morford,

J. H. B. Munro, G. Ogilvie, A. H. Palmer, H. Plaxton,

G. Rhodes, A. D. W. Rushforth, Hon. Mrs Leo Russell,

G. L. Sandeman, L. B. Sandeman, P. W. Sandeman, F. H.
Simpson, K. G. Spencer, B. A. Stenhouse, G. H. Turner,

R. L. Warner, G. Waterston, A. D. Watson, J. S. Watson,

A. H. White, F. G. Wilmink, P. C. Wood, H. Wright, V. C.

Wynne-Edwards

.

We would like to thank the Commissioners of Northern

Lighthouses for granting us permission to run the Observatory

on the Isle of May and the Lighthouse Keepers and their

families on the island for all the help they have given us.
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ALGAL STUDIES FROM BOGHALL GLEN
(MIDLOTHIAN)

The Alg^e of Allermuir Dam, Boghall
Burn, and Boghall Dam

E. Wyllie Fenton
Edinburgh and East of Scotland College of Agriculture

In previous algal studies the algae of Boghall Bum were not

considered in detail. The chief reason was that after heavy

rainfall the water rises rapidly, and the swift flow of water

over the gravelly bed of the stream in much of its course does

not favour a rich or varied algal flora. At certain times a few

algae were plentiful

—

Spirogyra, Cladophora, etc.—but for long

periods filamentous algae were not frequent. In certain years

there were long dry spells which rather favoured algal growth

and development in certain parts of Boghall Burn, and during

these spells a detailed examination of the stream bed and

banks was made and samples drawn. At the same time the

algal flora of the small artificial dam near Allermuir and of

the farm dam was also investigated, for comparison with

Boghall Burn. Such information continues previous algal

studies in Boghall Glen, and indicates which of the algae

recorded for the smaller streams and ditches survived.

The methods of sampling were those adopted in 1936

(Fenton). To get a better idea of algae reaching Boghall

Dam, sand, mud, and stones were removed with water and

kept in the laboratory in large glass jars for several years.

This afforded a useful comparison with algae found in the

dam under normal conditions.

The vegetation surrounding the small artificial dam at the

south slope of Allermuir was typical Nardetum (Fenton, 1933).

The dam is fed by springs near the base of Allermuir as well

as from Windy-door-Nick between Allermuir and Caerketton.

The overflow for Allermuir Dam continues as the Boghall

Burn and is fed by various smaller streams and drainage

ditches before reaching the farm dam. Generally the pH
of water is about 6-8 or 7. Allermuir Dam is fenced against
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sheep and cattle. The algae of other parts have already been

considered, while a list of algae found up to 1940 was also

published (Fenton, 1940). The algae found in these three

areas are as follows :

—

ALLERMUIR Dam : Sphaerocystis Schroeteri, Tetraspora

gelatinosa
,
Ulothrix spp. (including zonato ), Microspora spp .,

Stigeoclonium tenue
,
Draparnaldia spp. (including glomerata )

,

Oedogonium spp., Zygnema spp., Mougeotia spp. (including

genuflexo ), Spirogyra spp., Closterium spp., Cosmarium spp.,

Vaucheria spp., Tribonema spp. (including bombycinum),

Euglena spp.

Boghall Burn, from Allermuir Dam to Leips Burn :

Sphaerocystis Schroeteri
,

Prasiola spp. (including crispa ),

Schizochlamys gelatinosa
,
Tetraspora gelatinosa, Ulothrix spp.

(including zonata), Cladophora spp. (including glomerata and

crispata), Mougeotia spp., Spirogyra spp., Vaucheria spp.

(including terrestris)
,
Tribonema spp. (including bombycinum')

,

Oscillatoria spp. (trace).

Boghall Burn, from Leips Burn to Boghall Dam :

Characium Pringsheimii (trace), Microspora spp., Ulothrix spp.

(including zonata), Prasiola spp

.

(including crispa), Cladophora

spp. (including glomerata and crispata ), Spirogyra spp.,

Mougeotia spp., Closterium spp., Oscillatoria spp., Lemanea
mamillosa

.

BOGHALL Dam : Sphaerocystis Schroeteri (once), Ulothrix

spp. (including zonata ), Cladophora spp. (including glomerata

and crispata), Pleurococcus Naegelii, Oedogonium spp. (trace),

Vaucheria spp. (including hamata), Euglena spp. (including

viridis), Oscillatoria spp.

Boghall Dam, Cultures from Soil, Sand, etc. :

Ulothrix spp. (including zonata), Microspora spp., Cladophora

fracta (trace), Rhizoclonium hieroglyphicum, Stigeoclonium

tenue, Oedogonium spp. (including rufescens and obsoletum ),

Mougeotia spp ., Vaucheria spp

.

(including sessilis), Tribonema
spp. (including bombycinum ), Oscillatoria spp., Nostoc spp.,

Anabaena spp. (including inaequalis ), Scytonema crispum

(trace)

.

It is evident from these records that Boghall Burn, owing
to its normally rapid flow and scouring action during floods,
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has a restricted flora. Sphaerocystis Schroeteri
,

Tetraspora

gelatinosa
,
and Schizochlamys gelatinosa occurred rarely, but

when they do occur it is in large quantity over a very short

period. For several years now none of these three has been

seen or recorded. All the algae in the upper part of Boghall

Burn are found in Allermuir Dam with the exception of the

Cladophoras
,

not so far found in the upper reaches, and
Prasiola

,
not always very plentiful. Allermuir Dam algal

flora suggests a flora approximating to some of the smaller

streams and ditches already recorded (Fenton, 1936). In

summer Potamogeton natans covers much of the dam while

the shallow parts for several years had a dense growth of

Chara delicatula
,
so that for part of the year things are not

too favourable for the growth of filamentous algae. Moreover,

there is a steady flow of water in and out, so that it is not
“ landlocked.” It is visited periodically by aquatic birds,

so doubtless algae are introduced from elsewhere. This is

the probable explanation of its more varied flora.

In the lower part of Boghall Burn certain algae become
much more common, especially Spirogyra and Tribonema

,

probably derived from near the Reservoir Spring (Fenton,

1936). Cladophora also tends to begin about this part and

increases as the stream nears Leips Burn. Where Leips Burn
flows into Boghall Burn, Oscillatoria is found, doubtless due

to cultivation of the field near the site of the old Leips Farm.

But even in this part the algal flora is very restricted, again

due to frequent flooding and scouring of the bed of the stream.

In the rocky part shaded by trees (until spring 1948) just

before Boghall Dam is reached, a rather unusual alga occurs,

Lemanea mamillosa (Rhodophyceae ). There is only one pool

where it occurs in swiftly flowing water and it is never plentiful

.

The other red alga, Batrachospermum moniliforme, has

disappeared from the top of the Leips Valley and has not

occurred again in Boghall Burn.

Boghall Dam has always shown a very meagre algal flora.

This is largely due to flooding after rainfall by rather muddy
water, constant changing of the water level, and the heavy

deposition of dead leaves in autumn. Such conditions are

far from favourable for algal growth and development. Another

disturbing fact, particularly since 1939, is the constant use
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of the dam for washing various implements, poultry equip-

ment, and sacks. Some of the sacks will have contained

manures and chemicals, while poultry equipment will, at

times, have been treated with disinfectants. This renders the

water of the dam almost toxic to algae. The cultures of sand,

gravel, and mud from the dam show clearly that if the water

was left undisturbed a much more varied flora would occur.

The algae found in the cultures are listed among those occurring

in the glen (Fenton, 1940), clearly indicating that but for

the constant disturbance and contamination, Boghall Dam
could support a considerable algal flora. The presence of

Myxophyceae is perhaps due to soil cultivation (Fenton, 1943)

and sewage contamination, but these algae occurred in the

culture of mud from streams and ditches (Fenton, 1939).

Summary
The algal flora of Boghall Burn is restricted to a few algae

of seasonal appearance.

This is due to the scouring of the bed of the burn after

heavy rain or melting snow.

Allermuir Dam shows a much richer algal flora, approaching

those previously recorded for various parts of Boghall Glen.

As Boghall Burn nears Boghall Dam blue-green algae

appear and increase, due to drainage from cultivated land

and to sewage contamination.

Cultures of soil samples from the bed of Boghall Dam show
that if less disturbed and not contaminated, the algal flora

would be very similar to that recorded for many parts of Boghall

Glen.
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ON OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF

THE MACROLEPIDOPTERA IN SCOTLAND

F. W. Smith

Boreland of Southwick, by Dumfries

As this order has always been, the most popular, amateur
entomologists may believe that except for the more critical

work for which some scientific knowledge is required, field

work outside pure collecting is of little further value. Nothing

could be farther from the truth.

Having occasion to examine critically the Scottish records

of our Lepidoptera, compiled up to 1938 by the late Mr Percy

Grimshaw, I was astounded at our ignorance on this matter.

It would appear that except for the large-scale survey being

carried out by Prof. Heslop Harrison and his party in. the

Inner and Outer Hebrides, and that of Mr J. L. Campbell of

Canna, little field work among the Lepidoptera has been done

between the wars, or if it has there remains no record of it.

The great majority of our Scottish records are now hoary

with age, anything between thirty and ninety years old, and

in addition, large areas of the Scottish mainland are a complete

blank. The only areas of which one may say we have an

up-to-date survey are those of Rannoch, Aviemore, Forres,

and the districts around them, to which the southern collectors

regularly go, presumably to take those British species and

varieties indigenous to Scotland which are known to occur in

these areas. That the chequered skipper (C. palaemon (Pallas))

should have remained so long undiscovered in the Fort William

area is a measure of what may still remain to be discovered by

entomologists who are prepared to leave the beaten paths of

the collectors.

It is highly desirable that entomologists should publish

local lists of their captures, which are required for the whole

of Scotland, no matter how common the insects appear to be,

if we are to get any idea of the present distribution of the

Lepidoptera in Scotland.
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Among the butterflies there are some nice little problems :

the orange-tip butterfly (E. cardamines (L.)) has been recorded

only three times since the first World War, all from Dum-
friesshire

;
yet Dr E. B. Ford states in his book (Butterflies ,

p. 129. London: Collins, 1945), Common all over Britain

except north Scotland and the Isles.” I have examined the

specimens in the Royal Scottish Museum, most of which come
from north-east Scotland

;
the butterfly is now exceedingly

rare on this part of the Solway, though it is recorded as common
at Gretna in 1933. Mr Arthur Duncan took a few males at

Tynron in 1943, but tells me he has failed to find it since. It

would appear that the butterfly is very local in Scotland, and

rarely common where it occurs. Up-to-date information is

urgently required.

The silver-studded blue (P. argus L.), whose records in

Scotland do not exceed six, has been seen in the Gaick-Glen
Feshie area of Inverness-shire, according to Mr Richard

Perry (.In the High Grampians
, p. 36. London: Drummond,

1948.) In view of the habit of this butterfly of forming local

races, as in north Wales and north Lancashire, it is highly

important to verify its existence in the Cairngorms, and to

find out if another distinct race is resident in Scotland.

Little has been heard of the small blue (C. minimus
(Fuessly)) which at one time had a wide distribution both in

the south-west and south-east, up to Perthshire, Kincardine,

Moray, and Nairn. Has anyone seen the silver-washed

fritillary (A. paphia (L.)) in the last thirty years ? There

used to be a south-westerly and an easterly distribution of

the speckled wood (P. aegeria (L.)), although Dr Ford does

not mention this in his book. What of the gatekeeper

(M. tithonus (L.)) and the Duke of Burgundy fritillary (H.

lucina (L.)) ? It is doubtful if anybody has visited their

Kircudbrightshire-Dumfriesshire localities since the time they

were recorded.

These few points, and there are many more, especially

among the moths, show what a vast amount of field work is

required. For those able to undertake the more critical work
and who have access to the necessary material, little seems to

be known of the occurrence and distribution of the oculea L.

group of the genus Hydraecia since the late Messrs J. W. Tutt

25
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and the Rev. C. R. N. Burrows first separated the species

(lucens Freyer, paludis Tutt, and crinanensis Burrows). In

the genus Procus the same information is required as to

latrunculus (Schiff.) separated from strigilis (Clerck), and

the new species versicolor (Borkh.)
;

and in the genus

Ortholitha, in which the species umbrifera Prout and scotica

Cockayne have now been differentated from mucronata (Scop.).

The nomenclature used is that of Kloet and Hincks

(.A Check List of British Insects. Stockport, 1945). Finally,

I must acknowledge my great indebtedness to Dr A. C.

Stephen, Keeper of Natural History at the Royal Scottish

Museum, Edinburgh, for help he has given me on many
occasions, and for allowing me free access to the Grimshaw
card-index of Scottish records.
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THE NATURE OF SUBSPECIES

V. C. Wynne-Edwards
Aberdeen University

Introduction.—-From time to time we must modify or extend

our ideas on one or another of the basic principles of natural

history
;
and there is no doubt that at the present time many

naturalists who make use of subspecific names do so with at

best a rather hazy conception of current ideas on the origin of

species, and with little practical experience in the handling or

study of geographical forms. To be able to use trinomial

names intelligently we need to be well informed of advances

in scientific thought and knowledge relating to the underlying

principles of systematics or taxonomy, a subject attracting

as much attention now as at any time since the publication of

the Origin of Species (1859).

The subject is one which cannot be covered fully in brief

space, nor is there a prospect of easy success to encourage either

author or reader. Both must be exhorted to grapple with its

difficulties, and make a real effort to achieve understanding,

because the matter is extremely important. Chapters 9 to 13

of E. B. Ford’s volume on Butterflies (1945) and Chapters

10 to 14 of W. B. Turrill’s British Plant Life (1948) in the

New Naturalist series (London: Collins) contain a wealth of

relevant information and clear exposition, and will be found

most helpful. Extended and more strictly technical treatments

are to be found in E. Mayr’s Systematics and the Origin of

Species (Columbia University Press, 1942), Th. Dobzhansky’s

Genetics and the Origin of Species (same series, 1937), J. S.

Huxley’s Evolution (London: Allen & Unwin, 1942), and

D. Lack’s Darwin's Finches (Cambridge University Press,

1947 )-

Populations as the Units of Evolution.—The funda-

mental new idea is that populations, rather than independent

individuals, are the basic units upon which evolutionary

This paper was prepared for a meeting of the Oxford Ornithological Society-

on 30th November 1948,
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processes act. A population may be regarded initially as a

group of individuals living sufficiently near together, relative

to their proper powers of locomotion, to be able to breed

together more or less at random. For highly mobile creatures

like birds a single population may continuously cover a great

area, easily bridging discontinuities of suitable habitats, and

in some cases extending over a whole country the size of ours.

For garden snails
(Cepaea), on the other hand, the population

in my garden may be effectively isolated by the width of a

busy street from that in the gardens of the opposite houses.

Variation and Heredity.—Within a particular popula-

tion we expect to find more or less variation among the

individuals comprising it, just as we do in human populations.

Individual members may vary in size and strength, in colour,

pattern and form, in temper and performance
;

and, of course,

they vary far more in some species than in others. In a sample

of thirty full-grown bank mice (Cleithrionomys glareolus) from

the neighbourhood of Aberdeen the length of the tail varies

from 30 to 48 mm. (ratio 100 : 160), and the colour of the back

and underside to a similarly wide but less easily definable

extent. Two long-tailed mice (Apodemus sylvaticus) kept as

attractive and well-fed captives differ in tameness, food-

preferences, food-storing, and sanitary habits. By sufficiently

careful study of almost any species we may expect to discern

corresponding individual differences.

Just as in human populations, many of these traits or

characteristics are hereditary. In the case of the fruit flies of

the genus Drosophila
,
with many species and a cosmopolitan

range, the heredity of variation has been explored in minute

detail. Most readers are aware that hereditary traits are

transmitted from parents to offspring by discrete units called

genes, which are grouped into long strings within the nucleus

of the sperm or egg on a series of rod-like bodies called

chromosomes. By the union of sperm and egg in fertilisation

the offspring receives a set of chromosomes from its father,

and another set essentially similar in form and number, but

not necessarily in all the genes they contain, from its mother.

Each chromosome is consequently paired in the fertilised egg;

and when the egg divides and develops, producing many cells,
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each chromosome also splits lengthways at every cell-division,

and the nucleus of every body-cell is thus provided with the

whole duplicate chromosome series with the contained genes.

A particular gene is normally located with the same
neighbours at the same place on the corresponding chromo-

some, not only in all the cells of the body, but also in all

the different members of the population possessing it. If

it is not present, its place will be occupied by an alternative

gene; and, similarly, two or more alternative genes cannot

be present together on one and the same chromosome, because

there is only one site for them. The individual may, however,

receive one alternative from its father on one member of the

particular chromosome pair, and another alternative gene in

the corresponding locus on its other (maternal) member. In

such a case one commonly overpowers the other in its visible

effect on the full-grown adult, and is said to be dominant .

The other is recessive
,
and can only show its effect if it is present

in duplicate, i.e., on both members of the chromosome pair,

because in these circumstances it cannot be masked by the

presence of its dominant alternative.

There may be more than two alternative genes for each locus,

and in all there are hundreds or thousands of loci. The possible

permutations and combinations are therefore endless : but it

is important to notice that in each set of alternative genes one

is usually very common and the others comparatively rare.

In most animals each year sees a new generation, and in

some there are several generations within the year. In any

given population mating is more or less at random, and the

successive individuals ring the changes on the combinations

of available genes. The population can be conceived as having

a certain stock of genes, which changes very slowly under the

influence of natural selection or by the very occasional addition

of new genes arising spontaneously, called mutations. Some
of the genes in stock will be abundant, especially in a population

which is notably uniform, and some of them more or less

scarce.

If isolated from one another two populations of the same
animal or plant may, and commonly do, in the course of time

diverge. Both may still contain exactly the same assortment

of genes, but the relative commonness or rarity of these may
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differ
;

for example, the genes necessary for producing abnor-

mally large individuals may become commoner in one than

they are in the other, and the mean size of members of the

first population would then exceed that of members of the

second. Alternatively (or additionally) one may acquire

some new mutations which the other has not got. It is, in

fact, a reasonable expectation that any such isolated popula-

tions might be found to differ one from another in the characters

they exhibit, if we could devise the means to detect and measure
the differences.

Geographical Variation in the Relative Common-
ness of Particular Genes.—There are several familiar

examples of this. We can all think of localities where year

after year black or possibly piebald rabbits ( Oryctolagus

cuniculus) occur : if the particular recessive gene which is

responsible is common enough in the population, a good

many individuals will get one from each parent and exhibit

the recessive characteristic. Should any of these wander away
and mate with the surrounding normal population, where the

gene for black or the gene (genes ?) for piebald are rare, its

young ones will all or mostly carry the recessive trait unseen,

masked by the common normal dominant.

A more pertinent case is provided by the bridled variety

of the common guillemot ( Uria aalge ), a variety apparently

due to a single mutant gene. In the south of the British Isles

this gene for “ bridled ” is rather uncommon, and the

character outwardly appears in less than 1 per cent, of the

population. Northward and north-westward it becomes much
commoner, and off the Icelandic coasts it far outnumbers the

normal alternative .

1

Similarly, among the water rats (Arvicola amphibius) in

the north of Scotland, it is common to find individuals of a

beautiful sepia-black colour, not only on the back but on the

normally paler underparts also. Several genes are very likely

involved, because intermediates of every gradation occur

between this and the locally uncommon brown type. The
responsible genes are evidently very common in north Scotland,

1 H. N. Southern and E. C. R. Reeve (1941), “ Quantitative Studies in the

Geographical Variation of Birds: the Common Guillemot,” Proc. Zool. Soc.

London
,
Series A, in, pp. 255-276,
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though so rare as to be seldom if ever detected over most of

the rest of the country. There is another smaller “ island
”

of similar black and intermediate types in East Anglia

:

probably the same mutations have occurred independently

in the two areas.

The fulmar [Fulmarus glacialis) provides another example.

Fulmars are extremely variable, not only in colour of feathers

and soft parts, but also in size. From the normal “ light

phase ” or gull-coloured type there is a continuous gradation

to the extreme “ blue ” type, in which every part of the

plumage, head, body, wings, and tail, are of a uniform dark

slaty or smoky grey (the exact shade changing with time after

the fresh moult). The proportion of dark-phase birds increases

from zero in British mainland colonies to an actual pre-

ponderance in the far north-west and arctic America. In the

North Pacific a closely similar situation obtains
;

the dark

phase is unknown in the Bering Sea, but composes the entire

population in some of the colonies on the Commander Islands .

1

These are examples of differences in the relative common-
ness of various alternative genes in different parts of the species’

range. Many more can be given to show that, though those

already chosen are particularly conspicuous examples, they

represent a commonplace and ordinary phenomenon, and are

not exceptional and isolated instances. One might cite further

the typical white (in winter) and “ blue ” phases of the arctic

fox
(
Alopex lagopus

)
2

;
the silver and cross-fox phases of

Vulpes fulva
,
which is normally red

;
the grey and black

varieties of the American grey squirrel
(
Sciurus carolinensis),

which are mutually exclusive over certain large areas of the

native range; and the so-called “ hepatic ” variety of some
of the cuckoos (including Cuculus canorus), which is

apparently very common in the Asiatic C. saturatus in the

Yenesei valley .

3

Lepidoptera furnish familiar examples also, though one

illustration must here suffice. Many readers will be aware of

the variability of the small copper butterfly (Lycaena phleas),

1 L. Stejneger (1885), Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 29, p. 94.
3 K. Fetherston (1947),

“ Geographic Variation in the Incidence of Occurrence
of the Blue Phase of the Arctic Fox in Canada,” Ca?iadiati Fd.-Nat., 61

, pp. 15-18.
3 M. D. Haviland (1915), A Summer on the Yenesei

, p. 37. (London : Arnold).
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of which a geographical study was made by Dr Ford some
years ago. 1 He selected two variable characters, namely
(i) the shape of the hindmost black spot seen on the underside

of the forewings, which may be a crescent turned outwards,

or inwards, or a straight bar, or a double spot (the commonest
condition in my neighbourhood) : he called this the “ critical

spot and (ii) the presence or absence of the well-known

blue spots on the upper side of the hind wings. The pro-

portional incidence of these variations he found to change

from place to place; 35 per cent, from a certain locality in

Sweden show the blue spots, but only 17 to 18 per cent, in

Oxfordshire and 20 per cent, in Kent. Far away in Cyprus

the incidence was nearly 50 per cent.
;

and in so far as it is

safe to judge from thirteen specimens, it may exceed 50 per

cent, in Aberdeen and Kincardine. The critical spot varies

widely also, but quite independently. The genetics of another

variable character in the small copper have been investigated

(cf . Ford’s Butterflies
,
p. 177), and it is a fair presumption

that all these characters are normally inherited.

GENE Flow.—In the light of these examples we can accept

the existence of a certain stock of genes, some commoner,

some rarer, as being characteristic of a particular population.

If we knew all the proportions of all the genes in the stock,

we could predict statistically the probability of any individual

member of the population having any given combination of

genes.

We can also accept the fact that the relative commonness
1

of certain genes varies from place to place, i.e., from one
j

population to another.

Let us consider again the case of the common guillemot

and its bridled variety. Guillemots no doubt normally return

to breed in their native region, and often perhaps inhabit the

same colony throughout their lives. But there must be

occasional shifts and changes and new colonisations, and most

likely a proportion of birds do for one reason or another transfer

to neighbouring colonies along the coast, at a lesser or greater

distance. If there is such an exchange, no matter how trifling,

1 E. B. Ford (1924), “ The Geographical Races of Heodes phleas L.,” Trans. \

Ent. Soc. London for 1923, pp. 692-743.
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in the course of time samples of the stock of genes now charac-

teristic of one colony will gradually infect others
;

in other

words, there will be a diffusion or flow of genes. “ Gene
flow ” takes place in all continuous populations, and is

prevented only in cases where a population is completely

isolated. I have chosen this illustration because Mr Southern

is undertaking a re-estimation of the proportion of bridled

birds in British colonies, after an interval of ten years or so

since the previous counts, and it would not be surprising if

the proportions showed a gradual secular change. This could

be brought about by gene flow, and also by any secular change

in the survival value of the bridled character, i.e. in the

pressure of natural selection upon it.

The effect of gene flow is sometimes to produce a fairly

continuous gradation in the relative abundance of certain

genes from regions where they are common to regions where

they are rare. The bridled guillemot and the dark-phase

fulmars are presumably examples of this
;
and others may be

found in such characters as size, density of pigmentation,

hairiness, dates of breeding seasons, etc., which often increase

or progress from south to north or are correlated with other

climactic gradients. They are the basis of the “ cline,” a

useful descriptive term introduced by Dr Julian Huxley and

now widely used in the literature of taxonomy.

Populations in Large Continental Areas.—In any

large continuous land area, for example North America,

certain species such as the song sparrow (.Melospiza melodia
)

have a very extensive range, although the ancestors and

descendants of any individual chosen at random are more or

less strongly localised. Populations of this common bird

along the Atlantic seaboard can have no direct intercourse

with those a couple of hundred miles inland, still less with

those west of the Mississippi or farther away in remote California

or Alaska. Even if the populations were, in fact, continuous

over these vast areas, gene flow would be a slow process
;
and

there is such a diversity of ecological conditions in different

parts of the continent that natural selection clearly cannot

operate in a similar manner in all parts of the song sparrow’s

range. Comparative study shows that the species is markedly

26
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diversified
;

and, though twenty-six named types have been

recognised for reference and descriptive purposes
,

1 it is well

known that some of them form intergrading dines and
unexpected pockets, so that subspecific ranges can seldom be

precisely defined.

To the field naturalist perhaps the most conspicuous evidence

of geographical variation in the song sparrow is the observable

difference in the relative commonness of certain song-patterns

which he may detect by travelling even a few hundred miles.

The same is of course true of various birds in all parts of the

world, and the British observer might well be mystified, as

I was, by the first chaffinch’s song heard in Finland. It is a

logical assumption that song-patterns (in the song sparrow at

least) are inherited by the normal genic process, and where

differences occur in different regions they afford further

illustrations of the phenomenon already discussed.

British Populations .—The British Isles enjoy a degree

of isolation from the continental mainland, and in strictly

terrestrial and fresh-water species our resident populations

are completely isolated. In some of these, as well as in the

less obviously restricted birds and insects, differences have

developed to a readily recognisable extent. (It might, never-

theless, surprise some naturalists to see in the hand upon what

slender and questionable grounds a few of our insular sub-

species of birds have been erected.) Gene exchange across the

Channel and North Sea no doubt takes place in many bird and

insect species
;

and of this the wagtails (.Motacilla)
seem to

provide illustrations. The grey wagtail {M . cinerea
)

is

generally uniform all over Europe, and the British populations

are not visibly distinct. The yellow wagtail (M
.
flava), on

the other hand, is represented over most of its British breeding

range exclusively by the subspecies flavissima
,
characterised

by the yellower suffusion of the head and yellow superciliary

stripe; however, in small numbers in south-eastern England,

and occasionally farther north and west, males may be found

of the blue-headed type (M. /. flava), characteristic of

adjacent continental countries. In Sussex breeding males

have been recorded on about a dozen occasions which more

1 A.O.U. Check-list, Fourth Edition, 1931.
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closely resemble the similar race known as Sykes’ wagtail

(M. /. beema), typical of the central U.S.S.R. Females are

less variable and not very readily distinguishable in the field.

Somewhat similarly, our pied wagtail (M . alba yarrellii
)

differs from the continental white wagtail (M . a. alba) in being

conspicuously darker (nearly black instead of light grey) on

the mantle and rump, at least in adult breeding birds. The
species is a variable one, and populations containing the

characters of British birds are found on the opposite side of

the Channel in France and Belgium
;

moreover, occasional

individuals of the alba type crop up in British populations,

and have been found on rare occasions nesting in many parts

of the country, including Scotland. (The breeding population

of the Faeroes is regarded as belonging to the alba race,

cf . K. Williamson, The Atlantic Islands
, 1948, p. 313

(London : Collins)).

Such cases as these can now be interpreted in terms of

mutation, gene flow, and the varying distribution of genes

from place to place. To regard single local interbreeding

populations as including two or more subspecies is, from the

evolutionary standpoint
,
a contradiction in terms

;
and if a

“ white wagtail ” mates with a “ pied wagtail,” or even

exceptionally with another of its own type, provided all are

members of one local population interbreeding at random,

they must be designated by a single subspecific name or else

by some such convention as “ yarrellii X alba .” Note that

the case involves nothing essentially different from the variable

dimorphism of the guillemot or arctic fox. 1

HYBRIDS.—A few words may be interpolated here on the

subject of natural hybrids. Hybridisation between two distinct

subspecies or species sometimes occurs wholesale, following

the removal of some ecological or physical barrier which
formerly kept the two populations mutually isolated. Pro-

bably the best-known case is that of the golden-shafted or

1 An interesting situation concerns the Scottish crossbill (.Loxia curvirostra

scotica ), which appears to maintain its distinctive characters in the face of repeated
widespread invasions of the common crossbill (Z. c. curvirostra

)

from the continent.

If this is the case, there can be no interbreeding between the residents and invaders,

and for this reason it has sometimes been suggested that the Scottish bird might
better be regarded as a race of the parrot crossbill (Z. pytyopsittacus)

,
which

similarly maintains its identity within the general range of the common crossbill

in Fennoscandia,
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eastern flicker (Colaptes auratus), a rather large and very

common woodpecker of eastern North America, and the red-

shafted or western species (C. cafer), assumed to have been

confined formerly to the Pacific slope by the glacial conditions

then existing in the Rockies and neighbouring mountain chains.

The range of the red-shafted species now extends far east of

the Rockies, and over a wide belt, from British Columbia to

the prairies and southwards, there is a hybrid population,

in which several clear-cut specific characters of each of the

parent types assort themselves at random, while others inter-

grade, in such a manner that a good deal may be surmised

about the genetics of the case .

1 If it were desired to give

the hybrid population a scientific name, it could be adequately

designated as Colaptes auratus x cafer .

Other examples may be cited among pheasants, species of

which in certain areas freely hybridise
;
and among fresh-water

fish, especially Cyprinidae and Centrarchidae.

The genes of one species are interchanged with those of

the other in fertile interspecific crosses of this kind, and there

is a flood of genes from each parent population into the other.

It is evidently a rather unusual and perhaps transitory

phenomenon, and will not be considered further here, though

it is closely related to our subject. It is a recognisable mode
of origin of new forms.

Independently Varying Characters —Emerging from

the concept of gene flow is the fact that it may lead to changes

in distribution of particular genes with the passage of time.

These need not always occur, however : for example, it is

presumed that light colour in ground birds and mammals is

an adaptation of real value in sandy deserts
;
and conversely,

effective flow of the responsible genes to neighbouring popula-

tions beyond the desert area, where they are no longer

advantageous, may be checked by natural selection. Selection

clearly has very much to do with controlling the spread of

genes, and may be responsible for the observed fact, already

alluded to in connection with the small copper butterfly, that

within a single species two variable characters may show

independent gradients or dines in different directions. Thus
1 A. Deakin (1936), “ Natural Hybridisation and Genetics of Flickers

{Colaptes),” Amer. Naturalist
, 70, pp. 585*590.
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the amount of yellow pigment in the legs and the blackness of

the mantle have independent trends in the complex group of

gulls (Larus) which includes the Iceland, herring, and lesser

black-backed types (glaucoides
,
argentatus

,
and fuscus). They

have been the cause of great taxonomic confusion, which is

accentuated by the development of reproductive barriers

(
e.g., different breeding dates) enabling some of the forms to

overlap in breeding range without serious hybridisation

(e.g., argentatus and fuscus). A simpler example is provided

by the great northern diver or loon (<Colymbus immer), of

which two subspecies have been accepted for some time,

namely, the larger typical race immer and the smaller elasson.

A recent analysis has shown, however, that wing-length and

bill-length (the characters that can be most reliably measured

in museum collections) are independent variables, each with

its own geographical trends, and that there are grave difficulties,

therefore, in recognising subspecies based merely on size .

1

Similarly independent trends of different variable characters

in a single species are probably general in the animal kingdom.

In addition to the case of Lycaena phleas
,
wing-length and

density of yellow pigment have been shown to have inde-

pendent dines in the green-veined white (.Pieris napi) and

some other butterflies in north-west Europe .

2 In the herring

(<Clupea harengus) the dates of spawning and the number of

vertebrae are likewise geographically variable, with unrelated

trends in British waters.

Subspecies and Species.—The kind of geographical

variability which may occur in nature, and which we sometimes

try in vain to constrain within the artificial boundaries and

definitions of subspecies, is indeed complex. In ninety-nine

cases out of a hundred the full species is a perfectly natural

unit, and gives us no difficulties in differentiating one from

another, simply because discontinuities have evolved between

them. If the impression has so far been given that geographical

variation is more or less continuous, this is in fact only part

of the truth : for there exist very many clearly defined, isolated,

1 A. L. Rand (1947),
“ Geographical Variation in the Loon (Gavia immer

(Briinnich)) Canadian Fd.-Nat., 61, pp. 1 93-195.
2 Bj. Petersen (1947), “ Die geographische Variation einiger Fennoskandischer

Lepidopteren,” Zool. Bidrag Uppsala
,
26
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and self-contained subspecies also, including numerous insular

races of terrestrial animals, such as the St Kilda wren
( Troglodytes troglodytes hirtensis') or the Scottish ptarmigan

(Lagopus mutus millaisi). The difference between subspecies

and species is only one of degree or magnitude, and while

we are content to regard our ptarmigan as a subspecies of the

circumpolar Lagopus mutus
,
we agree to elevate the red grouse

to the status of a full species (Z. scoticus)
;

although it is

equally evident that it is a geographical representative, in

this case of the willow grouse (Z. lagopus )., which it resembles

in almost all details of habits, voice, and structure, except

for the absence of white primary wing-feathers and a white

winter plumage.

The distinction between species and subspecies is often

ill-defined or arbitrary: British authority regards the carrion

and hooded crows (Corvus corone and cornix
) as separate

species, though there are the best of arguments for treating

them as subspecies showing sharply discontinuous variation,

replacing each other geographically and interbreeding with

a high degree of fertility where they meet {corone x cornix}
;

indeed to many of us in Scotland, accustomed to every inter-

mediate stage of body-plumage, the crow population appears

rather as a single entity, variable only in plumage, than as

an example of interspecific hybridisation comparable with

the cases given on page 204. In every other characteristic

the two birds are as one, and many continental authors lump
them together. Decision is clearly arbitrary in such a case.

Conclusion.—In fact, it is now realised that there is no

major evolutionary process in the origin of species, genera,

families, and even the higher ranks of subdivision of the

living world, other than the process which segregates one

population from another, and causes them to diverge. The
view often held formerly that differences between genera,

families, etc., are adaptive, and those between subspecies

non-adaptive, breaks down in the light of fuller knowledge

and must be abandoned.

The names we give to different forms are given for practical

reasons : and it is sometimes stated as a practical guide to

the systematist that 75 per cent, of a population should be
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individually separable before the population is deemed to justify

a subspecific name of its own. If this rule were applied I

believe some of our British races of birds would have to be

suppressed
;
and there can be no justification for multiplying

the recognition of named races beyond what is acceptable to

the majority of experienced opinion as convenient. This has

possibly already been exceeded in some genera of mammals,
particularly the small northern rodents, and it has lately been

attempted in the case of several British birds. The detection

of differences between local populations, no matter how slight,

is scientifically desirable, because it is essential to the study

of variation and the understanding of the origin of species
;

but it would be better to abandon the trinomial convention

entirely than to apply it to every population whose uniqueness

can only be demonstrated statistically from enormous series

of specimens. Elliot Coues, the distinguished American
ornithologist who first introduced the trinomial form in 1882,

lived to write this comment not long before his death in

1899 :
—
“ Trinomialism is too sharp a tool to be made a toy.

Even if we do not cut our own fingers, we are likely to

cut the throat of the whole System of Nomenclature that

we have reared with such care. Better throw the instrument

away than use it to slice species so thin that it takes a

microscope to perceive them. It may be assumed as a

safe rule of procedure that it is useless to divide or sub-

divide beyond the fair average ability of ornithologists to

recognise and verify the result. Named varieties of birds

that require to be ‘ compared with the Types ’ by holding

them up slantwise in a strong light—as ladies match
crewels in a milliner’s shop—such often exist in cabinets

or in books, but seldom in the woods and fields.” 1

It is the duty of the systematist to see that the tool gives

us the best practical service, and he must not lose sight of the

fact that our system of nomenclature can only be made to

approximate, by its conveniently simple but insufficiently

flexible formula, the confusing diversity of differences and
relationships which have evolved in animals and plants. It

1 E. Coues (1903), Key io North American Birds
,
Fifth Edition. (Boston.)
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must be kept simple and not be made impossibly cumbersome
;

and if trinomials cannot adequately interpret our changing

conception of geographical variation and population genetics,

we may one day decide we are better off without them. It

may be recalled that Doctor Coues’ great contemporary

oracle, Professor Alfred Newton of Cambridge, shrewdly fore-

seeing the difficulties and fearing that it might sooner or later

bring the whole system down in ruins, waged war on

trinomialism from the first.

It was from the simple convention or notation of the

Linnean system that the idea of universal evolution sprang.

The value of the system, as an aid to inductive thought and a

tool of research, is as great as ever; and naturalists who
appreciate its present difficulties will find in them a stimulus

to their researches and guidance to develop the system with

good judgment.
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BOTANICAL NOTES

Miscellaneous Notes

The following notes refer to a formerly wooded area on the western

outskirts of Aboyne (Aberdeenshire). At the time the notes were

made most of the ground vegetation was typical heath : Calluna

vulgaris, Vaccinium myrtillus and V . vitis-idaea
,

Erica cinerea
,

Deschampsia flexuosa
,
and, in one part, Pteridium aquilinum and

Holcus mollis. Some natural regeneration is occurring, especially

birch. The original vegetation had been largely Scots pine, some
birch, and oak.

Colonisation of Sawdust and Bark-covered Ground.—The
vegetation surrounding this part was of a heathy nature and carried

vegetation of heather (Calluna vulgaris), cranberry ( Vaccinium

vitis-idaea)
,
and wavy hair-grass (.Deschampsiaflexuosa ). The ground

and former vegetation was covered to a depth of a foot and in some
places several feet. The plants colonising the sawdust and bark

were : Deschampsia flexuosa (dominant), Calluna vulgaris (sub-

dominant), Rumex acetosella (local), Erica cinerea (occasional),

Vaccinium myrtillus (occasional), Epilobium angustifolium (occa-

sional), Spergula arvensis (very occasional and grazed by rabbits),

and Agrostis palustris Huds. (very occasional).

Colonisation of a Refuse Heap consisting of Sawdust,
Bark, Oily Rags, some Soil, and General Waste from a
Small Sawmill.—The heap was perhaps four years old, lay at

the edge of the area just described, and was only colonised in places,

so that it is not possible to select any plant as dominant except

perhaps Viola riviniana. Other plants present were : Rumex
obtusifolius

,
crispus

,
acetosa

,
and acetosella ; Senecio sylvaticus,

Rubus idaeus
,
Epilobium angustifolium

,
Stellaria media

,
Ranunculus

repens
,
Galium saxatile

,
Heracleum sphondylium

,
Myosotis arvensis

,

Poa annua
,
and Holcus mollis.

Heather as a Protection for Young Trees against Rabbit
Damage.—In a strip where previously Scots pine and some oak and

birch had grown, some natural regeneration of these trees is occurring.

The ground vegetation varies and is at times patchy, but Calluna

vulgaris
,
Vaccinium myrtillus

,
and V . vitis-idaea

,
Agrostis spp ., and

Deschampsia flexuosa are the more important.

Calluna vulgaris varied in height from nine inches to two feet.

The oaks varied in height from five inches to five feet. All the smaller

27
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oaks were damaged by grazing. The higher the heather the less the

grazing damage.

In the eastern part Scots pine, birch, and rowan all suffered

damage up to a height of two to two and a half feet. Above that

height no damage occurred, and there was not much damage at a

height of two feet. Where Vactinium, vitis-idaea and the two grasses

formed the ground vegetation damage commenced at ground level.

Scots pine suffered more damage than rowan, and birch very little.

We have observed similar damage in the south-east of Scotland, but

not so clearly defined as in the present example.—E. Wyllie Fenton,
Edinburgh.

SCOTTISH WINTER ROOK ROOST INQUIRY

Following the Midlothian Ornithological Club’s rook roost

inquiry {Scot. Nat., 60, p. 20) covering the Lothians, a Scottish

inquiry might be undertaken. Will anyone able to help in such an

inquiry please send a postcard to the address below giving :

—

1 . Location of any roosts found in Scotland.

2. Type of tree used (coniferous, deciduous, or mixed).

3. Approximate size of roost (100 birds or thousands).

4. History of roost if known.

5. Was roost seen by observer or is report hearsay ?

6. Any other information considered to be of interest.

Care should be taken to distinguish between a rookery where the

birds nest, and a winter roost where as a rule the birds of more than

one rookery spend the night. No information about rookeries is

desired.

Rooks normally cease using winter roosts in March.

Apart from scientific results, I feel sure that anyone interested in

birds who has not seen the evening occupation of a rook roost would
find great pleasure in witnessing the arrival of the rooks about dusk,

often in their thousands. Roosts may be found by following the

direction of the birds’ evening flight lines.

J. H. B. Munro,

10 Comiston Place,

Edinburgh, 10.
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ZOOLOGICAL NOTES

Early Dates for Lepidoptera in the Solway Area —
Although in many respects a disappointing year for the lepidopterist,

1948 has provided some interesting early dates in the Solway area.

The following dates are all earlier than the earliest recorded by R. S.

and J. G. Gordon {Trans. Dumfriesshire and Galloway Nat. Hist,

and Antiqu. Soc., Third Series, I, 1912-13, pp. 168- 188
;

Third

Series, 6, 1918-19, pp. 156-167). These records were for Wigtown-
shire, whereas the following are for Dumfriesshire and the Stewartry

of Kirkcudbright. Names are as printed in the Checklist of the A.E.S.
Theria rupicapraria

, 22/1/48; Vanessa io
,
at the window of a house

in the week ending 7/2/48, and another in the open 23/2/48 ;
Biston

sirataria, 9/3/48 ;
Pieris rapae, 14/4/48; P. napi

, 21/4/48; Lycaena

phlaeas
, 26/4/48; Erynnis tages, 26/4/48; Pieris brassicae, 1/5/48;

Argynnis euphrosyne
, 8/5/48; Spilosoma lubricipeda (menthastri)

,

8/5/48 ;
Callimorpha jacobaeae

, 15/5/48 ;
Euclidia glyphica, 15/5/48 ;

Argynnis selene, 29/5/48; Bupalus piniarius
, 29/5/48; Aphantopus

hyperanthus
,
24/6/48.

—

David Cunningham, Dumfries.

Lepidoptera observed at Inverie, Knoydart.

—

The following

were noted during the periods 5th to 9th August 1945 and 5th June

1948 :
•

Pieris brassicae.

P. napi.

Aglais urticae.

Nymphalis io.

Vanessa cardui.

Argynnis aglaia.

A. selene.

Eumenis semele.

Pararge aegeria.

Maniola jurtina.

Polyommatus icarus.

Notodontidae :

Dicranura vinula *

Pygaera pigraP

Lasiocampidae :

Macrothylacia rubiP

Cosmotriche potatoriaf

* Larvae.

Noctuidae :

Acronicta rumicisP
Noctua baja.

Mamestra pisiP
Xylophasia rurea.

X. monoglypha.

Hydraecia lucens.

Geometridae :

Anaitis plagiata.

Lygris testata.

Cidaria immanata .

Coremia designata.

Amoebe olivata.

Camptogramma bilineata

.

Lozogramma petraria.

| Pupae.
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These casual observations indicate that the entomology of this

favoured spot would be worth further investigation. Erebia aethiops

is said to occur there also, but I did not see it. P. aegeria is quite

common. Inverie has many fine trees and a warm and sheltered

southern exposure.

—

John L. Campbell, Isle of Canna.

Peacock Butterfly in Argyll and Mull.—The increase of

the peacock butterfly ( Vanessa io ) in Scotland is interesting; Colonel

Macdougall of Macdougall told us that in spring 1948 it was the

commonest species of butterfly at Dunollie, near Oban, outnumbering

the white and small tortoise-shells. On 21st May 1948 we saw one

sitting on the road at Tobermory, Mull, and on two other occasions

peacock butterflies flew past us near that town. The number of wdiite

butterflies there was quite extraordinary
;

they were mostly the large

and small cabbage white (Pieris brassicae and rapae), but also some
green-veined whites (Pieris napi). They swarmed everywhere in the

woods, right out on the moors, and even on the seaweed-covered

rocks on the shore. On 24th May there had evidently been a hatch

of green hairstreaks ( Thecla rubi), as we saw them in numbers on

the Glen Gorm road.

—

Evelyn V. Baxter and Leonora Jeffrey
Rintoul, Largo, Fife.

The Peacock Butterfly in North Knapdale, Argyllshire.

—

Mr John L. Campbell’s remarks on the status of the peacock butterfly

( Vanessa io) in Knapdale, Argyllshire (Scot. Nat., 60
, 1948, p. 126)

reveal, on comparison with my notes made there in the late summer
and autumn of 1948, a substantial change in the local status of the

species.

On replanted forest land above Crinan many peacock butterflies

were noted in August, while near Cairnbaan on one of the few truly

warm days I found dozens of these beautiful insects on the fringe of

the Forestry Commission’s plantations. Never have I seen Vanessa io

so numerous in a Scottish locality and seldom in an English one.

The increase of the species in the west of Scotland appears to be

widespread. This year (1948) I have recorded it from localities in

Lanarkshire and Renfrewshire where earlier search failed to reveal

its presence.—P. A. Clancey, Cathcart, Glasgow.

Small Elephant Hawk Moth in Fife.—On the evening of

13th June 1948 a small elephant hawk moth (Chaerocampa porcellus)

was hovering at the rocket in my garden in Upper Largo. My only

previous record for this neighbourhood is of one caught when hovering

at rhododendron flowers at Gilston on 20th June 1895.

—

Evelyn V.
Baxter, Largo, Fife.
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The Occurrence of Larvaevora {Echinomyia grossa (L.)) in

Scotland.—With reference to the notes which have appeared on the

occurrence of this Dipterous fly in Scotland {Scot. Nat., 60
, pp. 48-49,

pp. 126-127), Mr Arthur B. Duncan informs us that it is not at all

a really scarce insect, being found quite frequently on some of the

low-lying mosses in Dumfriesshire.

—

Editors.

Rhyssa permasoria in Banff.—On 1st August 1948 I had a

female ichneumon, Rhyssa persuasoria
,
handed to me for identifica-

tion, a very nice specimen, alive. Sirex gigas, the great wood wasp,

on the grub of which this ichneumon is parasitic, is not uncommon
here, and I have seen several this year. They seem to be more plentiful

nowadays.—W. H. Maxwell, Banff.

Nesting of the Raven in Roxburghshire.—On 20th August

1947, in a wooded hill burn of south-west Roxburghshire, I discovered

an old tree nest of the raven {Corvus corax). The nest, which had

apparently been used that season, was built at a height of about

twenty feet in an alder, growing on a piece of level ground between

a fork of the burn. The altitude was approximately 600 feet above

sea level. There was no sign of the birds.

Later, I met the farmer on whose land the nest was situated, and

he told me that it was the first occasion he had known ravens to breed

there. He believed that a brood was successfully reared.

I have been unable to find any other records of the raven nesting

in the above-named county.

On 23rd March 1946 I found a raven’s tree-nest containing three

eggs in the Dumfriesshire hills which border Roxburghshire. This

nest was of particular interest as it was situated at a height of only

eight feet in an aged rowan growing from the steep side of a tiny

ravine deep in the hills. The nest was so low that I could touch its

base from ground level.

I visited the nest a month later and found it empty and no sign

of the birds.

The fact that these two nests, about ten miles apart, were built

in trees is probably due to the great scarcity of suitable rock-sites

in the district.—D. A. Ratcliffe, Carlisle, Cumberland.

Although the raven used to breed in Roxburghshire there seem to

be no recent records

—

Editors.

Hawfinches in Perthshire.—Following on Dr James W.
Campbell’s note recording two occurrences of the hawfinch {Cocco-

thraustes coccothraustes) in North Perth {Scot. Nat., 60
, p. 50), the

following seems of special interest. On 28th June 1948 I was shown
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an immature hawfinch which had been killed by a cat in a large

sheltered garden in Aberfeldy. The same cat had brought in another

hawfinch a day or two before. The bird I examined was fully fledged,

and though damaged, the finely barred underparts and absence of

black round the bill showed it to be a bird of the year.

This is the first I have come across in this district.

—

Colin C. I.

Murdoch, Aberfeldy, Perthshire.

With reference to the note, “ Hawfinch in Perthshire ” {Scot.

Nat., 6o, p. 50), a pair of hawfinches {Coccothraustes coccothraustes)

nested in the garden at Errol Park in 1946, and reared four young
which were ringed in the nest. I believe this to be the first hawfinch’s

nest to be recorded in Perthshire.—R. O. Heriot Maitland, Errol,

Perthshire.

An injured adult hawfinch {Coccothraustes coccothraustes') was found

beside a wire fence at Craigend, two miles south of the city of Perth,

on 14th March 1948. The bird died soon after it had been picked up,

but it was brought to me, and the skin has been preserved.

—

Peter
Norwell, Perth.

In summer 1948 a nest of the hawfinch {Coccothraustes cocco-

thraustes) was found by Mr Robert Adam in Scone Palace grounds.

The nest contained five eggs. The bird was watched on several

occasions but the nest was disturbed, probably by a cat, and was

eventually deserted. The nest has been presented to the Perth

Museum by Lord Mansfield.

I am indebted to Mr James Wood, Curator, for this information.

—James W. Campbell, Strathtay, Perthshire.

Hawfinches in Edinburgh.—Recently many observers watched

hawfinches {Coccothraustes coccothraustes) in Edinburgh, and the

purpose of this note is to record what is known of this exceptional

occurrence.

The first record is of two seen in the Royal Botanic Garden by
I. H. Drummond on 1st May 1947. Thereafter he saw two or three

birds throughout July, and also what he took to be two or three young

birds, indicating that the birds may have bred in the neighbourhood.

These observations were published in the Journal of the R .S.P.B .,

23, No. 2, Winter 1947-48, p. 53-

A single bird was seen in the Garden in January 1948, and on

the 2 1 st of .March two birds were seen there. On the next two days

a single bird was seen along the Water of Leith above Belford Bridge.

This bird was first seen by D. G. Andrew.
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On 31st March A. M. Watt recorded a single bird by the River

Almond near Cramond.

A single bird was seen in the Royal Botanic Garden on 4th April,

and thereafter numbers up to five were seen there daily up to the

middle of the month. A hen bird was watched on the 13th breaking

off small twigs from a maple and carrying them in beakfuls to a

fork in a neighbouring birch. Thereafter only two birds were seen

daily up to the end of the month. On the 14th the hen was again

watched carrying twigs to the fork in the birch. A cock was in

attendance at the nest, but was not seen carrying twigs. This “ nest-

building ” was not seen again and no more than a foundation was
laid down, although the two birds were seen daily up to 30th April.

A look-out was kept but no hawfinches were reported again until

July, when one or two birds were seen in and near the Garden on

only two occasions, and it is thought that they did not breed there

in 1948.

During the height of the April visitation the birds fed on seeds

(mainly sycamore) on the lawns, and many ornithologists studied

them at leisure from the comfort of the seats along the paths. It was

felt that the birds might have bred in the Garden if it had not been

for the disturbances which there go hand in hand with the approaching

summer. These include the sweeping of the lawns and an increasing

number of human visitors.—A. G. S. Bryson, Edinburgh.

Hawfinch in East Lothian.—On 19th July 1948 a hawfinch

(Coccothraustes coccothraustes) was observed perching in an apple

tree in a walled garden near Haddington. The bird appeared to

be very tired, and when flushed flew to another apple tree nearby,

where it remained absolutely still and allowed us to approach within

six feet of it, when it was identified as an adult female.—A. H.
Greenlees and C. M. H. Fraser, East Lothian.

These notes show that the hawfinch is extending its range and

becoming more frequent. The Geographical Distribution and Status

of Birds in Scotland (1928) includes the hawfinch as resident in East

Lothian. In reply to a request for information on its present status

in East Lothian, Mr R. C. Blackwood informs us that he received

reliable evidence of breeding, including the finding of dead young
birds, on several occasions at Humbie, East Lothian, during the

period 1935-43.

The history of the hawfinch in Scotland up to 1924 is reviewed in

an article, “ The Hawfinch in Scotland ” (Scot. Nat., 1925, pp. 35 -45 ).

It is remarkable how frequently the presence of this species in Scotland
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has been detected only through the finding of dead specimens.

—

Editors.

Injury Feigning by Yellow Bunting.—Injury feigning by the

yellow bunting (Emberiza citrinella) has previously been recorded,

but the following note of persistent displays throughout the period

of incubation and feeding of the young is perhaps worthy of note on

account of the remarkable regularity of their performance. It should,

however, be borne in mind that the circumstances in this case are

somewhat unusual owing to the abnormal obstacles confronting the

bird. On 23rd May 1948 the strawberry bed at Ardrennich, Strathtay,

was covered with netting—old tennis court stop-netting— ij-inch by
1 -inch mesh as some protection for the bloom against the severe

frosts then prevailing in the district. On 16th June I flushed a female

yellow bunting from a nest containing four eggs under one of the

strawberry plants. When disturbed the bird fluttered through the

netting, flew the two or three feet necessary for clearing the strawberry

bed with its netting, and then immediately dropped to the ground

and disappeared at a run, with wings raised, into two rows of potatoes.

I was unable to visit the nest until 18th June, when there were five

eggs which completed the clutch. Throughout incubation the bird

was flushed many times from the nest owing to operations connected

with the strawberry bed, but on every occasion her reactions were the

same—a flurried fluttering through the meshes of the netting, a hasty

dropping to the ground as soon as she was clear of the strawberry bed,

followed at once by a rapid run and hop along the ground with

spread wings extended to their fullest above the body. The tail was
fully spread so that the white outer tail-feathers were conspicuous.

Subsequently I made a point of approaching the strawberry bed

from the side adjoining the potatoes, for then the bird settled on the

garden path and we had an uninterrupted view of her display as she

went up the path. As a rule she ran and hopped for some ten to fifteen

yards before taking wing.

Three eggs hatched on 28th June; the other two were addled. A
similar display was always performed, whenever the female was

surprised at the nest throughout the fledging period. Although she

was never heard to give any call, a male often appeared whilst the

female was performing but, curiously, he was never surprised inside

the netting.

—

James W. Campbell, Strathtay, Perthshire.

Tree Sparrows in the Lothians.—In West Midlothian there

are two small breeding colonies of tree sparrows (Passer montanus)

on the last stretch of arable land before the moorland. These colonies

are about one mile apart and have been in existence since at least
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1938. They consist of about twenty birds each and both are located

on the outskirts of Scots pine plantings, with trees about thirty to forty

feet high. The birds in both cases are difficult to identify as they

spend a great deal of their time in the thick foliage at the tops of the

trees. The main attraction of the sites seems to be the nesting sites

provided by the old nests of birds of the crow family.

—

Hugh
Halliday, West Calder, Midlothian.

Rock Pipits Breeding in Midlothian.—As, with the exception

of Cramond Island, there cannot be many instances of rock pipits

(Anthus spinoletta petrosus) breeding in Midlothian, the following

may be of interest. On 21st May 1948 a pair with a nest containing

three very young birds and an addled egg was found in the grass

embankment of a railway siding near the sea front at Leith Docks.

The young flew on 31st May and the nest was unfortunately destroyed

by interference. On 5th July 1948 I found the same pair with four

newly flown young at a new nest nearby.

—

Gerard L. Sandeman,
Edinburgh

.

Spotted Flycatcher and Willow Warbler taking Bread-
crumbs.—During the very hot weather of August 1947 I was fortunate

enough to witness a spotted flycatcher (Muscicapa striata ) and a

willow warbler (.Phylloscopus trochilus) feeding on bread-crumbs,

apparently in preference to the many insects which were available at

the time.

At about 8.30 a.m. (D.B.S.T.) on 9th August 1947 the willow

warbler flew down to my lawn to feed on the bread-crumbs. It even

entered my bird-trap for the bread and was duly caught and ringed

with a B.T.O. ring.

At about 9 a.m. (D.B.S.T.) on 30th August 1947 the spotted

flycatcher was observed sitting on the clothes-rope. It made no attempt

to catch any passing insects, but was obviously much interested in tbe

bread-crumbs on the lawn. After five or ten minutes it flew down and

ate bread-crumbs from two or three different parts of the lawn, and
then flew off into a tree.

I was watching both of these birds from a distance of three

yards and distinctly saw them take the bread.

—

F. D. E. Walls,
Kilmarnock.

Chiffchaff in Inner Hebrides.—A chiffchaff (.Phylloscopus

collybita) was seen and heard singing in the wooded policies of

Colonsay House, Colonsay, on 17th June 1947. There are very

few, if any, records of this species for the Inner Hebrides.

—

Gerard
L. Sandeman. Edinburgh.

28
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Possible Breeding of Grasshopper Warbler in Midlothian.
—On 14th and 15th August 1948 a grasshopper warbler (Locustella

naevia) was heard singing near Dalhousie Castle, Bonnyrigg, Mid-
lothian. Owing to the lateness of the season the song was brief

though distinctive.

There was considerable evidence of successful breeding, though

the birds seen in this connection were not conclusively proved to be

grasshopper warblers, and the record is therefore not classed as

definite. On the 15th on the site of a recently cleared wood with

considerable undergrowth on marshy ground, a warbler was seen in

the same bush from which the male grasshopper warbler had been

singing a few minutes earlier. It carried insects in its bill and was
feeding fully fledged young, of which two were seen. Owing to their

secretive nature identification was not 100 per cent, ceitain—the

general behaviour, plumage seen, and alarm notes heard being

•equally ascribable, for instance, to the sedge warbler (.Acrocephalus

schoenobaenus). There were, however, no other warblers in the

immediate vicinity, and though the singing male was not directly

connected with the (presumed) female and young, the evidence seems

clearly in favour of a breeding pair. The call was an insistent

“ tchick tchick.”—C. K. Mylne, Bonnyrigg, Midlothian.

The grasshopper warbler is a scarce and local summer visitor

to the Lothians : sporadic breeding has been recorded in Midlothian .

—

Editors.

Grasshopper Warblers in Ardnamurchan.—J. G. Harvie-

Brown and Thomas E. Buckley in their Vertebrate Fauna Gf Argyll

and the Inner Hebrides (1892) mention that the grasshopper warbler

(.Locustella naevia) bred near Glenborrodale, Ardnamurchan in 1868,

.and was observed also in Glen More farther west. On 14th and

15th June 1948 I saw and heard one singing continuously for long

periods near Achosnish in the same peninsula, and suspected nesting.

—Gerard L. Sandeman, Edinburgh.

Blackcaps in Wester Ross.—It may be of interest to record that

.a pair of blackcaps {Sylvia atricapilla ) have been observed frequently

from April to July during the years 1938, ’39, ’47, and ’48 in a wild

garden near the coast of south-west Ross-shire. On fine days their

song has been heard constantly, but owing to the very thick tangle

•of shrub and undergrowth and the limited amount of time available

to the observers the nest has not yet been located.—A. H. Greenlees
.and C. M. H. Fraser, East Lothian.
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This is an interesting record. According to the most recent

accounts that have been published, the blackcap has only once been

recorded on the west mainland north of Ardnamurchan—Wester Ross,

23rd November 1905. There has been no suggestion whatsoever of

breeding in Wester Ross. Breeding, however, has been recorded for

Easter Ross, and one of us (J. W. C.) saw two males on 9th and 10th

June 1948 singing in very suitable nesting habitat at Scatwell,

Strathconon. Further observations on the status of the blackcap in

the Highlands will be valuable.

—

Editors.

Unusual Song by Song Thrushes.—On the evening of 13th May
1948 an unidentified bird with a beautiful and unfamiliar song was

first heard in the grounds of Pinkie House, Musselburgh. It proved

to be a song thrush ( Turdus ericetorum ) ,
but the song, or rather one

frequently repeated phrase of it, was strikingly unusual. It consisted

of a descending diatonic passage in the key of F sharp major, com-

mencing on the tonic and falling five notes to the subdominant, which

note was repeated (a). As an interesting variation the subdominant

was sometimes sung three times. It was then found that a second

song thrush, whose singing perch was in an ash about 100 yards

away from the first, was introducing a similar figure into his song.

(a)

(b)

This was a descending diatonic passage in the same key, but consisted

invariably of four notes only {b).

At the date of writing (30th May) both birds are still introducing

these musical figures into their song, but much less frequently than

when they were first heard. Particularly in the case of bird {a), by
far the better singer, there has been a gradual diminution of the

challenging clarity of the “ first fine careless rapture.” I am grateful

to Mr S. J. Barlow for the musical data and transcriptions. In each

case the bird sang at a pitch two octaves above that which is written.

—Geoffrey Turner, Loretto, Musselburgh.

Hoopoe in Inverness-shire —On 7th June 1948 I saw a hoopoe

( XJpupa epops) at Locheilside, Inverness-shire. I had an excellent
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view of the bird, which was comparatively easy to approach. It was
first seen on 31st May by a farmer, and stayed for a week, but was 1

not seen again after 7th June. During its stay the bird frequented

the ground round a small farm, and was seen digging for grubs in

a potato field, a manure heap, and the soft moss on the hillside.

The local people were very interested in the bird. There was an
unconfirmed report that the bird had also been seen on the other side

of the loch in Argyllshire.

—

Eileen R. Ballance, Sanderstead,

Surrey.

The hoopoe is an occasional visitor to Scotland, and has been

recorded from most counties, including south Inverness and north

Argyll

.

Mr Iain M. Murray, Portree, informs us of the presence of a

strange bird, possibly a hoopoe, at Portree, Isle of Skye, on 23rd

and 24th September 1948. It was seen by several persons, and the

description received by Mr Murray pointed to the bird being a

hoopoe .

—

Editors .

Gadwall in North Perth.—On 4th June 1947 we watched a

gadwall (Anas strepera) with a family of ducklings, two or three

days old, on Loch Iubhair, near Crianlarich, Perthshire. This

supports the Editors’ suggestion that the gadwall may be extending

its range (Scot. Nat., 60, p. 133).

—

Evelyn V. Baxter and Leonora
Jeffrey Rintoul, Largo, Fife.

Shearwaters Nesting on the Cuillin of Rum.—The shear-

water colonies on Rum are interesting in that they extend up to the

high tops of the Rum Cuillin.

At the end of July 1948 I climbed Hallival (2,350 feet) and found

the burrows of the shearwaters (Puffinus puffinus) to the very top.

Usually the birds were nesting on grassy ledges or slopes, but in places

amongst the screes. Here the surroundings were alpine, and the young

shearwaters must have a long and arduous descent to the distant sea.

The problem of making an accurate landing at the nesting burrows

at night can not be an easy one for the parent birds, for during the

present year the Rum tops were in cloud for approximately twenty-four

nights out of the thirty-one of July, and visibility would be restricted to

a few yards. How are the homing shearwaters able to find their hill

and the correct height under these conditions ?

—

Seton Gordon,

Isle of Skye.

Reputed Temminck’s Stint on North-west Coast.—On the

morning of 20th July 1948 it was blowing a full gale here at
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Badentarbat Lodge, Achiltibuie. The only shelter on this bit of

coast is the small walled garden immediately in front of this lodge.

On the bare earth between rows of vegetables I saw to my surprise a

small wader walking to and fro and picking up food from the surface

of the bare earth: it did not probe. Opening the lower sash of an

upper window a few inches I watched the bird with glasses for half

an hour from a distance of ten yards or less up to fifteen yards. I

made notes and two rough sketches. It was obviously a stint: bill

blackish, straight, and shorter than in the dunlin (Calidris alpina)
;

chin, upper throat, and belly white, with light brownish band covering

most of neck and upper breast
;

blackish line showing along outer

edge of folded wings
;

upper parts rich dark olive brown
;

pale,

narrow eye stripe
;
appearance of white eyelids

;
legs dark green.

By the time I got down into the garden it had gone. Afterwards

confirmed as Temminck’s stint (Calidris temminckii) from the plate

on page 77 of Fisher’s Bird Recognition, Vol. 1.

Colonel Meinertzhagen suggests to me that it was more likely to

have been an American stint (Calidris minutillci) because Temminck’s
has never been reported from north-west Scotland

;
but I think this

is likely to be due merely to the absence of observers, as Mr Rayfield’s

recent notes from Aultbea, Wester Ross, indicate (Scot. JVat., 60
,

pp. 135-136).

—

Tom G. Longstaff, Achiltibuie, Ross-shire.

Temminck’s stint is a rare vagrant in Scotland. There are records

for Shetland, Fair Isle, Aberdeenshire, and Ayrshire. In 1934 and

1936 there were unsuccessful attempts at nesting in Scotland.

—

Editors.

Early Great Skuas.—On 15th July 1948 I saw two great skuas

(Stercorarius skua) in the Firth of Forth about two miles south-east

of Inchcolm. They were busily engaged in intercepting terns carrying

fish to the young on Carn Craig. I think this is an early date for the

appearance of this skua in the Forth.—W. M. Logan Home, Edrom,
Berwickshire.

Common Gulls Breeding in Forth Area.—On 3rd May 1939

a visit was made to the lochans at the head of Kirkton Glen and on

the hill, Meall an Lochain, above Balquhidder, Perthshire, where

some ten anxious pairs of common gulls (Larus canus) were noted

and suspected to be starting to nest, and some probable nesting

hollows were found. These lochans were visited again on 7th July

1948 and a single pair of birds were on Loch an Eireannaich at the

head of Kirkton Glen with an almost fully fledged young together
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with another of the same age which was found dead. The live one

was caught and ringed.

—

Gerald L. Sandeman, Edinburgh.

There appears to be no previous record of the common gull breeding

in South Perth. In the Forth faunal area breeding has only been

recorded for Kinross.

—

Editors.

Breeding of Common Gull in the Pentlands.—On 2nd July

1948 I paid a visit to the Crane Loch, a very small moorland loch

lying high up in the Pentland Hills and just inside Lanarkshire,

where I found a breeding colony of about sixty pairs of black-headed

gulls (Larus ridibundus) and amongst them a pair of common gulls

(.Lams canus ), whose anxious behaviour strongly indicated breeding.

On the following day Mr G. L. Sandeman and I made another

search, and at least two and probably three young birds were watched

from a distance, attended by the parents. One of these young, about

three weeks old, was eventually caught, examined, and ringed. By
this time they had wandered about half a mile from the loch, where

the nest had almost certainly been.

There appears to be no previous record of the common gull having

bred in this area. It seems worth recording that none were seen on

a visit to the Crane Loch in June 1947, when only about five pairs

of black-headed gulls were breeding.—D. G. Andrew, Edinburgh.

Hybrid (?) Gull near Lerwick.—During the first week of

January 1947 a strange gull was noted amongst a crowd of glaucous,

great black-backed, and herring gulls (Larus hyperboreus
,
marinus

,

and argentatus) near Lerwick. It disappeared for a time, but was

seen again at the same place on the 15th of the month. As the bird

was evidently something out of the common, it was secured and

preserved. It may be described as similar to the great black-backed

gull in every way except that the colour of its back and wings is a

shade of blue-grey midway between those of herring and lesser

black-backed gulls (Z. argentatus and fuscus). The accompanying

photograph shows one of its wings compared with that of a great

black-backed gull.

Is it a freak or a hybrid ?—G. T. Kay, Lerwick, Shetland.

According to Dr Einar Lonnberg’s paper on “ Hybrid Gulls
57

f

{Archiv for Zoologi
, 12, No. 7, 22 pp., Uppsala, 1919), hybrids

between any species of gulls are very rare. Two cases are given of

successfully interbreeding marinus X hyperboreus in captivity, one

at Copenhagen Zoological Gardens and the other at Skansen, the



Photo hy G. T. Kay.

Plate 9.—Wing of a presumed hybrid Glaucous x Great Black-backed Gull,

obtained at Lerwick (below), with a normal Great Black-backed Gull’s

wing for comparison (above).

Face p. 222
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zoological park in Stockholm. An adult wild bird shot at Upernivik,

West Greenland, in 1899 so closely resembles these known hybrid

products that it may be assumed to have had a similar parentage.

Mr Kay’s bird appears to us to be a second example of a natural

hybrid marinusYhyperboreus . It agrees closely with Lonnberg’s

descriptions and figures in general colour, but differs slightly in

having some black at the base of the white tip on the fifth primary

as well as on the outer four, which is lacking in the previous case

(see Plate 9).—Editors.

Miscellaneous Zoological Notes

In many districts the extensive felling of coniferous trees must have

seriously affected the distribution of many animals and forced them

to move considerable distances to more congenial surroundings which

supplied their normal food as well as shelter. It would be useful as

well as interesting to have records of such occurrences. The vegeta-

tion is greatly altered after the removal of trees. Birch may, after

a time, succeed in colonising the ground; but with most other trees,

unless there are seed-bearing trees in the vicinity, the cut area

becomes either a heath or an area of coarse shrubby growth in upland

or more remote places where no coniferous trees now survive. In

lowland areas the vegetation rapidly becomes a tangle of weeds

unless there is some grazing, when grasses spread. Hence both the

flora and the fauna show considerable change.

Red Squirrel.—One result of large-scale felling of pine trees is

that the red squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris) has a much smaller space to

roam. This means greater concentration, less food, and greater

competition for what food is available. In certain parts of the valley

of the Dee (Aberdeenshire) this occurred till 1946. After the severe

winter of 1947 in one part of Glen Tanner during the month of August

no red squirrels were seen. In 1948 only five were seen. The inter-

esting feature of these five was that two were typical red and the other

three rather dark brown. The latter colour has been observed in

one side valley of the Dee, but not elsewhere. From this it would
appear that squirrels from other parts are now migrating into this

part where formerly squirrels were plentiful. It would be of con-

siderable interest and of practical value for foresters to know if similar

occurrences have been recorded elsewhere. Planting up many parts

with conifers should provide a very interesting field for observation

of the movements of squirrels, adding still further information to
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that given by Professor Ritchie in his book, The Influence of Man
on the Animal Life of Scotland (Cambridge University Press, 1920).

Capercaillie.—As with the red squirrel so with the capercaillie

( Tetrao urogallus) the rapid felling of conifer woods tended to lead

to the concentration of these birds into smaller areas. This has been

noted in parts of the Tweed and Dee (Aberdeenshire) valleys. The
hard winter of 1947 has not reduced the capercaillie

;
in fact, there

seems to be a slight increase, although they still seem to be haunting

the same parts as before. Further observation of capercaillie would

be of interest to naturalists and of great interest to foresters as their

young plantations begin to develop.

Butterflies.—Many years ago (approximately 1910) during the

month of July a strong south-east wind was blowing inland from the

coast of Kincardineshire. This strong wind carried with it butterflies,

including the silver-washed fritillary (Argynnis papilla) and the

common blue (Polyommatus icarus). In the course of a day these

butterflies had reached the estate of Durris twelve miles up the Dee
valley from Aberdeen. During this spell we followed their flight

across the country from the sea by means of cycling along the side-

roads and walking part of the way. Similar “ migrations ” occurred

at intervals of some years. To what extent does this happen in other

parts of Scotland ? We also estimated that the year following such

movements these butterflies were more prevalent than in the years

between such phenomena. Are these movements of common or regular

occurrence ? If so, it might be of some importance in the distribution

of certain species. Much has been written regarding migration of

butterflies and other insects, but movements within Scotland are not

without interest.

Tits.—Tits (Paridae) of all kinds were numerous in pine woods

in 1946 due to the shrinkage in area of coniferous woods. After the

early part of 1947 there was a marked diminution. Fortunately

there is evidence that their numbers are on the increase, although

not yet up to the figure for 1946.

Yellowhammer.—Outside wooded areas one of the birds which

had suffered severely from the severity of the winter in the early

part of 1947 was the yellowhammer (.Emberiza citrinella). Over

considerable areas scarcely a bird was seen or heard. In 1948 there

was a slight increase, but the recovery will evidently be slow since

there are still parts where these birds could not be located.
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Robins.—In parts of the Aboyne and Birse regions (Aberdeenshire)

there has been a rather remarkable increase in robins (.Erithacus

rubecula) since 1947. The same increase has been noted near Edin-

burgh and in certain parts of the Tweed valley. No explanation of

this increase can be given except perhaps that the 1947-48 winter was

comparatively mild. Annual recordings of such bird fluctuations

would be very useful. With sufficient records it might be possible to

correlate such fluctuations with factors at present uncertain.

Blackbirds and Thrushes.—There has in some parts of Scotland

been an increase, in the numbers of blackbirds and song thrushes

( Turdus merula and ericetorum ) since the spring of 1948. In some
places there have been several broods. The question is, why so many
broods ? Is it a question of food linked up with phenological factors

influencing the fauna and flora of the countryside ? The annual

collection of data by field naturalists would provide most valuable

information.—E. Wyllie Fenton, Edinburgh.

29
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CURRENT LITERATURE

The titles and purport of papers, notes, and letters relating to Scottish

natural history which have appeared during the period May-August

1948 inclusive in the Field and Country Life.

BOTANY
Country Life

Laggard Ash, by J. A. L. Duncan, 18th June 1948, p. 1234 -

Letter; ash unusually late in coming into leaf in Strathmore.

ZOOLOGY
1. Field

Skuas in Shetland, by G. K. Yeates, 1st May 1948, pp. 489-

490.—Illustrated article on great and arctic skuas, including an

account of plumage variations of the latter.

A Policy for Deer Forests, Editorial, 22nd May 1948, pp.

567-568.—Discusses the management of deer forests in relation to

other interests, the need for a close season, and the economic

importance of red deer.

Return of the Quail, by Brian Vesey-Fitzgerlad, 22nd May
1948, p. 574.—Article, with photograph, on present status in Great

Britain; author knew of no Scottish record for 1947.

The Future of Red Deer, by “Morning,” 29th May 1948, p. 608.

—Letter dealing with points discussed in Editorial of 22nd May.

Rare Bird in the Orkneys, by Patrick Scott, 29th May
1948, p. 609.—Letter reporting red-flanked bluetail at Skaill,

Mainland, in May 1948.

Unusual Roe Head, by H. Douglas-Home, 29th May 1948,

p. 610.—Letter, with photograph showing head of doe with horns

measuring seven and five and a half inches.

The Future of Red Deer, by G. Kenneth Whitehead, 5th

June 1948, p. 636.—Letter, with photograph, concerning close season,

economic importance, and control.

Return of the Quail, by Kenneth J. Smith, 5th June 1948,

p. 637.—Letter stating that a quail caught in Scotland in 1947 had

been presented to Glasgow Zoo.
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Family of Ten, by Lewis L. McKay, 12th June 1948, p. 664.—

Letter, with photograph of mute swans with ten young at Culter.

Camberwell Beauty, by J. A. Owen, 12th June 1948, p. 666.

—

Letter; a specimen seen near Drumelzier, Peebles, on 15th May
1948.

Future of the Red Deer, by E. Luxmoore, 19th June 1948,

p. 692.—Letter concerning effect of hydro-electric schemes on deer-

stalking.

Unusual Roe Head, by V. R. Balfour-Browne, 19th June

1948, p. 693.—Letter referring to head recorded in letter of 29th May.

Return of the Quail, by C. E. Bruce Gardyne, 19th June

1948, p. 694.—Letter; writer has recollection of report in press of

quail at Tannadice, Angus, in 1947.

Unusual Roe Head, by G. Kenneth Whitehead, 26th June

1948, p. 722.—Letter referring to head recorded in letter of 29th May.

The Elusive Whimbrel, by G. K. Yeates, 3rd July 1948,

p. 14.—Illustrated article on breeding in Shetland.

Return of the Quail, by L. Maitland-Kirwan and C.

Robertson, 10th July 1948, p. 48.—Two letters; a quail seen in

September 1947 at Castle Douglas, and one shot in November 1947

at Tealing, Angus.

American Wigeon in Shetland, by Donald Cross, 17th

July 1948, p. 76.—Letter reporting pair seen at close quarters on three

occasions, 13th to 19th June 1948.

Value of Red Deer, by Dugald Macintyre, 17th July 1948,

p. 77.—Letter stressing need for close time.

Hawks do take Starlings, by Dugald Macintyre, 31st July

1948, p. 133.—Letter; peregrine and merlin capturing starlings.

Song Thrush Swimming, by Phyllis M. Bone, 31st July 1948,

p. 134.—Letter; one seen in River Cree, Wigtownshire.

Grouse Prospects on Deeside, by the Shooting Editor, 7th

August 1948, pp. 150-15 1.—Article forecasting a fair season.

A Friendly Swallow, by C. G. McKenzie, 14th August 1948,

p. 190.—Letter; swallow perching on angler’s rod, River Don,
Aberdeenshire.
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Birds in Scotland, by Hugh Rankin, 28th August 1948,

p. 246.—Letter stating that oyster-catcher is now the commonest bird 1

in Scotland.

2. Country Life

Whaling in Shetland Waters, by Richard Perry, 14th May
1948, p. 991.—An account of Norwegian whalers taking lesser

rorquals

.

The Forest of Caledon, by Richard Perry, 21st May 1948,

p. 1033.—Article on wild life in pine forests of Glen More and

Rothiemurchus

.

Snow Buntings in the Cairngorms, by Seton Gordon, 4th

June 1948, p. 1135.—Letter; many, presumably migrants, to be

seen early in May.

Spring on the Forth, by R. B. Talbot Kelly, nth June 1948,

pp. 1180-1181.—Illustrated article on bird life of Firth of Forth.

Pirate Gull of the Shetlands, by Richard Perry, 9th July

1948, pp. 84-85.—Illustrated article on great skua.

Cuckoo Glade, by Frances Pitt, 16th July 1948, p. 123-
Article^ with photograph; cuckoo, black-headed gull, and other

birds feeding on caterpillars in Highlands.

A Tame Chaffinch, by D. Railton, 6th August 1948, p. 288.

—

Letter; birds regularly entering house in Inverness-shire.

A Wild-cat at Bay, by H. Mortimer Batten, 20th August

1948, p. 386.—Letter, with photographs of wild-cat bolted from

cairn in Perthshire.

The Capercailzie Club, by Anthony Buxton, 27th August

1948, pp. 420-422.—Article, with photographs, concerning behaviour

at drinking pool in Highlands.

ERRATUM
On page 135, in the note by Mr Rayfield referring to the Iceland

redshank, the date on which the bird was trapped should be 31st

January 1948, not 31st December 1947.
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Crossbill, Notes on the, 147-156; 174
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Fieldfare, 173, 174, 183
Fisher, James, Bird Recognition, Vol. 1,
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—

Sea-trout, 49
Eel, 49
Oar-fish, 127

Flycatcher, Collared, 51

Pied, 12, 178, 179, 182, 183, 185
Red-breasted, 178, 179, 185
Spotted, 174, 185, 217

Food of birds: young barn owls, 13 1 ;

crossbills, 155; great skua, 162;
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and willow warbler, 217 ; 227, 228

Forestry Commission, 30, 37, 105, 164
Foula, Summer bird notes from, 157-163
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1
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1
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1
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of, 199

Gadwall, 14, 133, 220
Gannet, 16, 160, 186
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Gibson-Hill, C. A., British Sea Birds

reviewed, 58
Gladstone, Sir Hugh, 133- 134
Goat, 56, 57, 140
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Goldcrest, 11, 12, 174, 183, 185
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Goldfinch, no, 174
Goosander, 15

Goose, Bean, 18

Grey-lag, 14, 18, 56, 132 (albino), 172
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Snow, 18

Gordon, Seton, 220

Grayling Butterfly, 21

1

Grebe, Black-necked, 16

Great Crested, 16, 172, 175, 176
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Slavonian, 16, 57, 174
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Greenlees, A. H., 215, 218
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1
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Clarke, Some recollections of, 93
Hawfinch, 12, 50, 213-216
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1

Hummingbird, 48, 76
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Iledge-Sparrow, 174, 186
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Heron, 172-175
Home, W. M. Logan, 130, 221
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Idymenoptera, 44-46, 142, 213
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Insect immigration: Scotland an end

point, 74

Jackdaw, 17, 54, 174

Kay, G. T., 222
Kestrel, 13

1

Kite, 13
Kittiwake, 136, 162, 172, 173, 186

Knot, 172

Lapwing, 161, 170, 174-176
Larvaevora grossa, 48, 126, 213
Lepidoptera, records of, 126, 21 1-2 12,

227; immigrant, 47, 48, 56, 57, 74,

138, 224, 227 ;
birds feeding on

caterpillars, 54, 228

Linnet, 113, 129, 131, 174, 185
Little Auk, 172, 178
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Longfield, Cynthia, The dragonflies
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Longstaff, T. G., 52-53, 220-221
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Mackenzie, J. M. D., A simple nest

box, 33
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Martin, House, 159, 174
Sand, 174
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Maxwell, W. H., 213
MeWilliam, Rev. J. M., Bird territory

as a fixed address, 8

Meadow Brown, 21

1

Merganser, Red-breasted, 16

Merlin, 159, 227
Midlothian Ornithological Club, 20, 22,

1:77, 181

Milkweed Butterfly, 77
Mistle-Thrush, 11, 12, 173, 174, 176
Moorhen, 18, 163, 174
Mortality of birds in cold weather, 17 1-

176, 224-225
Moth. See Lepidoptera.
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Long-tailed, 49, 196
Short-tailed, 49

MUNRO, J. H. B., Rook roosts of the

Lothians, 20
Murdoch, C. C. I., 214
Murray, Iain M., 220
Mylne, C. K., 218

Neill, R. M., 47
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war stores

box, 42 ;
plate 4

Nightjar, 170, 183
Norwell, Peter, 214

Oak, infestation by caterpillars, 54
Oar-fish, 127
Obituary : Oliver Hilton Wild

, 63
Odonata, 65-73
O’Mahony, E., 49
Orange-tip, 193
Orkneys, bird life (Cur. Lit.), 140

Osprey, 13

Ouzel, Ring. See Ring-ouzel.
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1
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174, 176, 228

Painted Lady, 75, 77, 79, 80, 21

1

Parasites, 170
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Peacock Butterfly, 47, 77, 79; spread in

Highlands and Islands, 126; 21 1 -21

2

Pennie, Dr Ian D., Summer bird notes

from Foula, 157-163
Peregrine Falcon, 159, 186, 227
Phalarope, Red-necked, 18, 56
Pheasant, 174
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Pipit, Meadow, 52, 158, 170, 174, 185
Tree, 185
Rock, 158, 185, 217

Pitman, Ian, 145
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161

Pochard, 15, 175
Platt, M. I., 48-49
Psithyrus, 44, 46
Ptarmigan, 139
Puffin, 163, 172

Quail, 18, 163, 183, 226-227

Raeburn, G. F., 131-133, 137-138
Rail, Water, 180
Rat, Water, 198
Ratcliffe, D. A., 213
Raven, 13, 50, 157, 213
Rayfield, P. A., 129, 130, 133, 135-136,

228
Razorbill, 55 (Northern), 163, 172, 186
Red Admiral, 47 (ab. merryfieldi) , 47, 48,

57 , 75 , 77 , 79 ,
80

Redpoll, Lesser, 11, in, 174, 185
Greenland, 185
Mealy, 179, 182, 185

Redshank, 17, 135, 172, 174, 176;
Iceland redshank, 135, 228

Spotted, 135
Redstart, 1 1 , 175, 186
Black, 159, 178, 183, 184, 186

Redwing, 12, 172, 173, 175, 183, 185
Rhyssa persuasoria,213
Richter, R., 128

Ringing (birds), 38-42, 135, 180, 184-186
Ring-ouzel, 17, 170, 178, 182, 184, 185
Rintoul, Leonora J., 5
Rintoul, Leonora J., and Evelyn V.

Baxter, On the present status of the

stonechat in Scotland, 164-170. See
also Baxter and Rintoul.

Robin, 12, 38, 140 (albino), 174, 180,

183, 186, 225
Rock-dove, 18, 160
Rodents: Apodemus, 49, 196 ;
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,

198; Cleithrionomys
, 196; Lepus,

1 41 ;
Microtus, 49; Sciurus

, 150,

154, 223-224
Rook, 12 (at Stornoway Castle), 54,

1 72- 1 74; winter roosts in the

Lothians, 20 ;
winter roosts inquiry,

210
Ross, Dr Winifred M., 32; Notes on

the crossbill, 147-156

Salmon, 60, 139
Sandeman, G. L., 136-137, 217, 218,

221-222

Sandpiper, Common, 174, 176
Green, 183

Scaup-duck, 12, 134, 172, 175
Lesser, 135

Scops-owl, 131

Scoter, Common, 172
Scott, J. E., 134-135
Scottish Naturalist, The, historical, 1

Scottish ornithology, a century’s changes
in, n-19
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Scottish Wild Life Conservation Com-
mittee, 64

Seal, Atlantic, 139
Sea-Trout, Migration of, 49
Shag, 160, 186

Shearwater, Manx, 160, 220
Sheld-Duck, 186

Shoveler, 15
Shrike, Great Grey, 179
Red-backed, 178, 179, 182, 185

Sibthorpia europaea in Scotland, 47
Siphonaptera, Some Scottish, 49
Sirex gigas, 213
Siskin, hi, 179, 185
Skipper, Chequered, 192
Dingy, 21

1

Skua, Arctic, 140, 163, 226
Great, 17, 162, 221, 226, 228
Long-tailed, 184

Skylark, 158, 174, 176, 185
Smew, 19
Smith, F. W., 126; On our knowledge

of the distribution of Macrolepidop-
tera in Scotland, 192- 194

Smith, T. Leslie, Growth and decline of

an artificial grouse moor, 99
Snipe, 161, 172, 174-176
Sparrow, Hedge. See Hedge-Sparrow.
House, 54, 158, 172, 174, 185
Tree, 18, 129, 182, 185, 216-217

Speckled Wood, 193, 211-212

Squirrel, Common, 150, 154, 223-224
Starling, 12, plate 2 (p. 38), 39-43,

plate 3 (p. 40), 54, 158 (Shetland),

172, 174, 185, 227
Stenhouse, B. A., 50-51
Stint, Little, 180
Temminck’s, 220-221

Stoat, attacking man, 136
Stock-dove, 13, 175
Stonechat, 11, 186; On the present

status of the stonechat in Scotland,

164-170
Stone Curlew, 178
Storm-petrel, 160

Subspecies, The nature of, 195-208

Swallow, 1 31 , 159, 174, 186, 227
Swan, Mute, 172, 227
Whooper, 14, 19

Swift, 159, 174, 186

Tarsiger cyanurus
,
first British record, 6

Tentsmuir, 99
Tern, Arctic, 97, 161, 186

Black, 136
Common, 186

Roseate, 17, 19
Sandwich, 186

Territory, Bird, 8

Thomson, S. S., 131

Thrush, Mistle. See Mistle-Thrush.

Song, 12, 174-U6, 183, 185, 219, 225,

227
Tit, Blue, 12, 174
Coal, 12, 174, 185

Crested, 174

Tit, Great, 12, 174, 176
Long-tailed, 12, 174, 175

Tod, W. A., 55
Tortoiseshell, Small, 77, 79, 21 1, 212
Tree-creeper, 174
Tully, H., 53
Turnstone, 172, 186
Turtle Dove, 12, 53, 183, 186
Twite, 18, 158

Uig, Further botanising in, 82

Venables, L. S. V., The pre-coition
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plover, 1 21
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,
A note on, 44
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, 44-46

Wagtail, Pied, 174, 176, 185; paired
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White, 129, 185
Yellow, 178, 182

Walls, F. D. E., 217
Warbler, Barred, 185
Garden, 178, 179, 182, 184, 185
Grasshopper, 130, 185, 218
Reed, 185
Sedge, 130, 185
Willow, 12, 51-52, 185, 217
Wood, 182, 184, 185
Yellow-browed, 179, 185

Waterston, George, 50-51, 145
Watson, A. D., 50-51
Watson, Adam, The magpie in north-

east Scotland, 30; 53
Waxwing, 130
Whaling, 228
Wheatear, 159, 170, 185
Whimbrel, 161, 227
Whinchat, 170, 185
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57, 79, 211-212

Whitethroat, 12, 174, 185
Lesser, 178, 180, 182, 184, 185; 184

(Siberian)

Wigeon, 14, 18, 134, 172, 175
American, 227

Williamson, Kenneth, 130, 136-137,

145 ;
The Atlantic Islands reviewed,

141

Wilmott, A. J., Further botanising in

Uig, 82
Woodcock, 17, 139, 172, 173, 175
Woodpecker, Great Spotted, 13, 130, 186

Wood-Pigeon, 173, 175
Wren, 159 (Shetland wren), 173-175, 186

Wryneck, 180, 186
Wynne-Edwards, V. C., 127; The

nature of subspecies, 195-208

Xantho
, 47

Yellowhammer. See Bunting, Yellow.

Zoological Notes, 47, 126, 21
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